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Preface

This collection is the latest of a series of efforts to evaluate the contributions of
dendroclimatology, the study of past climate using tree rings, to climatology and
to other fields and activities. The origins of dendroclimatology as a collabora-
tive international field may be traced to two meetings held at the Laboratory of
Tree-Ring Research (LTRR), University of Arizona, in April 1974 and June 1977.
The First International Workshop on Dendroclimatology (April 1974), inspired and
organized by Harold C. Fritts, set the scene for a scientific venture of remark-
able ambition—the development of networks of fully dated, adequately replicated,
and documented tree-ring chronologies throughout the temperate and subarctic
regions of both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. It was at this meeting,
attended by scientists from ten countries, that the International Tree-Ring Data Bank
(ITRDB) was established, with an interim committee chaired by Fritts and includ-
ing Bernd Becker (Germany), Zdzisaw Bednarz (Poland), Jon Pilcher (UK), and
Charles Stockton (USA). The foundation of the ITRDB (now part of the World Data
Center for Paleoclimatology, operated by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, NOAA), signaled the acceptance by most of the active practition-
ers around the world of a shared minimum set of criteria for the development and
recording of dendroclimatic data. This in turn made it possible to conceive of many
individual efforts, leading to the establishment of internally consistent networks at
national, continental, and eventually, global scales.

The June 1977 meeting, organized with the support of the National Science
Foundation (NSF), had the goal of reviewing Harold Fritts’s pioneering dendro-
climatic reconstruction projects. Most of the participants at the meeting were
climatologists interested in a topic that had received very little attention up to that
time—high-resolution paleoclimatology. Those present included Roger Barry, Ray
Bradley, Henry Diaz, Mick Kelly, John Kutzbach, Murray Mitchell, Jr., and Harry
van Loon. The meeting led to several productive long-term scientific collaborations,
which in turn led to, among other things, the creation of baseline comprehensive
instrumental climate databases for studying climatic variations over the past century
and a half. From today’s viewpoint, it is difficult to imagine how little was known
about interannual- to century-scale variability in the climate system at that time,
with published sketches of the spectrum of climatic variability exhibiting little or no
power between bidecadal and millennial frequencies. Recall, the El Niño/Southern
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vi Preface

Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon was not as well understood then as it is now,
and the view of longer fluctuations had changed little since the early twentieth-
century work of Sir Gilbert Walker. The last 35 years have seen an extraordinary
growth of interest in the very topics of climatology and broader environmental sci-
ence to which tree-ring studies can contribute most—variability on interannual to
century timescales. The tree-ring record has become more and more important to
the understanding of the climate system as we learn about things like decadal and
longer patterns, and it is central to the issue of whether current climate changes are
extraordinary, and if so, on what scale.

This volume arose from a workshop titled, ‘Tree Rings and Climate: Sharpening
the Focus,’ held in Tucson, Arizona, April 6–9, 2004, although it contains much
material developed since the workshop. There were forty oral presentations and
twenty-two poster presentations at the workshop, with participants coming from
many countries, and including ‘users’ of dendroclimatic information, such as cli-
matologists, as well as ‘producers.’ The primary aim of the meeting was to
review what has been learned, by using tree rings, about natural climate variabil-
ity and its environmental and social impacts. This was done by reviewing and
synthesizing the results of the last 35 years, and identifying the strengths and weak-
nesses of dendroclimatology and the needs for and the opportunities for future
work. Thanks are due to the following bodies for financial and other support for
the meeting, and hence for making this volume possible: the Paleoclimatology
Program in the Division of Atmospheric Sciences at the US National Science
Foundation; the Climate Change Data and Detection Program, US National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration; the Past Global Changes (PAGES) project of
the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program; the Institute for the Study of
Planet Earth, University of Arizona; the Office of the Vice President for Research,
University of Arizona; and the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, University of
Arizona.

We are also particularly grateful to the colleagues who kindly undertook the task
of providing peer reviews for the chapters in this collection, and to the authors for
their good grace in awaiting its publication. Diana Miller has done us all a great
favor by her meticulous and constructive copyediting of the manuscripts.

Finally, thanks are due to those who set this ball rolling: Andrew Douglass in the
early twentieth century, Edward Schulman and Bruno Huber in the mid-twentieth
century, and, notably, Harold C. Fritts, who made the global venture possible, and
to whom this volume is dedicated.

Tucson, Arizona Malcolm K. Hughes
Tucson, Arizona Thomas W. Swetnam
Boulder, Colorado Henry F. Diaz
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Chapter 1
High-Resolution Paleoclimatology

Raymond S. Bradley

Abstract High resolution paleoclimatology involves studies of natural archives as
proxies for past climate variations at a temporal scale that is comparable to that
of instrumental data. In practice, this generally means annually resolved records,
from tree rings, ice cores, banded corals, laminated speleothems and varved sed-
iments. New analytical techniques offer many unexplored avenues of research in
high resolution paleoclimatology. However, critical issues involving accuracy of the
chronology, reproducibility of the record, frequency response to forcing and other
factors, and calibration of the proxies remain. Studies of proxies at high resolution
provide opportunities to examine the frequency and magnitude of extreme events
over time, and their relationships to forcing, and such studies may be of particular
relevance to societal concerns.

Keywords Climate dynamics · Natural archives · Paleoclimate · Proxies

1.1 Introduction

Paleoclimatology uses natural archives to reconstruct climate in the pre-instrumental
period. The longest instrumental records are from Western Europe, and a few of
these extend back into the early eighteenth (or even late seventeenth) century.
However, for most regions, continuous instrumental measurements rarely extend
beyond the early nineteenth century, with some remote (desert or polar) regions
having barely 50 years of observations (Fig. 1.1). Consequently, our instrumental
perspective on climate variability is extremely limited. In particular, it is unlikely

R.S. Bradley (B)
Department of Geosciences, Climate System Research Center, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, MA 01003-9297, USA
e-mail: rbradley@geo.umass.edu

3M.K. Hughes et al. (eds.), Dendroclimatology, Developments in Paleoenvironmental
Research 11, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4020-5725-0_1,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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Earliest instrumental records on land
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Fig. 1.1 Approximate earliest date of continuous instrumental records, which defines the need for
high-resolution proxy-based data prior to these dates

that we understand the full spectrum of variability of the most important cli-
mate modes (such as the El Niño/Southern Oscillation [ENSO], Pacific Decadal
Oscillation [PDO], North Atlantic Oscillation [NAO]. etc). High-resolution paleo-
climatology addresses this issue by focusing on climate proxies that can be resolved
at seasonal to annual resolutions. These proxy records may extend back continu-
ously from the present, or provide discrete windows into the past, to shed light on
modes of variability in earlier times. By providing data at a resolution compara-
ble to that of the instrumental record, high-resolution paleoclimatology plays an
important role in resolving anthropogenic effects on climate. Specifically, it helps
to place contemporary climate variability in a long-term perspective (detection, in
the parlance of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC]), and it
enables climatic changes to be examined in terms of forcing mechanisms (attri-
bution). High-resolution paleoclimatology also provides targets (either time series
or maps of past climatic conditions) with which models (general circulation models
[GCMs] or energy balance models [EBMs]) can be tested and validated, and it offers
the opportunity to explore climate dynamics (modes of variability, abrupt climate
changes, climate system feedbacks) over long periods of time. Thus, high-resolution
paleoclimatology naturally interfaces with, and complements, the research priorities
of the climate dynamics community.
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1.2 Data Sources for High-Resolution Paleoclimatology

The critical requirements for high-resolution paleoclimatology are that:

• An accurate chronology can be established; this generally requires replication of
the archive being sampled.

• The archive can be sampled in detail, ideally at seasonal to annual resolutions,
but at least at the resolution of a few years.

• The parameter being measured is reasonably well understood in terms of its rela-
tionship to climate (i.e., its mechanistic and seasonal response) so that it can be
calibrated in terms of climate, by using the instrumental record as a yardstick for
interpreting the paleorecord.

• The relationship between the proxy and climate observed today has been similar
in the past (the principle of uniformitarianism).

• The record captures variance of climate over a wide range of frequencies, or at
least the window of variance that the proxy does capture is known.

In the next section, these issues are examined with reference to the main
archives that are available for high-resolution paleoclimatology: tree rings, corals,
speleothems, ice cores, and varved sediments. This examination is followed by a
discussion of the opportunities and challenges in high-resolution paleoclimatology,
with particular reference to dendroclimatology.

1.3 Chronology and Replication

An accurate timescale is essential in high-resolution paleoclimatology. A chronol-
ogy is commonly obtained by counting annual increments, by using variations in
some parameter to mark the passage of time. This might be the cyclical 18O maxi-
mum in a coral record, registering the sea surface temperature (SST) minimum over
each annual cycle; or the presence of a ‘clay cap’ in varved lacustrine sediments,
marking each winter’s sediment layer; or the width of a tree ring between the large,
open-walled spring cells that form each year. However, simply counting these recur-
rent features in a sample (even if they are counted several times by different analysts)
does not guarantee an accurate chronology. The best procedure is to replicate the
record by using more than one sample (core), to eliminate potential uncertainties
due to ‘missing’ layers and to avoid misinterpretation of dubious sections. On this
matter, dendroclimatic studies have a clear and unambiguous advantage over most
other paleoclimate proxies. Duplicate cores are easily recovered, and crossdating
using one or more samples is routinely done. Tree-ring chronologies are thus as
good as a natural chronometer can be, at least for those regions where there is
an annual cycle of temperature or rainfall and trees are selected to record such
changes in their growth. However, for those vast areas of equatorial and tropical
forests, where trees are not under climatic stress and so do not produce annual rings,
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establishing a chronology has been far more challenging. Recent analytical
improvements using continuous flow isotope mass spectrometry have made feasi-
ble the almost continuous sampling of wood, so that annual changes in isotopic
properties can be identified, even in wood that appears to be undifferentiated in
its growth structure (Evans and Schrag 2004; Poussart et al. 2004). This technique
opens up the possibility of using trees for paleoclimatic reconstruction in regions
that were hitherto unavailable. However, replication of samples from nearby trees is
still necessary to reduce chronological uncertainties in these newer records.

In the case of most other high-resolution proxies, replication is rarely carried
out. This is generally related to the cost of sample recovery (in terms of logistics
or time) or because of the analytical expense of duplicating measurements. Most
coral records, for example, are based on single transects through one core, though
the veracity of the chronology may be reinforced through the measurement of mul-
tiple parameters, each of which helps confirm the identification of annual layering
in the coral. Similarly, in ice cores, multiparameter glaciochemical analyses can
be especially useful in determining a secure chronology (McConnell et al. 2002a;
Souney et al. 2002). In addition, in some locations more than one core may be
recovered to provide additional ice for analysis and to help resolve uncertainties in
chronology (Thompson 1993). It may also be possible to identify sulfate peaks in the
ice, related to explosive volcanic eruptions of known age. Such chronostratigraphic
horizons can be very helpful in confirming an annually counted chronology (Stenni
et al. 2002). Varved sediments are sometimes analyzed in multiple cores, but sample
preparation (such as impregnation of the sediments with epoxy, thin section prepa-
ration, etc.) is expensive and very time-consuming, so duplication is not commonly
done. Where radioactive isotopes from atmospheric nuclear tests conducted in the
late 1950s and 1960s can be identified in sediments (and in ice cores), such horizons
can be useful time markers. Tephra layers (even finely dispersed cryptotephra) can
be useful in confirming a sedimentary chronology if the tephras can be geochem-
ically fingerprinted to a volcanic eruption of known age (e.g., Pilcher et al. 2005).
Finally, where annual layer counting is not feasible—as in many speleothems—
radioactive isotopes (210Pb, 14C, and uranium-series) can be used to obtain mean
deposition/accumulation rates, though there may have been variations in those rates
between dated levels.

1.4 High-Resolution Sampling

Advances in analytical techniques have now made sub-annual sampling and mea-
surements fairly routine in most high-resolution proxies. Whereas tree rings were
generally measured in terms of total annual increments, densitometry now enables
measurements of wood density and incremental growth in early and latewood sec-
tions of each annual ring. Image analysis provides further options in terms of
analyzing cell growth parameters (Panyushkina et al. 2003). Isotopic dendroclimatic
studies require subannual sampling resolution to determine growth increments. In
corals, such detailed sampling is now routine; often 10 or more samples will be
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obtained per annual increment (e.g., Mitsuguchi et al. 1996; Quinn and Sampson
2002). Stalagmite research has rarely achieved such detail, with sampling intervals
(in most studies) of a few years at best. However, some studies have established
chronologies by counting annual layers on polished sections under a microscope,
and new analytical approaches (using an electron microprobe, secondary ionization
mass spectrometry [SIMS], or excimer laser ablation–inductively coupled plasma–
mass spectrometry [ELA-ICP-MS]) have made it feasible to identify annual layers
through seasonal changes in trace elements (such as Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and U), along
multiple transects of a sample (e.g., Fairchild et al. 2001; Desmarchelier et al. 2006).
Image analysis of varved sediments (via impregnated thin sections examined under
a petrographic or scanning electron microscope) can reveal intra-annual sediment
variations that may be associated with seasonal diatom blooms or rainfall events
(Dean et al. 1999). In ice cores, it is now possible to make continuous multipa-
rameter measurements, providing extremely detailed time series (McConnell et al.
2002a, b). Thus, in most natural archives available for high-resolution paleoclima-
tology, detailed measurements can be made both to define annual layers or growth
increments and to characterize changes therein. However, it is not necessarily the
case that an annual layer fully represents conditions over the course of a year. Much
of the sediment in a varve, for example, may result from brief periods of runoff.
Similarly, annual layers in an ice core represent only those days when snowfall
occurred. Indeed, they may not even do that, if snow was subsequently lost through
sublimation or wind scour. Coral growth increments may result from more continu-
ous growth, and trees may also grow more continuously, at least during the growing
season. Speleothems accumulate from water that has percolated through the overly-
ing regolith, and so short-term variations related to individual rainfall episodes are
likely to be ‘smoothed out.’ Nevertheless, there is some evidence that extreme rain-
fall episodes can be detected in the carbon isotopes of speleothems in areas where
the throughflow of water is rapid (Frappier et al. 2007).

1.5 Relationships Between Natural Archives and Climate

Extracting a climatic signal from individual archives requires an understanding of
the climatic controls on them. Analysis of the temporal relationships between vari-
ables may provide a statistical basis for calibration, but a theoretical basis for such
a relationship is also required, to direct some light into the statistical black box.
This may require in situ process-based studies to understand the factors control-
ling the proxy signal. Even if such studies are short-term, they can provide valuable
insights into how climate influences the system being studied, and hence improve
our understanding of the paleoclimatic record. For example, studies of meteoro-
logical conditions at the ice-coring site on Sajama, Bolivia, demonstrated strong
seasonality in snow accumulation, with much of the snowfall that accumulated late
in the accumulation season being subsequently lost through sublimation (Hardy
et al. 2003). Consequently, the ice core record is made up of sections of snow that
accumulated for (at most) a few months each year, demonstrating that division of
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such records into 12 monthly increments is not appropriate (cf. Thompson et al.
2000a). Similarly, hydrological studies in the Arctic have shown that in some lakes,
much of the runoff and associated sediment may be transferred into the lake over the
course of only a few weeks. For example, measurements at Sophia Lake (Cornwallis
Island, Nunavut, Canada) showed that 80% of the runoff and 88% of the annual
sediment flux occurred in the first 33 days of the 1994 melt season (Braun et al.
2000). This sediment was subsequently distributed across the lake floor, forming an
annual increment (varve), but the climatic conditions that mobilized the sediment
were brief and perhaps unrepresentative of the summer season (and the year as a
whole). Other studies of arctic lakes indicate that watersheds containing glaciers
provide more continuous runoff and associated sediment flux throughout each sum-
mer, and thus provide a better proxy for summer climatic conditions (e.g., Hardy
et al. 1996). Thus, understanding the environment from which the proxy archive is
extracted is critically important for proper interpretation of the paleoclimate record.
Process-based studies (often derided as simply ‘monitoring’) have also provided
insights into climatic controls on corals, showing strong nonlinearities at high water
temperatures (Lough 2004). In situ measurements within caves, aimed at gain-
ing a better understanding of paleoclimate records, are now also being carried out
(e.g., McDonald et al. 2004; Cruz et al. 2005). By comparison, dendroclimatology
is far advanced because ecophysiological studies of tree growth have a long his-
tory. Consequently, factors influencing tree growth increments are well understood
(Fritts 1996; Schweingruber 1996; Vaganov et al. 2006), providing a very strong
foundation for paleoclimatic studies using tree rings.

1.6 Uniformitarianism

Perhaps because of the rapidity of recent climate change, many archives are no
longer responding to climate in a manner that typifies much of the past. This phe-
nomenon was first noted by Briffa et al. (1998), who showed that some trees that
were formerly strongly influenced by temperature were no longer so influenced,
or at least not to the same extent. Figure 1.2 shows the geographical distribution
of this effect. Briffa et al. (2004) speculated that this response might be related to
recent increases in ultraviolet radiation resulting from the loss of ozone at high ele-
vations. Others have argued it might reflect the fact that trees in some areas have
reached a threshold, perhaps now being affected more by drought stress than was
formerly the case. Whatever the reason, it raises the question of whether such con-
ditions might have occurred in the past, and if so, whether it would be possible
to recognize such a ‘decoupling’ of the proxy archive from the (‘normal’) climate
driver. Paleoclimate reconstruction is built on the principle of uniformitarianism, in
which the present is assumed to provide a key to the past. If modern conditions (dur-
ing the calibration period) are not typical of the long term, this assumption will be
invalid. It is thus important to resolve the reasons for such changes and determine if
additional parameters (such as cell growth features) might provide clues about when
such stresses may have overwhelmed the typical climate response.
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Instrumental temperatures (heavier line; red in on-line version) and tree-ring density
reconstructions of temperature (thinner line; black in on-line version) averaged over all land grid
boxes north of 50◦N, smoothed with a 5-year low-pass filter. (b) Map showing where the average
temporal pattern of divergence between tree-ring density chronologies and mean warm season tem-
peratures is most apparent. The smoothed difference between the thin line (black in on-line version)
and the thicker line (red) in (a) were regressed against the local difference curves produced from
the averages of data in each grid box. Where the regression slope coefficients are progressively
>1.0 (the increasingly darker boxes, generally the most northerly locations), the greater is the local
difference between density and temperature. In the areas shown as lighter colored boxes (gener-
ally areas further south), the difference is apparent, but of lower magnitude. The areas shown in
the lightest color (basically the most southern regions) do not show the divergence (redrawn from
Briffa et al. 2004)
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On a related point, it is clear that many natural archives are being detrimentally
affected by recent changes in climate. Thus, many high-elevation ice caps in the
tropics have been affected by surface melting and strong sublimation, so that the
recent isotopic record has been degraded or even lost entirely (Thompson et al.
2000b). Similarly, corals in many areas were greatly affected by exceptionally high
sea surface temperatures associated with the 1997–1998 El Niño (Wilkinson et al.
1999). Many century-old Porites colonies in the Great Barrier Reef were killed at
this time.

1.7 Frequency Response

High-resolution records may have certain low-frequency characteristics that differ
from the spectrum of the climatic environment in which they are situated. Such
effects may be due to long-term biological growth (in the case of trees, and per-
haps corals), compaction (ice, sediments), non-climatic changes in depositional
environments (lake sediments, speleothems), and other proxy records. This issue
is especially important as efforts are made to extend paleoclimatic reconstructions
further back in time, to reveal changes in climate over thousands of years. Sediments
are certainly affected by compaction, but this effect can be relatively easily corrected
for by examining changes in density. This is also true in ice cores. Diffusion of iso-
topes within firn leads to a reduction in the amplitude of isotopic values that must
also be considered. Deposition rates in speleothems are determined by radiocar-
bon or uranium series dates, and such analysis is generally sufficient to determine
if deposition has been continuous over time. Certainly, there are no compression
issues to be concerned with here, so in that sense speleothems do offer a very good
option for identifying low-frequency changes in climate. This is illustrated well in
the Dongge Cave record of Wang et al. (2005) (Fig. 1.3). The record shows an under-
lying low-frequency decline in monsoon precipitation, related to orbital forcing, on
which decadal- to centennial-scale variations are superimposed, which appear to be
(at least in part) related to variations in solar irradiance.

The issue of determining low-frequency changes in climate has been most prob-
lematical in dendroclimatology. The biological growth function of trees must first
be removed before climatic information can be extracted. When this procedure is
done, some low-frequency information may be lost. Furthermore, since most tree-
ring series are short, assembling a composite long time series from many short
records makes it even more problematical to obtain low-frequency information
over timescales longer than the typical segment length (Cook et al. 1995). New
approaches to standardization of tree-ring series have been developed, and these
help to preserve more low-frequency information than do more traditional methods.
However, such approaches require very large datasets and so cannot be applied in all
cases. Another approach involves combining different proxies, some that may con-
tain more low-frequency information with others that capture well higher-frequency
information, so that together they cover the full spectrum of climate variability
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Fig. 1.3 (a) δ18O time series of a Dongge Cave (China) stalagmite (thin line). Six vertical shaded
bars denote the timing of Bond events 0–5 in the North Atlantic. Two vertical gray bars (with-
out numbers) indicate two other notable weak Asian monsoon periods that can be correlated to
ice-rafted debris events. Higher frequency variability appears to be related to solar (irradiance)
forcing. NCC is the Neolithic Culture of China, which collapsed at the time indicated. (b) Age-
depth relationship. Black error bars show 230Th dates with 2σ errors. Two different age-depth
curves are shown, one employing linear interpolation between dated depths and the second slightly
modified by tuning to INTCAL98 within the 230Th dating error (from Wang et al. 2005). On-line
version shows this figure in color

(Moberg et al. 2005). This approach has much promise, and further fine-tuning will
likely lead to a better understanding of large-scale climate variability over recent
millennia.

1.8 High-Resolution Proxies: Challenges and Opportunities

High-resolution paleoclimatic records provide unique opportunities to better under-
stand the climate system because they extend the limited sampling interval that
is available from short instrumental records. This longer perspective is especially
important for studies of rare events, such as explosive volcanic eruptions or the
occurrence of extreme climatic conditions such as droughts or floods. Ice cores
reveal (through sulfate and electrical conductivity measurements) that there have
been much larger explosive volcanic eruptions in the past than during the period of
instrumental records (Zielinski et al. 1994; Castellano et al. 2005); by identifying
these events, it is then possible to explore the relationship between eruption size
and location and the subsequent climatic effects (e.g., D’Arrigo and Jacoby 1999).
Many dendroclimatic studies have recognized the connection between explosive
eruptions and cold growing season conditions, which sometimes have led to frost
damage in trees (e.g., LaMarche and Hirschboeck 1984; Baillie and Munro 1988;
Briffa et al. 1990; D’Arrigo et al. 2001). Proxy records of volcanic forcing also pro-
vide a much larger database of eruption events than is available for the instrumental
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period; compositing climatic conditions following such events increases the signal-
to-noise ratio, giving a clearer view of the climate system response to such events.
Thus Fischer et al. (2007) were able to show that summer conditions in Europe have
tended to be both cold and dry after major tropical volcanic eruptions; but in winter,
a positive NAO circulation has generally been established, resulting in mild, wet
conditions in northern Europe and well below average precipitation in the Alps and
Mediterranean region.

Dendroclimatic research has been especially important in documenting the fre-
quency, geographical extent, and severity of past drought episodes, as well as
periods of unusually high rainfall amounts; such studies have been especially exten-
sive in the United States (e.g., Stahle and Cleaveland 1992; Hughes and Funkhouser
1998; Cook et al. 2004). These studies have shown that there has often been a
strong connection between severe droughts in the southwestern United States and
the occurrence of La Niña episodes, although the precise geographical pattern of
each drought has varied over time (Stahle et al. 2000; Cole et al. 2002). Tree-
ring research has also been applied to reconstructing modes of circulation in the
past, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (Cook et al. 1998; Cullen et al. 2001),
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Gedalof and Smith 2001), and Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation (AMO) (Gray et al. 2004). In all of these cases, the paleoclimatic recon-
structions have expanded our understanding of the spectrum of variability of these
modes of circulation and provided insight into how large-scale teleconnections (and
interactions between Atlantic- and Pacific-based circulation regimes) may lead to
persistent, large-amplitude anomalies over North America and other regions.

Great strides have been made in constructing hemispheric- and global-scale
patterns of past climate variability by combining many different types of high-
resolution paleoclimatic records, using a variety of statistical methods (Mann et al.
1998, 1999, 2005; Moberg et al. 2005; Rutherford et al. 2005). These studies have
demonstrated the importance of volcanic and solar forcing, and of the increasingly
dominant effects of anthropogenic forcing over the last 150 years. Nevertheless,
such studies rely largely on the most extensive database of paleoclimatic recon-
structions that is currently available—that provided by dendroclimatology. On the
one hand, this is good because the physiological basis for how trees respond to cli-
mate is well understood, thanks to decades of careful studies, and tree rings provide
the most accurate chronologies available. However, the use of tree rings in long-
term paleoclimate reconstructions is dogged by questions of uniformitarianism (a
question not unique to dendroclimatology, of course), but more significantly by the
difficulty of resolving the full spectrum of climate variability from overlapping, rela-
tively short, tree-ring series. This matter can be resolved by obtaining longer records
where possible, expanding the tree-ring database to improve data density back in
time, and developing new statistical approaches; all these methods are necessary
to ensure that long-term paleoclimatic reconstructions are as reliable as possible.
New isotopic and image analysis techniques applied to tree growth may add further
information about past climate variations in regions that were formerly off-limits to
dendroclimatologists, thereby extending the geographical domain for large-scale cli-
mate reconstruction. New proxies, especially from lake sediments and speleothems,
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will likely further supplement this expansion of high-resolution records, providing
records with more robust low-frequency characteristics that can be combined with
proxies that are exceptionally good at capturing high-frequency climate variability
(e.g., Moberg et al. 2005). In this way, the next decade of high-resolution paleo-
climatology will likely see paleoclimatic reconstructions with far less uncertainty,
covering more geographical regions, and providing meaningful estimates of climate
sensitivity before the ‘Anthropocene’.
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Chapter 2
Dendroclimatology in High-Resolution
Paleoclimatology

Malcolm K. Hughes

Abstract The characteristics of tree rings as natural archives of past climate are
discussed. Special consideration is given to key issues affecting their robustness
and reliability as sources of information on past climate. These issues include: the
effects of sample design and in particular the importance of using networks of tree-
ring records from many locations whenever possible; potentially complementary
approaches to the identification of climate signal in tree rings, namely empirical-
statistical and process-modeling approaches; statistical and mechanistic stability
over time of the climate signal in tree rings; and the ongoing effort to isolate cli-
mate signal from noise, without introducing biases, in tree-ring based proxy records
of climate.

Keywords Tree rings · Dendrochronology · Dendroclimatology · Climatology ·
Reconstructions

2.1 Introduction

Bradley (Chapter 1, this volume) has placed tree rings firmly in the context of
high-resolution paleoclimatology, along with other natural archives such as coral
growth bands, laminated and high-accumulation freshwater and marine sediments,
speleothems, and annual bands in polar and high-elevation ice caps. He further iden-
tified a number of critical issues that must be faced in using properties of such
natural archives as proxy records of climate variables. These were the precision and
accuracy of the chronology applied to each record; the effective temporal resolution
of each archive; the degree to which the processes producing each archive are under-
stood and may be compared with observed climate; the consistency or inconsistency
of response to climate throughout the period of interest; and the extent to which each
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type of record can capture climate variability over a wide range of timescales, from
interannual to millennial. In this chapter, these critical issues will be examined, with
specific reference to tree rings as natural archives of past climate.

Tree rings are uniquely widespread relative to all comparable natural archives
of climate. Woody plants with reliably annual rings are formed wherever the local
climate imposes a single dormant season and a single growth season each and every
year. Such conditions are widespread in the boreal, temperate, and subtemperate
regions, and in some parts of the tropics. At middle and high latitudes or elevations,
this pattern of one dormant and one growth season per year in the formation of wood
is imposed by annual day length and temperature cycles. In some tropical locations,
it may be imposed by the existence of a single dry season-induced dormant period
each year, as in teak through much of its range in south Asia.

The abundance of potentially useful tree-ring records and the relative ease with
which they may be collected has resulted in unique approaches to their use as natural
archives of past climate. In this chapter some of these specific approaches, which
lead to characteristic features of tree-ring records of past climate, will be described,
so as to help the reader place the chapters that follow in a wider context. Specifically,
consideration will be given to four key issues:

(1) sample design in dendroclimatology and the importance of networks
(2) identifying climate signal in tree rings by empirical-statistical and process-

modeling approaches
(3) stability of the climate signal
(4) the quest for unbiased chronologies

2.2 Sample Design in Dendroclimatology

2.2.1 Natural Archives and Proxy Climate Records

The layer of new xylem or wood laid down each year under the bark of a tree (the
annual ring) is a natural archive of growth that year. The environmental conditions
influencing that growth may leave an imprint on the properties of the ring. Thus
the size, structure, and composition of the ring may contain information on those
conditions; for example, climate. Estimates of those properties in turn may be used
as proxy climate records.

In the case of tree rings, the most commonly used properties are structural;
namely, the total ring width (TRW) and maximum latewood density (MXD). There
are other structural properties of tree rings that can contain climate information; for
example, earlywood and latewood width measured separately, or tracheid (conifer
wood cell) dimensions. Their use will likely increase as a result of technical
advances in measurement (see Vaganov et al. 2006, Chapter 2, for a basic account
of these structural properties and their measurement).

Many measurements of the composition of wood in annual rings could contain
climate information. In recent years considerable progress has been made in using
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ratios of stable isotopes, primarily of carbon and oxygen, in tree rings as proxy cli-
mate records (Gagen et al. Chapter 6, this volume). The issues of sample design,
replication, removal of non-climatic variability, identification of climate signals,
and the properties of networks of isotope chronologies are all being explored, and
appropriate methods are emerging.

In this chapter the discussion of the four key issues mentioned in the previous
section will focus on TRW and MXD because they are the subjects of most of the
existing literature.

2.2.2 Single Site Chronologies

The criteria used to identify sites, species, and trees to be sampled in establishing a
local reference for dating annual rings correspond to those used to capture a clear
and strong climate signal. There is considerable variability in ring growth within
and between trees, and so multiple samples are taken so as to ‘distill’ the common,
presumably climatic, signal, and to ‘dilute’ the likely more individual non-climatic
variability or noise (Fig. 2.1 shows raw data from a site where high correlations
between sample series suggest a strong common climate signal). The common sig-
nal, usually expressed as some form of the mean of the individual samples’ modified
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Fig. 2.1 Common pattern of variability shared by trees at one location. Raw, unmodified ring
widths (millimeters) of 18 samples from Douglas-fir in Navajo Canyon, Colorado, each shown by
a single fine line. Note that although absolute growth rates differ, the relative patterns of variability
are similar. The lower panels show two 41-year periods with the horizontal scale expanded. Data
provided by David M. Meko
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ring series, or ‘chronology,’ is equally essential as a standard for dating local wood
of unknown dates and as an estimate of ring growth as influenced by climate. In both
cases, sites, species, and trees are sought in which the ratio of the climate (common)
signal to non-climatic (primarily individual) noise is as great as possible.

It would make little sense to drill an ice core in a situation where stratigraphy
is likely to be distorted—or even inverted—to sample lake sediments in locations
where the record is prone to earthquake-induced slumps or extensive bioturbation,
or indeed to use meteorological station data without the application of appropriate
quality control standards and procedures for homogenization. In the same spirit,
strategies have been developed for selecting the sites, species, variables, and indi-
vidual trees most likely to show strong, consistent ring variability common to all
trees, and hence a clear climate signal in their rings, and for rejecting those where
there are a priori reasons to expect strong non-climatic influences that cannot be dis-
entangled. The aim in this case is not to take a representative sample of the trees of
the forest, but rather to maximize climate signal and minimize non-climatic noise.

A quite different sampling protocol would be used if the aim were to take a
representative sample of the forest. An optimal record of summer temperature is
likely to come from regions with cool, moist summers where drought influence on
wood growth is minimal. Within such regions, sites at upper elevations close to the
upper or poleward tree limit are likely to reflect regional temperatures, rather than
the peculiar regime of a particular valley. In cases where the uppermost or highest-
latitude trees have a stunted or dwarf growth form, they would not be sampled, as
their wood anatomy is strongly influenced by mechanical rather than climatic forces.
Individual trees with a lean, lightning damage, or other abnormal morphology would
also be avoided. A site from which a chronology is to be developed should be as
uniform as possible with respect to the small-scale conditions affecting tree growth,
such as aspect, slope, and substrate. Tree species produce ring series with charac-
teristic properties, and this too would be taken into account in designing a sampling
program.

Differing properties of tree rings reflect different climate signals, according to
the growth situation. Maximum latewood density of conifer tree rings in regions
with cool, moist summers is usually a better proxy for summer temperature than is
ring width from the same trees, for example. In regions of Mediterranean climate,
ring width may be the best available proxy for growing season soil moisture, or
for winter half-year precipitation, which is possibly the main determinant of early
summer growth. These considerations concerning the location and design of tree-
ring sampling are analogous to those that apply in choosing the best place to drill a
lake or a glacier.

This approach to sample design is almost universally applied ‘a priori’ to the
sampling of tree rings. Once the samples and data exist, the strength of the common
signal within the tree-ring dataset from an individual site is analyzed by using
information on the number of samples and the correlations between them (within
the tree-ring data, not with a climate variable), and a decision is made whether
or not to use the existing data for dendroclimatology, to reject it on the basis of
a weak common signal, or to seek more samples to strengthen the signal (Wigley
et al. 1984).
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2.2.3 Networks and the Relationship Between Crossdating
and the Emergence of Climate Signal from Networks
of Tree-Ring Data

Whenever possible, chronologies are built for multiple sites in a region, forming
a network of chronologies, each containing records from multiple trees. This pro-
cess provides protection against undue site-specific influences, and increases the
chances of capturing regional-scale climate signals, just as would be the case with
meteorological station data. Chronologies for ecologically comparable sites within a
region typically share many features (Fig. 2.2). Continental- and hemispheric-scale
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Fig. 2.2 Common pattern of variability shared by site chronologies over a distance of several
hundred kilometers. Ring-width-based chronologies from 11 locations in the upper basin of the
Colorado River, United States, including that based on the samples from Navajo Canyon shown in
Fig. 2.1. Each chronology is the mean of multiple detrended ring-width series. (Top) Locations of
the chronologies. (Middle) The 11 site chronologies for the period AD 1800–2005 shown in gray,
with their mean as the thicker, black line. (Bottom) The 11 site chronologies for the periods AD
1810–1850 and 1965–2005. Data provided by David M. Meko; details of chronologies in Meko
et al. (2007)
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Fig. 2.3 Synoptic-scale patterns of tree-ring growth and their link to climate. Meko et al. (1993)
analyzed a network of 248 drought-sensitive tree-ring chronologies using rotated principal com-
ponent analysis (RPCA) ‘to delineate “regions” of common tree growth variation in the period
1705–1979.’ Upper panel: Locations of the chronologies—symbols indicate tree species. Middle
two rows of panels: Maps of primary pattern coefficients for six of the nine obliquely rotated PCs
of gridded tree-ring indices calculated by Meko et al. Principal component number and sum of
squares of coefficients are shown at the lower left in each panel. In each case, the contoured area
with the larger symbols indicates the region most influencing that PC. Lower two rows of panels:
Time series of scores of the six rotated PCs (solid) compared with July Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI) (dashed) for from 2 to 7 grid points with highest pattern correlation with PC. Both
variables were standardized to zero mean and unit standard deviation. This shows a strong rela-
tionship between large-scale patterns of tree-ring growth and growing season moisture availability
in all regions except the most mesic, the Northeast. Reproduced with permission from Meko et al.
(1993, © Copyright American Meteorological Society. Reprinted with permission)
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networks contain robust synoptic-scale patterns (Fig. 2.3 upper and middle), which
may often be interpreted in terms of climatic conditions (Fig. 2.3 lower). It is the
existence of such emergent patterns that permits crossdating of tree rings, not only
between trees derived from the same site but also over distances of hundreds of
kilometers (Hughes and Brown 1992; Hughes et al. 2001; Kelly et al. 1989, 2002).
Clearly, these tree-ring networks provide a very different kind of proxy record from
that extracted from a single ice core or sediment core—they are massively repli-
cated, precisely and accurately dated to the calendar year throughout, and eminently
suitable for testing against instrumental climate data.

2.3 Climate Signal in Tree-Ring Properties

2.3.1 Identifying Signal—An Empirical-Statistical Approach

The primary methods of identifying a potential climate signal in tree-ring records
have been inference based on external knowledge of the conditions controlling the
formation of the rings—for example, LaMarche (1974) or Esper et al. (2002b)—
and statistical exploration of the relationships of the tree-ring data with candidate
climate factors.

Fritts et al. (1971) developed a general scheme in which regression models were
used to relate climate variables and tree-ring series. In the first instance, models
using climate variables as predictors and tree-ring records as predictands were used
to identify the aspects of climate most likely to be controlling tree-ring formation.
Such models were termed ‘response functions.’ The response functions, consid-
ered in the light of available ecological and physiological knowledge, were then
used in the design of another kind of regression model known as a ‘transfer func-
tion.’ In this case, tree-ring records were used as candidate predictors for target
climate predictands. The approach was designed to be applied on a broad spatial
scale, using the climate-relevant data covering the longest possible period and most
broadly available at that time. These were monthly mean temperatures and total
precipitation from meteorological stations.

This approach was considered appropriate, even though Fritts was well aware
of the influence of local site and ecological conditions (see Fritts 1974), because
the target was the reconstruction of subcontinental-scale spatiotemporal patterns in
climate, and because he was also aware of the existence of emergent patterns of tree-
ring growth on scales similar to synoptic patterns in climate data (LaMarche and
Fritts 1971). Moreover, more directly ecologically relevant climate data covering a
sufficiently long period were extremely rare. The need to use monthly data from
meteorological stations was further supported because the length of records was
extremely important. Vaganov et al. (2006, p 191) point out that ‘for any derived
statistical model to be valid, it must have the largest possible ratio between the
number of cases (years) and the number of variables (months or seasons per year
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per climate parameter). A substantial literature exists in which the strengths and
weaknesses of this empirical-statistical approach are investigated, and many of the
most important issues are further explored by Cook and Pederson (Chapter 4, this
volume). They particularly emphasize the necessity for testing the stability of any
such statistical models, whether they are being used as response functions to esti-
mate tree-ring variables or as transfer functions to estimate past climate from tree
rings.

2.3.2 Identifying Climate Signal—Process-Modeling Approaches

From the inception of dendroclimatology, care has been taken to evaluate the eco-
logical reasonableness of the statistical models used to extract climate signals from
tree-ring data (Fritts 1976). The mechanistic bases for this evaluation are now sum-
marized in simulation models; for example, those focusing on the activity of the
tissue that forms wood, the vascular cambium, as discussed by Vaganov et al.
(Chapter 3, this volume). Evans et al. (2006) have shown that a relatively simple
process-based model (the Vaganov-Shashkin, or VS model) achieved skill compa-
rable to that of regression models fitted to each of almost 200 chronologies from a
wide range of conditions in the United States and Russia, even though the simulation
model used a single set of parameters for all of these, and was not tuned chronology
by chronology, unlike the statistical model. Anchukaitis et al. (2006) demonstrated
that varying only a single model parameter produced a similarly impressive per-
formance of the VS model for a combination of species and region for which it
performed poorly in the Evans et al. (2006) work, underlining the generality of
its applicability. This result indicates that there is a mechanistic basis for the use
of tree-ring variables as proxy climate records, based primarily on the environ-
mental control of the activity of the vascular cambium. As Vaganov et al. (2006;
Chapter 3, this volume) indicate, there is a growing understanding of the ecophysi-
ological, developmental, and even molecular mechanisms of the climatic control of
tree-ring formation.

Recent progress in the observation of the timing of events in the vascular
cambium of conifers in alpine and subarctic conifers has revealed a number of
remarkably consistent common features of the environmental control of xylogen-
esis, the process of wood formation, in cool-region conifers. These features include
the existence of threshold temperatures for the onset of xylogenesis (Rossi et al.
2008), which are most consistent when measurements are made at the stem, rather
than in the air or soil (Rossi et al. 2007), and tend to be the same regardless of
location and species. They also show a tendency for the maximum rate of cell pro-
duction and xylem growth to occur close to the summer solstice, not necessarily at
the warmest time of year (Rossi et al. 2006). In fact, cell division in the cambium
stopped in July or August, when temperatures were still high (Rossi et al. 2008).
Process modeling of the climate control of tree-ring growth can only benefit from
the continuation of this kind of work and the incorporation of its results into existing
and new models.
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2.4 Stability of the Climate Signal

2.4.1 Temporal Stability

The existing climate reconstructions made using tree rings are based on statisti-
cally derived transfer functions using (largely) twentieth-century instrumental data
for calibration and validation. Two questions arise, although the difference between
them is not always recognized. First, it is necessary to test whether the transfer
function is statistically stable. Second, there is a need to know if the fundamen-
tal relationship between climate and tree-ring formation is likely to have varied
over the period to be reconstructed. A particularly advantageous situation arises
when local climate data cover a sufficiently long period to allow for the develop-
ment of statistically stable transfer functions that cover non-overlapping periods.
Hughes et al. (1984) were able to perform a rigorous test of the stability of the
tree-ring/temperature relationship back to the early nineteenth century, and less
rigorously into part of the eighteenth century, by using two of the longest contin-
uous instrumental records in the world—the Edinburgh, Scotland, meteorological
record, and Manley’s central England monthly temperature series. These were com-
pared with tree-ring data from the Scottish Highlands. The tree-ring/temperature
relationship was stable over at least 160 years, and probably over 250 years, as com-
pared with the central England temperature record. Not only are the reconstructions
derived from the separate 80-year calibrations almost identical, but the structures of
the statistical models for each are similar (Hughes et al. 1984, p 341). It would, of
course, be of great interest to see if this relationship stayed stable since 1970.

Conkey (1986) similarly checked her ring-width and density-based reconstruc-
tions of New England summer temperatures, calibrated and validated against
twentieth-century temperature records by comparison with late eighteenth- through
early nineteenth-century temperature data derived from early measurements and
diaries, and found them to have been stable over the two-century period. Whereas
Hughes et al. (1984) examined their seasonal transfer functions for stability, Carrer
and Urbinati (2006) tested the stability of monthly correlations and response func-
tions in larch in northern Italy against long climate data extending back to the
beginning of the nineteenth century. They found tree-ring growth to be consistently
most sensitive to June temperatures, but the strength of this relationship varied rather
strongly. From the point of view of reconstructing past temperatures by using their
tree-ring data, it would be interesting to know if this variation in sensitivity would be
enhanced, unaffected, or damped when it is examined in a seasonal transfer function
mode, rather than in the monthly response function mode they investigated.

2.4.2 Recent Reports of Divergence Between Temperature
and Tree-Ring Density and Width

It is against this background that the results of Briffa et al. (1998) emerged. Working
with hundreds of ring-width and maximum latewood density chronologies from
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alpine and subarctic locations, they concluded that ‘during the second half of the
twentieth century, the decadal-scale trends in wood density and summer tempera-
tures have increasingly diverged as wood density has progressively fallen.’ These
results apply to their network of sites chosen to be optimal for using wood density
as a proxy of summer temperature. Further, the ‘divergence’ they report is in the
decadal, not the interannual, component of the response, and this divergence has the
opposite sign in parts of the middle latitudes and in the western regions of North
America and of Europe (their Fig. 2.1). Bearing this in mind, Briffa and his col-
leagues, working with this dataset, have chosen to end their calibration period in
1960, so that the divergence could not affect their reconstructions.

Subsequently, several authors have sought to identify the cause or causes of this
divergence (for example, D’Arrigo et al. 2008b; Vaganov et al. 1999). Proposed
causes fall into three general classes—the emergence of new combinations of
climate conditions in the late twentieth century, the intervention of non-climatic
factors, such as changing atmospheric or soil composition or changed UV radia-
tion, and previously undetected artifacts in the tree-ring chronologies introduced by
the methods used to remove non-climatic variations (‘standardization’), along with
associated biases related to the calibration and verification periods used. This pos-
sibility of artifacts introduced by standardization methods is raised by Melvin and
Briffa (2008) and is discussed by Briffa and Melvin (Chapter 5, this volume). Grudd
(2008) found that increasing the number of relatively young modern trees in a mul-
timillennial density chronology from northern Sweden caused a previously present
late-twentieth-century divergence to disappear, lending support to the suggestion
that at least some of the instances of divergence are artifacts of some combination
of sample structure and standardization treatment.

Setting this last possibility aside for the moment, we see that the question arises,
might such a divergence have occurred in earlier times, and, if so, how would we
know? The Hughes et al. (1984) and Conkey (1986) studies cast light on the last
200–300 years, and in neither case is there any evidence of such instability over
that time before about 1970. Büntgen et al. (2008) examined a large network of
chronologies from across the European Alps, all carefully prepared to preserve low-
frequency variability, in the context of climate data covering the late nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. They found no evidence for any unusual late-twentieth-
century divergence problem, and indeed concluded that the warmth of the late
twentieth/early twenty-first century was unique in the last millennium. Esper et al.
(2009) reported similar findings for a network of ring-width and density chronolo-
gies across northern Siberia, concluding that there is no divergence there between
tree-ring data and temperature when appropriate methods of standardization and
calibration are used.

In fact, tree-ring-network-based reconstructions of temperature over the past
several centuries are remarkably consistent with those derived from independent
records such as historical sources (Luterbacher et al. 2004) and the gross dynamics
of large numbers of mountain glaciers (Oerlemans 2005). These results suggest that,
in the context of the last several centuries, apparent divergences that survive analyses
such as that reported by Esper et al. (2009) are unique to the late twentieth century
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in the regions to which these studies apply. Even so, it is important to develop strate-
gies for detecting whether such divergences have occurred in the past. This could
best be done by examining whether completely independent types of natural archive
yield proxy records that continue to be mechanistically and climatically consistent
with one another for the periods of interest, as in the comparison of tree-ring-derived
reconstructions with the work of Luterbacher et al. (2004) and Oerlemans (2005),
as was mentioned above. Although the issue of unstable signal, and divergence, has
mainly been discussed in the context of tree rings as archives of past temperature,
this concern must apply equally to moisture-related records.

2.5 The Quest for Unbiased Chronologies

2.5.1 The Problem

Annual rings formed early in the life of a tree tend to be wider than those formed
later. The main cause of this is the tree’s mode of growth. Each year’s new annual
ring (which consists of xylem) is laid down outside the previous years’. Thus, if
approximately the same volume of wood is laid down each year, and if the pro-
portionality between radial and height growth does not change radically, the newer
rings must, in general, be thinner than the older rings. As a result, there is usually
an ‘age-size-related trend’ in ring width. In many cases, rings get larger in the first
few decades of the tree’s life, presumably as the tree’s canopy is built and as it
emerges from the shade of its neighbors. For other reasons that are likely related
more to the mechanical function of wood, there is usually also a downward trend in
maximum latewood density with increasing distance from the pith. These age-size-
related trends can contaminate any record of climate variability to be found in the
annual rings, and so must be discounted in some way.

There are several other non-climatic sources of variability in tree-ring width and
maximum latewood density. The overwhelming majority of dendroclimatic recon-
structions published to date have been based on measurements of TRW or MXD.
In the case of trees growing close enough to influence one another’s growth, and in
dense enough stands for fire and other disturbances to affect growth, ‘disturbance
pulses’ leave strong imprints on the course of growth, modifying or even completely
obscuring the general age-size-related trend. In the early years of the development
of dendroclimatology, primarily in the semiarid American Southwest, the trees sam-
pled most commonly fit the description of ‘open-grown’—that is, because trees were
far apart there was minimal interaction between them, and disturbance pulses played
only a small role. Thus, the preparation of tree-ring chronologies for use as climate
records consisted mainly of detrending each sample with a simple deterministic
model, such as a linear trend model or a modified negative exponential curve (Fritts
1963), and then averaging the detrended series from many trees (usually with two
series per tree) to produce a mean chronology. The intention was that averaging
many replicate samples from each site should result in a relative strengthening of
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the common climatic signal, and a dilution of the individual effects of competition
and disturbances on the resulting mean chronology, as was discussed above.

As networks were built in more mesic regions characterized by denser forests and
much greater influences of competition and disturbances—in Western Europe and
eastern North America, for example—it became clear that additional approaches
were needed. In order to fit and hence remove growth surges or suppressions unique
to single trees, more ‘flexible’ curves were used in detrending; for example, poly-
nomials (Fritts 1976), flexible cubic smoothing splines (Cook and Peters 1981), and
digital filters (Briffa 1984). An accessible and thorough account of these develop-
ments is given by Cook (1990) and Cook et al. (1990). It was acknowledged at an
early stage that this approach could well result in the loss of climatic information
on the same and longer timescales as those of the age-size-related trend (LaMarche
1974, pp 1045–1046; Fritts 1976, p 264), or on even shorter timescales when the
more ‘flexible’ approaches were applied. Cook et al. (1995) also noted that, in
building a millennia-long chronology from overlapping short segments, ‘the maxi-
mum length of recoverable climate information is ordinarily related to the lengths
of the individual tree-ring series used to reconstruct the millennia-long chronology.’
They named this problem the ‘segment length curse.’ In some cases this problem
was avoided by performing no detrending, specifically where there was reason to
believe an age-size trend was largely absent (see, for example, LaMarche 1974). Of
course, there was a concomitant need to exclude samples showing evidence of a sud-
den surge or suppression from inclusion prior to pretreatment, and in the example
mentioned, the rapid growth of the early centuries of the tree’s life was discarded.

This option is not available when individual segments are only a few centuries
long, as a large fraction of each series will likely be in the fast-growing early part of
the age-size curve. In such situations, those seeking to reconstruct lower-frequency
climate fluctuations—for example, on multidecadal to multicentennial timescales—
have long chosen to use ‘stiff’ detrending curves such as straight lines, the modified
negative exponential, the Hugershoff curve, and very stiff splines, in detrending the
original tree-ring measurement series, so as to conserve these slower variations to
as great an extent as possible. Where individual segments are exceptionally long
(many centuries), it has been possible to capture multicentennial features by using
such techniques (for example, Hughes and Funkhouser 1998). More commonly,
chronologies with segment lengths of 300 or 400 years cannot be expected to cap-
ture variability on timescales much greater than multidecadal, no matter how long
the chronology.

It was in response to this problem that the approach known as regional curve
standardization (RCS) was developed, or at least modified for use in dendroclima-
tology, initially by Briffa et al. (1992). An empirically defined age/ring-width or
age/maximum latewood density curve is developed and used in place of, for exam-
ple, the modified negative exponential curve to detrend each measurement series.
Unlike the fitted curves, whether deterministic (e.g., negative exponential, polyno-
mial) or stochastic (e.g., digital filters or splines), the empirical age/growth curve
is positioned relative to the cambial age, not the calendar date, of each ring in the
sample series being treated.
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As Cook et al. (1995) state, ‘The premise behind RCS is that there is a sin-
gle, common age and size-related biological growth curve for a given species and
site that can be applied to all series regardless of when the trees were growing.’
This technique has been used for the reconstruction of summer temperatures at
high-latitude or high-elevation sites or regions by using conifer ring widths (TRW)
or densities (MXD) (for example, Briffa et al. 1992, 1995, 1996; Naurzbaev and
Vaganov 2000; Luckman and Wilson 2005), and on much broader spatial scales
(Esper et al. 2002a). It characteristically results in both more marked century-scale
fluctuations and weaker correlations between individual samples after treatment,
leading to greater statistical uncertainty than with ‘traditional’ methods (Briffa et al.
1992), unless far more samples are included. If the assumptions listed by Cook et al.
(1995) are not met, the use of RCS-based chronologies in climate reconstructions
will result in time-dependent biases. Briffa and Melvin (Chapter 5, this volume)
examine these and other biases that can be associated with the use of RCS and
related methods, and they provide suggestions for improvement of the techniques
for removing non-climatic information from tree-ring series. Other recent work has
dealt with suggested techniques related to RCS (Briffa et al. 2001; Esper et al. 2009),
while efforts are also under way to derive methods from theoretical consideration of
basal area increment (Biondi and Qeadan 2008). Perhaps the most interesting pos-
sibility is the development of a process-based standardization method based on the
mechanical strength of trees (Melvin 2004).

It should be emphasized that the problem all this work is designed to solve
concerns very slow climatic changes, on timescales of centuries—changes that are
likely to be small in comparison to interannual and interdecadal variability (Hughes
and Diaz 1994, p 120). As many available tree-ring chronologies have mean segment
lengths of two, three, or four centuries, the segment length curse has little rele-
vance to the capture of climate signal by tree rings on timescales from interannual
to multiple decades, or even a single century.

2.6 Final Thoughts

One of the most spectacular achievements in dendroclimatology has been its appli-
cation to the detection of modes of climate variability affecting the Americas in
both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, and hence casting light on interan-
nual to multidecadal variability in the Pacific basin. This endeavor, to which tree
rings are indispensable, is described by Villalba et al. (Chapter 7, this volume), and
provides the reader with a view of the unique contributions of dendroclimatology to
climatology. Considerable progress has also been made in Europe and in the boreal
zone (for example, Briffa et al. 2004, 2008; Büntgen et al. 2006), Asia (for example,
D’Arrigo et al. 2001; Yin et al. 2008), Australasia (for example, Cook et al. 2006),
northern Africa (Esper et al. 2007; Touchan et al. 2008), and the Near East (Touchan
et al. 2005), and impressive advances are being made in the tropics (for example,
Buckley et al. 2007; D’Arrigo et al. 2008a).
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The major contributions that dendroclimatology has made, and continues to
make, to the reconstruction of global and hemispheric temperatures during recent
centuries and millennia depend on the same approaches and have been covered else-
where (e.g., Mann et al. 2008). In a review of high-resolution paleoclimatology of
the last millennium, Jones et al. (2009, p 4) wrote,

While the visibility of large-scale (average and spatially detailed) reconstructions stems
from their ability to contextualize ‘unprecedented’ climate change in the twentieth century
against a multicentury backdrop, such multiproxy reconstructions are critical to a variety of
climate science studies. They provide a large-scale context with which to compare regional
climate variability as reconstructed by single proxy records, which may ultimately help
resolve the large-scale mechanisms of past low-frequency climate change. They also pro-
vide much-needed tests of the response of large-scale climate to a variety of climate forcings
which occurred during the last millennium (most notably solar and volcanic forcing).

Its capacity to identify patterns of climate variability on various spatial scales per-
mits the application of dendroclimatology to a remarkable range of fields of direct
relevance to human concerns, in addition to their relevance to the pressing questions
of current and impending climate change. As is described in this book, these include
but are not limited to hydrology and the management of water resources (Meko and
Woodhouse, Chapter 8, this volume), interactions of climate and ecological systems
(Swetnam and Brown, Chapter 9, this volume), and the study of the relationships
between climate extremes and social disasters (Stahle and Dean, Chapter 10, this
volume).

In each case, the usefulness of dendroclimatology rests on:

• appropriate sample design
• precise and accurate annual chronology
• removal of non-climatic variability
• distillation of a common climate signal by sample replication and combination

into site chronologies
• understanding of the mechanisms producing the tree-ring record, especially the

role of climate
• the demonstration of climatically credible spatiotemporal behavior in geographic

networks of site chronologies

This cascade of requirements flows directly from the peculiar nature of the poten-
tial proxy records of past climate embedded in tree rings, whether structural (for
example, total ring width and maximum latewood density) or compositional (for
example, stable isotopic ratios in cellulose) (see Gagen et al. Chapter 6, this vol-
ume). In spite of the presence of multiple confounding influences on all of these
proxy records, the presence of common patterns of variation repeatedly emerges
when the above requirements are met. This trend is seen in the time series from tens
or more of trees sampled at one location, and across regions represented by tens
or even hundreds of site chronologies, each ‘distilled’ from each location’s set of
multiple individual samples. Thus, although climate signals in tree rings are emer-
gent from a complex and varying set of influences (Cook and Pederson, Chapter 4,
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this volume), they are eminently susceptible to mechanistic understanding (Vaganov
et al. Chapter 3, this volume).

There is a certain irony in the use of tree rings as records of past climate, with
all its complexities and subtleties, in that it rests on a very simple observation for
which only an increment corer, sandpaper, and a low-power dissecting microscope
are needed. It is possible to date tree rings when common year-to-year patterns of
ring variation can be seen (quite literally) to be shared by many trees of a species
at one place, and between trees in similar places within a region. So far as a cause
for these common patterns is concerned, the prime suspect is climate variability. So,
in turn, where tree-ring samples ‘cross-date’ (share massively replicated patterns of
variability), a prima facie case for their containing a climate signal has been made.
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Chapter 3
How Well Understood Are the Processes that
Create Dendroclimatic Records? A Mechanistic
Model of the Climatic Control on Conifer
Tree-Ring Growth Dynamics

Eugene A. Vaganov, Kevin J. Anchukaitis, and Michael N. Evans

Abstract We develop an observational and conceptual basis for modeling conifer
cambial processes as a direct but nonlinear and multivariate response to external
environmental conditions. The model, here termed Vaganov–Shashkin (VS), repro-
duces the critical features linking climate variability to tree-ring proxy formation.
We discuss recent test simulations of tree-ring width data from a variety of sites and
spatiotemporal scales. Our experiments demonstrate that the model skillfully repro-
duces observed patterns of tree-ring growth across a range of environments, species,
and scales. Model performance is found to be robust to parameter estimation. We
discuss present and future applications of the VS model, including exploration of the
biological basis of emergent phenomena and prediction of the influence of climate
change on conifer tree growth dynamics.

Keywords Tree growth · Biological basis · Cambium · Simulation · Process model

3.1 Introduction

Climatic variation is a major factor affecting tree-ring growth and wood forma-
tion. Accordingly, a significant amount of dendroclimatology research has been
focused on the extraction and validation of climatic variability from tree-ring data
series (Fritts 1966; Cook and Jacoby 1977; Fritts et al. 1979; Hughes et al. 1984;
more recently, see, for example, Stahle and Cleaveland 1992; Grissino-Mayer 1996;
Villalba et al. 1998; Briffa et al. 2001; Cook et al. 2002; Hughes 2002; Briffa et al.
2004; Pederson et al. 2004; Watson and Luckman 2004; Salzer and Kipfmueller
2005). The main morphological and anatomical characteristics of tree rings bearing
the climatic signal have been described: tree-ring width, density profile, cell diame-
ter, and cell wall thickness (Vaganov 1996a). Although stable isotope methods and
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models are increasingly valuable (McCarroll and Loader 2004), the most widely
used tree-ring characteristics for climate reconstructions have been tree-ring width
and maximum latewood density. Such reconstructions have relied almost entirely on
statistical covariation of the proxy observations and climate data during the modern
period.

But Harold C. Fritts saw the vital importance of concurrent research into the
anatomical pattern of tree-ring formation in response to changing environment. He
was one of the first to make a careful study of tree-ring formation in ponderosa
pine on the anatomical level, showing how the current and previous weather con-
ditions affect the seasonal growth and cell dimensions of tree rings (Fritts 1966,
1976). Studies like this have provided broad knowledge about which processes in
the growing tree control cell production and which determine the characteristics of
those cells which are produced. Briefly, tree-ring formation occurs in the active veg-
etation season, and the processes involved in tree-ring formation integrate the prior
and current seasonal conditions. Growth starts with cambial zone activation (acti-
vation of the fast divisions of cells). Newly produced cells progress to enlargement,
and finally to cell wall thickening. At this stage the cell loses the protoplast and
transforms to the ‘dead’ element of the water conductive system of the tree.

The focus of much anatomical research since Fritts’ early work has been on cam-
bial activity (the workings of the ‘cambial machine’). Detailed observations and
analyses of basic processes of wood formation allowed Wilson and Howard (1968),
Howard and Wilson (1972), and Wilson (1973) to offer a ‘mimic’ model for the
quantitative description of tree-ring formation. While this model reproduced the
structures formed in the tree stem during the growing season, it required an enor-
mous number of variables and seasonal observational data that had to be specifically
defined for any particular tree ring. Furthermore, the model did not include exter-
nal environmental parameters. Despite the lack of explicit modeling of the external
environmental influence on the processes of tree-ring growth, or perhaps because
of it, the nature of the environmental control of wood formation has often simply
been assumed. The implicit hypothesis has been that environmental factors influence
tree-ring formation indirectly, through hormone and substrate balance produced by
the apical meristems of shoots, and probably roots (Larson 1964; Denne and Dodd
1981).

3.1.1 The Substrate Source-Sink Hypothesis

In his pioneering work on the biological basis for dendroclimatology, Fritts (1976)
included extensive descriptions of the role of both metabolic and cambial processes
as mediators of the environmental control on annual tree growth and ring formation.
Metabolic approaches often rely on a source-sink understanding of the influence
of climate on tree-ring width, which assumes that the environment indirectly deter-
mines annual xylem increment as a function of the amount of carbon available for
secondary growth. Because secondary basal growth is interpreted to be a low priority
for the apportionment of the available whole plant resources (Savidge 2000a), wider
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rings would arise as a result of optimal climatic conditions for photosynthesis, while
a narrow ring would signal a deficit of carbohydrates and environmental condi-
tions that restrict photosynthetic capacity. Clearly, given that a large quantity of
complex carbohydrates, in the form of cellulose, lignin, and hemicelluloses and
other polysaccharides, form the bulk of tree biomass, the availability of a source
of carbon is an obvious prerequisite for secondary growth. Consistent with a carbon
source–limited understanding of secondary growth, it has been observed that plant
resources allocated to reproduction can result in a reduction of overall basal growth
(Wheelwright and Logan 2004). Defoliation can also induce basal growth suppres-
sion and narrow tree rings (Speer et al. 2001), presumably through limitations on
available carbohydrates (Ericsson et al. 1980).

Ecophysiological modeling of the environmental controls on the annual incre-
mental basal growth has generally made use of this carbon-balance, source-sink
approach (Bassow et al. 1990; Makela 1990). In essence, this type of model focuses
on how the external environment controls carbon fixation and the production of
other metabolites by trees in the canopy (buds and leaves) and how these are then
allocated to various plant parts. Carbon-balance models may include calculations
of photosynthesis as a function of tree age, foliage and crown composition, height,
and root mass (Bassow et al. 1990). Assimilated carbon is then partitioned into
branch, bole, root, and crown growth, as well as to respiration. Explicit models
linking environmental conditions to resultant tree-ring characteristics have been
developed.

Perhaps the most complete of these models (albeit still considered overly simplis-
tic by Fritts), incorporating processes linking environmental conditions to tree-ring
characteristics via photosynthesis, respiration, carbon storage, and cambial pro-
cesses, is TREERING2000 (Fritts et al. 1999). This model was developed and
refined exhaustively using, in part, tree-ring data and meteorological observations
from the Santa Catalina Mountains in southern Arizona. Such models provide
explicit tests of our understanding of the processes governing tree-ring formation
and variation, and have been a critical component of the science of dendrochronol-
ogy. It is important to note that TREERING2000, is not purely ecophysiological.
It uses photosynthesis and assimilation to modify the rates of cellular processes
in the cambium (see next section), and is therefore a hybrid carbon-balance and
cellular process model (Fritts et al. 1999). The MAIDEN model (Misson 2004)
uses a stand-level ecophysiological approach, which simulates the environmental
control on photosynthesis and respiration, using both climate and allometric data
to determine carbon fixation and mean bole increment diameter, which can be
interpreted as analogous to tree-ring width for comparison with dendroecological
data.

A drawback to this approach is that modeling the partitioning of carbon within a
tree depends strongly on parameters that are not completely understood or described
(see LeRoux et al. 2001 for a review and critique). Further, there is evidence of age-
related trends in partitioning coefficients (Makela 1990). Many allocation processes
will scale with tree height, a non-climatic, age-dependent metric that is itself at least
partially a function of stand-level competition for nutrients, sunlight, and water.
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A further challenge to modeling the environmental control on tree growth is that
our understanding of the nature of the relationship between the concentration of car-
bohydrates in the developing xylem and the eventual ring width as mediated by the
external environment (climate, photoperiod, exogenous ecological factors) remains
incomplete (Savidge 2000a, b). Earlier research found the amount of carbohydrates
in the cambium was positively correlated with the period of greatest tracheid pro-
duction (Parkerson and Whitmore 1972). However, Sundberg et al. (1993) revealed
that the relative concentration of sucrose could not explain ring width differences
between two populations of Pinus sylvestris. Similarly, a study of the effect of prun-
ing Eucalyptus grandis trees revealed that the loss of stems and foliage does not
reduce tree diameter (Thomas et al. 2006). Even extreme insect defoliation has
been observed to not result in reduced-diameter growth or tree-ring width (Jones
et al. 2004), even in one case despite a 50% reduction in the number of leaves, pre-
sumably because stored starches can compensate to some degree for the immediate
loss of photosynthetic capacity (Hoogesteger and Karlsson 1992). Dickson et al.
(2000) have hypothesized that the export of photosynthate could be generally sink
limited as opposed to excess source mediated; that is, environmental constraints
may reduce developing tissues’ demand for metabolic products prior to the point in
time at which photosynthesis or total carbohydrate availability becomes truly lim-
iting. Körner (1998) examined potential environmental controls on alpine tree-line
position and found that trees in these environments were not limited by carbon avail-
ability and photosynthetic rate, but rather apparently directly by temperature. In a
recent paper, Körner (2003) is even more direct:

It is concluded that, irrespective of the reason for its periodic cessation, growth does not
seem to be limited by carbon supply. Instead, in all the cases examined, sink activity and its
direct control by the environment or developmental constraints restricts biomass production
of trees under current ambient CO2 concentrations.

3.1.2 The Cambial Control Hypothesis

A different understanding of the environmental control on the characteristics of
annual tree rings is that cellular processes in the cambium are directly influenced by
environmental conditions. It is recognized that these cellular processes of growth,
division, differentiation, maturation, and death, which do ultimately give rise to
the structure and size of the annual tree ring, are controlled by gene expression
and hormonal stimulus, and that they can respond to both external (environmen-
tal) and internal (developmental) influences (Savidge 2000a; Plomion et al. 2001;
Schrader et al. 2003). Rossi et al. (2007) concluded that the minimum thresh-
old temperature for growth they observed in tree-line larch, pine, and spruce was
directly limiting secondary growth at the cellular level, and that below this temper-
ature the sink for nonstructural carbohydrates in the secondary xylem was reduced.
Numerous experiments have shown that direct heating of stems can initiate cambial
activity after the onset of winter dormancy (Gričar et al. 2006). Abe et al. (2003)
found that cell expansion rate in the cambium decreases as a direct consequence
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of water deficit, which results in an overall decrease in cell production as cambial
activity subsequently declines. Cellular processes in the cambium can therefore be
directly inhibited by climate, through temperature or pressure (via water potential)
influences on the cell cycle. The impetus to avoid cavitation and cell embolism in
vascular tissues would not require mediation through carbohydrate availability and
could act as a developmental determinant on the cambium itself.

Hormones and other substrates clearly play an important role in cellular growth
and differentation in the cambium, although the exact mechanisms through which
they influence these processes continue to be investigated (Savidge 1983, 1996,
2000a; Dengler 2001). Recent research on the genetic controls on xylem differ-
entiation by Schrader et al. (2003) has shown that hormone gradients across the
cambial zone are associated with differential gene expression and the specific stage
of cellular development. Because of this, cambial processes and development of new
xylem cells are inherently related to their position in the cellular file. Schrader et al.
(2003) also concluded that the hormonal gradients across the cambium could change
rapidly, potentially in response to external environmental influences. Similarly,
Uggla et al. (2001) found concentration gradients of sucrose and indole-3-acetic
acid (IAA) across developing vascular plant tissue that corresponded to different
stages of cellular development, and moreover that the onset of latewood formation
did not correspond to any seasonal change in overall carbohydrate availability. The
importance of positional information and the rate of cellular processes, particularly
division, in the developing xylem will be discussed below in the context of the phys-
iological and observational basis for our model. Certainly, xylogenesis cannot occur
without the provisioning of sucrose and hormones from the canopy, which in turn
depends on access to water and nutrients provided by the roots. However, cellular
processes in the meristem and developing xylem directly regulate cambial activ-
ity, and secondary xylem development involves spatiotemporal gradients of cellular
growth and regulation, which can reflect the direct influence of climate on these
processes and patterns.

For dendroclimatology, it would be desirable to create a tractable forward
model that mechanistically includes only the critical processes that are minimally
necessary to link climate variables to tree-ring formation, but whose application
worldwide is not sensitive to the choice of a limited set of tunable parameters. Such a
class of models can be used to validate statistically based reconstructions of local cli-
mate variations, the assumptions behind which may not always be valid (Cook and
Pederson, Chapter 4, this volume). For example, such models could predict a change
in the dominant environmental influence on tree-ring width variations, which can
be compared against actual observations. Such phenomena can only be diagnosed
from ad hoc statistical analyses, and Cook and Pederson (Chapter 4, this volume)
caution against a priori interpretation of tree-ring data when statistical uncertainty
and emergent behavior cannot be distinguished from one another.

Here, we introduce and briefly detail the processes that control ring development
in the context of the seasonal kinetics of cambial activity. We discuss the mecha-
nisms and controls on the production, expansion, and maturation of xylem cells, and
show how these may be externally influenced by climate. A mechanistic tree-ring
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model that integrates the primary environmental controls on conifer cambial activ-
ity is described, and we provide examples of its application in dendroclimatology.
A version of this model, here referred to as Vaganov–Shashkin (VS), also forms
the core of the cambial simulation portion of the more complete TREERING2000
model of conifer tree growth (Fritts et al. 1999). We review recent applications of the
VS model to the interpretation of tree-ring observations in a number of regions, envi-
ronments, and climate change scenarios. Implicit in this review is the assumption
that the VS model includes the most important processes required to successfully
simulate observed characteristics of tree rings, if it can be shown that the simula-
tions are consistent with observations. Finally, we discuss the role of forward models
in the development, calibration, and interpretation of tree-ring-based estimates of
climate variability and change.

3.2 Cambial Activity

The formation of mature xylem cells is usually considered as a process that occurs
in three stages: the division of cells, the growth of cells by radial expansion, and
the maturation of tracheids, when cell walls thicken and the protoplast is autolysed.
All stages are divided in space and in time, although they may overlap partially
(Gamaley 1972). In the majority of plants, xylem is a complex tissue consisting
of differentiated cells of more than one type, generated by a secondary meristem,
the cambium. Plant meristems and cambium in particular, by virtue of their acces-
sibility, became a subject of research with the appearance of the first microscope.
The history of cambium research is well described; for example, in Larson’s book
(1994). However, until now our knowledge of the factors initiating and regulating
the origin of tissue from meristems and the physiology of meristem has been rather
fragmentary. This has led to the absence of a uniform nomenclature (Wilson 1966;
Schmid 1976; Catesson 1984; Larson 1994).

Cambium has common features intrinsic to all meristematic tissues and has, as a
highly specialized secondary meristem, specific features:

1. It is a self-sustaining cell-like system; that is, it retains its various functions for
extended periods of time, frequently throughout the life of the plant, which may
last centuries or millennia.

2. In woody plants the cambium grows at the expense of the growth of the tree. An
increase in the number of cambial cells happens at the expense of the division
and differentiation of those cells and of the primary (apical) meristem.

3. Cambial derivatives can be differentiated into various types of xylem and phloem
cells.

4. Cambium has a strictly ordered spatial organization.

The cambial cells form a continuous layer, covering the trunk, branches, and
roots. Therefore, the cambium, on the one hand, is distributed in space, and, on the
other hand, it is a linked system, where the adjacent cells are in direct contact. The
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spatial organization of the cambial zone is important from the point of view of reg-
ulation of its activity, as it imposes a number of specific requirements on regulation
and control. Another, but not less significant, aspect of the spatial organization of
the cambium is that it is the basis of the spatial cell-like organization of xylem and
phloem. For example, it orders the radial tracheid files, the formation of the vessel
system, and so on.

The growth of a tree ring is the result of periclinal divisions of cells in the cambial
zone and of their differentiation. The growth rate depends on the number of cells in
the cambial zone and their rate of division. In coniferous species, the growth of a
tree ring during a season is always accompanied by a change in the number of cam-
bial cells, which has characteristic dynamics that are general for all species (Wilson
1966; Gregory 1971; Skene 1972; Kutscha et al. 1975; Vaganov et al. 1985). In dor-
mancy, the size of the cambial zone reaches a minimum and usually includes 4–5
cells but can reach up to 10 (Larson 1994). The radial diameter of cells in the cam-
bial zone is equal to 5–6 μm in average but does not exceed 10 μm (Bannan 1955;
Alfieri and Evert 1968; Vaganov et al. 1985). Activation of the cambial zone starts
with a swelling of cells, and then the first divisions appear. After activation the size
of the cambial zone is increased, and the number of cells in it increases and reaches
maximum values up to 20 (15–16 on average for different species) (Larson 1994).
There is evidence for a relationship between the number of cells in the cambial zone
during the dormant period (and at the starting date) and the total annual produc-
tion of xylem. So, Gregory (1971) found that this relationship for Alaskan white
spruce is described as Ncamb = 3.82 + 0.05 × N(R2 = 0.75; n = 37; p < 0.001).
Sviderskaya (1999) obtained similar results from seasonal observations of tree-ring
formation in Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) and Siberian fir (Abies sibirica) in the
Siberian taiga (Fig. 3.1).

All the available data on the duration of the cell cycle, as well as of separate
phases of it, show significant variability between samples taken in different parts
of a tree during a growing season, especially for the size of the cambial zone. This
essential variability is determined by the weather conditions of the season and other
factors. Thus it is clear that the length of the cell cycle in the cambial zone changes
during the growth season. Combining this statement with the observed curvilinear
relationship between the number of cells in the cambial zone and annual xylem
increment, we are led to the following conclusion: the regulation of cell production
by the cambial zone can be achieved by increasing the number of cells in the cambial
zone as well as by increasing the rate of cell division in the cambial zone.

We can summarize the results concerning the kinetics parameters of cambial
activity in xylem cell production observed in different conifer species:

1. The number of cambial cells in dormant cambium and active cambium is rather
different. There is a significant relationship between the number of dormant
cells in the cambial zone and subsequent annual xylem increment (Skene 1972;
Sviderskaya 1999).

2. The number of cells in the cambial zone varies during a season due to internal and
external factors (Fig. 3.1). The average duration of the cell cycle in the cambial
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Fig. 3.1 Seasonal dynamics of radial tracheid size (filled triangles), cell number in cambial zone
(dashed line, divide by 5), and specific growth rate (solid line) in (a) Abies sibirica and (b) Pinus
sylvestris (from Sviderskaya 1999). A good relationship is seen between the intraseasonal changes
in the specific growth rate and changes in the size of tracheids leaving the cambium at that time.
The radial tracheid dimension is primarily determined by the average radial growth rate in the
cambial zone or by the average rate of cell division within the cambial zone, and therefore also
corresponds quite well to the magnitude of cell production

zone varies during a season. Usually the cycle is shorter when earlywood cells
form and longer during formation of latewood cells, especially at the end of the
growing season.

3. The total annual xylem cell production is closely related to the number of cells in
the cambial zone. There is, however, a curvilinear relationship between the cell
number of annual xylem increment and the average cambial cell number (Skene
1972) or the maximum cell number in the cambial zone (Vaganov et al. 1985;
Sviderskaya 1999). This relationship indicates that a low rate of cell production
during a season is supported mainly by an increase of the cambial zone (more
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xylem mother cells), but a higher rate of cell production during a season must
also be associated with an increase in the rate of cell division or faster cycling of
xylem mother cells.

4. There is a typical distribution of measured mitotic index along the cambial zone:
moving inward from the last phloem cells produced, the mitotic index increases
to a maximum approximately one-third the distance across the cambial zone and
then decreases, either slowly or rapidly depending on whether the cambial zone
is wide or narrow (that is, depending on the number of cells in the cambial zone)
(Bannan 1957; Wilson 1964).

5. There are differences in the rates of cell production even if the relationship
between the number of cells produced during a season and the number of cells
in the cambial zone is the same (Gregory and Wilson 1968). These differences
are associated with higher or lower mitotic index.

6. In conifers, the first cell divisions (in the growing season) are evident in cambial
cells near to or often adjoining the last differentiated tracheids of the previ-
ous year’s growth ring (Bannan 1955; Grillos and Smith 1959; Bannan 1962;
Zimmermann and Brown 1971; Savidge 1993).

What can we say about the possible control of each characteristic? One possibil-
ity is that the specific growth rate distribution within the cambial zone depends on
tree species as well as the geographical zone of growth (regional climate). There is
some evidence for this from observations (Gregory and Wilson 1968; Sviderskaya
1999). From the dendrochronological point of view, these characteristics are more
or less stable through a long period of growth and do not affect interannual varia-
tions of cell production. The dormant and especially the starting size of the cambial
zone may be closely related to the previous growth and tree vigor (Dodd and Fox
1990; Sviderskaya 1999). Dendroclimatic analysis based on ‘cell chronologies’ of
larch and spruce near the northern timberline shows the significant effect of start-
ing conditions (temperature and soil melting) on production of cells and tree-ring
width (Hughes et al. 1999; Vaganov et al. 1999). These characteristics affect the
interannual variability in tree-ring width and cell production. However, the starting
number of cells in the cambial zone may also be affected by growth conditions in
the previous year and, so, might be responsible for autocorrelation in tree-ring series
that appear, at first sight, to have no climate cause (Fritts 1976). The main possible
environmental control is related to intraseasonal variations of size of the cambial
zone and the specific growth rate of xylem mother cells. This thesis is supported by
practically all experimental data, which show close correlation between average and
maximal size of the cambial zone and annual xylem increment (see Wilson 1964;
Gregory 1971; Skene 1972; Vaganov et al. 1985). In combination with cell cycle
distribution across the cambial zone, these seasonal variations may explain much of
the interannual deviation in total cell production and tree-ring width.

Analysis of the data shows that there are two determinants of variability in the
sizes of the cambial zone: one that is more or less constant over many years, deter-
mined by the condition of the tree as a whole (growth class, vigor, energy of growth,
age, position in stand, etc.); and a second, an intraseasonal component, which is
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determined by change of the specific growth rate of xylem mother cells and on
which their number also simultaneously depends (Vaganov 1996b). The first deter-
minant can be considered as a constant on the long-term scale of the life span of
a tree (some years, some decades); the second depends on current environments
(climatic conditions within a season).

The assumption that the cell cycle is equal along the cambial zone throughout the
season leads to the following conclusion: in order to control division it is necessary
to control the size (or width) of the cambial zone (the number of dividing cells) and
their specific growth rate. This means that two mechanisms are involved in control.
One is clearly positional, and the other may have dependence on concentration or
have some other nature. Formally, the unequal (and, in the case of the hypothesis
presented here, increased) cell growth rate across the cambial zone needs only one
control—positional, which is easily described in mathematical terms and the corre-
sponding equations. Of course, nature does not always conform to the simplicity of
its mathematical description.

3.3 Cell Expansion

Expansion of the radial size of cells after they leave the cambial zone is the next
main stage of the cytodifferentiation of xylem (Gamaley 1972; Roberts 1976).
Roberts (1976) noted that at this stage, ‘the cells exhibit high variability in the
extent and regulation of expansion. The deposition of primary wall material dur-
ing expansion requires the synthesis of primary wall monomers. Protein synthesis
occurs. DNA replication involving endoreplication and gene amplification may
occur’ (Roberts 1976, pp 36–37). The visible result of the enlargement is greatly
increased radial cell size. In earlywood the radial dimension of tracheids reaches
50–60 μm; in latewood it is about 15–25 μm. So, during the formation of early-
wood the radial size of tracheids increases up to 7–8 times, in latewood, up to 2–3
times in comparison with the starting size of a cell in a cambial zone, which is about
7–8 μm on the average.

Most experimental results indicate that final tracheid size is not determined by
the rate of radial expansion (Wodzicki 1971; Skene 1972; Vaganov et al. 1985; Dodd
and Fox 1990; Sviderskaya 1999; but see Antonova et al. 1995), thus we must look
elsewhere. It is obvious, however, that such a search must focus on the period prior
to radial cell expansion; namely, on cell production. Sviderskaya (1999) estimated
the specific growth rate of cells within the cambial zone using cell production data
and the size of the cambial zone over the course of the growing season (Fig. 3.1).
A good relationship was found between the intraseasonal changes in the specific
growth rate and changes in the size of tracheids leaving the cambium with a given
growth rate. This means that the radial tracheid dimension is primarily determined
by the average radial growth rate in the cambial zone or by the average rate of
cell division within the cambial zone. In other words, radial tracheid dimension
corresponds to the magnitude of cell production in the cambial zone.
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Summarizing published data on the variability of radial tracheid dimension
within conifer tree rings, we can say (Vaganov 1996a):

1. Radial tracheid dimension shows a clear seasonal trend (from earlywood to
latewood) except in some subtropical and tropical trees (Vaganov et al. 1985).

2. Radial tracheid dimension shows variability due to climatic factors operating
within a growing season that combine with the seasonal trend (a typical example
of this is the formation of ‘false’ rings caused by intraseasonal drought) (Fritts
1976; Schweingruber 1988, 1996).

3. The average radial tracheid dimension is more or less constant over a long
period of tree growth. This constancy results in the close linear relationship
between tree-ring width and the number of cells produced annually (Gregory
1971; Vaganov et al. 1985, 1992).

4. The range of variation in radial tracheid dimension in tree rings of different
conifer species is usually limited—from 8 to 70 μm (Vaganov et al. 1985).

What indirect data confirm the suggestion that the final radial tracheid dimension
cannot be effectively controlled by external influences during enlargement? They
come mainly from measurements of tracheidograms (Vaganov et al. 1985, 1992).
Narrow layers including only two to three tracheids with small radial dimension and
thin cell walls can often be observed in wide tree rings from dry conditions (Fritts
1976; Shashkin and Vaganov 1993). The appearance of those cells in the earlywood
zone may, in most cases, be the result of periods of moisture deficit lasting only
from several days to a very few weeks. Obviously, the existence of such a layer of
small, thin-walled cells cannot be due to the effect of water stress on cells that were
enlarging at that time. On the other hand, if water stress affects the cells that have
only just started to enlarge, then why are the other cells in the enlargement zone not
affected?

There are several lines of evidence that apparently conflict with the idea that the
environmental control of the final radial dimension achieved by a tracheid acts on the
enlargement stage. It is, however, possible to explain this evidence if this control acts
on cell production; that is, it is effective in the cambial zone, not in the enlargement
zone. The evidence for the relationship between the growth rate of cambial cells
and the final radial dimension of the tracheids they produce is obtained by means
of a kinetic approach. It needs to be tested by other direct and indirect sets of data,
because not all the questions that arise have been answered. Most questions come
from the enormous volume of research on hormonal control of wood formation
(see Zimmermann 1964; Barnett 1981; Creber and Chaloner 1984; Savidge 1996;
Kozlowski and Pallardy 1997). There are many examples of specific and nonspecific
effects of hormones and other plant growth regulators (auxin, IAA, gibberellin, ethy-
lene, and others) on the production rate of tracheids as well as on their size. Some
of this work is based on saplings, and may be of limited applicability to mature
trees in natural stands. Furthermore, we do not believe these data are necessarily
contradictory to the statements made above.

We do not know the precise mechanism by which the kinetics of cell production
and growth in the cambial zone determine the ultimate radial dimension of a
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tracheid. Recent work on root development may, however, indicate the kinds of
mechanisms that may be involved. Baluska et al. (1994, 1996, 2001) hypothesized
and substantiated the existence in growing roots of a so-called ‘transition zone’
between the root meristem and the elongation zone. The main significance of this
‘transition zone’ is as a sensory zone of the root that monitors diverse environmen-
tal parameters and effects appropriate responses (Baluska et al. 1996, 2001). For
example, gravistimulation significantly changes the distribution of the relative ele-
mental growth rate pattern along the growing root (Mullen et al. 1998). The real
mechanisms are still unclear. Perhaps they operate through interactions of the gene
expression responsible for the control of coordinated growth processes with hor-
mones and growth regulators (Savidge 2000a; Baluska et al. 2001). For our purposes
the definition of such a special zone is very likely. This is because the results we
have presented here lead us to expect the existence of some specific mechanisms
of external control of cell production and enlargement at the edge of the cambial
zone. We can only hypothesize that such mechanisms are related to growth rate and
‘movement’ of cells through the cell cycle, especially through the G1-phase. These
mechanisms would provide the link between growth rate near the edge of the cam-
bial zone and further radial enlargement. Using a simplified scheme (i.e., that the
division rate at the edge of the cambial zone controls the ultimate radial diameter
of the tracheid) clarifies the positional control of cell growth within the cambial and
enlargement zones. Both zones (dividing cells and enlargement) are characterized
by a high rate of primary wall expansion (elongation), although the second stage has
a higher rate of linear growth.

The importance of auxin in this process is clear (Rayle and Cleland 1992;
Casgrove 1993; Brett and Waldron 1996). Precise determinations of gradients of
IAA distribution within growing xylem and phloem show that IAA can be the hor-
monal signal for positional control of cell growth (Uggla et al. 1996, 1998, 2001).
The results clearly indicate that IAA concentration is higher within the cambial
zone with dividing cells and decreases to zero at the end of the zone of enlargement
(Uggla et al. 1996, 1998, 2001). We have not here entered the discussion of the
origin and maintenance of a constant level or the total value of IAA (is its control
external, from the shoot—or internal, from the cambial zone itself?). Such a pic-
ture of the distribution of one of the main hormones that is closely related to cell
wall growth and cell growth regulation supports some of the assumptions we have
made in a way we cannot get from direct evidence. Uggla et al. (2001) describe
graphically the generalized distribution pattern of IAA, carbohydrates, and sucrose-
metabolizing enzyme activities across the cambial zone, zones of enlargement and
maturation. If we compare the measured concentration of IAA from experiments
by Uggla et al. (1996, 1998, 2001) and specific growth rate from our evaluations,
we see that the maximal linear extension growth rate of cells in the enlargement
zone coincides with decreasing IAA concentration (Uggla et al. 2001, Fig. 1). The
sucrose concentration decreases in the same direction, and SuSy (sucrose synthase,
an enzyme) activity increases in the enlargement zone and falls during cell wall
thickening.

All the main processes involved in the radial growth of developing tracheids, as
well as in the formation of the secondary wall, are coordinated by the position of the
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cell in the file. The simplest explanation for the IAA pattern is that the expanding
cells that have left the cambial zone use up the amount of IAA produced within the
cambial zone by the dividing cells. This implies that IAA mediates the positioning
signal from the cambial zone to the enlargement zone. IAA is also under the higher-
level control of the shoot (and root) meristems, and so it can be the mediator of
the external control of cell growth within the cambial and enlargement zones. The
main differences between earlywood and latewood formation are related to seasonal
changes in illumination, temperature, and water supply, so changes in hormone
gradients between the early and later parts of the growing season indirectly show
the results of environmental control of wood formation, although the main patterns
remain largely similar through the season (Uggla et al. 2001, Fig. 5). Quantitative
variations are primarily related to the width of the cambial zone and the position
of cells. This relationship indirectly supports the hypothesis defining xylem forma-
tion as a partially independent system after the external signal from higher levels of
regulation has been accepted.

3.4 Cell Wall Thickening

The last stage of differentiation of the xylem elements that form the water-lifting
system of the plant is characterized by completion of a rigid secondary wall with
the consequent autolysis of the protoplasm. The secondary wall contains cellulose
microfibrils, xylan, protein, and lignin. They provide a strictly ordered structure
on the exterior of the cell membrane. The three main layers in the secondary wall
are distinguished by the orientation of cellulose microfibrils (Preston 1974). First
there is S1, then a main, much thicker layer, S2, in which cellulose microfibrils
are oriented along the axis of the cell and will frequently display spiral structures.
Then comes S3, a layer that is absent in compression wood. The completion of
the secondary wall involves a complex of intracellular processes and systems: the
endomembrane system for transport, specialization of certain areas of the cyto-
plasmic diaphragm and elements of the cytoskeleton, expression of new genes,
activation of numerous enzymes, biophysical processes connected to between-cell
gradients, and properties of membranes and organization of the cell wall (Catesson
1994; Demura and Fukuda 1994; Fukuda 1994; Savidge 1996).

The completion of the secondary wall with its consequent lignification can be
considered as the final stage in the biogenesis of the cell wall, which happens con-
tinuously during the closing stage of tracheid differentiation. Actually, the tangential
and radial walls of cambial cells represent two levels of the process of maturation
of primary cell walls (Catesson 1990, 1994). Tangential walls have a more rigid
polysaccharide matrix in comparison with radial walls, the chemical composition
and ultrastructure of which arise from the mechanical properties radial walls need
for subsequent radial growth (Roland 1978; Catesson and Roland 1981). The ini-
tial heterogeneity of cambial cell walls disappears during the first stage of tracheid
maturation, when the radial growth of cells is completed. It is supposed that the
ratio of synthetic rates of different types of polysaccharide and their selective inclu-
sion in radial and tangential walls predetermines the fate of the cells (Catesson
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1990, 1994). For example, the earlier beginning and fast rate of xylan synthesis,
mainly included in radial walls, can increase radial growth and result in formation
of large tracheids or vessels. On the contrary, the synthesis of cellulose reduces
an initial nonuniformity of the wall and so hinders radial growth (Catesson 1990,
1994).

All mature xylem elements (except parenchyma cells) have a thick secondary
cell wall. However, thickness can noticeably differ in tracheids formed at different
times in the growth season. In earlywood tracheids, the cell wall is noticeably thin-
ner (1.5–3.0 μm). In latewood tracheids, cell wall thickness can reach 7–8 μm. As
well as tracheid sizes, the thickness of a cell wall can vary greatly, especially in late-
wood cells in various tree rings, and also in various parts of the tree (Zahner 1968;
Larson 1969; Creber and Chaloner 1984; Vaganov et al. 1985). The greater cell wall
thickness compared with tracheids differentiated at the beginning of the growing
season is one of the main criteria of definition of latewood. As of now the issue has
not been solved as to how the transition from formation of earlywood to formation
of latewood is regulated. In any case such a transition is connected with the control
of synthesis of the secondary wall. External and internal factors can influence for-
mation of the secondary wall. Experimental research shows that seasonal change
of external factors, such as light exposure, photoperiod, water deficit, nutrients,
or temperature influence both the quantity of latewood cells and the thickness of
their cell walls (see Brown and Sax 1962; Wilson 1964; Zahner 1968; Larson 1969;
Denne and Dodd 1981; Creber and Chaloner 1984; Vaganov et al. 1985; Carlquist
1988a, b; Downes and Turvey 1990; Antonova and Stasova 1993; Lev-Yadun and
Aloni 1995; Savidge 1996).

In early works conducted by Wodzicki (1971), Skene (1972), and Denne (1971)
it was pointed out that the rate of cell wall deposition varied relatively little within a
growing season. For example, in spite of differences in the growth rates of individ-
ual trees (different tree vigor), the actual rate of deposition of cell wall material was
about 0.1–0.2 μm2 per day and seemed to show little change during the course of
the season in Tsuga canadensis (Skene 1972). The time period required for lysis
of the cytoplasm was about 4 days, with no evidence of any changes with tree
vigor (Skene 1972). For tree rings of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) it was
4–5 μm2/day, and in trees with a well-developed crown at the beginning of a sea-
son, 6–7 μm2/day (Dodd and Fox 1990). These authors have compared rates of
radial growth and formation of the cell wall in young trees distinguished by devel-
opment of the crown, and for different heights in the stem. The differences are
not marked, except in the case of the growth rate in the second half of a season
in trees with a well-developed crown. The experimental data of Wodzicki (1971)
have shown that the rate of maturation has no clear influence on the radial size
and thickness of the cell wall, and the main role is played by the duration of these
stages of differentiation. The average value of the rate of cell wall deposition in
Pinus sylvestris was a little more than in Tsuga and Pseudotsuga, reaching 5–
10 μm2/day. Similarly, Sviderskaya (1999) obtained a rate of cell wall deposition
of 5–7 μm2/day in observations of seasonal tree-ring formation in three coniferous
species (Pinus sylvestris, Picea obovata, Abies sibirica). So, as in the case of the
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radial cell dimension of the tracheid, the experimental data on the kinetics of cell
wall deposition indicate that the average rate of deposition of cell wall does not dif-
fer much during the growing season and supports the statement that the leading role
in determining final cell wall thickness is played by the duration of this process and
by the radial size of the tracheid in which the cell wall was deposited. Mechanisms
for the control of tracheid radial expansion through the predetermination of final
tracheid radial dimension and cell wall thickness may be mediated through con-
trol of the rates of synthesis of different components of the tangential and radial
walls.

The process of tracheid differentiation is, as a matter of fact, a process of imple-
mentation of the genetic program of differentiation, starting at the level of cambial
cells and finishing with secondary cell wall formation (Fukuda 1996; Graham 1996;
Hertzberg et al. 2001; Chaffey et al. 2002; Ito and Fukuda 2002; Goujon et al. 2003;
Kirst et al. 2003; Nieminen et al. 2004). Schrader et al. (2003), for example, showed
that the expression of specific members of the auxin transport genes are associated
with different stages of vascular cambium development and demonstrated that trees
have developed mechanisms to modulate auxin transport in meristem in response
to developmental and environmental cues. A variety of anatomical parameters of
tracheids among trees and years indicate that the eventual result is not absolutely
determined, and that it depends on the local conditions where the differentiation
occurs. The process of differentiation can be presented as a series of events, in
which the duration and intensity of each stage depend on the previous one. Then,
in changed conditions, if two events are carried on further in space and in time,
their deterministic relationship may change. If we identify processes most sensitive
to the influence of external factors, we see that the external signal should be most
clearly perceived by the cambial zone. These external effects will leave their mark
on further processes of differentiation and, ultimately, the anatomical characteris-
tics of tracheids. As a result, the direct influence of environmental conditions on the
process of tracheid enlargement, as recorded in their final anatomical characteris-
tics, will be significantly smaller. There are a number of indirect data that indicate
that the events occurring during cell division in the cambial zone can have a strong
influence on the ultimate sizes of tracheids. Already, at this early stage of differenti-
ation, biochemical changes of the primary cell wall are necessary for radial growth
of cells and determination of its rate (Taiz 1984; Catesson 1990, 1994; Pritchard
1994).

In a recent review, Somerville et al. (2004) stated that progress integrating bio-
physical, developmental, and genetic information into useful models of plant cell
wall will require a system-based approach. They presented a cyclical diagram which
emphasizes that the expansion of the cell wall and integration of a new cell plate dur-
ing cytokinesis are components of the cell cycle. ‘Thus, we infer that many of the
genes involved in primary cell wall synthesis and modification will be found to be
controlled by factors that control other aspects of the cell cycle’ (Somerville et al.
2004, p 2210). This process determines the bridge between the first and last stages
of tracheid differentiation through the activity of genes involved in the cell cycle
and cell wall thickening.
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3.5 Effect of Climatic Factors on Tree-Ring Structure (Light,
Temperature, and Water)

3.5.1 Temperature

Dendrochronologists have made many investigations of the effect of temperature on
radial tree growth and wood density (Fritts 1976; Hughes et al. 1982; Schweingruber
1996). Significantly less data are available for the temperature effect on the anatom-
ical features of tree rings. Much of the relevant research was conducted on trees
growing at high latitudes where temperature is presumably a leading limiting factor.
Some research concerning anatomical structure was made on seedlings in controlled
conditions. There are some common findings:

1. Temperature is the most important factor for growth initiation in boreal and
temperate climates (Creber and Chaloner 1984; Iqbal 1990). At high latitudes,
growth (new cell production) ceases in about the middle of August and the dura-
tion of the season of wood production is mainly determined by the starting date
of cambial activity (Mikola 1962). Leikola (1969) showed that a 0.5◦C deviation
in the mean April–May temperature caused significant shifts in the starting date
of cambial activity. For the Siberian subarctic, we found early summer (mid-June
to mid-July) temperature and snowmelt timing to be very important for the vari-
ation in radial growth of larch trees (Hughes et al. 1999; Vaganov et al. 1999;
Kirdyanov et al. 2003). Wood production ceases at a much higher temperature
than is necessary for its initiation (Denne 1971).

One of the best examples of environmentally controlled tracheid production
and differentiating were given in a recent study of Deslauriers et al. (2003).
Analyzing the kinetics of cells in each phase of tree-ring formation (division,
expansion, wall thickening) during seasonal growth and development in Abies
balsamea L. growing in boreal forest, they demonstrated a high degreee of vari-
ation in the timing of the beginning of the growing season (about one month),
the earlywood-latewood transition (around half of a month), and the end of the
growing season (about one month). This result is in a good agreement with other
high-latitude observations and simulations (Vaganov et al. 1999; Kirdyanov et al.
2003). On the other hand, Deslauriers et al. (2003) estimated a duration of
cell expansion in the stage of cell enlargement that gave significantly shorter
times (less than one week for earlywood and 5–10 days for latewood) than
those recorded in lower latitudes (Wodzicki 1971; Skene 1972; Antonova et al.
1995; Vaganov et al. 2006). These differences could be genetically determined
because of the short season for tree-ring growth and maturation of the tracheids.
Deslauriers and Morin (2005) found that cell production in the cambium was
correlated with the temperature during the same period. Artificially lagging the
daily temperature data even by a single day decreased the correlation with cell
production substantially, indicating that the cambium reacted quickly to external
environmental variability.
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2. At high latitudes, tree-ring width variations correlate well with average summer
(June–August) temperature, but maximum density shows a significant correla-
tion with temperature for a larger part of the growing season—for example,
May–September (Briffa et al. 1990, 1992, D’Arrigo et al. 1992). A longer grow-
ing season due to high temperatures will definitely increase the percentage of
latewood in tree rings (Larson 1964).

3. Denne (1971), in experiments with Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) seedlings,
showed that a temperature increase from 17.5 to 27.5◦C produced only a 10%
increase in tracheid diameter. Contrary to this, we found a significant increase of
tracheid diameter in the earlywood of larch tree rings near the northern timber-
line associated with a long-term summer temperature increase (Vaganov 1996c).
Note that these effects of early summer temperature on earlywood tracheid diam-
eter occur in the temperature range 5–14◦C. In more southerly sites where the
early summer temperatures were higher (between 12 and 19◦C), the effect of
temperature on tracheid diameter was diminished because the temperature was
no longer in the range where it was clearly limiting (Vaganov 1996c). Under
conditions close to optimal temperature (as in Denne’s experiments), the limiting
effect of temperature on tracheid diameter is probably small.

4. Temperature and tracheid wall thickness were inversely correlated in several
conifer species (Wodzicki 1971). Similar data were obtained by Antonova and
Stasova (1993, 1997). This result contradicts results from maximum latewood
density, which is mainly determined by cell wall thickness. At the upper ele-
vations or northern timberlines, rings with thin-walled cells in the latewood
(so-called ‘light rings’), are produced by a cold autumn or sharp cooling at the
end of summer (Filion et al. 1986; Schweingruber 1993).

Many of the contradictions in publications on the effect of temperature on tra-
cheid dimensions (diameter, wall thickness) are caused by other uncontrolled but
important external factors, such as water supply or light intensity, and by uncer-
tainties in the ranges of strong limitation of one factor and alteration of the limit
by another factor. For example, Denne (1971) chose a temperature range that is
close to optimal for growth. Thus there is no pronounced effect of temperature on
anatomical structure. In the case of Antonova and Stasova (1993, 1997), there was
no control of the soil water content during the production and formation of late-
wood tracheids. Hence the apparent negative effect of temperature could come from
its indirect effect on water loss from soil due to increased evapotranspiration.

3.5.2 Water

The availability of soil water may affect the growth rate and formation of wood,
both at long timescales and within a season (Zahner and Oliver 1962; Kozlowski
1968; Zahner 1968; Creber and Chaloner 1984; Bräuning 1999). For example, pine
in marshy conditions forms not only narrower tree rings, but rings with smaller
absolute size and proportion of latewood. In periods of suppressed growth, a tree
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ring may have only one or two cells of earlywood and one small-sized, thin-walled
latewood cell in each file. Considerable variability of cell size and cell wall thickness
may occur within wide tree rings grown in favorable conditions. ‘False’ rings may
be produced when small, thick-walled cells are seen at the beginning of the latewood
zone and are followed by larger, thin-walled cells. The formation of ‘false’ rings is a
common phenomenon when intraseasonal droughts occur in a precisely designated
rainy season, as seen, for example, in the mountains of the American Southwest. The
layer of larger cells is produced in response to the arrival of the rains at the northern
fringes of the Mexican monsoon in early July. However, during certain years, the
trees can completely stop growth in the ‘pre-summer’ drought period; and in such a
case a ‘false’ ring identified on anatomical features does not differ from the annual
ring.

3.5.3 Light

Even if we may reasonably assume that temperature and water availability have
direct effects on cambial activity, in the case of light the effect is undoubtedly indi-
rect, being mediated through the photosynthetic tissues. The control of growth by
light intensity and photoperiod (day length) has been examined in several mono-
graphs and textbooks (Alexeev 1975; Howe et al. 1995; Kozlowski and Pallardy
1997). It is not possible here to review much of the work in which the effect of
light on the height or diameter growth (and tree-ring width) of trees was studied.
We will briefly consider some results concerning the influence of light intensity and
photoperiod on the anatomy of conifer tree rings.

Richardson (1964) showed a clear positive effect of light intensity and day length
on tracheid cell wall thickness and mean lumen diameter in xylem formed in stems
of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) seedlings. Larson (1962, 1964) showed an obvi-
ous effect of photoperiod on anatomical characteristics of tracheids in xylem formed
in Pinus resinosa seedlings. He found that, on a long day, the formation of larger
tracheids was associated with greater needle length. He showed that this effect
was clearly photoperiodic rather than simply photosynthetic. Day length influences
wood density by controlling the formation of earlywood and latewood cell types
through the types of cambial derivatives, rather than the width of the xylem incre-
ment (Waisel and Fahn 1956). The growth and formation of earlywood was resumed
if the trees were returned to the long day-length condition (Wareing and Roberts
1956).

3.6 Toward a Quantitative Description of Cambial Activity
and Xylem Differentiation Under Environmental Control

Thus, to correctly describe the transformation of climatic signal to tree-ring growth
and wood structure, it is necessary (according to the hormonal theory) to describe
the mechanism of substrate and hormonal regulation of cambial growth and
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differentiation. This hypothesis of ‘independent’ external control of wood forma-
tion offered by Larson (1964) is, however, a barrier to the creation of process-based
models for dendroclimatology.

The hypothesis of ‘independent control’ can be illustrated by the following. In a
period of active wood formation, cells are in all three main stages (but at different
locations within the forming tree ring); i.e., the external signal may affect cells in
all stages at the same time. According to this we may write that

dN
dt = f1{xi(tj)}
dD
dt = f2{xi(tj)}
dCWT

dt = f3{xi(tj)}
(3.1)

Where i indicates the factors or processes affected, and all three functions are
assumed to be different and have a different time dependence. Then in the final tree
ring, each of its subdivisions (portions) will contain the climatic signal, integrated
in time, accumulated in cell number (N), cell dimension (D), and cell wall thickness
(CWT).

TRportion = f {f1[xi(tj), f2[xi(tj+k)], f3[xi(tj+m)]} (3.2)

Here, j, k, and m are the time intervals between the processes of production, cell
enlargement, and wall thickening. The values of j, k, and m vary significantly during
a season, and show a significant relation with the total number of cells in the cambial
zone and total production (tree-ring width). Taking into account that the process of
enlargement of a single cell can continue up to 3 weeks, and that wall thickening
takes 2–3 weeks, leads to the conclusion that each portion of a tree ring integrates
the growth conditions over about 1.5 months (without any delays in passing the
hormonal signal from apical meristem to cambium). The most complex aspect of
this analysis is the necessity of defining each function in the equations (3.1), which
are assumed to be different.

According to this statement, the maximum density of the last forming por-
tion of a tree ring must be determined only by the climatic conditions at the
end of the growing season because all processes involved occur at this particular
time. This means that even in strong temperature-limited conditions, the maxi-
mum density must be related strongly to August–September temperatures, when
the last forming tracheids enlarge and thicken. But almost all results in dendro-
climatic interpretation of maximum density show that maximum density is better
than even the tree-ring width as an indicator of the whole summer temperature
because of significant correlation with the early season as well as with late season
temperatures (commonly with April–September temperature) (Briffa et al. 2001,
2004).

An alternative hypothesis is that the main target of environmental control in tree-
ring seasonal formation is the cambial zone, and then this signal is transformed into
further processes of cell differentiation (enlargement and cell wall thickening). This
hypothesis suggests that the main target of environmental control is the first process;
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i.e., the cambial zone plays the main role as the target of environmental influence
and then transforms this influence to the next stages of cell differentiation (Vaganov
et al. 1985; Vaganov 1996a). Reflecting this, equation (3.1) can be rewritten:

dN
dt = f1{xi(tj)}
dD
dt = f2{f1}
dCWT

dt = f3{f1, f3}
(3.3)

From this, several theoretical and experimental considerations follow:

1. The hierarchy of control simplifies the common mechanism of environmental
control.

2. There is much evidence of a close relationship between the rate of cell production
and the anatomical characteristics of the cells produced; i.e., the relationship
between two consecutive stages of cell differentiation.

3. The cell dimensions (radial diameter and cell wall thickness) are mainly
determined by the duration of these processes rather than their speed.

4. There is evidence of a nonrandom relationship between the radial dimension
and cell wall thickness (i.e., a relationship between the second and third main
processes of cell differentiation).

5. From measurements of interannual variability of tree-ring characteristics, there is
a decrease in variability from a maximum for tree-ring index (width), to a mini-
mum for radial cell dimension (diameter, cell wall thickness, maximum density).
This result suggests a decreasing influence of climatic variations if one considers
the within-ring components, in contrast to interannual rings with variability.

In the case of hierarchy control, the quantitative description becomes simpler
because only one function must be defined in relation to environmental variables,
and to do this we have enough experimental data from biophysical and physiolog-
ical research of tree growth. This background allows us to create a simple version
of the process-based model of tree-ring formation under changing climatic con-
ditions (weather conditions), and to test this model by simulation of climatically
induced variations of tree-ring width and cell dimension in different climates (from
northern timberline to semiarid regions) (Vaganov et al. 1990; Fritts et al. 1991;
Shashkin and Vaganov 1993; Evans et al. 2006; Vaganov et al. 2006). The basic
premise of the model is the principle of a limiting factor, well known in the physiol-
ogy of plant growth. The model is restricted by application only to the quantitative
description of climatically induced growth variations, which means that we do not
use this approach for other factors controlling tree growth, like fertilization (either
carbon dioxide or nitrogen), within-stand competition, growth release after forestry
management, etc.

A significant property of this model is its use of available, commonly mea-
sured meteorological characteristics available from any meteorological station. The
model, therefore, consolidates and compresses our recent knowledge concerning the
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climatic influence on tree growth, and on the other hand, improves our understand-
ing of the tree growth–climate relationship. There are several examples and issues
that illustrate the advance in tree growth–climate relationships resulting from the
use of the model as a research tool.

3.7 Process Model Description

The Vaganov–Shashkin model makes use of a limited number of equations relat-
ing daily temperature, precipitation, and sunlight to the kinetics of secondary xylem
development (Vaganov et al. 2006) in order to model tree-ring growth and the inter-
nal characteristics (density, cell sizes) of annual rings. The model consists of two
primary modules, or blocks. The Growth (or Environmental) Block calculates a
daily external growth rate based on climatic variability, including temperature, soil
moisture balance, and solar irradiance. The Cambial Block uses this external growth
rate to simulate the rate and timing of growth and division of cells in the cambium
following the hierarchical model described above. In this way, the kinetics of xylem
formation are explicitly modeled as a function of climate variability modified by
parameterized environmental and cambial processes.

3.7.1 Growth (Environmental) Block

Relative growth rate calculations made by the model are used to determine the rate
of the growth and division of cells during xylogenesis, as well as the timing of the
transition between stages. Daily growth rates themselves are determined by compar-
ing daily temperature and soil moisture (calculated from precipitation, transpiration,
and soil drainage) to piecewise linear approximations of parabolic growth func-
tions (Fig. 3.2, inset). Four parameters define the shape of the trapezoidal growth
functions—a minimum (g(t) = 0), lower and upper optimal bounds (g(t) = 1),
and a maximum (g(t) = 0). Between the minimum (or maximum) and the lower
(or upper) bounds of the optimal values for the climate parameter (temperature,
sunlight, or soil moisture), growth rates will be between 0 and 1. Relative growth
rates are calculated for precipitation (gW (t)), temperature (gT (t)), and sunlight
(gE (t)). The determination of the overall growth rate G(t) for any given day t is
calculated as

G(t) = gE(t) · min[gT(t), gW (t)] (3.4)

Water balance is computed daily by the model as a function of precipitation (as
well as snowmelt), evaporation (which is a function of temperature), and runoff
(Thornthwaite and Mather 1955). Solar irradiance is determined by the model from
the latitude of the meteorological station from which the input data are taken.
Because of the minimization term in the calculation of the growth rate, and the
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Fig. 3.2 Vaganov–Shashkin growth and cambial model block processes. Daily external (environ-
mental) growth rates are determined by comparing daily temperature and soil moisture (calculated
from precipitation, transpiration, and soil drainage) to piecewise linear approximations of parabolic
growth functions (see inset) in the Growth (Environmental) Block. This growth rate is used in the
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piecewise approximation of the nonlinear growth function, the model behaves
stoichiometrically—that is, it is controlled by the most limiting factor (e.g., Fritts
1976)—at a daily resolution.

A recent study of intra-annual radial growth rates in trees of different species
located in different sites and environmental conditions reveals that maximum growth
rate of weekly cell production and variations in stem circumference at high-latitude
sites occurred around the time of maximum day length (Rossi et al. 2006). These
data were obtained by smoothing seasonal growth curves by using the Gompertz
equation and transferring the cumulative curves into differential rates of cell divi-
sion, expansion, and maturation. These data in general are in good agreement with
what we assume in equation (3.4), although equation (3.4) has more flexibility
because of the combination of day length and temperature for determining the max-
imum growth rate. Observations at high latitudes indicate that the maximum growth
rate, as well as the beginning of the growing season, may vary greatly, even as late
as the summer solstice (Deslauriers et al. 2003; Vaganov et al. 2006). Use of the
Gompertz equation for quantitative description of tree-ring growth is ultimately a
statistical tool and not a biological model, but it is potentially useful for combining
subannual observations of cambial dynamics and diameter growth with mechanistic
modeling at daily to weekly resolutions.

3.7.2 Cambial Block

The Cambial Block uses the output from the Growth Block to determine the rate at
which cambial cells grow and divide (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). Each cell in the Cambial
Block is characterized by two variables at each daily step—its position (j) in the
cellular file and its diameter. The growth rate G(t) calculated in the prior block
is used to derive a specific growth rate, V(j,t), for each cell based on its position
(Fig. 3.2). For cambial cells, diameter increases in the G1 phase until a maximum
size when division occurs, or until the cell loses the ability to divide as its growth rate
falls below a minimum threshold Vmin(j) for the cell’s position in the radial file. Cells
that lose the ability to divide pass out of the cambium, and complete the cell cycle,
including elongation and cell wall thickening. Daily cellular growth rates below a
critical minimum threshold (Vcr) send the cambium into dormancy. The cells in the
cambium at the end of one simulated growing season will therefore be those which
first grow and divide in the subsequent year, and therefore influence the cambial
dynamics and tree-ring structure of the following year. Activity in the cambium is
initiated each year when the sum of temperatures above a certain threshold over a
specified period of time (i.e., growing degree days) reaches a critical threshold.

The Vaganov–Shashkin model explicitly integrates the essential features of cam-
bial dynamics as previously described. Annual xylem cell production is related to
the number of cells in the cambial zone, the size of which varies over the course of
the year in response to environmental variability. Specific cellular growth rates are
positional and depend on the distance of the simulated cell from the cambial initial,
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with maximum rates of cell division observed tangential to the zone of radial expan-
sion (the ‘cambial edge’). Radial tracheid dimension is mainly determined during
cell production and at the beginning of expansion.

The model uses daily precipitation and temperature from meteorological stations
as its required input data. The 28 primary model parameters are based on empiri-
cal and experimental data, whose selection is discussed in detail by Vaganov et al.
(2006). The output, consisting of standardized synthetic tree-ring width chronolo-
gies, simulated growth rates, and number of cambial cells, are solely a function of
those environmental and biological activities modeled in the Growth and Cambial
Blocks. Hence, simulations do not reflect direct growth influences due to increasing
atmospheric CO2 concentration over the past 150 years. Nor are additional biolog-
ical or ecological influences on patterns of tree-ring formation modeled, including
those caused by tree age or geometry, interseasonal carbon storage, canopy and
root activity, or stand-level competition and disturbance. In a sense the simulations
can be considered ‘idealized’ mean site tree-ring chronologies with respect to the
modeled processes.
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3.8 Model Applications

Temporal variability in the relationship between climate and tree-ring-derived prox-
ies has been identified in a range of species and locations (Briffa et al. 1998a, b;
Biondi 2000; Jacoby et al. 2000; Aykroyd et al. 2001; Wilmking et al. 2004, 2005).
Such instability might be particularly important in environments where both tem-
perature and precipitation can be important controls on tree growth (Anchukaitis
et al. 2006), where the timing of the onset of growth or the length of the grow-
ing season strongly influences tree-ring proxies (Vaganov et al. 1999; Aykroyd et al.
2001; Vaganov et al. 2006; Evans et al. 2006), and for high-latitude or high-elevation
temperature-sensitive trees under anthropogenic climate forcing (Jacoby et al. 2000;
Wilmking et al. 2004, 2005). The Vaganov–Shashkin model produces synthetic
chronologies that would be expected if climate, mediated by cambial processes,
were the only external control on tree growth. This characteristic potentially allows
dendroecologists to evaluate the importance of hypothesized ecological factors that
might be responsible for differences observed between actual tree-ring chronologies
and simulations. For instance, it can also be used to develop null hypotheses against
which to test theories about the influences of insects, disease, CO2 enrichment,
carbon storage, pollution, and disturbance on tree growth. Furthermore, because
the Vaganov–Shashkin model has the ability to simulate nonlinear relationships
between tree-ring formation and the environment, it can be used to determine
whether observed variability in climate–tree growth relationships arise as a func-
tion of climate itself, as a stochastic feature without a determinant cause, or through
possibly unobserved influences by biological or ecological changes not related to
climate.

The Vaganov–Shashkin model has recently been applied to simulate tree-ring
proxies across a range of environments for a variety of species and using sev-
eral complementary approaches. The particular methodology for developing and
analyzing synthetic chronologies depends in part on the research questions posed
and the availability of meteorological and tree-ring data with which to drive and
evaluate the model. The simplest approach to modeling tree-ring chronologies is
to use single meteorological stations close to the actual tree-ring chronology site.
Several studies have demonstrated that using appropriately chosen local meteoro-
logical stations can produce simulations that skillfully reproduce actual tree-ring
width patterns (Vaganov et al. 1999; Evans et al. 2006; Vaganov et al. 2006).
These studies target cases in which direct model-data intercomparisons are easily
made, but do not assess the extent to which model skill is general across environ-
ments and species. An intermediate approach exploits spatiotemporal techniques
like principal components analysis (PCA), which decompose a large set of time
series into a few low-order empirical functions that contain the primary modes of
robust common variance in networks of observed and simulated tree-ring data net-
works (Anchukaitis et al. 2006). A third approach is to compare tree-ring datasets to
meteorological datasets on a large scale for assessing model robustness and the gen-
eral suitability of the tree-ring dataset for climate monitoring (Evans et al. 2006).
These nonlocal approaches permit assessment of the suitability of the proxy data
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network for the reconstruction of large-scale features of paleoclimatic fields, but the
comparison suffers from differences in the meteorological and dendrochronological
observing networks (Anchukaitis et al. 2006; Evans et al. 2006), which make direct
comparisons impossible. We stress that implicit in our interpretation of the model
results presented here is the following assumption: If we can establish that the sim-
ulations are consistent with the corresponding observed chronologies, the VS model
includes the most critical processes linking climate to annual tree-ring formation.

3.8.1 Local Simulations

Evans et al.(2006) reported tree-ring width simulations performed for eight high-
latitude Russian sites (Vaganov et al. 2006) spanning 60 degrees of latitude
(Fig. 3.4), and using the same set of fixed parameters and closely collocated mete-
orological station data. Despite neglecting adjustment of model parameters to fit
local site characteristics, seven of eight simulations are significantly correlated with
actual chronologies at or above the 95% confidence level. Four of eight correlations
between 5-year means of the simulations and actual chronologies were significant
at or above the 90% confidence level. Cook and Pederson (Chapter 4, this vol-
ume) discuss the problem of emergent phenomena in dendrochronology and the
resulting uncertainties in statistically modeling tree-ring data, using as a case study
tree-ring chronologies of a number of species and locations from near the Mohonk
Lake, New York, meteorological station. Their work raises the question: How do
we separate empirically demonstrated emergence, pervasive in the biological sci-
ences, from incomplete understanding of the system at hand? In an effort to address
this question, we simulated the NY004r.crn Mohonk Lake tree-ring width residual
chronology (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/) using the Vaganov–Shashkin model
and Mohonk Lake station daily meteorological data (NCDC Cooperative Station
305426).

We found that with only an increase in the soil moisture drainage rate (all other
model parameters at default ‘Russian’ settings; Anchukaitis et al. 2006; Vaganov
et al. 2006), the simulation was sufficient to explain the gross features of this data
series (annual r up to 0.57 (p < 0.05); Fig. 3.5c). The significance of r was not
highly sensitive to the exact value of the soil moisture drainage parameter we chose.
Correlation functions for simulated and actual chronologies are similar (Fig. 3.5a,b).
The most important of these are (1) positive correlation with current-year May–July
precipitation, (2) negative correlation with current-year May temperature; (3) posi-
tive correlation with current-year March–April temperature; (4) positive correlation
with prior-year September–October precipitation. Lower-frequency model skill may
be a consequence of the influence of the size of initial cambial cells from the prior
growing season on the ring width of the following year (results not shown).

Although Cook and Pederson (Chapter 4, this volume) pointed to observation
(3) above as an example of an emergent phenomenon, it is predicted with the VS
model simulation. Examination of the growth-limiting functions GT, GE, GW, and
the integrated growth function G broadly confirm these results for an average year
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Fig. 3.4 Time series of Vaganov–Shashkin model simulations (dashed lines) compared with actual
ring width chronologies (solid lines) from high-latitude sites across Russia. Correlations are for
annual and five year averages. ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate one-tailed significance at p < 0.1, 0.05, 0.01
levels, respectively, considering effective degrees of freedom given series lag-1 autocorrelations.
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Fig. 3.5 Simulation of Mohonk Lake tree-ring width chronology. Correlation of previous and cur-
rent year tree-ring widths with (a) temperature and (b) precipitation show similar patterns for both
simulated and actual chronologies. Dashed lines of the same color show the 95% two-tailed con-
fidence intervals from bootstrapping (1,000 draws with replacement; Biondi and Waikul [2004]).
Values above these lines can be considered statistically significant, accounting for the number of
independent predictors (c) The simulation (black line) is correlated with the actual chronology
(gray line) at r = 0.57(p < 0.05). (d) Growth functions GT, GW, GE, and overall growth function
G from daily simulation output averaged for 1925–1973. See text, Section 3.8.1, for discussion

based on 1925–1973 simulations (Fig. 3.5d). The modeling results suggest that
early season growth is strongly tied to the timing of early spring (March) warm-
ing, unless such warming is strong enough by early summer (May), in which case
warm conditions lead to growth limitation by moisture stress. The way in which
the VS model simulates such a phenomenon is described in Evans et al. (2006).
Given these results, maybe in this specific case it’s not emergence after all. Our
tentative conclusion is that current-generation multivariate linear regression models
may be unable to completely describe the environmental controls on tree-ring varia-
tions because of intraseasonal-interannual changes in the limiting factors controlling
tree growth (see also the example from Anchukaitis et al. [2006], described below).
Forward modeling exercises like this can complement statistical model verification
procedures, assess the influence of such effects in linear paleoclimate inversions,
increase confidence in our interpretation of the data (‘What do we expect to see?’),
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and help further distinguish emergence (the complex and potentially unexpected
interaction of biotic and abiotic elements) from statistics (uncertainty arising from
random noise).

3.8.2 Mesoscale Network Simulations

Anchukaitis et al. (2006) used the modified parameter described for the Mohonk
simulations above to simulate tree-ring widths across the southeastern United
States. They demonstrated that the leading principal component time series of sim-
ulated and real conifer chronologies is well correlated and that both reflect the
regional importance of spring rainfall for interannual variability in tree-ring widths
(Fig. 3.6). Anchukaitis et al. (2006) further apply the model to detecting and attribut-
ing changes in climate/tree-ring growth relationships related to climate. Using the
eight simulations from the southeastern United States validated against the lead-
ing temporal pattern of variability in actual tree-ring chronologies, they hypothesize
that tree-ring growth should become increasingly limited by summer precipitation.
Model findings are verified by using a new tree-ring chronology, excluded from
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Fig. 3.6 Intercomparison of synthetic and actual tree-ring width chronologies from the southeast
United States. (a) Leading time series expansions from PCA on simulated and actual regional
ring width data (black and gray lines, respectively). Correlation fields between the spring (March–
April–May, MAM) precipitation and the first principal component for the (b) simulated and (c)
real tree-ring width chronologies for the full period of overlap (1920–1985). Four-letter identifiers
mark eight meteorological stations in (b); three-letter identifiers denote 10 ring width chronology
sites in (c). Reprinted with permission from Anchukaitis et al. (2006)
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the original dataset, which shows a similar pattern of increased growth sensitivity
to summer precipitation, and is consistent with analysis of trends in regional cli-
mate and broad-scale forcing (Anchukaitis et al. 2006). Additional tree-ring data,
updated through the most recent quarter century, should show the same behavior,
if the model-based hypothesis is correct. The results point to larger-scale predictive
studies using the VS model driven by general circulation model (GCM) output.

3.8.3 Large Network Intercomparisons

Evans et al. (2006) used a continental-scale set of meteorological stations and tree-
ring chronologies to assess the skill of the Vaganov–Shashkin model across a broad
range of species and environments. They utilized a 500 km search radius around
each of 190 tree-ring chronologies to evaluate simulated chronologies derived from
the Global Historical Climatology Network (Peterson and Vose 1997) within that
area. This approach allowed the model to choose the station within the given search
radius which resulted in the best simulation, and presumably best reflecting climate
conditions at the actual tree-ring chronology site. This approach assumes that a sin-
gle station exists within the search radius that best approximates the mean conditions
over a given region. A similar search radius approach has been successfully used
in point-to-point regression-based reconstructions of the Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI) using tree rings (Cook et al. 1999, 2004). Evans et al. (2006) found
that the model-simulated chronologies were correlated at the 95% significance level
with actual tree-ring chronologies in 176 out of 190 cases (Fig. 3.7). The results
were not dependent on the size of the search radius, with similar findings for a
200 km search area (Evans et al. 2006, results not shown). Process model skill
was about the same as that achieved for verification-period statistical modeling of
the same chronologies using robust linear multiple regression methods common in
dendroclimatology. Skillful decadal simulations were only made in a minority of
simulations either by statistical modeling or process modeling approaches, suggest-
ing that paleoclimatic interpretations of decadal climate variability from tree-ring
width data should be made with caution. Additional studies designed to identify and
remove such non-climatic biases from candidate proxy dendroclimatic datasets are
under way.

3.8.4 Uncertainties and Caveats

There are several important caveats that should accompany the interpretation of
existing simulation experiments as well as the future applications of the VS model
to new research questions in dendroclimatology. One of the strengths of the model
is that it operates on a daily timescale, and is therefore capable of accurately
simulating the response of trees to rapidly changing seasonal climate conditions
(e.g. Deslauriers and Morin 2005). The daily data requirements of the model,
however, restrict both its temporal and spatial application, due the limited length and
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Fig. 3.7 Significance of annual correlations of simulated and actual tree-ring width data for eight
sites across Russia (Fig. 3.4) and 190 sites in North America from the Mann et al. (1998) dataset.
Black and gray circles show correlations with significances at or above the 99 and 95% levels,
respectively; white circles show significances below the 90% level. Reprinted with permission
from Evans et al. (2006)

general unavailability of meteorological observations of the appropriate timescale,
particularly from the remote alpine or tree line regions of particular interest to
dendroclimatologists. Even where daily meteorological data can be found, stations
may be located at considerable distance from the tree-ring chronology site, almost
always at a lower elevation, and often with different exposure and topography. While
differences in temperature between site and station can usually be evaluated and
reasonably corrected, it is quite difficult to do so for precipitation. The length of
the daily meteorological records also limits the period over which model skill can
be evaluated against the available tree-ring chronologies. At the same time, many
tree-ring chronologies in many parts of the world were originally collected in the
1970s and 1980s and have not yet been updated, further limiting the overlap between
simulated and actual tree-ring data.
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Additional uncertainties derive from model parameter specification. The model
has 31 adjustable parameters (Vaganov et al. 2006), many of which were originally
developed from empirical research on cold (Siberia) or dry (Arizona) environments,
but which are potentially poorly constrained in other regions. With our collaborators,
we are currently developing and testing two complementary approaches to evaluat-
ing and reducing uncertainties associated with parameter choices. Ongoing studies
in Siberia are focused on improving the empirical basis for model parameteriza-
tion across a range of environments and site conditions. Another approach is to use
Monte Carlo bootstrapping techniques to develop probabilistic estimates of the sen-
sitivity of simulation results to parameter choices, and to identify those that are most
important. An additional complication is the potential for species-specific parame-
ters. Although we have successfully applied the model with the default (‘Siberian’)
parameters to a range of species (Evans et al. 2006), there are indications that the
model performs better for some species than for others. We are currently investigat-
ing the extent to which this differential skill is a consequence of site environment or
species characteristics.

As was discussed in the previous section, our specific research questions as
well as data requirements have led us to use a variety of approaches in simulat-
ing tree-ring width chronologies. Evaluations of the model skill as compared with
observations have therefore employed a range of statistical techniques, including
correlation, principal components (Anchukaitis et al. 2006), and spatiotemporal
analysis of large overlapping networks (Evans et al. 2006). Each of these approaches
necessarily has its own underlying assumptions and potential biases, which must be
kept in mind in testing the model against existing tree-ring data.

3.9 Conclusion

The biological, chemical, and physical processes that link the external environment
to the characteristics of annual growth rings in trees form the necessary basis for
dendroclimatological research. Although ultimately the incremental basal diame-
ter growth of trees cannot proceed without biochemical pathways, structures, and
substrates associated with both the crown and the roots, the fundamental processes
that give rise to basal growth and the characteristics and anatomical features of the
annual ring are those associated with cellular growth and division in the cambium.
Here, we have demonstrated that understanding and modeling the environmental
controls on tree-ring formation as arising in part from direct climatic influences
on the dynamic cambium allow us to reproduce the observed phenomenonology of
intra-annual patterns of tree growth as well as the annual and interannual patterns
of ring width variability as observed in a variety of species and sites, and across
different spatial scales. However, much future work is necessary at the intersection
of dendrochronology, tree physiology, and biochemistry in order to better describe
and understand the relationships between photosynthesis, carbon assimilation and
storage, and tree-ring width, as well as the cellular processes or structures that might
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account for and permit the direct environmental influences on dividing and growing
cells in the cambium.

By linking the external environmental controls on the formation of tree-ring prox-
ies to processes that primarily influence the cambial zone, the VS model allows us
to produce synthetic tree-ring series that can be compared directly to actual tree-
ring-based proxy observation of climate variability. In cases where robust coherence
between model results and actual data is found, we can use the model to mechanis-
tically interpret the basis of variations in the actual tree-ring data. Local, regional,
and synoptic-scale intercomparisons of model results and data suggest the VS model
explains gross features of interannual tree-ring width variability that are relatively
insensitive to parameter estimation. These results can be used to better understand
the processes underlying behavior of the actual data. In the case studies discussed
here, for instance, the apparent emergence of behavior such as the dependence of
eastern hemlock ring width variations on spring temperatures, and the increasing
dependence of ring width variations in the southeastern United States on summer-
time soil moisture can be explained in terms of intra-annual to multidecadal changes
in environmental conditions, as mediated by cambial processes. Future applications
of the model may include further exploration of the biological basis of emergent
phenomena, study of the nature of decadal-scale variability in tree-ring data, predic-
tion of the influence of future climate change on conifer forest growth, objective
process-based removal of potential non-climatic biases in tree-ring data prior to
paleoclimatic inversions, and the allowance for varying climate–tree growth rela-
tionships as a constraint in paleoclimatic modeling and reconstruction activities
using tree-ring data as input.
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Chapter 4
Uncertainty, Emergence, and Statistics
in Dendrochronology

Edward R. Cook and Neil Pederson

Abstract Some fundamental concepts of dendrochronological analysis are
reviewed in the context of statistically modeling the climatically related environ-
mental signals in cross-dated tree-ring series. Significant uncertainty exists due to
our incomplete mechanistic understanding of radial growth of most tree species in
the natural world, one where environmental effects are unobserved, uncontrolled,
and steadily changing over time. This biological uncertainty cascades into the realm
of statistical uncertainty in ways that are difficult to quantify even though the latter
may be well constrained by theory. Therefore, great care must be taken to apply the
many well-developed and tested statistical methods of dendrochronology in ways
that reduce the probability of making false inferences. This is especially true in the
case of biological emergence. This is a special case of uncertainty that arises from
the way in which trees as complex organisms can have properties expressed in their
ring widths that are impossible to predict from a basic understanding of lower-level
physiological processes. Statistical modeling must be conducted in ways that allow
for the discovery of such phenomena and, at the same time, protect from the incor-
rect acceptance of spurious emergent properties. To reduce the probability of the
latter, we argue that model verification be an important part of any dendrochrono-
logical inquiry based on statistics. Correlation and response function analysis is
used to illustrate some of the concepts discussed here. The value of empirical sig-
nal strength statistics as predictors of climatic signal strength in tree rings is also
investigated.
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4.1 Introduction

The science of dendrochronology resides in a physical and biological world dom-
inated by uncertainty and emergence. The relative importance of each will vary
considerably from study to study, but neither uncertainty nor emergence can be
assumed to be absent from most, if not all, tree-ring studies, especially those that
seek to identify and extract environmental signals from tree rings. The closest
thing we have to absolute certainty in dendrochronology is the assignment of cal-
endar year dates to annual tree rings by an experienced tree-ring scientist using
some accepted method of crossdating (e.g., Huber 1943; Douglass 1946; Ghent
1952; Stokes and Smiley 1968; Baillie and Pilcher 1973; Heikkenen 1984; Wigley
et al. 1987; Schweingruber et al. 1990; Yamaguchi 1991; Yamaguchi and Allen
1992; Fowler 1998). Without this foundation, dendrochronology ceases to exist as a
legitimate science.

Yet even here, dendrochronologists have not been immune from accusations of
less dating certainty than is claimed (i.e., zero dating uncertainty), hence the impor-
tance of the paper by LaMarche and Harlan (1973) that documented the accuracy
of the tree-ring dating of semiarid site bristlecone pine in California for calibration
of the radiocarbon (14C) timescale. A similar study by Pilcher et al. (1984) further
illustrated the power of crossdating for absolute dating of tree rings in their doc-
umentation of the dating accuracy of the long European oak tree-ring chronology.
In turn, high-precision 14C measurements of independently crossdated bristlecone
pine and European oak wood over the same time period have yielded very similar
long-term 14C variations (Linick et al. 1985). This and the confirmation of the radio-
carbon Suess (1965) ‘wiggles’ in dendrochronologically dated wood (de Jong et al.
1979) have independently validated the robustness of crossdating as a geochrono-
logical dating tool. These studies have collectively established crossdating as the
most precise and accurate dating method in geochronology.

Since that time, quality control programs like COFECHA (Holmes 1983) have
become indispensable tools for objectively testing the quality of crossdating and
the correct assignment of calendar year dates to tree rings. These computer-assisted
tools have convinced all but the most intransigent critics of dendrochronology that
crossdating works as claimed when it is applied by properly trained individuals.
This being the case, it is useful to briefly define and discuss now both uncertainty
and emergence in generic terms before proceeding to the heart of this chapter.
Simply put, uncertainty means that we do not know as much as we would like
about the information contained in the tree rings we are studying, and emergence
means that those same tree rings are likely to contain totally unexpected and inher-
ently unpredictable information about environmental effects on tree growth. The
effects of these principles on dendrochronological research will be examined in
the context of statistically identifying and extracting climatic signals from tree
rings, but they truly span the entire science of dendrochronology and its myriad
applications.
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4.2 Uncertainty

Uncertainty arises from the fact that tree-ring analysis is usually applied as a ret-
rospective study of radial tree growth formed in an unobserved, uncontrolled, and
steadily changing environment over some years in the past. Consequently, we rarely
know with much certainty the kinds and details of the environmental signals con-
tained in tree rings prior to analysis. And even after our best analyses, we can only
make our best ‘guess’ of what those signals are. This acknowledgment of uncer-
tainty ought not be viewed negatively, because this is the way science works. The
great Nobel Prize-winning physicist Richard Feynman viewed it as a necessary part
of science: ‘Nothing is certain or proved beyond all doubt. And as you develop more
information in the sciences, it is not that you are finding out the truth, but that you
are finding out that this or that is more or less likely.’ (Feynman 1999, p. 248). So,
here we have a clear statement that scientific ‘truth’ is really probabilistic and, thus,
always associated with some degree of uncertainty, which in Feynman’s view should
be embraced as central to scientific inquiry.

This fact does not mean that dendrochronologists cannot make useful a pri-
ori inferences about the likely environmental signals in tree-ring series. Thus, we
might be able to accurately infer the most likely dominant signal(s) expressed in
the growth variations of an annual ring width series based on the tree species being
studied (e.g., Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii] or white spruce [Picea glauca]),
the growth metric being studied (e.g., ring width or maximum latewood density),
and the growth environment in which it is growing (e.g., lower or upper forest bor-
der limits). For example, ring widths of semiarid site conifers growing at a lower
forest border limit site are likely to reflect variations in available soil moisture sup-
ply and evapotranspiration demand (Fritts 1971), and maximum latewood densities
of high-elevation conifers are likely to reflect variations in growing season temper-
atures (Schweingruber et al. 1987). However, we must be honest in saying that such
inferences are nothing more than educated guesses that must be modeled and ver-
ified (Fritts 1976; Snee 1977) in some justifiable way, with the understanding that
we could still be wrong. In addition, we should always be ready for surprises; i.e.,
unexpected discoveries that may point the way to rich new research opportunities.

Thus far, this discussion has dealt essentially with biological uncertainty because
we are dealing with the problem of identifying environmental signals in a biologi-
cal time series, again with an emphasis here on climatic influences on tree growth.
However, a completely different form of uncertainty also exists in tree-ring data
that is associated with the development of annual tree-ring chronologies most fre-
quently used for further study. This uncertainty is statistical rather than biological,
although some of the statistical uncertainty in a chronology may be generated by
the tree growth properties of a particular tree species (e.g., variable ring boundaries
and poor circuit uniformity). Typically, such chronologies are mean-value functions
of crossdated tree-ring series from many individual trees on a site. Given that the
tree-ring data used in the mean-value function all crossdate to an acceptable degree,
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perhaps as determined by COFECHA (Holmes 1983), this is an explicit indication
that some perhaps very complicated common environmental signal exists in those
tree rings. In turn, we can expect the averaging process to concentrate the common
signal in the mean-value function by averaging out the noise. The act of averag-
ing is a powerful way of getting rid of unwanted noise in tree rings, but it is never
perfect; i.e., the noise is never completely eliminated. Therefore, some measure of
empirical signal strength is useful because it tells us how well we have estimated
the underlying common signal and eliminated the unwanted noise.

The pioneering dendroclimatologist Edmund Schulman was aware of signal
strength issues and suggested that the ratio of the mean sensitivity of the average
chronology (MSc) to the average mean sensitivity of the individual series (MSs) in
the chronology be used as a signal strength diagnostic (Schulman 1956, pp. 20–
24). This ratio he defined as coefficient R. With no noise present in the series,
MSc = MSs, so R = 1.0. With any noise present between series, MSc < MSs
because the averaging process reduces variance, so R < 1.0. Thus, the lower the
average chronology mean sensitivity is relative to the average of the individual
series, the lower the empirical signal strength. In Schulman’s examples for semi-
arid site conifers, R > 0.80 was common. Schulman even described how to use R
for evaluating the signal strength in subsets of tree-ring series from a site to assess
the long-term stability of the chronology signal. This idea presaged the subsample
signal strength (SSS) statistic derived by Wigley et al. (1984).

Mean sensitivity has continued to be used as a diagnostic signal strength statistic,
along with tree-ring chronology standard deviation and first-order autocorrelation
(e.g., Fritts and Shatz 1975; DeWitt and Ames 1978). These statistics do not provide
explicit estimates of statistical uncertainty in the chronology mean-value function,
however. So, with the growing power and availability of computers in the 1960s,
Harold C. Fritts introduced the use of analysis of variance (ANOVA) to quantita-
tively describe the sources of tree-ring chronology uncertainty (Fritts 1963), and
through his %Y term, its relative signal strength. An excellent example of the inter-
pretive use of ANOVA in tree-ring research can be found in Fritts (1969). Later,
the average correlation between series (RBAR) was shown to be effectively equiv-
alent to %Y as a measure of percent variance in common between series (Fritts
1976, p. 294). These results were in turn extended to include explicit estimates of
signal-to-noise ratio in tree-ring chronologies (Cropper 1982a). Shortly thereafter,
Wigley et al. (1984) explicitly derived the theory underlying the use of RBAR as an
estimate of percent common variance between series, demonstrated its mathemati-
cal equivalence to %Y, and extended those results to the derivation of the expressed
population signal (EPS), which provides an estimate of how closely a mean chronol-
ogy based on a finite number of trees expresses its hypothetically perfect chronology
based on an infinite number of trees. In addition, Wigley et al. (1984) derived the
subsample signal strength statistic, which quantifies the changing uncertainty in a
tree-ring chronology due to changing sample size. For more details and additional
extensions of these extremely valuable and widely used measures of empirical sig-
nal strength, see Briffa and Jones (1990). A complementary method of expressing
tree-ring chronology uncertainty is the development of annual confidence intervals
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for tree-ring chronologies. This is easily done by using parametric methods or the
data-adaptive bootstrap (Cook 1990).

Quantifying generic statistical uncertainty in annual tree-ring chronologies is
standard practice now in dendrochronology, principally through the use of the
RBAR, EPS, and SSS statistics. The methods for doing so are theoretically sound
and well tested, but unfortunately they still tell us exactly nothing about the true
strength of the environmental signal(s) in any given tree-ring chronology. It is up to
the dendrochronologist to determine what those signals are, but considerable bio-
logical uncertainty still exists in knowing what they truly are and how they are
expressed in the ring widths. Process-based forward models of cambial growth
based on first principles of tree physiology have successfully modeled the effects
of climate on radial growth of certain tree species (e.g., Fritts et al. 1991; Fritts and
Shashkin 1995; Fritts et al. 1999; Shashkin and Vaganov 1993; Anchukaitis et al.
2006; Evans et al. 2006; Vaganov et al. 2006). The results to date are very promis-
ing, but the challenge remains to make these models more adaptable to the likely
presence of biological uncertainty and emergence in many tree-ring studies.

4.3 Emergence

Emergence is the greatest source of biological uncertainty in dendrochronology
because it represents a property or signal in a tree-ring series that cannot be
predicted, even in principle, from our best understanding of the fundamental physi-
ological and environmental processes that control radial growth in trees. Emergent
properties arise in tree rings as a function of the inherent complexity of trees as
living things and the ways in which they interact with and are constrained by their
operational environment (Fritts 1976, pp. 48–50).

Examples of emergence in the fields of dendroclimatology and dendroecology
are the almost universal positive correlation of March temperatures with subsequent
radial growth of eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), which appears to be indepen-
dent of site characteristics and location within that species’ range (Cook and Cole
1991), the almost universal positive correlation between December–January tem-
peratures and subsequent radial growth of high-elevation red spruce (Picea rubens)
in the northern Appalachian Mountains (Cook and Johnson 1989), the importance
of winter temperatures on annual radial growth of six northern range margin tree
species (Pederson et al. 2004), and the phylogenetic separation of Quercus species
by subgenus (Erthrobalanus vs. Leucobalanus) in the West Gulf Coast forests of
Texas and Louisiana, even when these oak subgenera grow together on the same site
(Cook et al. 2001). None of these well-replicated statistical properties would have
been predicted based on previous studies, and it is unlikely that they would ever be
deduced from our best understanding of the underlying physiological processes that
directly result in annual ring formation. The interactions between tree genetics and
the tree’s operational environment render such emergent properties inherently diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to predict. It also does not matter that some of these emergent
climate signals, like the March temperature response in eastern hemlock, are of no
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immediate interest for climate reconstruction. The presence of such signals is telling
us something much more fundamental about how a given tree species has adapted
to its climatic environment over time. That in itself is worth knowing.

Other forms of emergence in dendrochronology are arguably the effectively
linear association commonly found between tree rings and local climate and the
existence of crossdating itself. It is well known that the physiological processes
and rates of reactions that lead to ring formation are often strongly nonlinear. A
classic example is the nonlinear relationship between net photosynthesis and daily
temperature (Fig. 4.1), which is caused by the differential effects of increasing
temperature on rates of primary photosynthesis and dark respiration (Kozlowski
et al. 1991, p. 189). The former becomes more quickly limited by increasing tem-
perature than the latter, which results in the roughly quadratic form of the net
photosynthesis curves as a function of temperature. A similar nonlinear relationship
is found between net photosynthesis and leaf water potential (Kozlowski et al. 1991,
p. 39). Remarkably, the aggregate expression of the many interacting nonlinear, rate-
limited processes within a tree is often an effectively linear response to local climate
(e.g., precipitation and temperature) in its ring widths.

This being said, certain kinds of nonlinearity may be found in tree-ring/climate
relationships when a particular growth-limiting factor such as available soil mois-
ture becomes saturated and tree growth is no longer responsive to it. Consequently,
nonlinear artificial neural networks (ANNs; Guiot et al. 1995) may perform better
than linear models in modeling and reconstructing precipitation and drought signals
in tree-ring chronologies (e.g., D’Odorico et al. 2000; Ni et al. 2002, although there
apparently can be a problem of overfitting using ANNs in relatively low signal-to-
noise cases (e.g., Woodhouse 1999). The fact that the linear models developed in
these examples still produced acceptable precipitation reconstructions suggests that
the overall nonlinearity of tree-ring/climate relationships is not large. Vaganov et al.
(1999) and Anchukaitis et al. (2006) also demonstrated how a mechanistic nonlin-
ear model can in certain cases outperform best-fit linear statistical models when a
change in local climate alters the way in which the trees respond. Such changes in
climate response can also be modeled by using dynamic linear regression modeling
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based on the Kalman filter (Visser and Molenaar 1988; Cook and Johnson 1989).
Thus, one does not necessarily have to abandon the linear model to demonstrate a
change in the way that trees respond to climate. However, the clear strength of the
process-based model is that it provides insights into why the change occurred. The
Kalman filter cannot do this in any obvious way.

The existence of crossdating between trees is likewise remarkable when it is
viewed from microenvironmental and tree physiological perspectives. A schematic
from Harold C. Fritts’ seminal book Tree Rings and Climate (Fritts 1976) nicely
illustrates the complex ways that high temperature and low precipitation affect phys-
iological processes within the tree to produce a narrow annual ring (Fig. 4.2). This
schematic applies to a tree of a given species within a stand, but the individu-
als of the same species within the stand undoubtedly experience different levels
of environmental forcing on growth. Each tree, situated on a variable landscape,
will experience different levels of available soil moisture; different levels of inso-
lation and evapotranspiration demand; different levels of soil nutrient status; and
in closed-canopy forests, different levels of competition with neighboring trees for
available resources for growth. These varying external growth-limiting factors result
in variable absolute growth rates between trees in any given year. Yet, the resulting
secondary growth on the bole of each tree produces a common pattern of annual ring
width over time; i.e., the trees crossdate, and this crossdating among the same and
closely related tree species can extend over remarkably large regions (Fritts 1965;
Cropper and Fritts 1982). Admittedly, crossdating is not universal among all tree

Fig. 4.2 A schematic showing how low precipitation and high temperature jointly contribute to
the formation of a narrow annual ring in trees. Reproduced from Fritts (1976) with kind permission
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species. However, its occurrence over a broad range of taxa growing in extremely
diverse habitats worldwide indicates that crossdating is a property of tree growth
that frequently emerges from the radial growth increments of trees being subjected
to a highly variable set of microenvironmental conditions that contain within it a
secondary set of common external growth-limiting factors.

The principle of emergence in biological systems might be regarded as a funda-
mental flaw in the current state of biological theory, one that could be eliminated
if biologists knew how to develop exquisite mathematical models with high predic-
tive skill, like those produced by physicists using classical reductionist methods to
explain much of the physical world. However, the physical world is also filled with
emergent properties that can never be predicted from underlying theory, even in
principle. This fact was pointed out by the great evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr,
in a May 1997 interview published in the magazine Natural History (Angier 1997):

It’s now so clear that every time you have a more complex system, new qualities appear
that you could not have predicted from the components. That’s the principle of emergence.
I once gave a lecture in Copenhagen, and I said something I now realize to be wrong. I said
emergence is characteristic only of biology. That was in 1953, when emergence was very
suspect, nobody believed it. The famous physicist Niels Bohr got up to object, and I thought
he’d say emergence was metaphysical and supernatural and all sorts of things. Instead he
said, ‘We have emergence all over the inanimate world,’ and he gave the famous example of
water. If you know all the characteristics of hydrogen and all the characteristics of oxygen,
you still couldn’t predict that the product would be liquid.

Mayr went on to say, ‘So that’s the end of reductionism’ (Angier 1997), a highly
provocative statement that is admittedly not readily accepted by many physicists
and biologists who are still committed to reductionism in science.

Among others, Hatcher and Tofts (2004) have countered Ernst Mayr’s provoca-
tive statement in their recent paper Reductionism Isn’t Functional. In it, the authors
propose a solution to the emergence-versus-reductionism problem based on a math-
ematical theorem in concurrency theory, a branch of theoretical computer science.
This theorem ‘proves that all possible systems can be reasoned about in terms of
their subcomponents’ based on methods of process algebra. Doing the modeling
this way replaces underlying functions with objects, ‘i.e., every object in the system
is represented by an object in the model’ (Hatcher and Tofts 2004). This approach
accepts the validity of constitutive reductionism in biology, which states that ‘sys-
tems are composed of systems or entities at a lower level and conform to the laws
governing the latter’ (Hatcher and Tofts 2004). If this statement is true, then object-
based methods of process algebra naturally lead to the conclusion that ‘all systems
can be explained in terms of the sum (composition) of their parts’ (Hatcher and Tofts
2004). This conclusion thus formally rejects the fundamental premise of emergence,
i.e., the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, which allows for completely unex-
pected properties to emerge from the collective. Because constitutive reductionism
is based on ‘objects’ and not ‘functions,’ it differs from classical explanatory reduc-
tionism used in theoretical physics to deduce higher-order properties from more
fundamental processes. In this sense, constitutive reductionism is a weaker form of
reductionism, with little or no implied deductive ability.
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For object-based models to work in the way described by Hatcher and Tofts
(2004), ‘every object in the system’ must be known. This we maintain is the funda-
mental flaw of constitutive reductionism if one were to apply it to tree-ring research.
We do not have a complete understanding of the evolution of a given tree species
that has resulted in its genotypic definition as a species, its phenotypic expression
as an organism, and its expressible range of phylogenetic responses to its opera-
tional environment. Consequently, many properties of tree-ring series can only be
discovered by experiment. So in our view, the proposed method of Hatcher and
Tofts (2004) does not solve the emergence-versus-reductionism problem in tree-ring
analysis in favor of constitutive reductionism, because there will never be enough
known ‘objects in the system’ to model tree growth at the genus and species levels
needed for dendrochronology. Nor is it likely that their approach will even work
in the physical world, where theory has historically been based on mathematically
rigorous forms of explanatory reductionism.

Nobel Prize-winning physicist Robert Laughlin and coauthor David Pines
(Laughlin and Pines 2000) argue convincingly in their paper The Theory of
Everything that reductionist methods ‘have succeeded in reducing all of ordinary
physical behavior to a simple, correct Theory of Everything only to discover that
it has revealed exactly nothing about many things of great importance’ (emphasis
added), and they give several examples in physics where this is undoubtedly the
case. Laughlin and Pines (2000) go on to state that ‘emergent physical phenomena
regulated by higher organizing principles have a property, namely their insensitivity
to microscopics, that is directly relevant to the broad question of what is knowable
in the deepest sense of the term’ (emphasis added). This means that even if we know
the exact laws of physics at microscopic scales, we cannot use them to deduce the
macroscopic properties of something as common as a crystalline solid, because the
macroscopic world is ‘regulated by higher organizing principles’ that are distinct
from those at the microscopic level. This harkens back to Ernst Mayr’s earlier ref-
erence to Neils Bohr’s comment about water. Consequently, ‘living with emergence
means, among other things, focusing on what experiment tells us about candidate
scenarios for the way a given system might behave before attempting to explore the
consequences of any specific model’ (Laughlin and Pines 2000; emphasis added).
Even earlier, Nobel Prize-winning physicist Philip Anderson (1972) made similar
arguments in his paper More is Different, which stimulated much of the thinking
that went into the paper by Laughlin and Pines (2000). Those interested in this very
important topic are strongly encouraged to read the papers by Anderson (1972),
Laughlin and Pines (2000), and the recently published book A Different Universe:
Remaking Physics from the Bottom Down (Laughlin 2005).

Emergence is an inherent macroscopic property of complex systems in both the
physical and biological worlds that cannot be ignored or rejected by reductionist
arguments. Its presence in dendrochronological studies should therefore be expected
and, indeed, welcomed because it means that we can expect surprises in our tree-
ring studies that make the science of dendrochronology fun and thought provoking.
Thus, we should approach our analyses with a good deal of exploration in mind and
follow statistician John Tukey’s exhortation that we be data detectives (Tukey 1977).
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4.4 Statistics

Our rather lengthy, somewhat philosophical, discussions of uncertainty and emer-
gence have set the stage now for our discussion of statistical analysis in den-
drochronology. Dendrochronology is predominantly an empirical science that
is deeply rooted in statistical modeling and its attendant probabilistic nature.
Therefore, biological uncertainty and emergence are generally still expressed
through statistical descriptions of the data. This approach places an added burden
on the results and interpretations of dendrochronological analyses because, as we all
know, statistical analysis can lead to the incorrect acceptance of apparently strong,
yet utterly false, statistical associations. Hence the famous quote from Mark Twain’s
autobiography (Twain 1924, p. 246): ‘There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies,
and statistics.’ Clearly, Mark Twain did not have much trust in statistics!

In statistical jargon, the generic way in which we test empirical associations is
through hypothesis testing. We start out by assuming that no experimental treatment
effect or association exists between the statistical samples or variables being com-
pared. This is our null hypothesis. The alternate hypothesis is simply the converse
of the null hypothesis; i.e., that the experimental treatment effect or association is
detectable with some level of confidence. In standard statistical notation, the null
and alternate hypotheses are expressed as H0: ρ = 0 and Ha: ρ �= 0, respectively,
where ρ is the statistic being tested, such as the Pearson correlation coefficient r.
We then test the statistical significance of the treatment effect or association via
an appropriate statistical test. When the null hypothesis is falsely rejected, this is
known as a Type-1 error in statistics. In other words, we have concluded that the
tested effect or association is true, when in fact it is not true. This is a serious mis-
take that can lead us down the wrong scientific path. To counterbalance Type-1 error,
there is Type-2 error, which is the false rejection of the alternate hypothesis when
it is true. This mistake is also serious, but in a different way, because now we may
have missed an important scientific discovery.

The balancing act between Type-1 and Type-2 errors is generally based on
the chosen α-level probability used for rejecting the null hypothesis. Commonly,
α = 0.05 is selected (a 1-in-20 chance of being wrong), which is equivalent to the
95% significance level (1 – α), but there is no theoretical reason for picking any
particular α-level. It all depends on how willing the analyst being wrong is in not
accepting the null hypothesis as true. The ‘1-in-20 chance of being wrong’ example
also illustrates the way in which statistical hypothesis testing is generally weighted
towards accepting the null hypothesis. What also matters is the choice of a one-tailed
or two-tailed hypothesis test. If the sign of the outcome has no a priori expectation
(e.g., the correlation r may be either positive or negative to be statistically signifi-
cant), a two-tailed hypothesis test is used. Conversely, if the sign of the outcome can
only be positive or negative to be meaningfully significant, a one-tailed hypothesis
test is used. In this case, the alternate hypothesis notation changes from Ha: ρ �= 0
to either Ha: ρ < 0 or Ha: ρ > 0 to account for the sign of the outcome being impor-
tant. In our later examples of modeling the climate signals in tree rings, we do not
assume that we know the signs of the statistical associations a priori and, thus, we
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will use a two-tailed hypothesis test. For examples of using a one-tailed hypothesis
test in modeling the effects of temperature on tree growth in dendrochronology, see
Pederson et al. (2004).

The interpretation of any given α-level probability is complicated by the fact that
we often mine tree-ring data for statistically significant associations with climate
through multiple tests of the same statistic. This is because we do not know what
to expect more often than we would like. For example, if we wish to calculate the
monthly correlations between tree rings and climate over, say, a 16-month dendro-
climatic year (Fritts 1976; Blasing et al. 1984) beginning in the May of the previous
year and ending in August of the current year of growth, and we do this for both tem-
perature and precipitation, we are making 32 tests simultaneously and then looking
for any statistically significant correlations to tell us how to interpret the tree-ring
series as a function of climate. Unfortunately, this multiplicity of tests weakens the
a priori α-level probability for any given correlation out of the 32 candidates based
on a standard t-test for r, and one can therefore no longer legitimately claim that any
given correlation is truly significant at the a priori 1 – α level. Most reported associa-
tions between tree rings and climate in the literature ignore this multiplicity problem
in describing statistically significant months in climate correlation functions.

A simple correction for the effects of multiplicity on significance levels can
be made as P = 1 − (1 − p)m, where p is the a priori probability (same as our
α-level described above), m is the number of tests being made, and P is the resulting
a posteriori probability (Mitchell et al. 1966; Yamaguchi 1994). In our hypothetical
correlation function example, if p = 0.05 and m = 32, then P = 0.806, which does
not instill much confidence in our statistical interpretations if the correlations barely
exceed the a priori 95% significance level to begin with. To achieve an a posteri-
ori probability P = 0.05 requires an approximate a priori probability p ~0.001 in
our hypothetical case. This is equivalent to an a priori 95% significance level for r
of ~0.25 and an a posteriori 95% significance level of ~0.46 for all 32 correlations
considered jointly. This correction for multiplicity would render many correlations
between tree rings and climate reported in the literature (including ours!) not statis-
tically significant. As will be shown by example below, we should not err on the side
of excessive statistical rigor at this stage, because those same climate correlations
may yet have significant dendroclimatic meaning even if most of them do not exceed
the a priori 95% significance level, let alone the stringent correction for multiplic-
ity. So what do we mean here? An example of correlation and response function
analysis applied to an annual tree-ring chronology will serve as an illustration.

4.5 Correlation and Response Function Analysis

Consider the case where few, if any, simple correlations are statistically significant
(p < 0.05) after correction for multiplicity. Figure 4.3 shows such an example for
an eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) tree-ring chronology from a xeric, quartzite
conglomerate, talus slope site located near Mohonk Lake, Ulster County, New York
(41.76◦N, 74.15◦W; elev. 379 m). Correlation and response functions (Fritts 1976;
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Fig. 4.3 Correlation function (top panel) and response function (bottom panel) analyses of an
eastern hemlock tree-ring chronology located near Mohonk Lake, New York

Blasing et al. 1984) have been computed for this hemlock chronology by using
monthly climate data from the Mohonk Lake cooperative weather station located
about one kilometer from the tree-ring site at nearly the same elevation. The tree-
ring and climate records cover the periods 1850–1996 and 1896–2004, respectively.
So the joint period covered by the two datasets is 1896–1996. The correlation and
response functions shown here were calculated and tested as follows:

1. The correlation and response functions span a ‘dendroclimatic year’ (Fritts 1976)
that begins in May of the previous growing season and ends in August of the
current growing season. This 16-month year is arranged to include two complete
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radial growth seasons (roughly May–August) and the intervening ‘dormant’ sea-
son. As a consequence, the first year of climate data was used in creating the
prior year portion of the 1897 dendroclimatic year, which resulted in the first
analysis year being 1897.

2. The tree-ring data used were first prewhitened with a best-fit first-order autore-
gressive (AR) model (Box and Jenkins 1976) to remove the effect of persistence
on degrees of freedom and the determination of statistical significance. The
monthly climate data had very little, if any, persistence in the monthly variables.
Consequently, the climate data were not prewhitened and the first analysis year
remained 1897.

3. The correlation and response functions were computed by using data only over
the 1931–1996 interval. This 66-year interval provides 64 degrees of freedom
for the simple correlations, which yields a two-tailed a priori 95% confidence
limit of ±0.25 and an a posteriori 95% confidence limit of ±0.45 (each shown
as dashed lines in Fig. 4.3a).

4. The response function was based on retaining as candidate predictors the eigen-
vectors of climate with eigenvalues >1.0 (the EV1 rule; Guttman 1954; Kaiser
1960) and the best-fit regression model was determined by using the minimum
Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike 1974; Hurvich and Tsay 1989). The
actual goodness-of-fit is expressed in terms of the classical coefficient of mul-
tiple determination or R2 statistic used in regression analysis as a measure of
explained variance.

5. The pre-1931 data were reserved for statistical validation tests of the response
function estimates. The validation tests used were the square of the Pearson
correlation coefficient (RSQ), the reduction of error (RE), and coefficient of
efficiency (CE) (Cook et al. 1999).

The correlation function (Fig. 4.3a) reveals that only 4 out of the 32 monthly
correlations have exceeded the two-tailed a priori 95% confidence limits (prior-
July, prior-September, and current June precipitation, and current May temperature),
while only one month (current June precipitation) exceeds the a posteriori limit.
Does this result mean that only current June precipitation truly matters to these
trees? Based on the most rigorous statistical considerations described above, the
answer would appear to be ‘Yes.’ However, there may be much more physiological
meaning in the structure of the correlation function than purely statistical con-
siderations would suggest, because the response function (Fig. 4.3b), which was
explicitly estimated from the matrix of these monthly correlations, has many more
‘significant’ coefficients, 24 to be exact. This result in itself is tricky to interpret
because of the way the response function and its confidence limits are calculated
as a regression-weighted, linear combination of fitted climate eigenvectors (Fritts
1976; Guiot et al. 1982; Fekedulegn et al. 2002). Indeed, even the estimation of the
response function confidence limits has been somewhat controversial. There is good
reason to believe that the original method of Fritts (1976) produced confidence lim-
its that were a bit too narrow. This problem has been rectified in two different ways:
(1) by using bootstrap resampling to generate empirical confidence intervals (Guiot
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1991; Biondi and Waikul 2004) and (2) by using a t-test derived from principal com-
ponents regression theory (Fekedulegn et al. 2002). We use the t-test described by
Fekedulegn et al. (2002) here.

The number of climate eigenvectors included in the response function (four in
our example) also affects the number of resulting ‘significant’ variables. This effect
is illustrated in the four steps used in calculating the final response function. The
Step-1 response function (Fig. 4.4a) is based on only one eigenvector that explains
19.5% of the variance. Yet, all 32 monthly variables are ‘significant’ based on the
calculated 95% confidence limits. Step-2 cumulatively explains 25% of the variance,
but now has only 26 ‘significant’ variables. Step-3 cumulatively explains 30.3% of
the variance and has 27 ‘significant’ variables. Final Step-4 cumulatively explains
34.2% of the variance and now has only 24 significant variables. So, from Step-1 to
Step-4, the explained variance increases by 75%, but the number of significant vari-
ables decreases by 25%. A similar result can be found in Fritts (1976, Fig. 7.13, p.
367). This tendency for an inverse dependence between the number of eigenvectors
in a response function model and the resulting number of ‘significant’ monthly vari-
ables means that one must be careful about interpreting response functions based
on few climate eigenvectors because the number of ‘significant’ months may be
inflated; this will be especially the case when only one climate eigenvector is used.

Using simulation methods, Cropper (1982b) illustrated how the number of ‘sig-
nificant’ months can be inflated in response functions. This inflation occurs in part
because the monthly patterns of the climate eigenvectors are determined by the
intercorrelations between the monthly variables themselves. Some of these climate
intercorrelations will be based on true physical associations (e.g., temperature may
be inversely correlated with precipitation for a given month or season). However,
some of the intercorrelations will also be unique to the analysis period or occur by
chance alone, and thus have little or no true physical meaning. Yet, they will show
up in the monthly patterns of the climate eigenvectors and may be carried into the
response function when they are part of the climate eigenvectors that best explain
tree growth. We must always keep in mind that the climate eigenvectors are math-
ematically defined orthogonal modes that are not constrained to have any physical
meaning whatsoever (although they will often have some in practice) and certainly
do not have any inherent biological meaning. So the number of statistically signif-
icant months in a response function is not a good diagnostic for determining the
successful application of the method. Response function monthly confidence inter-
vals also do not take into account the multiplicity problem described earlier. Gray
et al. (1981) tackled this problem by using the binomial distribution to determine the
minimum number of significant (p < 0.05) months needed for a response function
to have overall significance (P < 0.05). For response functions based on 32 monthly
coefficients (Fig. 4.3b), one needs a minimum of four to five significant coefficients
(p < 0.05) to claim that the response function is significant (overall response func-
tion P < 0.05), which in our example is the case. Our correlation function would
barely pass this test, however.

This finding brings up another issue that can greatly affect the estimation of
response functions. Fekedulegn et al. (2002) note that response function analysis
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A.  1 EIGENVECTOR -- R2 = 0.195 (32 sig.)

B.  2 EIGENVECTORS -- R2 = 0.250 (26 sig.)

C.  3 EIGENVECTORS -- R2 = 0.303 (27 sig.)

D.  4 EIGENVECTORS -- R2 = 0.342 (24 sig.)

Fig. 4.4 The stepwise development of the hemlock response function shown in Fig. 4.3b. The
progressive changes in fractional variance explained (R2) and the number of significant coefficients
are indicated

is highly sensitive to (1) the number of eigenvectors retained as candidate predictors
in regression analysis and (2) the criterion for entering eigenvectors into the regres-
sion model. Fritts (1976), Guiot et al. (1982), and Fekedulegn et al. (2002) argue
for retaining a large number of candidate eigenvectors, ones that may explain up to
90–95% of the total variance in the climate data correlation matrix. An objective
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way for doing so is to use the cumulative eigenvalues product (PVP in French) crite-
rion (Guiot et al. 1982), which is based on the cumulative product of the eigenvalues,
one way of calculating the determinant of a matrix. The actual cutoff occurs where
PVP drops below 1.0, the value of the determinant of a random correlation matrix
of equal rank. In contrast, the EV1 cutoff occurs at the point where the remaining
eigenvectors cannot explain as much variance as those extracted from an equal-rank
random correlation matrix. Both PVP and EV1 are based on appealing asymptotic
arguments that relate to expected values of random correlation matrices. Yet, they
yield quite different results in practice.

In our example, the EV1 cutoff retained 13 of 32 eigenvectors as candidate pre-
dictors, which cumulatively explained 73.4% of the total climate variance. If the
PVP cutoff had been used, it would have retained 25 of the 32 eigenvectors (equal
to 96.5% of the total variance) as candidate predictors. So, is one cutoff better than
the other? Support for EV1 comes from the fact that Monte Carlo estimates of eigen-
value confidence limits based on ‘Rule N’ (Preisendorfer et al. 1981; Preisendorfer
1988) always select a cutoff that is consistent with the asymptotic argument under-
lying EV1. On the other hand, there may be some useful climate information in the
deleted eigenvectors below the EV1 cutoff, which is the principal argument for using
PVP (or some other criterion) to retain more candidate eigenvectors (cf. Jolliffe
1973). This argument is appealing because the total information in the original cli-
mate correlation matrix is contained in the complete set of eigenvectors. See Fritts
(1976, p. 357) for this mathematical equivalence. However, the increasing orthogo-
nality constraints imposed on the higher-order eigenvectors are likely to distort the
climatic meaning of those modes increasingly away from physical reality, which
may make them more sensitive to chance correlations within the original intercor-
relation matrix of climate variables. This and our ‘Rule N’ argument above are the
reasons why we prefer the EV1 cutoff.

The choice of EV1 or PVP can also be argued in terms of Type-1 and Type-2
errors. Choosing EV1 is a more conservative choice because it reduces the num-
ber of candidate predictors and the likely inflation of R2 (Rencher and Pun 1980).
However, the premium paid for protecting against inflated R2 using EV1 is the
possible loss of additional useful climate information in the higher-order climate
eigenvectors that PVP would retain. Thus, EV1 reduces the chance of Type-1 error
and increases the chance of a Type-2 error in response functions by eliminating
more eigenvectors from the candidate predictor pool. In contrast, PVP increases the
chance of Type-1 error and decreases the chance of Type-2 error by allowing more
potentially spurious candidate eigenvectors to be included in the response function.

Given the selected cutoff used to retain candidate eigenvectors, the criterion for
entering the eigenvectors into the regression-based response function model ulti-
mately determines the final form of the response function. Fritts (1976), Guiot et al.
(1982), and Fekedulegn et al. (2002) argue for somewhat lenient entry criteria. Fritts
(1976) used an F-level = 1.0 cutoff for entering eigenvectors, which in our example
has a probability p = 0.30. Guiot et al. (1982) suggested p = 0.50 for relatively
short datasets (n = 30 years) when the number of variables is comparable to the
number of observations and 0.10–0.20 for longer datasets like that used here (n =
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66). Fekedulegn et al. (2002) suggested using p = 0.15 for entering eigenvectors.
Here, we argue for the use of the minimum Akaike information criterion (Akaike
1974), with a correction for small sample bias (Hurvich and Tsay 1989). This is a
totally objective way of determining the order of the model, one that is based on
sound and well-tested information theoretic principles. For this reason, we prefer
the minimum AIC cutoff. Interestingly, the original uncorrected AIC (Akaike 1974)
also allows variables to enter into a model if p < 0.15 (Jones 1985), the same as the
variable entry criterion of Fekedulegn et al. (2002). So the use of the AIC should
not change the response function results nearly as much as the chosen eigenvector
cutoff.

Table 4.1 provides more detail on the four steps used in calculating our hem-
lock response function. Eigenvectors #3, #9, #10, and #6 were added to the model
in that order, with a cumulative explained variance of 34.2% and a minimum AIC
of −16.63. Perhaps the most interesting result here is what is not included in the
model; i.e., climate eigenvectors #1 and #2, which together explain 19.2% of the
total variance in the correlation matrix of temperature and precipitation at Mohonk
Lake. Even though those eigenvectors are the two most important modes of covari-
ance among the monthly temperature and precipitation variables, they correlate
extremely poorly with hemlock growth (r = −0.01 and 0.06, respectively). This
result illustrates another aspect of response function analysis. The most important
modes of monthly climate variability defined by the eigenvectors need not relate to
the needs of tree growth. Thus, it is always dangerous to impose a priori expecta-
tions on how trees respond to climate. We should allow the climate response of a
tree-ring series to objectively emerge from our analysis.

The bottom two rows of Table 4.1 provide additional steps in the response func-
tion model that would have occurred if the PVP criterion were used as the cutoff
for candidate eigenvectors instead of EV1. As was mentioned earlier, PVP retains
25 of the 32 eigenvectors (96.5% of the total variance) as candidate predictors. In
this case, eigenvectors #15 and #18 would have also been added to the model, with
a minimum AIC now at −19.37. This result suggests that PVP is better than EV1
because the final model with six eigenvectors has a smaller AIC. Is this true? In this

Table 4.1 The four regression steps used in calculating the hemlock response function

STEP EIG CORR T-STAT PROB PART R2 R2 AIC

1 3 (7.2) 0.441 3.931 0.0003 0.195 0.195 −10.09
2 9 (4.6) 0.235 1.932 0.0549 0.055 0.250 −12.57
3 10 (4.1) −0.232 −1.907 0.0580 0.054 0.303 −15.20
4 6 (5.2) 0.197 1.605 0.1093 0.039 0.342 −16.63
5 15 (2.8) 0.197 1.605 0.1094 0.039 0.381 −18.21
6 18 (2.1) 0.183 1.490 0.1371 0.034 0.413 −19.37

STEP = response function step; EIG = the eigenvector number entered and its (percent variance);
CORR = simple correlation of the eigenvector with tree rings; T-STAT = Student’s t statistic for
Corr; PROB = Probability of t-stat; PART R2 = partial R2 or fractional variance contributed by
each step; R2 = cumulative fractional variance of the model; AIC = Akaike information criterion.
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case at least, the answer appears to be ‘No,’ but how do we know? Recall that we
withheld the 1897–1930 data from response function estimation for model valida-
tion purposes. We can use these data now to objectively test each response function
model for skill prior to the 1931–1996 calibration period. For comparison, we have
also done this using only the significant climate months in the correlation function
as predictors: the single month that exceeds the a posteriori 95% significance level
(current June precipitation) and the four months that exceed the a priori 95% signif-
icance level (prior-July, prior-September, and current June precipitation, and current
May temperature). The results of these runs are shown in Table 4.2.

Note that the calibration period R2 increases as the number of predictors in the
model increases. This is expected even by chance alone (Morrison 1976). In par-
ticular, there is a big jump in R2 from one predictor (current June precipitation)
to four predictors (prior-July, prior-September, and current June precipitation, and
current May temperature) and a corresponding substantial reduction in the AIC.
This jump in R2 is also strongly maintained in the form of increased skill in the
verification period of the four-predictor model; i.e., the RSQ, RE, and CE statis-
tics are all substantially higher for the four-predictor model compared to that based
on only one predictor. So the four monthly variables selected by a priori testing of
the monthly correlations are collectively more important to eastern hemlock growth
than the one variable selected by the stringent a posteriori test. In this case anyway,
the multiplicity problem discussed earlier is not a problem at all!

The results of the full response function tests based on using all 32 monthly cli-
mate variables in the eigenanalysis, and using either the EV1 or PVP cutoffs for
retaining candidate eigenvectors, are even more interesting. As we saw previously,
the response function based on the candidate predictor pool selected by PVP resulted
in a higher R2 and smaller AIC than those selected by EV1. Yet, the verification
statistics are somewhat better for the full response function based on the EV1 pool
(especially for RE and CE). This result illustrates that while the AIC is useful for

Table 4.2 Comparisons of climate models used to estimate the Mohonk Lake hemlock
chronology

Calibration period statistics Verification period statistics

# PREDICTORS NEIG R2 AIC RSQ RE CE

1 1/1 0.209 −11.27 0.094 0.039 0.039
4 2/2 0.343 −21.34 0.226 0.173 0.173

32 EV1 13/4 0.342 −16.63 0.269 0.251 0.251
32 PVP 25/6 0.413 −19.37 0.248 0.111 0.110

The calibration period is 1931–1996 and the verification period is 1897–1930.
# PREDICTORS = number of monthly climate variables used in each principal components
regression model; NEIG = the number of candidate climate eigenvectors/the number of climate
eigenvectors entered into the model; R2 = cumulative fractional variance of the model; AIC =
Akaike information criterion; RSQ = square Pearson correlation; RE = verification reduction of
error; CE = verification coefficient of efficiency. Higher RSQ, RE, and CE mean better verification
of the fitted model.
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selecting the best subset model within a given pool of candidate predictors, it does
not mean that the minimum AIC model among all competing models from differ-
ing candidate predictor pools will also select the model that verifies best. How one
chooses the candidate predictor pool for response functions matters, as Fekedulegn
et al. (2002) point out. This example also supports our contention that higher-order
eigenvectors may be less reliable predictors of tree growth because of increasing
orthogonality constraints on those extracted modes. But we have also found that
response functions of other tree species sampled near Mohonk Lake sometimes ver-
ified better using PVP (see below), so our case for using EV1 is certainly not closed.
More provocatively, the overall monthly structure (i.e., month-to-month evolution)
of the correlation function appears to be physiologically meaningful to these trees,
even when only 4 out of 32 variables pass the a priori 95% significance level. How
might this be?

We argue that the answer lies in the difference between how the monthly corre-
lations are treated statistically here versus how monthly climate actually affects tree
growth. The monthly correlations are tested in the correlation function as if adja-
cent months of climate are completely independent of each other. Yet, the positive
and negative correlations between tree rings and precipitation/temperature during
the prior and current growing season months (Fig. 4.3a) almost certainly reflect the
sensitivity of our eastern hemlock chronology to overall changes in growing sea-
son moisture supply and evapotranspiration demand that may span adjacent months.
Response functions attempt to address this possible interaction between months both
within and between climate variables by exploiting the eigenstructure of the climate
correlation matrix, apparently with some success here. This effect is best revealed
by comparing the current growing season May–June–July correlations in Fig. 4.3a
with the coefficients of the response function for the same months based on the
single most important climate eigenvector in Fig. 4.4a. The response function coef-
ficients are more uniformly positive for precipitation and negative for temperature
over those growing season months. This result implies that the simple correlations
are not measuring the strength of the tree growth response to climate as fully as the
response function. The significant verification statistics of the final response func-
tion model support this conclusion (Table 4.2; EV1 results). Thus, the appearance
of more statistically significant response function coefficients during the growing
season months (Fig. 4.3b) does not appear to be a statistical artifact of the method
in this example.

4.6 Response Functions and Empirical Signal Strength

As was noted earlier, our successful demonstration of the EV1 cutoff does not nec-
essarily mean that it will always perform better than the PVP cutoff. To demonstrate
this, we have calculated response functions for a total of seven tree species, all
located near Mohonk Lake and its cooperative weather station. The tree species
are eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis; TSCA), pitch pine (Pinus rigida; PIRI),
chestnut oak (Quercus prinus; QUPR), black oak (Quercus velutina; QUVE), pignut
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hickory (Carya glabra; CAGL), tulip poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera; LITU), and
black birch (Betula lenta; BELE). This selection covers a diverse range of conifer
and deciduous hardwood tree genera and subgenera. The tree-ring chronologies are
based on crossdated ring width series from 6 to 14 trees/12–20 cores per species
(Table 4.3). In addition, 6–10 paired cores per tree were included to allow for
the calculation of within-tree correlations. The total sample size per chronology is
admittedly somewhat modest (especially for PIRI), but the selected samples allowed
for a consistent assessment of chronology signal strength over the same 1931–1996
period used for climate calibration. This enabled us to directly compare the empir-
ical signal strength statistics with the response function results. For comparative
purposes, all ring width series were also standardized with fixed 50-year smooth-
ing splines (Cook and Peters 1981). In addition, the response functions and signal
strength statistics were calculated from the tree-ring chronologies after removal
of autocorrelation based on best-fit, low-order autoregressive models (the residual
chronology from program ARSTAN; Cook 1985). Doing so eliminated different lev-
els of autocorrelation in the original chronologies that might obscure the interspecies
comparisons presented here.

Table 4.3 provides a suite of 10 descriptive statistics for each tree-ring chronol-
ogy. MS is mean sensitivity; SD is standard deviation; R1 is first-order autocor-
relation; ESR is Edmund Schulman’s R; RTOT is the average correlation between
all series, including within-tree replicate cores; RWT is the average correlation of
the within-tree replicate cores; RBT is the average correlation of only the between-
tree cores; REFF is a weighted average correlation based on RWT and RBT; EPS
is the expressed population signal; and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. Refer to
our earlier discussion of these statistics and also Briffa and Jones (1990). Explicit
mathematical definitions of these statistics are also included in an Appendix of this
chapter for those who are unfamiliar with them.

MS, SD, R1, and the correlation-based signal strength statistics for our tree
species all fall in the typical range occupied by tree-ring data from eastern North
America (ENA) (cf. Fritts and Shatz 1975; DeWitt and Ames 1978). For exam-
ple, our average MS is 0.166, which compares well with 0.175 for ENA tree-ring
chronologies in DeWitt and Ames (1978, their Table II, p. 10). In contrast, aver-
age MS for western North America chronologies is 0.365 in DeWitt and Ames
(1978) and 0.390 in Fritts and Shatz (1975). Estimates of common signal strength
for ENA chronologies (mean %Y = 0.289) in DeWitt and Ames (1978) are much
lower than those presented here (mean RBT = 0.460 and REFF = 0.527), but this
is an unfair comparison. Both %Y and the RBAR-based signal strength statistics
(RBT, RWT, REFF) are highly sensitive to how the tree-ring data have been pro-
cessed. Estimating signal strength from prewhitened tree-ring data, as was done
here, will in general increase those statistics. The method of detrending will also
have an effect. In contrast, MS is relatively insensitive to how the tree-ring data are
processed; e.g., MS of standardized (detrended) tree-ring indices is the same as that
of the original ring width measurements. The MS statistics in Table 4.3 also show
the danger in using this statistic as a direct measure of climate sensitivity. All of
our tree species have been subjected to the same macroclimatic effects and most are
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growing on well-drained to xeric sites. The greatest exception is the tulip poplar site
growing along a stream bottom. Yet, the range of MS is quite large, with PIRI and
BELE having more than twice the MS of QUPR and QUVE. This result suggests
that the expressible range of MS in trees growing in a common macroclimatic envi-
ronment can be highly species dependent, which complicates the use of MS as a
general measure of climate sensitivity.

Some signal strength statistics have been used in the past as qualitative predic-
tors of climate sensitivity of tree-ring chronologies (e.g., MS and RBT). Since they
are based on the same prewhitened tree-ring data as the response functions, the sig-
nal strength statistics can be tested as predictors of the response function modeling
results (cf. Cropper 1982a). This was done for response functions based on the EV1
and PVP eigenvector cutoffs, with model selection determined by the minimum
AIC. Those results are provided in Table 4.4. With respect to calibration R2, all of
the response functions calibrated a significant amount of tree-ring variance, with
PVP always outperforming EV1 because the former resulted in the entry of more
model predictors. This difference ranges from one to five additional predictors and
0.037 to 0.164 in additional fractional variance explained. The verification statistics
(RSQ, RE, CE) tell a more mixed story. As before, the hemlock (TSCA) response
function verifies strongly for all three statistics, with EV1 verifying somewhat better
than PVP. The next best result is for chestnut oak (QUPR), which has a statistically
significant verification RSQ (p < 0.01) for the PVP model. Tulip poplar (LITU)
and black birch (BELE) also have verification RSQs that are weakly significant
(p < 0.10), again for the PVP model, and pignut hickory (CAGL) performs slightly
better with EV1. None of the other species/models verify in any useful way for either
EV1 or PVP, although the RE and CE tend to be less negative for the EV1 models.
Taken together, these results marginally support PVP over EV1 as an eigenvector
cutoff criterion, but the difference is not large.

Given the way that certain tree-ring statistics have often been used as predictors
of climate sensitivity (e.g., MS; Fritts and Shatz 1975), we have tested that capacity
using the EV1 and PVP response function modeling results. The statistics used as
predictors of response function R2 are MS, REFF, SNR, and ESR in Table 4.3. The
other signal strength statistics are either biased by the high within-tree core corre-
lations (RTOT) or are absorbed in the estimate of REFF (RWT, RBT). EPS also
includes REFF in its estimate and asymptotes quickly towards 1.0, making it not
very sensitive for our tests. These comparisons assume that there are no ‘species
effects’ in our results; i.e., the joint distributions of our predictors of climate sensi-
tivity with the response function results are independent of the species being tested.
This is unlikely to be the case here because of our diverse taxa, but without within-
species replication we have no way of directly testing for ‘species effects.’ Also,
we have only seven cases to test (5 degrees of freedom), so no claims of statistical
significance will be made. However, the results are interesting enough to warrant
additional study using many more within- and between-species tests.

Figure 4.5 shows the four x-y scatterplots with fitted bivariate regression curves
and simple correlations. REFF correlates with R2 (Fig. 4.5a) at levels that suggest
a predictive relationship between them: r equals 0.644 for EV1 and 0.548 for PVP.
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Fig. 4.5 Relationships between four empirical measures of signal strength (REFF, SNR, ESR,
MS) and explained variance (R2) by response functions based on the EV1 and PVP eigenvector
cutoff criteria. The signal strength and R2 statistics are described in the text and their values come
from Tables 4.3 and 4.4

That relationship weakens considerably when SNR is used to predict R2 (Fig. 4.5b),
probably because of the strongly nonlinear behavior of SNR. Interestingly, ESR also
correlates highly with R2 (Fig. 4.5c), but in an inverse sense: r equals −0.650 for
EV1 and −0.621 for PVP. As far as we know, ESR has never been used before as
a diagnostic of chronology signal strength since Schulman (1956) first described
it, but intuitively we would have expected positive correlations like those between
REFF and R2. If this inverse relationship between ESR and R2 were to hold up, it
would suggest that loss of MS in the mean-value function is good. This is coun-
terintuitive if we accept the premise that high common MS among trees in the
chronology is a true measure of signal strength. Thus, the ESR result could be
reflecting a ‘species effect’ here, because MS varies considerably between the tree
species used: 0.106–0.245 (Table 4.3). Interestingly, the weakest relationship of all
is between chronology MS and R2 (Fig. 4.5d): r equals 0.104 for EV1 and 0.161
for PVP. Again, we could have a ‘species effect’ here that weakens this relationship
because of differences in how conifers and hardwoods produce secondary growth in
the form of annual tree rings. In any case, the results presented here provide limited
support for REFF as a predictor of climate sensitivity. This result supports the find-
ings of Cropper (1982a), but many more test cases must be studied to determine just
how useful it really is for that purpose.
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4.7 Additional Response Function Interpretations

Table 4.4 lists the actual eigenvectors used in each response function in order of
entry into the models. Given the disappointing verification results, these tree species
have still clearly ‘voted’ for the most important cross-taxa climate eigenvectors. For
six of the seven species, eigenvector #3 enters first; for the remaining species it
enters second (refer to Table 4.4). The second most important is climate eigenvector
#6, which enters either first or second in five of seven species models, all deciduous
hardwoods (refer to Table 4.4). The third most important is climate eigenvector #10,
which often enters third or fourth into the models (refer to Table 4.4). After that, the
selected eigenvectors vary much more between species and models.

We stated earlier that the more important climate eigenvectors probably have
some physical meaning due to the intercorrelations between monthly temperature
and precipitation, but they are not constrained to have any biological meaning at
all. While this is true, the results of our response function analyses also indicate
that eigenvectors #3, #6, and #10, at least, are likely to have significant biological
meaning to the trees, given their associations with ring width. For this reason, we
will examine these climate eigenvectors for some biological meaning.

Climate eigenvector #3 (Fig. 4.6a) reveals an oppositional pattern between
monthly temperature and precipitation that is strongest during the May–July current
growing season months. This pattern is probably physically based in the sense that
higher rainfall in the warm-season months should result in lower temperatures due to
increased cloudiness and vice versa. It also makes biological sense as a predictor of
tree growth, because our trees are growing on well-drained sites where they should
have a natural sensitivity to moisture supply and evapotranspiration demand during
the growing season. Thus, above-average precipitation and below-average tempera-
ture should jointly contribute to above-average radial growth, and this model applies
more or less equally well to all seven tree species. Interestingly, there is a rever-
sal in the precipitation/temperature association during the preceding March–April
months that presages the start of the radial growth season. This observation indi-
cates that warm/dry spring conditions tend to precede cool/wet late-spring/summer
conditions at Mohonk Lake and vice versa. The physical meaning of this spring-
summer pattern is unclear and its biological significance is even less certain. The
March–April pattern could be totally unrelated to actual tree growth and simply car-
ried into the response function because of its association with the more biologically
meaningful May–July pattern in eigenvector #3. Conversely, warm/dry March–April
conditions could also help in initiating early physiological activity in the trees prior
to the radial growth season; i.e., it may have some phenological significance. The
fact that the March–April pattern greatly diminishes in the final hemlock response
function (cf. Fig. 4.4a,d) supports the former argument, but the highly significant
positive March temperature response is still probably real for this species (Cook and
Cole 1991). In contrast, the May–July pattern remains largely intact through all four
steps of the response function calculation. Prior to March, the eigenvector loadings
are uniformly lower, which means that they are more likely to be there by chance
alone.
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Fig. 4.6 Climate eigenvectors Nos. 3, 6, and 10. These are shown to describe the modes of climate
that are most important in estimating the response functions of the seven tree species from near
Mohonk Lake. A cubic spline has been applied to each eigenvector, separately for the precipita-
tion (solid bars) and temperature (hatched bars) loadings, in order to highlight the more general
structure of each eigenvector. On-line version shows this figure in color

Climate eigenvector #6 (Fig. 4.6b) is most strongly associated with the radial
growth of the deciduous hardwoods. It has a significantly different pattern of
monthly climate loadings that emphasizes a tendency for both prior summer and
current spring precipitation to be jointly above or below average. It is unclear how
much of this structure is due to orthogonality constraints alone, but it appears to
be biologically meaningful nonetheless to the tree species being tested here. The
added importance of prior growing season rainfall to radial growth the following
year occurs even when autoregressive persistence has been removed from the tree-
ring chronologies (see Fig. 4.3b for hemlock). Thus, this carryover effect of climate
on ring width, from one year to the next, is not related to autocorrelation per se.
Rather, it appears to be related to a discrete physiological event in a given year,
like foliar budset, whose effect on radial growth can be delayed one or more years.
Nonstructural carbon, which is an important component of bud construction and
early leaf development, may also play a role here, as it has a residence time up to
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3–5 years in oaks (Trumbore et al. 2002). The relative importance of this climate
eigenvector in the response functions may also reflect some phylogenetic differ-
ences in the climate response of hardwoods and conifers. For example, the implied
greater dependence on above-average precipitation during the March–April months
may be related to critical early springwood vessel enlargement, particularly in the
Quercus species. The other interesting feature of eigenvector #6 is the prominent
positive loading in January. This phenomenon may be associated with the winter
temperature sensitivity of certain tree species described by Pederson et al. (2004).

Climate eigenvector #10 (Fig. 4.6c) is more complicated (perhaps due to orthogo-
nality constraints) and, therefore, more difficult to interpret from a tree physiological
perspective. However, its presence in most of the response functions indicates that
it does have some true biological meaning. It mainly emphasizes monthly climate
variability during the late prior growing season, mainly during the prior August–
October months. As a predictor of tree growth, it also appears to be more important
for the hardwoods.

This evaluation of the three most important climate eigenvectors has
revealed a well-understood dependence between tree growth and moisture sup-
ply/evapotranspiration demand during the current growing season of trees growing
on well-drained sites, especially eigenvector #3. This common signal among all
seven tree species is why they all crossdate significantly; from COFECHA (Holmes
1983), the mean correlation between all series is 0.55 (range: 0.30–0.69). Therefore,
a forward model of cambial growth parameterized to model this basic water rela-
tions’ effect on tree growth should produce useful first-order estimates of these
tree-ring series (see Vaganov et al. Chapter 3, this volume). Details at the genus
and species level might be missed by the forward model, however, unless additional
climate response information suggested by eigenvector #6 (and perhaps eigenvector
#10) is part of the model. Interestingly, the most poorly correlated series among the
seven is pitch pine (PIRI), whose response function does not include eigenvector
#6. The lack of this signal, common to all other species, may help explain why this
pitch pine chronology crossdates relatively weakly with the others (r = 0.30).

4.8 Some Implications for Climate Reconstruction

The response function model results indicate that the seven tree species tested have
statistically significant climate information in them, but with varying degrees of
strength and fidelity. Based on the examinations of the most important climate
eigenvectors entered into the response function models, it appears that the domi-
nant common signal among all species is a May–July growing season response to
above-average precipitation and below-average temperature. Climate eigenvectors
#3 and #6 also indicate that this response occurs in both the current and prior grow-
ing seasons. Consequently, it should be possible to exploit both years of climate
information in the tree rings for reconstructing past growing season climate. We
have investigated this potential by reconstructing May–July total precipitation at
Mohonk Lake using the mutual climate information in all seven tree-ring series. We
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also did this for each species separately to see how much might be gained by using
a multi-species assemblage.

Using the same principal components regression program that calculated the
response functions, we reversed the order of dependence and used the seven
tree-ring chronologies as predictors of May–July total precipitation. The tree-ring
chronologies were lagged on themselves by one year (t and t+1 for each series) to
allow for the carryover of the climate signal from one year to the next, thus creat-
ing a matrix of 14 candidate predictors. Lagging the tree-ring data resulted in the
loss of one year for calibration (now 1931–1995), and the use of the now unlagged
climate data resulted in a gain of one year for verification (now 1896–1930). The
14 candidate predictors were next screened for simple correlation with May–July
precipitation over the calibration period. Those that did not correlate significantly
(p < 0.05; one-tailed test) were removed from this candidate predictor pool. Of the
14 t, t+1 candidates, only 3 were rejected: PIRI t+1, QUPR t+1, and QUVE t+1.
Those that passed the screening had correlations with May–July precipitation rang-
ing from 0.272 to 0.468. The retained 11 candidate predictors were subjected to
principal components analysis and the EV1 cutoff was used to retain the candidate
eigenvectors. The EV1 cutoff retained 3 of 11 eigenvectors, which accounted for
65.5% of the total variance. These were used as candidate predictors in regression
analysis using the minimum AIC for selecting the best-fit model. See Table 4.5
for details. The result was the entry of the first two tree-ring eigenvectors, which
is consistent with what we found earlier in our evaluation of the most important
climate eigenvectors associated with tree growth. The reconstruction model

Table 4.5 Comparisons of May–July total precipitation reconstructions at Mohonk Lake

Calibration period statistics Verification period statistics

PREDICTORS NEIG R2 AIC RSQ RE CE

ALL (11) 3/2 0.436 −30.83 0.126∗ −0.047 −0.112
TSCA (2, t, t+1) 2/1 0.266 −15.91 0.098∗ 0.040∗ 0.020∗
PIRI (1, t) 1/1 0.213 −11.36 0.072∗ −0.033 −0.097
QUPR (1, t) 1/1 0.195 −9.88 0.257∗ 0.256∗ 0.244∗
QUVE (1, t) 1/1 0.128 −4.72 0.051 0.014∗ −0.002
CAGL (2, t, t+1) 2/1 0.284 −17.48 0.019 −0.137 −0.155
LITU (2, t, t+1) 2/1 0.237 −13.42 0.069∗ 0.008∗ −0.008
BELE (2, t, t+1) 2/1 0.286 −17.69 0.011 −0.262 −0.282

The calibration period is 1931–1995 and the verification period is 1896–1930.
PREDICTORS = the tree-ring variables used in each principal components regression model
that passed the correlation screening with climate (all but the first row are single-species predic-
tors); NEIG = the number of candidate tree-ring eigenvectors/the number of tree-ring eigenvectors
entered into the model; R2 = cumulative fractional variance of the model; AIC = Akaike infor-
mation criterion; RSQ = square Pearson correlation; RE = verification reduction of error; CE
= verification coefficient of efficiency. Higher RSQ, RE, and CE mean better verification of the
fitted model.
∗Means significant p < 0.05, RE > 0, or CE > 0.
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produced a highly significant calibration R2 of 0.436 and significant (p < 0.05)
verification RSQ, but the RE and CE were weakly negative.

The individual species results are an interesting contrast to the joint reconstruc-
tion model (Table 4.5). None of the single-species models calibrated as much
variance as the joint model. Single-species R2 ranged from 0.128 for QUVE to
0.286 for BELE. Thus, a significant amount of additional calibrated variance has
been captured by using the mutual climate information contained in the seven tree
species chronologies. In terms of verification RSQ, the joint model outperforms all
single-species models except that for QUPR. The RE and CE statistics show more
variability between the models, but most are ±0.05, a range that is indeterminate
with respect to assessing differences in the significance of the models (Gordon and
LeDuc 1981). The QUPR model is the most anomalous single-species model. It
has substantially higher verification statistics even though its calibration R2 is the
second lowest one. Since the 1950s, the forests around Mohonk Lake have been
subjected to episodic gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) infestations that have resulted
in the occasional defoliation of certain tree species, and chestnut oak is among the
most favored host species. Years of notable gypsy moth population buildup and
defoliation in the vicinity of Mohonk Lake were 1957, 1965–1966, 1971, 1981, and
1987–1988 (Smiley and Huth 1982; Huth 2005). So it is possible that the weak
QUPR calibration is due to gypsy moth defoliation effects on the radial growth of
chestnut oak.

Overall, the results presented in Table 4.5 support the use of multiple trees
species for reconstructing past climate. This finding is not terribly surprising,
because, as we have seen from our response function modeling results (Table 4.4)
and the results from other studies (e.g., Graumlich 1993; Cook et al. 2001), tree
species at the genus and subgenus levels can have different phylogenetic responses
in their ring widths to nearly the same macroclimatic influences on growth. These
statistically expressed differences in response to a common climate forcing are
likely to enter into any climate reconstruction if it is based on only one tree species.
The introduction of certain non-climatic biases into such reconstructions is there-
fore likely. This ought to be avoided whenever practical through the use of multiple
tree species in climate reconstructions.

4.9 Concluding Remarks

Tree-ring analysis is one of the most powerful tools available for the study of envi-
ronmental change and the identification of fundamental relationships between tree
growth and climate. At every stage of analysis there is both statistical and biolog-
ical uncertainty. In statistical analysis, we wish to reduce the uncertainty of our
inferences as best as our data and analysis methods can reasonably allow, always
taking into account the fact that we could be horribly wrong. To reduce the chances
of making false statistical inferences, some form of model validation should there-
fore be conducted whenever possible (Snee 1977). Validation based on the analysis
of withheld data as described here and on new tree-ring data from the same or
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phylogenetically related species (e.g., Cook and Cole 1991; Graumlich 1993; Cook
et al. 2001) are two recommended approaches.

Biological uncertainty is a more difficult problem to deal with because it can
be due to emergent properties of tree growth that are essentially unpredictable from
lower-level processes. For this reason, process-based mechanistic models may never
be sufficiently complete to model the finer details of tree radial growth due to climate
over a broad range of tree species and environmental conditions. Even so, simplified
mechanistic models can work quite well in modeling the essentials of ring width
variation due to climate for a variety of tree species (Anchukaitis et al. 2006; Evans
et al. 2006; Vaganov et al. Chapter 3, this volume). Therefore, to deal with the
possibility of emergent properties of tree growth that might be missed by a process-
based model, we suggest that mechanistic and statistical models be used jointly
to model the response of trees to climate and to test each other, because neither
approach is likely to provide all the answers.

Finally, tree-ring analysis should also always contain a significant amount of data
exploration, because the inherent biological uncertainty of tree growth in uncon-
trolled natural environments will never be eliminated. This, in our opinion, is good
because it means that there will be a lot of interesting discoveries to make in the
future! In turn, the results of exploratory data analysis can—and should—lead to
numerous confirmatory tests of newly revealed associations that would have been
otherwise missed if only a previously planned analysis were conducted. This does
not eliminate the need or desire for a good a priori experimental design. Rather,
it expands the scope of statistical analyses to allow for the unforeseen. As the
father of exploratory data analysis, John Tukey, put it, ‘restricting one’s self to the
planned analysis—failing to accompany it with exploration—loses sight of the most
interesting results too frequently to be comfortable’ (Tukey 1977, p. 3).
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Appendix

Basic chronology statistics for tree-ring series of length n:
Arithmetic Mean:

−
x = 1

n

n∑

i=1

xi
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Standard Deviation:

s =

√√√√√
n∑

i=1
(xi − _

x)2

n − 1

Lag-1 Autocorrelation:

r1 =

n∑
i=2

(xi − −
x)(xi−1 − −

x)

(n − 1)s2
x

Mean Sensitivity:

ms = 1

n − 1

n∑

i=2

∣∣∣∣
2(xi − xi−1)

(xi + xi−1)

∣∣∣∣

Empirical signal strength statistics for m tree-ring series from t trees of length n:

Mean chronology:

X = 1

m

m∑

j=1

xi,j

for each year, i = 1, n

Chronology MS:

MSc = 1

n − 1

n∑

i=2

∣∣∣∣
2(Xi − Xi−1)

(Xi + Xi−1)

∣∣∣∣

Average ms of the m series:

MSs = 1

m

m∑

j=1

msj

Edmund Schulman’s R:

ESR = MSs

MSc

For t trees and m total cores, calculate all possible between-series Pearson cross-
correlations as
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Pearson correlation:

rxy =

n∑
i=1

(xi − −
x)(yi − −

y)

(n − 1) sx sy

where rxy is the correlation between cores x and y.
From Briffa and Jones (1990), let ci equal the number of within-tree cores for a

given tree and let RBAR be a given average correlation statistic. Then,

RBAR for all series:

RTOT = 1

NTOT

t∑

i=1

t∑

l=1

i �=1

ci∑

j=1

rilj

where

NTOT = 1

2

[
t∑

i=1

ci

] {[
t∑

i=1

ci

]
− 1

}

RBAR within trees:

RWT = 1

NWT

t∑

i=1

⎡

⎣
ci∑

j=2

rij

⎤

⎦

where

NWT =
t∑

i=1

1

2
ci(ci − 1)

RBAR between trees:

RBT = 1

NBT
(RTOT · NTOT) − RWT · NWT)

where NBT = NTOT − NWT
The effective RBAR (REFF) is a weighted average of RBT and RWT that

includes the added signal strength due to the within-tree correlations.

RBAR effective:

REFF = RBT

RWT + 1−RWT
CEFF
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where

1

CEFF
= 1

t

t∑

i=1

1

ci

The signal-to-noise ratio and expressed population signal are estimated from
REFF now as

Signal-to-noise ratio:

SNR = t · REFF

1 − REFF

Expressed population signal:

EPS = t · REFF

t · REFF + (1 − REFF)
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Chapter 5
A Closer Look at Regional Curve
Standardization of Tree-Ring Records:
Justification of the Need, a Warning of Some
Pitfalls, and Suggested Improvements
in Its Application

Keith R. Briffa and Thomas M. Melvin

Abstract Some background describing the rationale and early development of
regional curve standardization (RCS) is provided. It is shown how, in the application
of RCS, low-frequency variance is preserved in the mean values of individual series
of tree indices, while medium-frequency variance is also preserved in the slopes.
Various problems in the use of the RCS approach are highlighted. The first problem
arises because RCS detrending removes the average slope (derived from the data for
all trees) from each individual tree measurement series. This operation results in a
pervasive ‘trend-in-signal’ bias, which occurs when the underlying growth-forcing
signal has variance on timescales that approach or exceed the length of the chronol-
ogy. Even in a long chronology (i.e., including subfossil data), this effect will bias
the start and end of the RCS chronology. Two particular problems associated with
the use of RCS on contemporaneously growing trees, which might represent a typi-
cal (i.e., modern) sample, are also discussed. The first is the biasing of the RCS curve
by the residual climate signal in age-aligned samples and the undesirable subsequent
removal of this signal variance in RCS application. The second is the ‘differing-
contemporaneous-growth-rate’ bias that effectively imparts a spurious trend over the
span of a modern chronology. The first of these two can be mitigated by the appli-
cation of ‘signal-free’ RCS. The second problem is more insidious and can only be
overcome by the use of multiple sub-RCS curves, with a concomitant potential loss
of some longer-timescale climate variance. Examples of potential biasing problems
in the application of RCS are illustrated by reference to several published studies.
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Further implications and suggested directions for necessary further development of
the RCS concept are discussed.

Keywords Dendrochronology · Regional curve standardization · Low-frequency
variance · Chronology bias · Signal-free regional curve standardization

5.1 Introduction

Among those high-resolution environmental proxies that have the potential to
express aspects of climate variability with perfect dating fidelity, at annual resolu-
tion, tree-ring records remain unique in the way in which they provide information
continuously spanning centuries to millennia over vast swathes of the world’s extra-
tropical land areas. In general, this information is most accurate in its representation
of short-timescale variability; i.e., relative changes from year to year and decade to
decade. It is in this high-frequency part of the variance spectrum that chronology
confidence can be quantified most easily, and the empirical calibration of tree-ring
chronologies, routinely achieved by regression against observed climate variabil-
ity, can be more accurately facilitated and subjected to rigorous verification through
comparison with independent data (Fritts 1976, Section 5.4; Fritts and Guiot 1990;
Briffa 1999).

Tree-ring data series, extracted from radial tree-growth measurements, may con-
tain information about external growth influences on multidecadal, centennial, and
even longer timescales. The expression of this information in individual series
of measurements is, however, obscured by trends associated with changing tree
geometry over time. In localized site chronologies and in large regional average
chronologies, the expression and reliability of long-timescale variance is affected
by the techniques used to ‘standardize’ the measurements to mitigate non-climate
effects and by the manner in which the resulting standardized indices are incor-
porated within the final chronology. In this discussion, for convenience, we define
medium-frequency variability as that representing timescales of decades up to the
age of a tree. We define low-frequency variability as that manifested at timescales
beyond the age of a tree.

We begin this review by citing a simple example that demonstrates why, where
the intention is to recover evidence of long-timescale climate variability in chronolo-
gies, it is inappropriate to use common ‘data-adaptive’ standardization techniques
(Cook et al. 1995). We also show how the presence of medium-frequency com-
mon tree-growth influences can create distortion in the recovered climate signal,
particularly at the ends of chronologies standardized by using flexible curve-fitting
techniques.

We provide some background to the history and simple application of what is
known today as regional curve standardization (RCS), a standardization approach
that has the potential to preserve the evidence of long-timescale forcing of tree
growth. We discuss a number of potential biases that arise in the simple application
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of RCS. We provide some illustrative examples of potential bias issues that have
arisen in selected applications of RCS in previous published work. Finally, we sug-
gest some ways in which the potential problems we have highlighted might be
addressed in future work.

5.2 Frequency Limitation in Curve-Fitting Standardization

We now know that some types of tree-ring standardization are not ideal where there
is a specific requirement to compare the growth rates of trees over long periods of
time. The fitting of linear or curvilinear functions, or even more flexible forms of
low-pass filtering, to series of individual growth measurements and the subsequent
removal of variance associated with these trends, results in the inevitable loss of
longer-timescale information, even in relatively long measurement series; i.e., the
so-called segment length curse (Briffa et al. 1992; Cook et al. 1995).

As an illustration of the loss of low-frequency variance incurred by fitting func-
tions through measured growth parameter series, we show Fig. 5.1, based on Fig. 1
in Cook et al. (1995). This figure shows the ‘standardization’ of a pseudo-climate
signal comprising the arithmetic sum of three sine waves (with periods of 250, 500,
and 1000 years, each with an amplitude of two units, plotted with their phases syn-
chronized so the curves coincide every 500 years), achieved, in the original work,

Fig. 5.1 An example of the loss of long-timescale variance resulting from simple data-adaptive
standardization (in this case, linear detrending), based on the example of Fig. 1 in Cook et al.
(1995): (a) three sine waves with periods of 1000, 500, and 250 years; (b) the ideal ‘signal’ series
made as a composite of the three sine waves. A linear trend line is shown fitted through these data;
(c) indices generated by division of the signal series values by those of the trend line (solid line)
and a composite of the original 500- and 250-year sine waves (dashed line), showing the distortion
apparent near the ends of the ‘chronology’
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by subtraction of the values of a straight line fitted through the single composite
series. The loss of the original 1000-year trend in the resulting index series is plain.
However, what is also clear is that the higher-frequency variance represented by
the sum of the two shorter-period sine waves (dotted line in Fig. 5.1c) has been
severely distorted at both ends of the chronology (compare the dotted and solid
lines in Fig. 5.1c). This distortion comes about because of the localized influence
of the medium-frequency signal variance at the beginning and end of the composite
series on the overall fit of the standardizing line. Here the first and last values of
the signal are both zero, while the first and last values of the indices are at their
minimum and maximum, respectively. Had this example extended over another 500
years (i.e., 1500 years), the aggregate signal series would have had zero slope over-
all. Standardizing with a straight line fitted through the data would not produce any
distortion of medium-frequency signal in the index series. This potential end-effect
phenomenon, or ‘trend distortion,’ encountered in data-adaptive approaches to curve
fitting in tree-ring standardization is discussed in more detail in Melvin and Briffa
(2008). We return to this issue in the context of RCS later.

5.3 Background and Description of Regional Curve
Standardization

The limitations in preserving evidence of long-timescale climate change in
chronologies, led to the reintroduction of what is now generally known as regional
curve standardization. This approach scales ring measurements by comparison
against an expectation of growth for the appropriate age of ring for that type of tree
in that region (Briffa et al. 1992). The tree-ring measurements acquired from mul-
tiple trees in one area are aligned by ring age (years from pith), and the arithmetic
means of ring width for each ring age are calculated. The curve created from the
mean of ring width for each ring age is smoothed by using a suitable mathematical
smoothing function (Briffa et al. 1992; Esper et al. 2003; Melvin et al. 2007) to cre-
ate smoothly varying RCS curve values for each ring age. In a simple application of
RCS, each ring measurement is divided by the RCS curve value for the appropriate
ring age to create a tree index (note in all cases subsequently discussed here, indices
are created by division of the expected into measured values). Chronology indices
are created as the arithmetic mean of tree indices for each calendar year. The value
of the expected growth curve is, therefore, empirically derived as the average value,
for that tree-growth parameter for the specific age of ring, based on the available
sample of trees from that site or region. The reordering of the data, from calendar
to relative life span age, is intended to remove the effect of climate variability on
expected ring growth. In the reordered alignment of the data, this climate-related
variance is assumed to be distributed randomly and expected to cancel out when the
age-aligned data are averaged to form the RCS curve.

In standardization applications where the means of index series are constrained
to be equal (e.g., approximately 1.0), a chronology formed by averaging these data
is not capable of representing variance on timescales longer than the lengths of
constituent series. The means of series of tree indices are not constrained in RCS,
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and it is because the means of index series from different trees can vary through
time, that the chronology constructed from them can exhibit long-timescale variance
at periods up to the length of the chronology or beyond (Briffa et al. 1992; Cook
et al. 1995; Briffa et al. 1996).

The use of the curve formed by calculating mean ring width of radial measure-
ments ordered by cambial age has a long history in forestry and dendroclimatic
studies, and an earlier awareness of some of the problems associated with it can
be recognized. In seeking to study past climate changes in California, Huntington
(1914) used a curve of growth rate plotted against ring age, which included a correc-
tion for longevity because he recognized that older trees tended to grow more slowly,
even when young, compared to others. In a study of the relationship between tree
growth and climate in Sweden, Erlandsson (1936) calculated growth rate curves for
specific age classes of trees at various locations and applied a correction factor to
enable comparison of different age classes. Mitchell (1967) showed that the shape of
the mean curve by ring age varied between species and for the same species in dif-
ferent geographical locations. Becker (1989) used trees from generally even-aged,
living stands but selected a large number of stands with as wide a range of stand
ages as possible in order to eliminate the effect of ‘trends according to calendar
years.’ Dupouey et al. (1992) developed a mean growth by age curve to model and
remove the age trend while retaining long-timescale variance. Briffa et al. (1992,
1996) introduced the term ‘regional curve standardization’ to describe the method
in the specific context of attempting to recover long-timescale climate trends but
used large numbers of subfossil trees, hoping to eliminate the problem of modern
climate biasing the parameters of the RCS curve.

Nicolussi et al. (1995) examined how tree-growth rates change when they are
quantified for a specific ring age class through time and discussed problems asso-
ciated with the interpretation of these changes. Badeau et al. (1996) examined
potential sources of bias in the use of regionally based age curves. Esper et al. (2002)
used two different RCS curves to standardize tree measurements from a wide range
of sites being analyzed together, and Esper et al. (2003) also examined other aspects
of RCS implementation. Helama et al. (2005a) examined the effect of forest density
on the shape of the RCS curve.

Since its recent reintroduction for dendroclimatic studies, there has been a resur-
gence in the application of RCS, and it has been adopted and sometimes adapted
in dendroclimatic studies intended to capture long-timescale climate variance (e.g.,
Rathgeber et al. 1999a; Cook et al. 2000; Grudd et al. 2002; Helama et al. 2002;
Melvin 2004; Naurzbaev et al. 2004; Büntgen et al. 2005; D’Arrigo et al. 2005;
Linderholm and Gunnarson 2005; Luckman and Wilson 2005; Wilson et al. 2005)

5.4 Potential Biases in RCS

Previous discussions of the recent application of RCS make it clear that the
advantage offered by this approach, in terms of its potential to represent long-
timescale variability in chronologies, must be weighed against the likelihood of
large uncertainty associated with this information. Fritts (1976, p. 280) pointed out
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problems with the use of RCS when he stated, ‘. . . all individuals of a species rarely
attain optimum growth at the same age, and individual trees differ in their growth
rates because of differences in soil factors, competition, microclimate, and other
factors governing the productivity of a site.’

In practice, the simple application of RCS as described above makes sweeping
assumptions about the validity of using a single, empirically derived curve to rep-
resent ‘expected’ radial tree growth as a function of tree age under constant climate
conditions, and that this simple curve is an appropriate benchmark for scaling mea-
sured ring widths throughout the entire time span of a chronology. It is assumed that
the mean of tree-growth deviations from this expectation, as observed in multiple
tree samples at any one time, represents the net tree-growth response to variations in
climate forcing alone. It is assumed that the form of the RCS curve is unbiased by
the presence of residual climate variability in the stacked average of cambial-age-
aligned samples, and that through time the growth of sample trees is not biased by
some factors other than climate that would lead to a misinterpretation of the RCS
chronology variability. In practice, these assumptions are unlikely to be entirely
valid. The purpose of this review is to draw attention to several examples of how
different potential sources of bias can affect RCS chronologies.

5.4.1 ‘Trend-in-Signal’ Bias

The first distortion of underlying common forcing signal occurs in RCS when that
signal has variance on timescales that approach or are longer than the length of
the chronology. As a hypothetical example, let us say that the climate affecting
tree growth has a trend over 600 years (Fig. 5.2a; actually, this series represents a
negative trend with added white noise smoothed with a 10-year spline to represent
short-timescale climate forcing superimposed on the long-term forcing trend). This
signal series can be subdivided into five 200-year-long series, each overlapping by
100 years, to represent a set of pseudo-tree-ring measurement series (Fig. 5.2b).
Aligning these series by ring age (Fig. 5.2c), averaging and smoothing, produces
the RCS curve (shown in Fig. 5.2d). This RCS curve displays the mean slope of all
sample series. As they all contain the underlying long-term forcing signal, the RCS
curve must do likewise. Each sample measurement series is then indexed by dividing
by the appropriate age value of the RCS curve. Each of the resulting standardized
series (Fig. 5.2e) has no substantial overall trend (i.e., the mean series of the age-
aligned index series has zero trend).

When the index series are realigned by calendar year, each series systematically
underestimates the magnitude of the ideal forcing in its early section and overesti-
mates the signal later, a potential medium-frequency bias. In the average chronology
(Fig. 5.2f), the original overall signal trend is captured by the differences in the
means of the index series. In our simplified example, the bias in the trends of indi-
vidual index series cancel to some extent by virtue of the compensating biases in
overlaps between early sections of some index series and late sections of others. In
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Fig. 5.2 A schematic representation of how the simple regional curve standardization (RCS)
recovers long-timescale trend from the mean values of index series but with potential distortions
within, and particularly at the ends, of the chronology: (a) an idealized chronology signal composed
of an overall negative slope with superimposed medium-frequency variance; (b) five overlapping
200-year-long series representing simulated measurements; (c) the five series aligned by ring age;
(d) the smoothed RCS curve generated by averaging these series; (e) the series of indices gener-
ated through division by the RCS curve; (f) the averages of these indices that make up the resultant
chronology (solid line), which is shown superimposed on the ideal chronology (dashed line)

situations where there is a good overlap in many series, this potential bias could
be averaged out. However, this cannot happen at the start and end of the chronol-
ogy. In the case of a long-term declining signal, the chronology will, respectively,
under- and overestimate the ideal chronology at the beginning and end. With a
long-term positive forcing trend, the signs of the biases will be reversed.

Figure 5.3 illustrates a somewhat more realistic example of this problem than
that shown in Fig. 5.2. The underlying forcing signal that is used here is similar to
that used in Fig. 5.1, but rescaled to resemble ring measurements (white noise with
mean of 1.0 and range ±5% was smoothed with a 10-year low-pass filter added
to the three sine waves, each of which has an amplitude of 0.34). This aggregated
sine wave signal series was sub-sampled to produce forty-one 334-year pseudo-
measurement series. Their start dates are evenly distributed between year 1 and year
668, providing the potential for a 1002-year chronology with a maximum repli-
cation of 20 series (see shaded area in Fig. 5.3d). Figure 5.3a shows five of the
sample series. Figure 5.3b shows the average of age-aligned measurements of all
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Fig. 5.3 An example of the use of regional curve standardization (RCS) where the ‘signal’ is the
same composite of the three sine waves shown in Fig. 5.1a: (a) five sample series; (b) smoothed,
mean RCS curve of all 41 series; (c) indices of the five example series created by division with
the RCS curve; (d) the ideal chronology (dashed line; as in Fig. 5.1b), the RCS chronology (thick
line) with ‘trend-in-signal’ bias apparent at the start and end of the chronology. Sample counts are
shown by grey shading. A substantially undistorted recovery of the 1000-year trend (thin line), and
the variance associated with the shorter-period sine waves is achieved in using the ‘signal-free’
approach discussed in the Appendix

41 series, and Fig. 5.3c shows the same five example series from Fig. 5.3a, after
standardization with the average RCS curve. Figure 5.3d shows how the medium-
and long-term trends in the underlying forcing are relatively well represented in the
RCS chronology. The loss of long-timescale signal apparent in Fig. 5.1c does not
occur in Fig. 5.3d. However, the systematic under- and overrepresentation of the
aggregate signal (in years 1 to 300 and 700 to 1002, respectively) results from the
trend-in-signal bias, similar to the biased representation of the medium-frequency
signal shown in Fig. 5.1c. The trend-in-signal bias is generally manifested as an end-
effect problem in both RCS and curve-fitting standardization. However (because
trend distortion is the result of slope removal), while in the latter case the entire
slope of an individual-tree measurement series is removed, in the case of RCS, only
the mean slope over the whole length of the chronology is removed (i.e., implying
a much smaller-scale problem of overall trend distortion in RCS).

Note that by applying the recently advocated ‘signal-free’ method of standardiza-
tion (see Appendix), this problem may largely be mitigated in the RCS. For example,
when applied to the data in Fig. 5.3, this approach is able to capture all of the long-
timescale variance and it does so without producing this end-effect bias. For these
equal-length, artificial series, the ‘ideal’ chronology signal is recovered without dis-
tortion as shown by the blue curve of Fig. 5.3c. However, it is important to stress that
in this highly artificial example, all of the index series have the correct means and
amplitude of variance, perfectly matching the hypothesized signal. In a ‘real-world’
situation, random variation in growth rates of trees would prevent such a perfect
result.
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5.4.2 ‘Differing-Contemporaneous-Growth-Rate’ Bias

The second potential end-effect bias arises because, even within one region, there
is often a variation in the growth rates of contemporaneously growing trees. The
problem that a single RCS curve may not be relevant for trees with widely varying
growth rates has been widely recognized (e.g., Erlandsson 1936; Nicolussi et al.
1995; Briffa et al. 1996; Rathgeber et al. 1999a; Esper et al. 2002). In a restricted
geographical range where trees might be expected to experience the same regional
climate, localized elevation or aspect differences can lead to variations in the cli-
mates of specific tree locations. Even where trees do experience the same common
history of climate forcing during their lifetime, invariably, some trees will exhibit
greater or less radial growth than others because they are influenced by non-climatic
factors such as differences in soil quality or competition for light or other resources.
A simple RCS approach uses a single (average) model of expected tree growth
(e.g., radial ring increment or maximum latewood density) as a function of tree
age, applied to all trees in one region. If trees are drawn from a wide region or one
with diverse ecological conditions, differences in growth rate in contemporaneously
growing trees is virtually inevitable. Within such a sample, the slope of a single
average RCS curve will be systematically too shallow for relatively fast-growing
trees and too steep for relatively slow-growing trees (Fig. 5.4).

Fig. 5.4 Based on 207 measurement series, for which pith-offset estimates are available (Kershaw
2007), from the AD portion of the Swedish Torneträsk chronology (Grudd et al. 2002): (a) curve
of mean ring width by ring age, bracketed by thin lines showing the plus and minus one standard
deviation limits of the mean values; (b) separate curves of mean ring width by ring age for all trees
(middle line—as in a), the fastest-growing third of trees (upper line), and the slowest-growing third
of trees (lower line); (c) mean ring width indices (produced by dividing the measurements by the
appropriate age values on the overall-mean regional curve standardization curve), plotted by ring
age for the fastest-growing third of trees (upper line) and the slowest-growing third of trees (lower
line). The gray shading in (a) and (b) shows sample replication for the fastest- and slowest-growing
trees, respectively, where rate of growth is based on time to reach 20 cm diameter
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This mismatch is most apparent for the indices that are produced from earlier
years of the tree lifetime, as the sub-RCS curves for fast- and slow-grown trees
(Fig. 5.4b) often tend to a common value in old age and the corresponding index
series, produced as quotients from the overall mean RCS curve, display a neg-
ative trend for the early years of a fast-grown tree and a positive trend in the
early years of a relatively slow-grown tree (Fig. 5.4c). In an RCS chronology, if
in one period fast-grown trees outnumber slow-growing trees (or vice versa), artifi-
cial medium-frequency trends (i.e., of non-climate origin) might result. It is at the
recent end of a chronology that the influence of downsloping indices, derived from
fast-growing trees, may not, in general, be balanced by the upsloping index series
from slower-growing trees. The result, even under constant climate conditions, is
an overall negative bias, seen in the final century or most recent decades of the
chronology.

5.4.3 ‘Modern-Sample’ Bias

The next bias we discuss has been referred to by Melvin (2004, Section 5.4) as
‘modern-sample bias.’ We consider this of sufficient importance to identify it as a
specific potential bias in its own right, but it arises as a consequence of the pre-
viously discussed bias (i.e., because of different growth rates in contemporaneous
trees) and because of variations in the longevity of trees, allied to common tree
sampling practice.

A naturally grown, uneven-aged forest (even if growing in an unchanging
climate) will contain trees of differing ages that have roughly the same diameter.
The widths of rings of a specific age from trees of the same diameter must be smaller
for the older trees than for the younger trees. A plot of mean ring width for a specific
ring age plotted by calendar year for a specific sampling diameter range (i.e., only
for trees of a similar diameter when cored) will display a steady increase over time,
independent of any common climate signal. If samples are taken only from trees
alive on the sampling date, then the mean growth rate by year (as the average of
each diameter class for any specific age range, which all slope upwards) must also
slope upwards.

5.4.3.1 Relationship Between Growth Rate and Longevity

This bias arises if there is a relationship between average tree growth rate and tree
longevity and generally applies only to trees with full circumferential growth. If we
assume that the probability of tree mortality is related to tree size—i.e., large trees
have a high risk of mortality—then as trees approach the largest size for a given site,
they are much more likely to be killed, perhaps because of some extreme climate
event. Hence, the likelihood that some random extreme event will kill a tree is higher
while it is in the ‘near maximum’ size category. Rapidly growing trees are more
likely to approach or reach the maximum size than are slower growing trees because
the former need only spend a shorter time in the ‘high-risk’ (i.e., approaching large)
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size category (Melvin 2004, Section 5.4). To grow old, a tree must grow slowly
and so remain for some considerable time, safely below the maximum size by some
margin.

This, of course, is a great simplification of likely tree mortality influences. It takes
no account of the competition dynamics of trees growing within forest stands; i.e.,
self-thinning processes (Dewar 1993). Nevertheless, there is some observational evi-
dence, particularly when competition pressures are not strong, that to become old
a tree might grow slowly (Huntington 1913). Figure 5.5 is an attempt to demon-
strate this concept using subfossil pine ring width data from northern Fennoscandia
(Eronen et al. 2002; Grudd et al. 2002). These wood samples provide data that span
the last 7500 years, but here we have excluded any data from trees that were alive
after 1724. This choice precludes any human sampling influence on the life span
of trees. The retained data were used to produce a single RCS curve. The measure-
ment data for each tree sample were then summed to provide an estimated diameter,
and this diameter was compared to the mean regional diameter calculated from the
appropriate age point of the RCS curve to give a relative growth rate (i.e., the ratio
of tree diameter at its final year to the RCS curve diameter at that year). In this way,
all the individual tree measurement series were grouped into eight relative growth
classes and a sub-RCS curve was constructed for each relative class. The mean
growth rate (millimeters per year) by age for these eight RCS curves is shown in
Fig. 5.5a, and the decay in mean growth rate is due to the reduction of ring width
with age. A tendency for higher growth-rate classes to have shorter life spans can

Fig. 5.5 Based on 1724 subfossil trees from Torneträsk (Grudd et al. 2002) and Finnish Lapland
(Eronen et al. 2002) from the period circa 5400 BC to AD 1724; i.e., excluding trees that were alive
after 1724 to avoid any anthropogenic factors and sampling bias: (a) all trees sorted by growth rate
relative to a single regional curve standardization (RCS) curve, into eight separate RCS curves; (b)
a scatter plot of mean growth rate for each tree plotted against final tree age. Scatter plot points are
shaded to match their growth rate curve of (a). This figure illustrates the tendency for longevity to
be inversely proportional to tree vigor
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be discerned. Plotting the mean growth rates of individual samples by sample age
(i.e., final tree diameter divided by final age) again reveals a tendency for slowly
growing trees to live longer (Fig. 5.5b). The oldest trees have mean growth rates far
lower than the reduction explained by the expected decrease of ring width with age
shown in the curves of Fig. 5.5a. This occurs despite the fact that many subfossil
tree samples lose outer rings because of erosion or degradation of the relatively soft
sapwood.

5.4.3.2 Growth Rate/Longevity Association Distorts RCS Curves

Figure 5.6 illustrates a very simplified example of one distortion that occurs where
a sample of even-sized (radius 26.4 cm) trees of varying age might be cored
(Fig. 5.6a). Here there is an assumed constant climate forcing (horizontal dashed
line of Fig. 5.6b) and the younger trees have progressively larger growth rates. The
mean RCS curve is horizontal up until 240 years (the age of the youngest tree) but
gets progressively lower as the lower growth rates of the older trees dominate. Thus
this is a distortion of the RCS curve caused by older trees having lower growth rates.
Hence individual index series aligned by calendar age then exhibit positive trends
after 240 years (Fig. 5.6c), and the calendar-aligned averaged values (Fig. 5.6d)
display an initial (stepped) increasing trend for the first 160 years of the mean
chronology due to the oldest trees having slower growth rates, and a late increasing
trend after 240 years because of distortion of the RCS curve, despite the fact that the

Fig. 5.6 A simple hypothetical example of the distortions to a common underlying forcing sig-
nal when a chronology is constructed by using regional curve standardization (RCS) applied to an
uneven-aged group of similar-sized trees. (a) The measurements (mm.) from five trees of unequal
length and of the same final diameter (26.4 cm), each containing the same trend in growth super-
imposed on the differing overall average growth. When aligned by ring age, the average RCS curve
(b), instead of displaying the expected linear growth trend (dotted line) is distorted, showing nar-
rower expected ring width for older trees. (c) Series of indices created through division of the
simulated measurements by the RCS curve values, where all but the shortest series are distorted.
(d) The chronology created by averaging the index series and the desired low-frequency signal
(dotted line)
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underlying forcing signal is constant. The constant mean growth rate is not realistic,
but the bias shown will apply similarly to curvilinear declining ring series.

In order to demonstrate modern-sample bias, it is necessary to use series of tree
indices that have no common climate signal and no common age-related growth
trend. Here, 1724 trees from both Torneträsk (Grudd et al. 2002) and Finnish
Lapland (Eronen et al. 2002) from the several-millennia period 5400 BCE to AD
1724 are used. Trees that were alive after 1724 are not included so as to avoid any
anthropogenic factors or sample bias arising from the coring of living trees. The
measurement data are all realigned so that their final growth years correspond (i.e.,
they are ‘end-aligned’ and the end year is nominally set to zero). The mean ring
width of the subset of all 40- to 60-year-old rings from trees with a final radius
between 12 and 14 cm (ring counts shown as gray shading) are plotted by nomi-
nal year for Fig. 5.7a. In order to reach the 12–14 cm final diameter class, the 40-
to 60-year-old rings must be larger for the younger trees than in the older trees
and this curve of mean ring width takes on a positive slope. Provided that there is
some maximum size limit to tree growth, the sum of data for any, and hence all,
size classes will also produce an upwardly sloping common signal. This bias occurs
in the absence of any common climate signal, and is a result of random distribu-
tion of tree growth rates and the fact that sampling takes place at a specific point
in time.

Figure 5.7b shows the yearly means of all RCS indices (based on a single RCS
curve) after alignment by their final growth year (year zero). Even though these trees
grew at various times over a 7000-year period, and should not, therefore, contain
any common external growth-forcing signal when in this alignment, there is still
evidence of a residual bias, represented by a general positive slope as tree counts
increase followed by a slight decline in the final period, when tree counts remain
constant. This decline is likely the result of indices of ‘fast-growing’ trees, with
their typical negative slope (cf. Fig. 5.4), dominating over the weaker positive trend
from ‘slow-growing’ trees.

Fig. 5.7 Based on the same subfossil tree-ring dataset used in Fig. 5.5, but here with all individual
series aligned on the final ring of each series (year zero): (a) the mean ring width of the subset of all
40- to 60-year-old rings from trees with a final radius between 12 and 14 cm; (b) indices, created
using regional curve standardization (RCS), aligned according to their final year of growth (year
zero) and averaged to form an ‘end-aligned’ chronology. Ring counts for each year are shown by
the gray shading
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This result demonstrates the strong likelihood of sampling bias implicit in anal-
yses of ring width, density, or basal area increments, where the data are stratified
within discrete age classes (e.g., Briffa et al. 1992; Nicolussi et al. 1995). Age
band decomposition (ABD) as proposed by Briffa et al. (2001), although originally
envisaged as a means of circumventing the need to define a statistical model of
expected growth as a function of tree age, is in effect similar to applying RCS. This
conclusion follows because the mean value for each age band, when plotted as a
function of ring age, will form a stepped version of the RCS curve. In ABD, the
mean value of the time series for each age band is subtracted from each average
yearly value for that band, and these differences are divided by the standard devi-
ation of the band time series to transform the data into normalized series. These
series are then summed across all (or selected) age bands to form an ABD chronol-
ogy. When this method is applied in this way to the data for a single species and
location (e.g., see Briffa et al. 2001), it is similar to applying the RCS at a site level
to a set of living-tree core samples. The results may, therefore, be affected by a
modern-sample bias, bearing in mind the common practice of sampling dominant
or codominant trees (Schweingruber and Briffa 1996).

Where this sampling bias exists, it is difficult to gauge the extent to which it
amplifies or obscures the accompanying influence of climate variability. Note that
in Fig. 5.7b, the range of the bias is only 0.14 units, likely considerably less than the
range for typical chronology variances, for example, as is shown in Fig. 3 of Becker
(1989) or in Fig. S4b of Esper et al. (2007), where chronologies display similar
shapes (in their time variance) to that of the bias in Fig. 5.7b.

Figure 5.8 is a dramatic example of how the selection of samples, based on
a minimum size criterion, can lead to a large potential bias at the ends of, even
long subfossil, chronologies. Again we use measurement data provided by the
ADVANCE-10 K project (Eronen et al. 2002; Grudd et al. 2002), this time including
all subfossil (from lakes and dry land) and modern core data for the last 2000 years.
These (more than 1000) sample series were combined to produce an RCS chronol-
ogy (based on a single RCS curve) shown as the solid black line in Fig. 5.8a, with
the temporal distribution of the sample series shown by gray shading. The data were
sub-sampled to simulate eight hypothetical samplings during the last 2000 years,
separated by 200-year intervals, the most recent of which was in the year 1980.
Only trees that would have been alive and that had achieved a minimum diameter
of 14 cm are included in each subsample. The subsamples form a large proportion
(43%) of all rings. This is a realistic simulation of common dendroclimatic sampling
strategies.

The temporal distribution of each ‘sampled’ group of trees is shown in Fig. 5.8b.
The eight individual sub-chronologies, each produced as the average of the index
series generated in the production of the overall mean RCS chronology, are shown
superimposed on the RCS chronology produced from all 1024 series. The sub-
chronologies generally underestimate the mean chronology in their early years
(mainly composed of older and generally slower-growing trees) and overestimate
the overall chronology in their later years (when the younger, more vigorous trees
dominate the sample). This result demonstrates that sampling bias, when allied
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Fig. 5.8 Based on 1024 trees from AD portions of the Torneträsk and Finnish Lapland chronolo-
gies. (a) The simple regional curve standardization (RCS) chronology (black line) and associated
tree counts (gray shading), truncated before AD 400. Simulated ‘modern sample type’ chronolo-
gies were created by averaging eight selected groups of tree indices (all produced by using the
same single RCS curve and only where sample counts exceed 2). Each sub-chronology is made
up of samples that would have been collected by using modern sampling practice with selections
made on a series of specific dates (the first is AD 580 and subsequent selections are made every
200 years until 1980) and only including trees alive and with a diameter greater that 14 cm on the
sampling date. (b) Shaded areas showing sample counts by year for each simulated chronology,
plotted alternatively from the bottom and top of the figure for clarity. Approximately 43% of the
total ring measurements are included in the ‘selected’ samples

with the growth rate/longevity phenomenon, imparts negative bias in the start of a
chronology and positive bias in the recent period. The systematic continuous over-
laps between slower- and faster-grown trees in this example compensate throughout
the chronology for these biases. That is, of course, except for the early section
and, most noticeably, in the most recent 100 years of the overall chronology, which
appears to follow what is likely to be a biased trajectory due to an absence of small
indices from young, slow-growing trees that would have gone on to become the
early sections of old trees.

5.5 Particular Problems Associated with the Application of RCS
to Modern (i.e., Living-Tree) Sample Data

In practice, the underlying assumption of RCS, that the averaging of measurement
series aligned by ring age and subsequent smoothing of the resulting mean curve will
remove all the climate-related variance, may not always be valid. This assumption
cannot be true when all samples span the full length of the chronology. In such a
case, the overall climate signal will be contained within the RCS curve and will be
completely removed by standardization. In a modern chronology where trees are
of unequal length, the average overall slope of the chronology is contained in the
RCS curve and is thus removed from every tree in the final chronology. In a long
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(i.e., partly subfossil) chronology, with long-timescale variation maintained in the
means of each index series, this is an ‘end effect.’ However, where the chronology
comprises one set of currently coexisting trees, as in many modern samples, the
overall slope of the chronology representing the external (i.e., climate control of tree
growth) will be removed. Had the chronology of Fig. 5.6 had an overall downward
slope, the resultant chronology would still display an upward slope (due to modern-
sample bias) because the downward slope of the chronology would be removed
by RCS.

Even where an uneven-aged sample of trees covers a wide time span, a localized
coincidence in the temporal spans of many samples at roughly the same stage in
their life span will locally bias the RCS curve. This bias is more likely near the ‘old-
age’ section of the RCS curve, where typical low replication of very old trees leads
to greater uncertainty in the RCS curve. This bias is potentially large for modern
chronologies and seriously limits the application of RCS where trees come from the
same time period (Briffa et al. 1996).

In a typical ‘modern’ dendroclimatic sample collection, the earliest measure-
ments will come from the oldest trees cored, which tend to be slow growing.
Faster-growing trees that may have been contemporaneous with the old trees in the
early years will likely not have survived long enough to be included in the modern
sample. Similarly, the most recent section of the chronology produced from these
sampled trees would not contain data from young, slow-growing trees because these
trees would not be of sufficient diameter to be considered suitable for coring. Any
relatively young trees sampled would likely have to have been vigorous and growing
quickly enough to allow them to attain a reasonable size in a short time. This leads
to a situation where a ‘modern sample’ may exclude the fastest-growing trees of the
earliest period and also exclude the slowest-growing trees of the most recent period.
Such a sample of uneven-aged trees will be less susceptible to trend-in-signal bias,
but still prone to contemporaneous-growth-rate bias, with smaller indices at the start
of the chronology and larger ones at the end, imparting a positive bias on the overall
chronology slope.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the use of RCS on a ‘modern’ chronology and the way in
which a recent (ca. 1920) increase in the radial increments can influence the shape
of the RCS curve. This set of 100 measurement series (each an average of data
from multiple cores) from Luosto, north Finland (Melvin 2004, Section 3.2), has
a wide age range. Pith-offset estimates are available for all of these data. First, an
RCS curve and corresponding chronology were produced from them (thin lines in
Fig. 5.9a,b). The signal-free method (see Appendix) was used to create an unbiased
(signal-free) RCS curve and corresponding chronology (thick lines in Fig. 5.9a,b).
The removal of the common signal from the measurements changes the shape of the
RCS curve, removing the influence of the post-1920 growth increase from recent
data (see values for ages 200–240 and 340 onwards in Fig. 5.9a) and produces a rel-
ative increase in the expectation of early growth (up to age 120), and a smoother, less
noisy RCS curve. The resultant chronology will still suffer from bias (see Sections
5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3), and the overall chronology slope is to some extent ‘arbi-
trary’ as described above. However, provided there is a wide distribution of tree
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Fig. 5.9 An illustration of the use of regional curve standardization (RCS) on a ‘modern’ chronol-
ogy and the influence on the shape of the RCS curve exerted by a recent (presumably warming
related) growth rate increase. The 100 mean-tree series from Luosto, north Finland (Melvin 2004),
which have a wide age range and include pith-offset estimates but, after 1920, also show a large
growth increase are used here: (a) a simple RCS curve (thin line) and the ‘signal-free’ RCS curve
(thick line) and (b) the corresponding simple RCS chronology (thin line) and ‘signal-free’ RCS
chronology (thick line). Gray shaded areas show tree counts

ages, following the signal-free approach can mitigate the localized bias imparted by
climate in the RCS curve without the need for large numbers of earlier subfossil tree
data to ‘average’ away any modern climate signal.

Even the application of the signal-free technique is not able to mitigate the loss
of the overall slope of the chronology, and a ‘modern’ chronology must therefore be
considered as having a largely ‘arbitrary’ slope.

5.6 Examples of Issues that Arise in Various Applications of RCS

In this section, we discuss several examples of previous work, chosen here to illus-
trate ‘potential’ bias problems that are suggested by the way in which previous
authors have chosen to implement, or could be interpreted as having implemented,
first, simple RCS and then variations of the simple RCS. The three examples are
based on work by Briffa et al. (1992), Esper et al. (2002), and Helama et al.
(2005a, b).

5.6.1 Inappropriate RCS Definition

Briffa et al. (1992) constructed separate RCS curves for ring-width (TRW) and
maximum-latewood-density (MXD) data aquired from temporally overlapping sub-
fossil and living-tree pine samples from north Sweden. The chronologies spanned
the 1480-year period from AD 501 to 1980. The ring-width RCS curve was built
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from 425 samples, while the density data comprised measurements made on a sub-
sample of 65 of these trees. Though both the ring-width and density chronologies
spanned more than 1400 years, the greater replication of the data in the ring-width
curve was considered more likely to have produced an ‘unbiased’ RCS curve (i.e.,
one that is not influenced by residual climate variance in the mean of the mea-
surement data for any specific tree age). A curvilinear (negative exponential) curve
was fitted to the ring width RCS curve, but a straight line was fitted to the den-
sity RCS curve (following Bräker 1981). The resulting ring-width and MXD RCS
chronologies were found to diverge noticeably from each other after about 1800,
with the density chronology exhibiting progressively lower index values. Briffa et al.
(1992) ‘corrected’ this apparent anomaly by fitting a line through the residuals of
actual minus estimated ring widths, derived from a regression using the density data
over the period 501–1750 as the predictor variable, and then removing the recent
apparent decline in the density chronology by adding the fitted straight line values

Fig. 5.10 Using the 207 ring width series (TRW) with pith-offset estimates (Kershaw 2007) from
the AD portion of the Torneträsk chronology (Grudd et al. 2002) and 65 maximum latewood den-
sity series (MXD) from Torneträsk (Briffa et al. 1992): (a) curves of 5-year means of average TRW
by ring age created without using pith-offset estimates (thin line) and using pith-offset estimates
(thick line); (b) as (a) but using MXD; (c) 5-year means of TRW by ring age created by using
pith-offset estimates (thin line), modified negative exponential curve fitted to the ring width means
created without using pith-offset estimates (dashed line) and age-related spline (thick line), fitted
to the first 500 years of ring width means and then linearly extended, created by using pith-offset
estimates; (d) as (c) but using MXD. Gray shading shows ring counts by age without pith-offset
estimates (a and b) and with pith-offset estimates (c and d)
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Fig. 5.11 Chronologies generated by using the measurement data and regional curve standardiza-
tion (RCS) curves shown in Fig. 5.10: (a) ring width series (TRW) chronologies created without
using pith-offset estimates and a negative-exponential RCS curve (thin line), and with pith-offset
estimates and using age-related spline smoothed RCS curve (thick line); (b) maximum latewood
density series (MXD) chronologies created without using pith-offset estimates and a linear RCS
curve (thin line) and with pith-offset estimates and an age-related spline smoothed RCS curve (thick
line); (c) chronologies created without using pith-offset estimates, and using a negative-exponential
RCS curve for TRW (thick line) and a linear RCS curve applied to MXD (thin line); (d) chronolo-
gies created by using age-related spline smoothed RCS curves and pith-offset estimates for TRW
(thick line) and MXD (thin line)

(with the sign reversed) to the chronology data for 1750–1980. This ‘correction’ has
been termed the ‘Briffa bodge’ (Stahle, personal communication)! In Figs. 5.10 and
5.11, we show how this comparative anomaly in the density compared to the ring-
width chronology arose, at least in part, because of an inappropriate representation
of the density RCS curve. We use the same density data as used by Briffa et al.
(1992) but use a subset of 207 ring-width measurement series from the original 425
series that were subsequently updated by Grudd et al. (2002). We have chosen to use
this smaller set of measurement data because estimates of the pith offsets for these
samples are now available (Kershaw 2007).

The new RCS curve (based on the smaller subset of measurements) for the ring-
width data without pith-offset values (Fig. 5.10a) is effectively identical to that used
in Briffa et al. (1992). With pith-offset values included, the RCS curve has a slightly
higher juvenile growth-rate but tends to the same expected growth for old trees: the
resulting RCS chronology (Fig. 5.11a) is not substantially different from that shown
in Briffa et al. (1992), except that the 10-year-smoothed ring-width chronology is
very slightly lower than that without pith estimates during the most recent 50 years.
Figure 5.10d shows how the original linear RCS curve for the density data (dashed
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line) was not a good fit to the measured data, systematically underestimating the
juvenile values and overestimating the measured data for tree ages between 250
and 500. This situation arose because the linear fit was influenced by high-density
values measured in relatively old-age trees, many of which experienced the relative
warmth of the twentieth century in parallel in their later years. In other words, the
climate signal (as represented in the final years of the chronology) was not averaged
out in the later (oldest) section of the RCS curve. A more appropriate, unbiased
RCS curve is derived (the thick line of Fig. 5.10d) by using a ‘signal-free’ approach
where the chronology variance (i.e., the best estimate of the growth-forcing signal)
is iteratively removed from the measurement series so that the resulting age-aligned
averaged measurements contain substantially little or no variance associated with
the common forcing (see Appendix, and Melvin and Briffa 2008).

The density chronology produced by using the new ‘unbiased’ RCS curve dis-
plays potentially higher values after about 1800, and much of the comparative recent
decline in the density compared to ring width chronology is removed (Fig. 5.11d).
The same correction could have been achieved in this case by excluding the longest-
lived tree density samples or by fitting the RCS curve only on the data extracted from
tree rings up to 500 years old and extrapolating the RCS curve to give RCS values
for older trees. The relevant conclusion, however, is that it is important to use a
nonbiased representation of the RCS curve. Where replication is low or when there
are few samples representing the expected RCS values for old trees, and especially
when the oldest rings are all from trees sampled in the same period (e.g., three of
the four oldest trees in the Torneträsk MXD chronology were sampled in 1982), it
is particularly necessary to guard against signal bias influencing the overall shape
of the RCS curve.

5.6.2 Application of RCS Across Wide Species and Climate Ranges

In their study of ring-width changes viewed over a large area of the Northern
Hemisphere, Esper et al. (2002) (see also Cook et al. 2004; Frank et al. 2007)
took data from 14 different locations, from various tree species, and standardized
them using one of two RCS curves constructed from a subdivision of all of the
measurement series. One group of measurement data displayed the familiar nega-
tive exponential pattern of declining ring width with increasing age, while the other
showed a ‘weakly linear’ declining trend. Two RCS curves were used because it
was clear that linearly declining ring growth was not well suited to scaling by the
curvilinear function and vice versa. However, by incorporating data from very dif-
ferent species and locations in each of the linear and nonlinear RCS curves, each is
unavoidably associated with wide confidence intervals. The measurements for trees
at a particular site location may be systematically over- or underestimated by the
use of a multisite RCS curve.

This is an extreme case of the differing-contemporaneous-growth-rate bias dis-
cussed in Section 5.4.2. The expression of this bias in the Esper et al. (2002) context
is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. This figure shows the local site chronologies for 5 of the 14
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Fig. 5.12 A comparison of regional curve standardized (RCS) chronologies at various sites from
among those used in Esper et al. (2002). The alternative chronologies shown for each of the selected
sites illustrated here were produced using different RCS curves: either that used by Esper et al.
based on multi-site data (linear model for Upperwright (upper line) and Camphill (lower line) or
non-linear model for Tornetrask (upper line), Tirol (upper line) and Gotland (upper line)) or a
single RCS curve (thick line) based only on the data available for that site. The difference between
the two curves at each site represents a potential local bias when all chronologies are averaged to
form a single ‘Northern Hemisphere’ series. In Esper et al. (2002) this bias was largely mitigated
because each site chronology was normalized prior to averaging. For clarity all chronologies are
shown as 20-year smoothed series. Sample counts are shown by gray shading

sites used by Esper et al. (2002), selected here to show how the use of multi-site RCS
curves, whether linear or nonlinear in shape, can bias the mean of the local indices
with respect to the mean indices that would have been produced by using an RCS
curve derived from, and applied to, the measurement data only for the particular
site. At some sites (e.g., Upperwright and Torneträsk), the bias is generally positive,
while at others (e.g., Camphill) it is negative. At some sites, the mean bias is large
compared to the temporal variance of the chronology (e.g., Tirol). If the regional
chronologies, based on multisite-mean RCS, are simply averaged (as is implied in
Esper et al. 2002), medium-frequency biases could arise in the final chronology as
specific site data contained within it vary through time. In fact (though it is not
apparent in Esper et al. 2002), the individual site chronologies were actually nor-
malized prior to averaging (Ed Cook, personal communication) so that their overall
means are set to a value of 1.0. This operation will mitigate much of the potential
bias and effectively produce site chronologies similar to those that would be pro-
duced by using RCS applied at the site level, though medium-frequency bias will
still arise where the slope of the local and multisite RCS curves differ (e.g., for
Upperwright , Camphill, and Gotland; shown in Fig. 5.12).
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Fig. 5.13 A simplified illustration of the time dependence of separate potential biases in the grand
average of all local regional curve standardized (RCS) chronologies produced in Esper et al. (2002).
The dotted line represents the sum, across all sites (except Mongolia, see text) of the local differ-
ence in the means of alternative chronologies, produced either with a hemispheric-data-based RCS
or a local-data-based RCS curve. The mean of all individual site chronology weightings, according
to site latitude (see Esper et al. 2002), is shown as a dashed line. The product of these two potential
biases is shown in black. Site counts over time are shown by grey shading

Figure 5.13 indicates the changing effective net bias that would be associated
with the application of either the mean linear form or curvilinear RCS curves to
the site measurement data had the data not been normalized prior to averaging.
These biases are simply the sum over all sites of the mean differences between a
chronology produced by using one of the multisite RCS curves and a chronology
produced by using an RCS curve applied only at a site level. (With the excep-
tion of the Mongolia data which were not available for analysis). Normalization
of the individual site series largely removes this potential bias, leaving only the
time-dependent changes in average site-latitude weighting applied by Esper et al.
(2002) according to the site locations (presumably following the weighting nor-
mally applied in regional averaging of gridded temperature records to take account
of the change of area of grid boxes with latitude when the grid is defined according
to fixed latitude and longitude spacings).

5.6.3 Adaption of RCS to Account for Non-climate Bias

In their study of northern Finnish tree growth and climate variability during more
than 7000 years, Helama et al. (2005a,b) propose a modification of simple RCS, to
take account of the changing density of forest cover, and hence competitional inter-
actions among trees that they presume are sufficiently strong to alter the shape of
the appropriate RCS curve through time. The progress of ring width decay for open-
grown and close-packed trees will result in differences in the shape of RCS curves
and could lead to bias in RCS chronologies, but can be evaluated only over a com-
mon ‘climate’ period, and it is inappropriate to disregard the background changes
in the underlying climate forcing of tree growth. They first construct the basis for a
conventional single RCS curve by averaging all age-aligned measurement data. To
this series they fit a negative exponential with an added constant term (following
Fritts et al. 1969) of the form
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y = a × e−bx + c (5.1)

where the constant (a) defines the expected magnitude of the juvenile growth phase
of ring growth (referred to by Helama et al. 2005a,b as the ‘juvenile growth max-
imum’); the constant (c) defines an assumed constant growth rate of old-age trees;
and constant (b) describes the rate of diminution of ring width with age (referred to
by Helama et al. 2005a,b as the ‘growth trend concavity’).

In what they term ‘environmental curve standardisation (ECS), Helama et al.
(2005b) do not apply this single fitted function (5.1) to all of their measurement
data. Instead, they perform time-dependent standardization by generating a series
of RCS curves, each based on data from a 750-year time slice, overlapping each of
its neighbors by 250 years. Each RCS curve is applied only to the data from the
central 250 years of its corresponding time window. In this way, each 250-year non-
overlapping period of the chronology is based on standardization with a different
RCS curve. However, within each 250-year standardization application, only the
RCS concavity (parameter b) is varied; the (a) and (c) parameters are maintained at
the values calculated for the single, original overall period RCS curve.

They find a relationship between the number of tree samples (interpreted as spa-
tial tree density) and the concavity (b) parameter (reported as 0.683, Helama et al.
2005b, Fig. 2d, and 0.73, Helama et al. 2005a, Fig. 5). The lack of any significant
association between tree density and juvenile growth maximum (a) in these data
(Helama et al. 2005b, Fig. 2c) presumably led them to conclude that concavity was
independent of average tree growth rate.

In Table 5.1, we demonstrate that this conclusion is erroneous by using a sub-
set of Finnish Lapland tree-ring measurements (Eronen et al. 2002; Helama et al.
2002) that form a major part (1087 trees) of the Helama et al. (2005b) dataset (1205
trees). Figure 5.14 shows these measurement data sorted, by relative growth rate,

Table 5.1 Parameters from modified negative exponential curves fitted to RCS curvesa

a b c at Bt ct rwr

Slowest 0.48 0.020 0.26 0.48 0.022 0.24 0.40
2nd 0.68 0.015 0.23 0.69 0.022 0.30 0.54
3rd 0.83 0.024 0.37 0.84 0.021 0.34 0.63
4th 0.95 0.014 0.29 0.95 0.019 0.37 0.75
5th 1.14 0.011 0.34 1.13 0.016 0.39 0.90
Fastest 1.41 0.011 0.36 1.36 0.013 0.47 1.18
Mean 0.92 0.016 0.31 0.91 0.019 0.35
Mean difference 0.01 0.004 0.06

aFirst a, b, and c are fitted to the full period of the regional curve standardization (RCS) curves,
and second, at, bt, and ct are fitted to the truncated period of the RCS curves; i.e., the period with
four or more series. ‘rwr’ is ring width reduction in the first 50 years of the truncated RCS curves.
Values are shown for six growth rate classes, slowest to fastest. The means are shown and for the
columns and also the mean differences between the full and truncated RCS curve parameters are
shown. Growth rate is assessed as the ratio of the diameter growth of each tree to the diameter
growth of the single RCS curve over the life of that tree.
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Fig. 5.14 The 1087 ring width measurement series of the Finnish Lapland chronology (Eronen
et al. 2002), without pith-offset estimates, sorted into six growth rate classes (≈180 trees in each)
on the basis of the ratio of final tree radius to the radius of the single regional curve standardization
(RCS) curve (at that age) created from all trees Smoothing was achieved by fitting a modified
negative exponential curve to the mean series. (a) The mean ring width by age for the six growth
rate classes, slowest to fastest (shaded). (b) Smoothed RCS curves for each of the six growth rate
classes when fitted first to the full mean ring width by age series (continuous lines) and second
when fitted to the portion of these series with sample counts of four or more trees (dotted lines)

into six separate classes, each containing 180 or 181 trees. Growth rate was assessed
according to the ratio of the radius of each tree divided by the radius of the single,
overall-sample RCS curve at the point corresponding to the final age of that tree. In
this way, the measurement series for all trees were divided into six groups ranging
from fastest to slowest growth. For each group, a curve of mean ring width by age
was produced and a modified negative exponential curve (5.1) was fitted to each
(Fig. 5.14b). The coefficients are shown in Table 5.1 (the (a), (b), and (c) columns).

The low numbers of older samples generally produce large inter-tree variance in
these curves. With few trees (i.e., for tree ages above about 250 years) the measure-
ment averages are erratic, so we have also calculated the curve fits only for sections
of data representing the average of at least four trees. These alternative (truncated
data) curve fits and their associated coefficients are also shown in Fig. 5.14b and
Table 5.1 (the [at], [bt], and [ct] columns)

These results show that there is potentially large uncertainty in estimating the (b)
coefficient where the RCS curve is fitted over sections of poorly replicated data. In
our truncated group fits, removal of only 0.5% of the ring measurements on average
alters the (b) parameter fits by up to 20% over the six groups. Helama et al. (2005b)
calculated estimates of concavity for 28 time periods, but based on fewer trees than
in this sample, and there is likely to be considerable uncertainty associated with
them.
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Table 5.1 also shows that there is a relationship between the juvenile growth max-
imum (a) and concavity (b) (r = −0.66, n = 6). This relationship is very clear in
the truncated group data fits between (at) and (bt) (r = −0.96, n = 6). Similarly, the
diminution in ring width over the first 50 years (Table 5.1, column [rwr]) is strongly
correlated with both (a) and (b). Hence, regardless of the reason, fast-growing trees
will display greater reduction of ring width. Helama et al. (2005b), by varying (b)
through time (where [a] and [c] are fixed) are standardizing the slower-growing trees
with the ‘higher growth rate’ RCS curves and the faster-growing trees with ‘lower
growth rate’ RCS curves (the curve with [a] and [c] held constant will have a higher
rate of radial increase if [b] is small rather than large). The resulting mean values
of the indices will be correspondingly greater for fast-growing trees and lower for
slow-growing trees, in comparison to the means of indices generated by using a
single fixed parameter RCS curve. The low-frequency variance in chronologies is
imparted by changes in the means of index series.

Leaving aside the issue of whether a count of a relatively small number of tree
samples through time is likely to be a realistic representation of between-tree com-
petition when the sample area is very large and varies in its northern boundary by
up to 80 km over past millennia, Helama et al. (2005b) are, in effect, amplifying the
medium- to low-frequency variance in their ECS chronology by an amount that is
directly proportional to the relative growth rate of the trees, regardless of whether
there is any change in their direct competition status. This can be seen in the inverse
pattern of variability through time of their concavity values, on the one hand, and in
the difference in the ECS and RCS chronologies on the other (compare Fig. 4a, b in
Helama et al. 2005b).

A positive association between changing concavity and tree-sample number dur-
ing the last 7000 years (see Fig. 4 in Helama et al. 2005a) may reflect a common
response in both variables to changing temperature forcing; i.e., warmer periods
resulting in faster tree growth (and greater decay rate of ring width) and increased
germination and survival of pine trees. Were this to be true, even to some extent, the
deliberate biasing of the RCS curve implicit in the ECS approach could be question-
able. However, even in subfossil chronologies a period with poor overlap between
two groups of contemporaneous trees can result in a period affected by this ‘modern’
sample bias. The most recent section of a long subfossil chronology is invariably
made up of a ‘modern sample’ from living trees, and the recent end of almost all
such chronologies will suffer from modern-sample bias to some extent.

5.7 Discussion and Suggested Directions for RCS Development

It is the unavoidable loss of medium- and low-frequency variance, implicit in curve-
fitting methods, which leads to the necessity of using RCS and the consequent
requirement to recognize and overcome a number of problems associated with its
specific implementation. Had the five sample series in Fig. 5.2b been standardized
by using curve-fitting methods, the means of each series would each be set to 1.0 and
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the slopes of each series would be virtually zero. All low-frequency variance would
have been removed from the resulting chronology (see also Fig. 1, Briffa et al. 1996;
Fig. 3, D’Arrigo et al. 2005). With curve-fitting standardization, our ability to com-
pare the magnitude of tree growth in one decade with that in another, when they are
separated by more than half the length of the constituent sample series, is poten-
tially compromised. Hence, curve-fitting methods of tree-ring standardization are
not well suited for exploring the long-term context of recent tree growth changes in
response to factors such as recent temperature rises, increasing atmospheric CO2, or
other hypothesized anthropogenic influences on terrestrial ecosystems. This is the
fundamental rationale for further exploring the potential, limitations, and possible
improvements of RCS. A number of problems have been raised in this review, and
in this final discussion we summarize several of them and point in the direction of
possible solutions.

Establishing the form of the RCS curve and applying it to produce a chronol-
ogy are both subject to potential biases. Bias in the form of the RCS curve arises
when it erroneously tracks medium-frequency variance representing common cli-
mate signal; where the fit of expected RCS curve to the underlying age-aligned
data is poor; and possibly when no allowance is made for pith offsets when align-
ing the underlying measurements (e.g., see Fig. 5.10d). The use of ‘signal-free’
methods of standardization addresses the first of these potential problems and can
improve the accuracy of the RCS curve and reduce chronology error levels. These
errors are generally small for long (multimillennial) chronologies but can be large
for shorter chronologies. Routine implementation of signal-free methods, therefore,
forms a useful extension to RCS, particularly with regard to its application in pro-
cessing ‘modern’ chronologies. To address the second problem and to prevent loss
of medium-frequency climate variance, smoothing of the RCS curve must not be
too flexible, especially where sample counts are low. However, the RCS curve must
be sufficiently flexible to follow the pattern of expected growth plotted against tree
age accurately (Melvin et al. 2007).

The use of pith-offset estimates in generating and applying RCS curves will pro-
duce more accurate RCS curves. This increased accuracy arises because a lack
of pith offsets introduces systematic bias in RCS curves, reducing the expected
ring width maximum in early years of tree growth and consequently lowering the
expected trend of declining growth with increasing age. Though RCS chronolo-
gies produced with and without pith offsets may be highly correlated (Esper et al.
2003; Luckman and Wilson 2005), using pith offsets may still occasionally pro-
duce more accurate chronologies (Naurzbaev et al. 2002; Melvin 2004; Büntgen
et al. 2005; Esper et al. 2007), as is shown by lower chronology standard errors and
a reduced frequency of local chronology bias associated with temporal concentra-
tions of young (or old) tree samples in a chronology. The routine estimation and use
of pith-offset information is, therefore, recommended.

However, other potential bias problems remain in RCS application. Any cli-
mate signal that affects the average of age-aligned sample series, e.g., the climate
trend over the length of the chronology, is unavoidably removed from each series
within the chronology. This trend-in-signal bias is minor for a long chronology and
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is manifest only at the ends, but it can be a substantial bias affecting the whole
length of a short, modern chronology. Differences in the growth rates of contem-
poraneously growing trees, and the inadvertent acquisition of data from younger
trees that are more vigorous rather than slower-growing trees in recent times, both
lead to the possibility of chronologies in which more recent chronology trends may
not accurately represent the influence of climate variability. This contemporaneous-
growth-rate bias will cancel in all but the ends of long chronologies, but may
be a serious end-effect problem manifest equally in long subfossil and modern
chronologies.

Having discussed the various sources of potential bias, we now turn to the ques-
tion as to relative magnitudes. No generalizations can be made, because the specific
characteristics of sample data and underlying climate signal will vary in different
situations. However, in an attempt to provide some illustrative indication, we offer
Table 5.2. This table lists the sources and possible relative magnitudes of different
biases, and makes a guess at the overall bias for a hypothetical, but not untypical,
example chronology (the detailed makeup of which is described in the caption to
Table 5.2) that was assumed to have been subject to a notable increase in tree growth
forcing about 50–60 years ago. All the biases are manifest at the recent end and tend
to reduce the expression of the expected recent growth increase over the last century
of the chronology. The net biases act to produce a spurious positive trend 400−200
years from the end of the chronology, but the relatively large negative bias, mostly
associated with non-random sampling practices, is likely to dominate in the most
recent centuries.

Table 5.2 Relative sizes of individual and net bias effectsa

Type of RCS bias
Effective duration
(years) General slope of bias

Approximate
magnitude

Absence of pith-offset estimates 200 Negative 0.1
Trend-in-signal bias

Solely modern chronology 200 Negative 0.1
Longer subfossil chronology 200 Negative Negligible

Contemporaneous-growth-rate bias
Modern sample bias 400 Positive 0.2
Dominancy of fast-growth

indices
100 Negative 0.2

Net effect 400−200 Positive 0.1
100−0 Negative 0.2

aThese effects are implicit in the application of simple regional curve standardization (RCS) for a
hypothetical chronology. These figures are ‘guesstimates’ of the magnitude and effective duration
of RCS biases discussed in this review. These figures are expressed for a hypothetical set of data
from trees with the following characteristics: the longest trees are about 400 years old; the shortest
trees are around 100 years old; the chronology indices have a range from 0.5 to 1.5; and the trees
experienced a 40% growth increase, which occurred around the middle of the twentieth century.
These biases are manifest as ‘end effects’ (i.e., all terminating at the end of the chronology). All
biases, with the exception of trend-in-signal bias, will apply equally to modern and sub-fossil
chronologies.
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The technique of aligning and averaging tree index series by ring age allows
the investigation of bias. Comparison of tree indices sorted according to different
criteria (e.g., by contemporaneous growth rate (Fig. 5.4b), tree age, tree diameter,
latitude, altitude, aspect, or packing density) will allow the identification of potential
systematic biases in RCS chronologies. The technique of ‘end-aligning’ (Fig. 5.7),
in which both the age-related trend and the climate signal are removed, is an addi-
tional method of identifying potential bias (Section 5.4.3.2). The signal-free method
is also a tool that can be used to test for residual bias in chronologies; measurement
series are divided by the final chronology and the residual signal will represent bias,
or the limits of the standardization method (Melvin and Briffa 2008).

The count of trees needed to produce a ‘robust’ chronology is often gauged by
using the mean interseries correlation to calculate the expressed population signal
(EPS; Wigley et al. 1984; Briffa and Jones 1990). However, estimates of EPS are
strongly influenced by (biased towards) the correspondence between index series
on short (primarily interannual) timescales. Experiments using ring width data from
Torneträsk (Grudd et al. 2002) and Finnish Lapland (Eronen et al. 2002) have eval-
uated the robustness of chronology confidence in RCS. This work (Melvin 2004,
Section 6.3.3) explored the influence on the standard deviations of chronologies
(the average standard deviation of all yearly values) produced by varying sample
counts in differently filtered tree index series. The results suggest that if a replica-
tion of 10 trees is required for a 30-year high-pass-filtered chronology to exhibit a
specific mean standard deviation, a 100-year high-pass-filtered chronology would
require a replication of 18 samples, while an RCS chronology would need 62 con-
stituent samples to achieve the same standard deviation. Increasing tree counts can
improve chronology confidence, but will not remove systematic bias. Mitigating
bias in RCS may improve confidence but will not remove the requirement for large
sample replication.

The age band decomposition (ABD) method (Briffa et al. 2001) amounts to
an alternative method of applying the RCS technique. If the mean value of each
‘age band’ is aligned by ring age, it will form a stepped version of the RCS curve.
The ABD method therefore suffers from many of the problems of RCS, especially
‘modern-sample bias,’ and equal care must be taken in the use of this method and
in the interpretation of the results.

Subfossil chronologies, like modern chronologies, are still susceptible to the
contemporaneous-growth-rate bias. One possibility of mitigating this bias is to iden-
tify and remove the influence of fast- versus slow-grown trees, but only when they
are identified in samples growing under the same climate conditions.

Some modifications of the application of RCS go some way towards obtaining
these objectives, ranging from the alternative use of two sub-RCS curves (Esper
et al. 2002) to the use of multiple RCS curves (Melvin 2004, Section 5.7). In
the former, two different classes of RCS curve shape are identified from among
those in the full dataset, and each is applied separately to the relevant group of
sample series. This process removes substantial potential bias that would result
from detrending series that exhibit linearly decreasing ring widths with age with
an expectation of exponential decay and vice versa. However, this is an extreme
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example of the use of RCS, because the original sample set comprises data from
various species from widely separated locations, and even the use of sub-RCS
curves will not account for the large site-to-site differences in growth rates. Each
sub-RCS curve will be bracketed by very wide confidence limits, leaving scope for
substantial bias in the production of chronologies. Melvin (2004, Section 5.7) advo-
cates the use of multiple RCS, in effect dividing the data on the basis of relative
growth rate into a number of RCS curves, each of which is then applied to its corre-
sponding group of measurement series to produce (where the data are continuous)
multiple parallel sub-RCS chronologies. If these chronologies are then averaged
together, contemporaneous-growth-rate bias will be reduced. However, this pro-
cess will also remove the potential to preserve some long-timescale variance that
is contained in the relative differences of the sub-RCS chronology means. There is
a particular requirement for a practical way to distinguish genuine long-timescale
climate signals from spurious trends that may arise in RCS, solely as a result of
non-climate-related differences in the growth rates of sample trees.

Basal area increment (BAI) is a more direct measure of wood production (espe-
cially in mature trees after height increase has reduced) and BAIs are used widely in
forestry. A number of researchers have used BAI chronologies as an alternative to
ring widths, some employing the RCS method (e.g., Hornbeck et al. 1988; Becker
1989; Briffa 1990; Biondi et al. 1994; Rathgeber et al. 1999b). The use of BAI will
likely reduce some of the problems of RCS, such as the tendency for negatively
sloping indices from relatively faster-grown trees in the recent ends of chronologies
and positively sloping indices from slower-growing trees, but BAI data still suf-
fer from differing-contemporaneous-growth-rate bias and modern-sample-bias. The
use of signal-free methods and the diagnostic value in examining sub-RCS curves
and chronologies are equally applicable to chronologies of BAI data and, of course,
to other tree-growth parameters.

5.8 Conclusions

The conceptual and practical examples of the implementation of RCS presented
here are intended to demonstrate how problematic the application of a simple
concept can be in practice. The recognition of the presence of bias within a chronol-
ogy and the routine exploration of the magnitudes of different biases in RCS can
only provide a better foundation for quantifying and expressing RCS chronology
uncertainty.

The net effect of potential biases in the application of the RCS method will
vary according to the specific makeup of the samples in a chronology. Much of the
potential bias may average out, especially when sample replication is high, but the
particular problems associated with the reliability of the start and end of chronolo-
gies may affect chronology calibration and hinder the study of recent tree-growth
forcing trends. Where, by coincidence, a chronology starts around 1000 years ago,
similar problems may be associated with gauging the accurate level of tree growth
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at that time and perhaps, the comparative magnitude of warmth in medieval as
compared to modern times.

This is not to say that biases are manifest in all RCS chronologies produced up to
this time. However, it is hoped that drawing specific attention to these potential prob-
lems will stimulate a more routine approach to investigating their likely extent. This
should lead to a circumspect interpretation of RCS-based climate reconstruction and
provide impetus for further work aimed at improving the RCS method.
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Appendix: Signal-Free Standardization

In this review, we make several references to the ‘signal-free’ method in tree-ring
standardization (see Sections 5.4.1, 5.5, 5.6.1, and 5.7). A more detailed discus-
sion of the topic (in the context of ‘data-adaptive’ standardization involving ‘curve
fitting’ to individual measured series) can be found in Melvin and Briffa (2008).
However, for the convenience of the reader, a brief description of the rationale and
application of the signal-free approach is provided here.

Background and Rationale

The signal-free concept stems from the observation that individual tree-ring mea-
surement series represent a mixture of potential growth influences, among which
are included first, that of climate variability through time and second, that of chang-
ing allocation processes and tree geometry that both affect the size of annual stem
increments. Standardization has always aimed to remove or reduce the allocation
bias; e.g., the signal of reducing ring width with age, so that the remaining variabil-
ity in ring width indices over time provides a clearer representation of the influence
of climate variability. Developing standardization curves from measurement series
that contain the climate signal, where the standardization curve may track the cli-
mate signal, at least to some extent, will lead to the removal of some climate-related
variance and so bias the resulting chronology. This bias is well known with respect
to the removal of variance representing timescales longer than the typical life span
of the sample trees (Cook et al. 1995). However, it can also arise where a common,
externally forced growth signal influences the more localized fit of a standardiza-
tion curve, resulting in the partial, or even complete, loss of a relatively short-term
climate signal (in the case of more flexible standardization curves) and the distor-
tion of medium-term climate trends in adjacent periods (where less flexible, but still
‘fitted,’ standardization functions are employed).
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The rationale behind ‘signal-free’ standardization is that it should be possi-
ble to produce an improved (i.e., locally unbiased) chronology if the individual
measurement series could be detrended without allowing the fitting of standard-
ization curves to be affected by the presence of climatically forced variability.
One suggestion for achieving this condition is to remove the common variability
(chronology signal) from all measurement series to yield less-biased detrending
curves.

Implementing Signal-Free Standardization

Melvin and Briffa (2008) describe one such approach, applied in the context
of ‘curve-fitting’ standardization using options offered in the ARSTAN program
(Cook 1985). They demonstrate how a combination of the ‘segment length curse’
and localized distortion of standardization curves can produce a biased ring-width
chronology, apparent as a failure by the standardized chronology to express recent
climatic trends. Details of their implementation of this signal-free approach, in the
context of curve-fitting standardization, are given in Melvin and Briffa (2008).

When this approach is applied in the case of regional curve standardization
(RCS), a first chronology is produced by division of the tree-ring measurements by
the appropriate RCS curve values. Each original measurement value is then divided
by the appropriate chronology value for that year to produce a first set of ‘signal-
free’ measurements. The standardization is then repeated on these signal-free data,
and a new chronology is produced from the new signal-free indices. The process is
repeated until the point where the signal-free data make up a chronology that has
virtually zero variance. In practice, the magnitude of residual bias (i.e., as repre-
sented by the variance of the signal-free chronology) after each iteration is 20% of
its initial value. A zero-variance signal-free chronology is considered here to be one
where all values are within the range 1.0 ± 0.002. This condition is achieved gen-
erally within four or five signal-free iterations. At this point, the final RCS curve
is unaffected by any external growth-forcing signal and should, therefore, yield a
less-biased chronology.
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Chapter 6
Stable Isotopes in Dendroclimatology: Moving
Beyond ‘Potential’

Mary Gagen, Danny McCarroll, Neil J. Loader, and Iain Robertson

Abstract When trees grow, they assimilate carbon from atmospheric carbon diox-
ide, and hydrogen and oxygen from soil water. The stable isotope ratios of these
three elements carry signals that can be interpreted in terms of past climate because
isotope ratios are climatically controlled by the tree’s water and gas exchange bud-
gets. The traditional tree-ring proxies form the most widespread and arguably the
most valuable of the high-resolution climate archives. Here we asses the added con-
tribution that can be made to dendroclimatology using stable isotope measurements.
We describe what is involved in measuring tree-ring stable isotopes, provide a brief
review of progress to date, and point to the ways in which stable isotope dendrocli-
matology can be used to provide something new. We conclude that stable isotope
ratios sometimes provide stronger climate signals than the traditional proxies, which
can be useful where sample replication is limited. Stable isotopes can also be used
to access different climate signals in trees, providing a more synoptic view of past
climate and may also have the potential to provide a greater proportion of the lower-
frequency climate signal that is difficult to retain during statistical detrending of
tree-ring width series. The use of stable isotopes may also pave the way to extract-
ing climate signals from ringless tropical trees. We highlight the need for stable
isotope dendroclimatology to move beyond papers that simply demonstrate ‘poten-
tial’ and to being to reconstruct the climate of the past. We suggest that this should
be done in collaboration, not in competition, with traditional dendroclimatology.
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6.1 Scope and Background

When trees grow, they assimilate carbon from atmospheric carbon dioxide, and
hydrogen and oxygen from soil water. The stable isotope ratios of these three ele-
ments carry signals that can be interpreted in terms of past climate because isotope
ratios are climatically controlled by the tree’s water and gas exchange budgets.
Mechanistic models are available that describe the fractionation of these isotopes
(e.g., Farquhar et al. 1982; Roden et al. 2000), and these models help in interpreting
the climate signal, but climate reconstruction still relies on the statistical techniques
used in other branches of dendroclimatology.

The traditional tree-ring proxies form the most widespread and arguably the most
valuable of the high-resolution climate archives. In his review of dendrochronol-
ogy’s contribution to climatology, Hughes (2002) poses the question: are stable
isotopes worth the extra effort? He points to the climatological effectiveness of the
traditional tree-ring proxies and suggests that to be a useful complement to them,
stable isotopes would need to show coherent patterns of variability on spatial scales
of hundreds to thousands of kilometers and contain different kinds of information.
Hughes goes on to state that ‘there is reason to believe that such a major effort may
be worthwhile’ and points to emerging evidence that these conditions could be met.
Here we demonstrate that progress in recent years has shown that it is indeed worth-
while, and that stable isotope dendroclimatology has unique strengths, and is now
making novel and specific contributions.

In this chapter we describe what is involved in measuring tree-ring stable iso-
topes, provide a brief review of progress to date, and attempt to answer Hughes
(2002) by pointing to the ways in which stable isotope dendroclimatology can be
used to provide something new. We conclude that the technique can sometimes be
used to provide stronger climate signals than the traditional proxies, particularly
where sample replication is limited. Stable isotopes can also be used to access dif-
ferent climate signals in trees, providing a more synoptic view of past climate and
may also have the potential to provide a greater proportion of the lower-frequency
climate signal that is difficult to retain during statistical detrending of tree-ring width
series. The use of stable isotopes may also pave the way to extracting climate sig-
nals from ringless tropical trees. The time has come for isotope dendroclimatology
to move beyond papers that simply demonstrate ‘potential’ and actually start to
reconstruct the climate of the past, and this must be done in collaboration, not in
competition, with traditional dendroclimatology.

6.2 Theoretical Background

There is a robust theoretical framework linking stable isotopes to climate, which is
provided by models describing how carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen are fractionated
by plants. These models provide the theory for expecting a climate signal from the
stable isotope ratios of wood, the explanation for why the climatic signal varies from
place to place, and why it is stronger in some areas than in others.
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The proxy signal arises from the climatic regulation of isotopic discrimination
in trees. Isotopic discrimination (also termed fractionation) is the selective sep-
aration of isotopes during natural physical, chemical, or biochemical processes,
including evaporation, condensation, transpiration, and metabolism, primarily due
to differences in their relative masses. Measurements are expressed as a ratio of two
isotopes relative to an isotopic standard and expressed as per mille (‰) using the
delta notation (δ):

δheavy/light = 1000 × [(heavy/light)sample − (heavy/light)standard]

[(heavy/light)standard]
(6.1)

where heavy/light refers to either 18O/16O, 13C/12C, or 2H/1H for δ18O, δ13C, and
δD, respectively

6.2.1 Stable Carbon Isotope Theory

Discrimination (�) of carbon isotopes by trees, and other C3 plants (Farquhar et al.
1982), is described by:

� ≈ a + (b − a)ci/ca (6.2)

The constants represent the theoretical value assigned to the isotopic fractiona-
tion due to diffusion of CO2 through stomata to the site of carboxylation (a ≈ 4.4%)
and the isotopic fractionation when CO2 is used by the photosynthetic enzyme
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (b ≈ 27 − 28% o) and ci and ca are intercellular and
ambient CO2 concentrations. Fractionation is additive, acting on the isotopic com-
position of the source gas at each stage such that C3 plants have an average δ13C
signature of −25‰. The isotopic ratio of the photosynthetic products (δ13Cplant) is
given by:

δ13Cplant = δ13Cair − � (6.3)

Since the fractionation constants (a and b) do not vary in response to climate
(except under relatively unusual conditions: McCarroll and Loader 2004) and the
atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (ca) is known, and has remained quite
stable for most of the preindustrial Holocene, the carbon isotope measurements from
tree rings are essentially a record of changes in the internal concentration of CO2(ci).
The amount of CO2 in leaves is regulated by two processes: stomatal conductance
(g), and photosynthetic assimilation rate (A). These processes vary in response to
environmental controls such as relative humidity, temperature, and soil moisture
deficit such that stable carbon isotope series can capture a range of climatic variables
depending upon which factors limit A and g. Stable carbon isotope measurements
from tree rings are thus a proxy for the internal concentration of CO2within the leaf
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space as regulated by these two rates. Because the climatic signal is usually domi-
nated by the response of either stomatal conductance or photosynthetic assimilation
rate, the same δ13C value can arise from different climatic forcings, in different
locations (Saurer and Siegwolf 2007).

For example, a sunny growing season, at a cool, moist site, may force an increase
in A, resulting in a drop in ci and a larger proportion of 13C moving through the path-
way to be stored in that year’s carbohydrate. In such a situation the carbon isotope
signal would capture sunny summers as high δ13C values. Alternatively, a partic-
ularly dry summer, at a more arid site, might force a reduction in g with the same
effect on ci and δ13C. In this case, high δ13C values would record low relative humid-
ity/antecedent precipitation. In both cases, owing to the close association typically
observed between these meteorological variables, it is likely that δ13C would also
correlate with summer temperature.

6.2.2 Stable Oxygen and Hydrogen Isotope Theory

Stable oxygen and hydrogen isotope measurements from tree rings are a proxy for
the isotopic composition of water taken up by the tree’s roots (the source water),
overprinted by evapotranspiration in the leaf; the latter signal is dominated by vapor
pressure deficit (relative humidity).

Variability in source water isotopes is of climatological interest because these
isotopes relate to local air mass characteristics (Darling 2004). Isotope fractiona-
tions during the hydrological cycle result in a strong association between isotopes
in precipitation and mean annual surface air temperature, but as part of a com-
plex system (Dansgaard 1964). The water isotope system in trees and the models
describing them (e.g., Barbour et al. 2001) are more complicated than those for
δ13C. Following uptake by the roots, water is transported through the xylem with-
out fractionation until it reaches the leaves and other non-suberized tissues, where
it undergoes evaporative enrichment via transpiration. Here, fractionation favors
the loss of the lighter isotopes (16O and 1H), resulting in enrichment of the leaf
waters. Evaporative enrichment in the leaf is diluted by a Péclet effect (Barbour
2007) whereby unenriched stem water diffuses into the leaf and replaces transpired
water, attenuating enrichment. Photosynthetic fractionations are also mass depen-
dent and act in addition to leaf-level enrichment (Barbour et al. 2001; Roden et al.
2000) so that the resulting photosynthate is enriched in 18O and depleted in 2H.
Finally, a degree of enrichment is lost during synthesis of cellulose from sugar, due
to re-exchange with xylem water (Sternberg et al. 1986).

Stable oxygen and hydrogen isotope measurements from tree rings thus provide a
mixed signal. The oxygen and hydrogen isotopic ratios of tree-ring cellulose usually
represent a source water isotopic signal modified by evaporative enrichment to a
greater or lesser extent. Strong correlations between temperature and wood/cellulose
water isotopes are sometimes found (e.g., Switsur et al. 1996) because temperature
has a direct effect on the isotopic composition of precipitation and also an indirect
effect on evaporative enrichment in the leaf (McCarroll and Loader 2004).
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6.3 Sampling and Measurement

The early studies of stable isotopes in tree rings were carried out in specialist lab-
oratories using very expensive, often custom-made equipment, and every sample
involved many hours of preparation prior to analysis. However, there have been
great advances in sample preparation and measurement techniques and most of the
equipment required can now be purchased ‘off the shelf,’ putting isotope dendrocli-
matology within the reach of many traditional dendrochronology laboratories. Here
we provide a brief description of the methods involved.

There are several steps in measuring stable isotopes from trees. Following sample
selection, the desired component of the wood must be isolated. Earlywood, late-
wood, or whole-ring samples can be used, either in groups of years or as individual
annual samples, depending upon the aims and objectives of the study. Samples are
processed to a homogenous product, usually α-cellulose, sometimes resin-extracted
or whole-wood (Leavitt and Danzer 1993; Loader et al. 1997; Brendel et al. 2000;
Gaudinski et al. 2005; Rinne et al. 2005; Anchukaitis et al. 2008a). Homogenized
samples are then pyrolyzed, and the isotopic ratios in the resulting CO (for oxy-
gen) and H2 (for hydrogen) are measured via isotope ratio mass spectrometry
(IRMS). For carbon isotope analysis, samples are combusted to CO2 prior to mass
spectrometry.

The choice of species and sites for isotopic dendroclimatology should be guided
by the aims of the study. As with the growth proxies, trees on dry sites are likely to
respond most strongly to moisture supply, whereas those growing at high altitudes
or latitudes, and where moisture is rarely limiting, will correlate more strongly with
temperature. For the water isotopes it is necessary also to consider the depth of soil
moisture being tapped, since deep-rooted trees may use precipitation that fell long
before the growth season, smoothing any source water signal. This may be an advan-
tage if the target climate variable is that controlling evaporative enrichment in the
leaf rather than the source water signal. Shallow-rooted trees will be more respon-
sive to changes in source water signal but may also be more sensitive to moisture
stress.

Modern IRMS systems, with online elemental analyzers, allow the measurement
of very small samples, so samples collected by using standard increment borers
can now be used in stable isotope dendroclimatology. The change to online IRMS
typically involves a reduction in sample size from around 5–7 mg of cellulose to
300–350 μm, for standard analysis, with a lower limit of around 25–50 μg. A stan-
dard 5 mm diameter core typically yields sufficient material for measurement of at
least two isotope species at annual resolution, even when α-cellulose is used. It is
possible for a trained technician to cut in excess of a hundred samples per day from
a small increment core sample.

Ring cutting is most easily carried out using a scalpel under magnification,
although this procedure puts a limit on the minimum ring width that can be sam-
pled. It is possible to accurately cut rings of approximately 1 mm width. The
question of whether to cut and combine single or multiple radii is a matter of objec-
tive. For paleoclimatic purposes, spatial variability around the circumference of the
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tree (approximately 1–1.5‰; Leavitt and Long 1985) becomes relatively insignifi-
cant compared to between-tree variability (typically 2‰ or greater; McCarroll and
Pawellek 1998), and there may be less to be gained from measuring multiple radii
(McCarroll and Loader 2004). Any resulting ‘spare’ analytical capacity may be
better used to increase replication.

Where the aim is to obtain a record at annual resolution, cores can be cut into
either whole-ring or latewood increments. Investigation of the variability of isotope
ratios within rings suggests that, for some conifers, the whole ring may provide the
best signal (Helle and Schleser 2004). For deciduous species it may be necessary
to separate the latewood, since earlywood is formed using reserves from previ-
ous years. After the rings have been cut, they can either be analyzed separately,
or pooled together to reduce the cost and effort involved in chemical treatment and
mass spectrometry. Where annual resolution is not required, groups of rings can
be pooled together from several trees. Pooling material prior to analysis is attrac-
tive because it is much easier and cheaper, but there is a high cost in terms of the
quality of the resulting data. A pooled record rapidly provides a single time series,
but if tree rings are analyzed independently, then the usual array of statistical tech-
niques can be used to test the signal strength, check that replication is adequate
throughout the record, and to produce confidence limits around reconstructed cli-
matic series. The common signal in isotope series is often much stronger than in
ring widths or densities from the same trees (e.g., Robertson et al. 1997a, b; Gagen
et al. 2004), so as few as four or five trees can provide a representative mean value.
Given that high-frequency information is so readily available from ring width and
density measurements, there is an argument for using multiple-year pooling to focus
on capturing the lower-frequency signal that is so problematic to retain in traditional
tree-ring proxies.

In trees that do not form annual rings, sampling multiple points through a year
of growth allows identification of seasonal cycles in stable isotopes that can be used
for both chronology and climatic signal. Cores, or a radial cut with a ~1 cm2 cross
section, are sampled at regular intervals (of a few tens of microns), by using a scalpel
or a microtome. A sampling strategy should be designed to capture the seasonal
variability needed for a chronology; 4–6 samples per annual cycle are suggested
and these should be combined with radiocarbon or ‘known’ dates (Poussart et al.
2004). In order to detect interannual cycles in δ18O in Costa Rican cloud forest
species, Anchukaitis et al. (2008b) subsampled cores, combining ten 20 μm slices
in each extraction, to give a sampling resolution of 200 μm, which captured the
seasonal cycle. Trees that grow consistently throughout the year with relatively little
sensitivity in growth rate are most useful in such studies because changes in ring
width affect the capture of the annual signal if regular sampling increments are
used. Thus, in opposition to the rules of traditional dendroclimatology, a constant
growth rate is an advantage in tropical isotope dendroclimatology.

The wood component normally selected for isotopic analysis is α-cellulose; how-
ever, there is increasing evidence that whole wood might be used for δ13C or δ18O
analysis (Verheyden et al. 2005; Cullen and Grierson 2006). In conifers, resins have
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to be extracted first, because they are mobile between rings; the methods used to
prepare laths for X-ray densitometry are adequate for this (Schweingruber et al.
1978). In the most commonly used method for extracting whole wood to α-cellulose,
lignin is oxidized by the in situ generation of chlorine dioxide (ClO2), by using acid-
ified sodium chlorite in aqueous solution to yield holocellulose (Green 1963; Wilson
and Grinsted 1977; Leavitt and Danzer 1993) or treated further to hydrolyze hemi-
celluloses by using sodium hydroxide to yield α-cellulose (Green 1963; Loader et al.
1997) . Most laboratories use a rapid ‘batch processing’ version (Loader et al. 1997;
Rinne et al. 2005). An alternative method for cellulose preparation, proposed by
Brendel et al. (2000), and subsequently modified by Gaudinski et al. (2005), which
is even faster and uses relatively benign chemicals, has been used successfully in a
number of studies (e.g., Poussart et al. 2004; Evans and Schrag 2004; Poussart and
Schrag 2005; Anchukaitis et al. 2008a).

Whole-wood and cellulose stable carbon isotope ratios, although offset, seem to
vary in parallel. Borella et al. (1999) concluded that a portion of signal is lost in
whole wood, but Loader et al. (2003) found that cellulose and lignin δ13C, from
oak, gave marginally weaker correlations with instrumental climate data than whole
wood from the same trees. The use of whole wood is also supported for δ18O anal-
ysis. Barbour et al. (2001) compared δ18O analyses of different wood components
in a global dataset of oak and pine to conclude that no climate information was lost
in analyzing whole wood over α-cellulose and, depending upon local conditions,
concluded that extraction of α-cellulose from wood samples might be unnecessary
for isotope studies. Some caution is required in working with subfossil wood, due
to the differential decay rates of lignin and cellulose (Schleser et al. 1999). For
hydrogen isotope analysis, cellulose nitrate or isotopically equilibrated cellulose
must be analyzed, owing to the propensity for isotopic exchange in approximately
30% of the hydrogen atoms. Equilibration replaces all of the exchangeable hydro-
gen atoms with hydrogen of known isotopic composition and, in nitration, the
hydroxyl hydrogen is replaced by nitro groups (Ramesh et al. 1986; Filot et al.
2006).

Methodological choices for sampling and measurement should be made on the
basis of the aims and objectives of the study and might usefully be viewed as a series
of questions (Fig. 6.1) in order to choose the most efficient methodology for sample
preparation.

6.3.1 A Note on New Measurement Techniques

Measurements of cellulose δ18O are in fact an average of five oxygen molecules, all
of which have different potentials for reexchange with stem water, by virtue of their
position in the cellulose matrix. Therefore, certain of the oxygen molecules more
reliably record the source water signal than others, which has been confirmed from
experimental measurements on crop seedlings (Sternberg et al. 2006). For example,
one molecule exchanges fully with source and trunk water (named as oxygen-2)
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Fig. 6.1 Methodological choices in stable isotope dendroclimatology can be viewed as a flow chart
of options. The aims and objectives of the study should guide: sampling resolution and pooling
options, ring portion sampled (earlywood, latewood, or whole ring), and wood product choice

whilst another does not exchange with trunk water but records evaporative enrich-
ment and the Peclét effect. The isotopic variability between these molecules is not
insignificant; the fractionation of oxygen-2 differs from the average fractionation
of the other molecules by 9‰ (Sternberg et al. 2006). Isolation of those oxygen
molecules that hold the strongest climatic signal is known as ‘position-specific anal-
ysis’ and has been piloted successfully through the used of derivitized cellulose
(Mullane et al. 1988; Sternberg et al. 2006). Complex synthetic organic chem-
istry is required to extract and separate the molecules prior to measurement. Each
molecule, or group of molecules, is chemically exposed or protected in turn in order
to measure its δ18O value (Waterhouse, personal communication). Position-specific
analysis is still in development, and it will be some time before it can be used in
the measurement of long chronologies, but it is potentially an extremely powerful
technique.

With evidence that whole wood, rather than cellulose, might routinely be used
in stable isotope dendroclimatology, there is now scope for developing fully auto-
mated sampling systems. One of the most exciting possibilities is a coupled system
using ultraviolet laser ablation. An ablating laser can be used to sample whole wood
pieces, of just a few microns, from a standard core. Ablation produces an aerosol of
wood particles, suspended in a helium current, which can be streamed directly into
a combustion furnace and gas chromatography-IRMS (GC-IRMS) system (Schulze
et al. 2004; Skomarkova et al. 2006).
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6.3.2 Data Treatment of Stable Isotope Time Series

One of the great advantages of stable isotopes over the traditional growth proxies is
that there appear to be no long-term age-related trends in stable isotope time series.
The evidence for this conclusion is good for carbon (e.g., Gagen et al. 2007), but
less certain for oxygen and hydrogen. If confirmed, this conclusion would mean
that statistical detrending is not required, and the attendant problems of loss of low-
frequency climate signals can be avoided. The ‘segment length curse’ (Cook et al.
1995), therefore, would not apply.

Stable carbon isotope series may require some treatment, to remove a ‘juve-
nile effect’ and to deal with the effect of changing atmospheric composition since
industrialization.

The juvenile effect, seen as depleted but rising values for the first few decades
of a tree’s life (Fig. 6.2), varies with site and species, but magnitudes of ~2‰ are
common over 20–40 years (e.g., Bert et al. 1997; Duquesnay et al. 1998; McCarroll
and Pawellek 2001; Anderson et al. 2002; Arneth et al. 2002; Gagen et al. 2004;
Raffalli-Delerce et al. 2004). In Fig. 6.2, the averaged series reveal the dramatic
juvenile trend in δ13Ccorr (tree-ring δ13C after atmospheric correction), which lasts
for different periods of time at the two sites. After a few decades the series no longer
show sharply rising δ13Ccorr values but do continue to show variability. However,
crucially, there is no long-term trend pattern after the juvenile period. Over very
long timescales, the presence or absence of long-term trends in δ13C has not yet
been assessed, but there is good evidence for the lack of age-dependent trends in the
post-juvenile period.

Theories on the cause of the juvenile trend include recycling of respired CO2,
changes in hydraulic conductivity with height gain, and changes in light levels
(Schleser and Jayasekera 1985; Heaton 1999; McDowell et al. 2002). The effects
can simply be removed by linear detrending (e.g., Wilson and Grinsted 1977) or
by using methods such as regional curve standardization (Briffa et al. 1992, 1996;
Gagen et al. 2008), but the simplest solution is to remove the juvenile portion from
each tree prior to analysis (e.g., Tans and Mook 1980; Arneth et al. 2002). It is
advisable, at any new site, to analyze a few trees to pith, in order to correctly gauge
the length of the juvenile period for a particular species and site.

Because fossil fuel–derived CO2 is depleted in 13C (Freyer and Belacy 1983),
there is a nonlinear decline in the δ13C of atmospheric CO2 (δ13Catm) since about
AD 1850. Fractionation is additive (Farquhar et al. 1982), so any change in the
isotopic ratio of CO2 is incorporated into the isotopic ratio of the cellulose produced
within the tree. Thus, all tree-ring δ13C series, whether or not they display any trend
over the industrial period, must be corrected for changes in the isotopic ratio of
atmospheric CO2. Since annual values of δ13Catm are available (e.g., McCarroll and
Loader 2004), tree-ring δ13C values can be corrected to a preindustrial (AD 1850)
standard value of −6.4‰ (δ13Ccor) by using:

δ13Ccor = δ13Cplant − (δ13Catm + 6.4) (6.4)
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Fig. 6.2 The juvenile trend in δ13C is shown when δ13C ratios, corrected for changes in atmo-
spheric CO2 (δ13Ccorr) and aligned to a common mean, are cambial age aligned. The mean of 12
Pinus sylvestris trees from sites at the northern tree line in Finnish Lapland is shown (the time
series is from Gagen et al. 2007). A linear trend line indicates the lack of any long-term trend after
the trees reach ~50 years in cambial age. The juvenile trend, prior to this, imparts a dramatic rise
in δ13C

As the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere has also increased, we might expect to
see a direct response to this in trees, because it is the ratio of internal to ambient
CO2 concentrations that controls δ13C. If trees did not respond at all to the increase
in the availability of CO2, and the rates of stomatal conductance and assimilation
remained unaffected, then δ13Ccor values would show a marked decline since AD
1850, with an acceleration after AD 1950. However, we rarely see such a pattern in
tree-ring δ13Ccor series, suggesting that trees have actively responded to rising CO2
by increasing their water use efficiency and keeping the ratio ci/ca approximately
constant (Saurer et al. 1997, 2004). There is good theoretical evidence for why they
might show this response (e.g., Körner 2003). The response is advantageous because
it means that we do not usually need to make any correction over most of the indus-
trial period. There is growing evidence, however, that in recent decades many trees
have reached the limits of this plastic response, so that water use efficiency is no
longer increasing and the δ13Ccor values are falling rapidly (Waterhouse et al. 2004).

6.4 Progress to Date

Early studies of stable isotopes in tree rings were severely constrained by the lim-
itations of mass spectrometry at the time and, although they made significant steps
towards a mechanistic understanding of the proxy, they did not make a contribution
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to climatology (Hughes 2002). Such was the time commitment involved in obtain-
ing a few isotopic measurements, they were exclusively based upon unreplicated
‘single-tree’ series (e.g., Craig 1954; Farmer and Baxter 1974; Epstein and Yapp
1976; Libby et al. 1976 ). However, early studies provided evidence of the link
between moisture stress and 13C enrichment and detected a relationship between
narrow rings and enrichment (Craig 1954). Craig (1954) carried out his study on
Sequoia, from a relatively arid environment, and thus was able to identify the simple
link between isotope ratios and moisture stress typically found in such an envi-
ronment. Libby was perhaps a little overoptimistic in entitling her Nature paper
‘Isotopic Tree Thermometers’ (Libby et al. 1976).

Park and Epstein (1960, 1961) demonstrated that plants discriminate against the
heavier carbon isotope during photosynthesis and identified the biochemical path-
ways where this selection occurs. Early observations also indicated that varying
amounts of resins and waxes would contribute to isotopic variability in different
wood components because they differ in volume (Wilson and Grinsted 1977) and
are mobile between rings (Long et al. 1979) .

Epstein et al. (1977) first noted that it might be possible to transfer the work on
isotope ratios in precipitation, carried out by Dansgaard (1964) and others, to look
at archived oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios in tree rings. The lack of a theo-
retical framework to explain stable isotope variability in plant materials meant that
interpretation of these early series was often oversimplistic, with little understand-
ing of the biological mediation of the signal (Loader et al. 2007). Thus the proxies
could not be fully exploited until the development of appropriate models provided a
framework for interpretation.

Leavitt and Long (1982) reviewed the current ‘state of play’ in stable isotope
dendroclimatology and expressed concern at the apparent wide range of fraction-
ation effects and environmental variables that could be found in measured ratios,
questioning the merit of stable isotope dendroclimatology in much the same way
as Hughes (2002) later did. However, publication of the ‘carbon isotope model’
by Farquhar et al. (1982) and a subsequent paper describing the application of the
model for the interpretation of tree-ring data by Farquhar et al. (1982) effectively
explained why there is natural variability between trees and why different trees can
carry different climate signals. Larger sample sizes were also found to provide more
coherent results (Freyer and Belacy 1983; Leavitt and Long 1984).

A mechanistic focus is also observed in the early literature on water isotopes,
with measurements often carried out in conjunction with leaf water analysis using
terrestrial plants (e.g., Epstein et al. 1977; Burk and Stuiver 1981) . The understand-
ing of the relationship between δ18O of cellulose and soil water was subsequently
based on the idea that exchange might occur between carbohydrate and stem
water, with additional fractionations during pre-cellulose remobilization (Cooper
and Deniro 1989).

The need for increased replication without an increase in the cost per sample
became a strong driver of multi-tree pooling methods. Many of the first stable iso-
tope studies managed to analyze multiple trees at annual resolution, at a time when
stable isotope measurement was still expensive and time consuming, by pooling
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material from several trees, and this became common practice before the routine
use of continuous-flow IRMS (e.g., Leavitt and Long 1984; Borella et al. 1999).

Numerous studies have attempted to express isotopic ratios as a direct linear
function of temperature (i.e., as ‰ per ºC; e.g., Feng and Epstein 1995 for δD; Lipp
and Trimborn 1991 for δ13C; Anderson et al. 1998 for δ18O). However, for car-
bon isotopes, this is an oversimplification without a firm theoretical basis (Heaton
1999). Different δ13C signals are observed at different sites because of the poten-
tial for climatic control via either assimilation rate or stomatal conductance. At
cool, moist, high-latitude sites, the δ13C signal in tree rings tends to be dominated
by those variables that are associated with controls on A, such as summer irradi-
ance and temperature (McCarroll and Pawellek 2001). At dry sites the climatic
signal tends to be dominated by g, and δ13C records those variables that control
soil moisture status and air humidity (Gagen et al. 2004). Site climatology and
hydrology also affect the signal in δD and δ18O. At some sites, water isotopes in
trees capture a strong source water signal and little temperature signal (e.g., Tang
et al. 1999); at others, a temperature (e.g., Switsur et al. 1994) or relative humidity
(e.g., Robertson et al. 2001) signal. δ18O can also record precipitation effectively,
via the relationship between precipitation amount and enrichment (Treydte et al.
2006).

In recent years there has been a plethora of papers that describe the relationship
between tree-ring stable isotopes and climate. The vast majority of these papers are
limited to trees from a single site; usually the material from several trees is pooled
so that there is no estimate of signal strength, and the length of the records rarely
extends beyond the period for which there are instrumental climate records (see
McCarroll and Loader 2004 for a review). These papers have undoubtedly shown
that stable isotope dendroclimatology has potential, but in very few cases has that
potential actually been realized through climate reconstructions. There are still very
few stable isotope tree-ring-based paleoclimate reconstructions that traditional den-
drochronologists would recognize as well replicated, calibrated, and verified. So far,
no tree-ring stable isotope data have contributed to efforts to reconstruct the climate
of the last millennium over large areas.

This situation is not unexpected. Before recent advances in the rate at which tree-
ring samples can be analyzed, long well-replicated chronologies were simply not
feasible. However, that excuse no longer holds, and many isotope laboratories are
now producing data rapidly enough to make a real contribution to climatology. In the
Swansea laboratory in 1997, for example, it took approximately 144 h to extract a
cellulose batch and samples were analyzed for CO2 offline, one by one. In 2007, the
value was closer to 36 h for batch cellulose extraction and IRMS autosamplers could
run at the rate of about 10 min per sample, 24 h a day. The limiting step became ring
cutting and the chemistry required to prepare α-cellulose, not the measurement of
isotopes.

The first well-replicated stable isotope tree-ring-based paleoclimate reconstruc-
tions are now starting to appear. Treydte et al. (2006), in the most well-known recent
example, reconstructed precipitation in the High Karakorum region of Pakistan
from δ18O cellulose derived from juniper. The reconstruction (Fig. 6.3) is based
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Fig. 6.3 (a) Annual precipitation values (AD 1898–1990) from instrumental and tree-ring δ18O-
derived modeled data with respect to the 1951–1980 instrumental mean. Smoothed curves (5-year
Kernel filters) are shown for the δ18O (thick black) and instrumental (dashed gray) series. (b)
The δ18O-based precipitation reconstruction since AD 950. Proxy data were calibrated by using a
linear regression over the time period AD 1898–1990. The raw δ18O series is inverted owing to the
negative sign of the regression slope. The horizontal line is the overall mean of the reconstruction.
For the period AD 1264–1599, maximum deviations are shown in black, when using data only from
old tree rings. Replication of the reconstruction is three trees (six cores) at AD 950. Long-term
variations are highlighted by using a 150-year spline (thick black curve). Uncertainty estimates
for the low-frequency domain are indicated by two standard errors. Adapted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature (Treydte et al. 2006), copyright 2006

on a correlation of r = 0.58 (AD 1898–1990, P < 0.001) with September–
October instrumental precipitation values. Treydte et al. (2006) investigated the
effects of developing reconstructions from different age classes of trees and found
that little age-related bias was imparted into the reconstruction, though they note a
slight change in the high-frequency component when only juvenile trees are used.
However, the low-frequency components of the reconstruction are unaffected by
tree age. The reconstruction is spatiotemporally robust, with the same signal being
captured at various ecologically distinct sites, and at decadal to centennial scales.
The record also shows coherence with other proxy records across the Northern
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Hemisphere. This reconstruction certainly satisfies Hughes’ (2002) query (and it
is based on an average sample depth of 14 cores from seven trees, measured as
a pooled record with a minimum n of 3 in its earliest portion); furthermore, it
contributes significantly to climatology through evidence that changes in precip-
itation patterns probably exceed natural variability over the recent past (Evans
2006).

In addition to robust ‘single-site’ studies, ‘network’ stable isotope dendroclima-
tology projects are also providing exciting results. The European Union–funded
‘ISONET’ project brought together many laboratories to produce 400-year isotope
chronologies from across Europe, mostly based on pooled material. Those data are
being used to examine the spatial coherence of the isotope signals from tree rings
(Treydte et al. 2007). Gagen et al. (2007) reconstructed the summer temperature of
northern Finland back to AD 1640 based on a well-replicated δ13C record, without
pooling, and were able to demonstrate strong calibration and verification statis-
tics. The EU-funded ‘Millennium project’ (www.millenniumproject.net) is currently
building stable isotope chronologies at 12 sites across Europe, all of which will
extend for at least 500 years, and most for more than 1,000 years. These isotope
records will be integrated with tree-ring width, density (or blue intensity: McCarroll
et al. 2002) measurements and with other proxies, including those obtained from
peat mires and lake sediments, to produce multiproxy climate reconstructions.

6.5 Future Directions

Tree-ring width and density proxies have traditional geographical strongholds where
it will be hard for stable isotopes to contribute more, and probably not an efficient
use of resources to try. Correlations between ring width/density and climate are
famously high; for example, at the northern timberline (e.g., Linderholm and Eronen
2000; Linderholm and Gunnarson 2005). Here, stable isotope records are unlikely
to be able to compete as a proxy for summer temperature. Although, stable carbon
isotopes do appear to display comparable results to the traditional proxies, even in
the stronghold regions of the latter (Fig. 6.4), and also show equally high, sometimes
higher, common signal strengths (Robertson et al. 1997a, b; McCarroll and Pawellek
1998; McCarroll et al. 2003; Gagen et al. 2004; Table 6.1). Robertson et al. (1997a,
b) found that generally slightly fewer δ13C series are needed than ring width series
for equivalent r values, with high-frequency indices only. The same information
is not yet known for the lower-frequency signal in stable carbon isotopes. Signal
strength in δ13C may well be variable both spatially and by frequency.

In the example shown in Fig. 6.4, stable carbon isotopes from latewood cellulose
and maximum latewood density capture slightly different (but strongly autocorre-
lated) climatic variables in the southern French Alps, with density recording summer
temperatures most strongly and stable isotope ratios (in a relatively dry region)
responding most strongly to summer precipitation (see Gagen et al. 2004 for details).
The spatial pattern of correlation with gridded climate data reveals a comparably
strong climatic signal in the δ13C series compared to the maximum latewood density
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Fig. 6.4 The spatial pattern of correlation with gridded climate data revealed by maximum late-
wood density (MXD) (‘upper site’ series from Gagen et al. 2004; n = 14) and latewood δ13C
(composite upper and lower site mean series in Gagen et al. 2004; n = 6) from Pinus sylvestris
and Pinus uncinata sampled at Montgenévre (see Gagen et al. 2004 for details). (a) Stable carbon
isotopes and June–August precipitation (University of East Anglia, Climatic Research Unit CRU
TS 2.1, 0.5◦ analysis, precipitation: AD 1901–1995). (b) Maximum latewood density and June–
August precipitation (CRU TS 2.1 0.5◦ analysis, precipitation; AD 1901–1995). (c) Stable carbon
isotopes and July–August temperature (AD 1901–2002; CRU TS 2.1 0.5◦ analysis). (d) MXD and
July–August temperature (AD 1901–2002; CRU TS 2.1 0.5◦ analysis). Spatial field correlations
were performed by using KNMI Climate Explorer

series, when correlated with summer precipitation; however, for summer tempera-
tures, the signal is both stronger and more spatially homogenous with the latewood
density series.

It is in situations such as this—where stable isotopes can provide a measure of
a different climatic variable that might be coupled to temperature reconstructions
derived from the traditional tree-ring proxies—that stable isotope dendroclimatol-
ogy has much to offer.
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Table 6.1 Expressed population signal (EPS) (Wigley et al. 1984) and mean r for a range of
measured δ13C series from the literature

SPE
Ring width 
Numbers in parentheses 
are n

EPS  
Maximum density  
Numbers in parentheses 
are n

EPS latewood δ13C  
Numbers in parentheses are n

Pinus sylvestris French Alps 
(‘upper site’ in Gagen et al. 
2004) 

0.92 (14) 0.95 (14) 0.88 (4) 

Pinus sylvestris, northern 
timberline, Finnish Lapland 
(Laanila in McCarroll et al. 
2003) 

0.83 (5) 0.95 (5) 0.96 (5) 

Pinus sylvestris, northern 
timberline, Finnish Lapland 
(Kaamanen in McCarroll et al. 
2003) 

0.81 (5) 0.91 (5) 0.97 (5) 

Pinus sylvestris, northern 
timberline, Finnish Lapland 
(Kevo in McCarroll et al. 2003) 

0.91 (5) 0.96 (5) 0.97 (5) 

)r(tneiciffeocnoitalerroceert-retninaeM
Ring width 
Numbers in parentheses indicate trees 
required for EPS > 0.85 

Mean inter-tree correlation coefficient (r)  
δ13C 
Numbers in parentheses indicate trees 
required for EPS > 0.85 

Robertson et al. 1997b  
Quercus robur, Finland, 
Kasvitieteellinen Puutarha 

)2(97.0)5(75.0

Robertson et al. 1997b  
Quercus robur, Finland, 
Kansanpuisto 

)3(07.0)4(06.0

Robertson et al. 1997a. Quercus 
robur, England, Sandringham. 

)4(95.0)9(14.0

In Gagen et al.(2004) and McCarroll et al. (2003) EPS is given (n in parentheses). For Robertson et al. (1997a, b), mean r and 
the required number of trees for EPS ρ>0.85 are given.  

There is also much to be gained from focusing stable isotope investigations on
parts of the world where growth proxies do not hold a strong climate signal.

The most pressing priority for stable isotope dendroclimatology is the production
of long chronologies obtained by using sampling strategies that allow the signal-to-
noise ratio to be calculated and calibration and verification to be carried out using the
tried and tested protocols of traditional dendroclimatology. Whilst the testing of the
stable isotope proxies was, sensibly, carried out in those areas where results could be
compared with existing ring width and density chronologies and using data from the
last few hundred years, exploiting the proxy’s specific strength now requires more
imaginative study design. That is the first step in moving beyond ‘potential.’

6.5.1 Climate of the Moist Midlatitudes

Most studies using tree-ring stable isotopes have concentrated on sites where growth
is strongly limited by a single climate parameter—typically tree line sites for tem-
perature and very dry sites for precipitation. However, these are precisely the types
of sites where the traditional tree-ring proxies already perform very well. The strong
common signal in stable isotope series means that fewer trees are required, but
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where there are plenty of trees available that is no real advantage, given the extra
cost and effort required for IRMS. One of the great challenges for isotope dendrocli-
matology is to extract climate signals from areas where traditional measurements do
not perform well, such as the moist midlatitudes where, for example, climatically
sensitive ring width series are often limited to high-altitude sites. Climate recon-
structions from such areas are needed to redress the bias towards high latitudes
in hemispheric temperature reconstructions and to test general circulation models
(GCMs).

Long tree-ring chronologies already exist for many areas in the moist midlat-
itudes, typically constructed for dendrochronological dating, or to calibrate the
radiocarbon timescale rather than for climate reconstruction (e.g., Pilcher and
Baillie 1980; Suess 1980; Becker 1993; Friedrich et al. 2004). There must be some
common (climatic) information in these ring width series; otherwise, they would not
crossdate, but it is rarely strong enough to be useful for climate reconstruction. The
common signal in isotope series is also likely to be weaker away from the ecological
boundaries, and so the required replication will be greater, but preliminary results
suggest that it may be possible to produce acceptable climate reconstructions based
on stable isotopes (Saurer et al. 1995; Switsur et al. 1996; Loader and Switsur 1996;
Robertson et al. 1997a, b; Saurer et al. 1997; Hemming et al. 1998; Loader et al.
2008). This would be a valuable contribution to climatology.

6.5.2 Different Climate Signals

The climate reconstructions that have so far been produced have not been based on
mechanistic models; they have used the same statistical techniques that are used in
the more traditional approaches to dendroclimatology. However, we know that this
is a simplification of reality, and that none of the isotopes is really controlled by a
single climate parameter in a linear fashion. Of course this is true for all proxies,
and there are many factors that can influence the annual growth increment of a
tree, for example. The advantage with stable isotopes, however, is that the range of
parameters that can control fractionation and cellulose formation are both limited
and relatively well understood.

This does not help, of course, in interpreting a single isotope series in isolation;
all we can say is that there is more than one potential change in climate that could
explain a rise or fall in the stable isotope values in a particular tree, in the past.
However, when we combine two or more stable isotope series together, and also
include the growth proxies, then we can begin to define a much smaller range of
conditions under which a particular suite of proxies will covary through time.

Stable isotopes almost certainly perform best in combination with each other;
there are numerous different climatic conditions that might lead to a particular
δ13C value, but a much smaller range of conditions will account for a specific
combination of δ13C/δ18O values (McCarroll and Loader 2004). The potential of
this ‘multiproxy’ or ‘multiparameter’ approach to dendroclimatology looks very
promising. For example, McCarroll et al. (2003) combined stable carbon isotopes
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and maximum densities of pine trees in northern Finland to recognize years with
very low summer rainfall, even though moisture stress did not limit the growth of
the trees. Gagen et al. (2004) have shown how proxies might be expected to covary
under different climate change scenarios, but so far stable isotope dendroclimatol-
ogy has not been used to produce chronologies that contain any climate parameters
that could not have been produced by using the traditional proxies. However, the
need for reduced data treatment and statistical detrending is an attractive char-
acteristic may provide access to a greater proportion of lower-frequency climate
information and represent a unique advantage of the isotopic proxies.

6.5.3 Tropical Isotope Dendroclimatology

Traditional dendrochronology has been unable to establish itself in large parts of
the tropics, and only extratropical species have contributed significantly to large-
scale paleoclimate reconstructions (Mann 2002). Whilst tropical climatology may
prevent the formation of an annual ring boundary, the tropics are, in fact, the only
place where we potentially have a signal for the entire year, because growth does
not necessarily stop. Stable isotopes are capable of capturing this signal, even where
no visible ring is seen. Sites in the tropics may not exhibit the temperature season-
ality needed to form rings, but in the majority of areas, there is a seasonal cycle
in precipitation, arising either from wetter and dryer seasons, or from a shift in the
dominant trajectory of precipitation-bearing air masses, which seems to be recorded
in wood cellulose in a cyclical way. Evans and Schrag (2004) coined the term ‘trop-
ical isotope dendroclimatology’ and presented empirical and theoretical evidence
supporting the capture of rhythmical seasonal cycles in δ18O.

Seasonal cycles in precipitation isotopes may also arise from a fractionation
effect in the hydrological cycle, known as the ‘amount effect’—the process by which
preferential rainout of the heavier water isotopes (18O and 2H) leaves subsequent
precipitation depleted. The δ18O of precipitation is negatively correlated with rain-
fall amount, and this effect is one of the primary features of intra-annual variability
in the isotopic composition of rainfall in the tropics (Gat 1996). Layered on top
of this seasonal cycle, the amount effect also captures a climate signal; the greater
the amount of precipitation within a season, the more depleted the δ18O signal in
the wood products (Evans and Schrag 2004; Anchukaitis et al. 2008b). The amount
effect can be used to explain precipitation δ18O over a range of timescales such that
unusually rainy years are offset as low δ18O values, and unusually dry years are
offset as high values (Evans and Schrag 2004). It may also be possible to use cycles
in cellulose δ18O derived from geographical shifts in dominant moisture source to
derive climate records.

Seasonal variations in cellulose δ13C also retain an annual signal. The seasonal
amplitude in δ13C of atmospheric CO2 in the tropics should be between 0.4‰
and 0.6‰ (Mook et al. 1983) and a seasonal cycle in discrimination, within the
tree, will layer on top of this. Poussart et al. (2004) measured interannual δ13C
and δ18O variability in Thai Podocarpus species, finding greater amplitude in δ18O
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but more strongly defined cycles in δ13C. Low assimilation rates at the start of
the growth season (with high ci and discrimination) give relatively depleted δ13C
values, as A increases, to the height of the growing season, discrimination drops
and δ13C rises, to a seasonal maximum. The pattern is then reversed to the end
of the growing season, closing the cycle. Poussart et al. (2004) also find an asso-
ciation between enrichment (as a result of moisture stress) with El Niño/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) events, suggesting that chronology and signal may be derived
from δ13C.

Whist tropical isotope dendroclimatology is still very much in development, and
is only one of a range of tree-ring methods that are being used to exploit the tropical
tree-ring archive (e.g., Worbes 2002; Poussart et al. 2006), in areas where the lack of
a dry season prevents annual ring formation, isotope-derived hydrological proxies
might be used to improve the paleoclimate picture of tropical phenomena such as
ENSO (Evans and Schrag 2004). To date, replication and an indication of common
signal strength has been lacking in most tropical isotope dendroclimatology stud-
ies. However, more rigorous analyses of signal strength, replication requirements,
and quantitative climate calibrations are beginning to appear in the tropical isotope
dendroclimatology literature (e.g., Anchukaitis et al. 2008b).

6.5.4 Long-Term Response of δ13C to Rising CO2 Concentrations

Atmospheric corrected δ13C series often show a decline, particularly over recent
decades, for which there is no evidence of a climatic cause (e.g., Treydte et al. 2001;
Gagen et al. 2007). The decline is often site and species specific (e.g., Liu et al.
2007). The atmospheric concentration of CO2 (ca) is an important component of
the stable carbon isotope fractionation model; δ13C reflects the control of ci relative
to changes in ca, over longer timescales. Thus, rising ca has the potential to affect
tree-ring δ13C, and an increasing body of evidence supports this conclusion. If the
effects of changing ca are becoming an additional source of noise in tree-ring δ13C,
this will become a problem for proxy climate calibration.

The simplest way to correct for rising ca is to simply add a correction factor based
on average tree response. However, it is not logical to assume that all trees, at all
sites, will respond in the same way to rising ca, and there is evidence that response
is highly individual (Waterhouse et al. 2004). Simply selecting different correction
factors from the literature is ill-advised, as it seems to result in very different time
series. Loader et al. (2007) apply correction factors from Feng and Epstein (1995),
Kürschner (1996), and Treydte et al. (2001) to a δ13C dataset of Pinus sylvestris
from northern Finland and derive significantly different corrected series as a result.
A reconstruction based on their different correction factors would produce either
cooling or warming, depending upon which factor was selected; this is clearly a sub-
jective and inappropriate method. It may be more appropriate to correct ci according
to how it changes through time, on a tree-by-tree basis, as ca rises.

Whilst changes in δ13C derived from shifts in ca must be removed prior to cali-
bration, they do reveal important information about tree response to rising CO2 that
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has relevance to the ‘divergence’ debate (e.g., Wilson et al. 2007). The most com-
mon tree response to rising ca is an increase in intrinsic water use efficiency (iWUE)
because, with more CO2 available in the atmosphere, stomata are able to limit water
loss without adversely affecting assimilation rate. Saurer et al. (1997) found that 125
out of 126 trees sampled for δ13C across Europe showed improvements in iWUE
over the recent past. As iWUE changes, it is possible that the δ13C-climate rela-
tionship in trees will alter, and quite possibly the relationship between tree-ring
width/density and climate. As trees become less sensitive to moistures stress, they
may not respond as strongly to other climatic limiting factors. The rise in ca can be
likened to moving trees from their climatically sensitive ecological limits to more
mesic sites.

6.6 Is It Worth It? A Reply to Hughes (2002)

The simple answer to this question is probably ‘not always.’ There are many circum-
stances where stable isotope dendroclimatology will not really produce anything
that could not be produced more cheaply and easily by using ring widths and densi-
ties. However, there are some clear strengths of the isotope approach, which could
be used to good effect.

• Stable isotopes can display higher signal strengths, in comparison to equivalent
ring width and density series. This does not really matter where material is abun-
dant, but that is rarely the case in the distant past, and the early years of many
reconstructions are not adequately replicated. Where isotope methods could pro-
duce strong climate signals with fewer trees, they could be used to strengthen
existing long chronologies or to produce viable chronologies where material is
sparse.

• It would seem that, apart from a short juvenile phase in carbon isotope series,
there are no long-term age-related trends in δ13C, and this characteristic probably
applies also to δ18O and δD series. This means that the ‘segment length curse’
probably does not apply in extending reconstructions back in time. At present,
there are too few well-replicated, long tree-ring stable isotope chronologies
available to confidently comment on the low-frequency signals that they con-
tain. We can at least say that they have the potential to retain climate information
at the low frequencies that are so difficult to capture by using other approaches.

• By using more than one isotope series from the same area, and combining them
with other tree-ring proxies, in a multiproxy approach to dendroclimatology, it
may be possible to reconstruct a wider range of climate parameters and also to
detect climatic conditions in the past that do not occur during the relatively short
calibration periods for which meteorological data are available.

• Stable isotopes may provide access to climate records in tropical trees, though
the very large number of samples required will necessitate a further leap in the
rate at which samples can be analyzed. The most promising approach is likely to
involve linking an ablating laser to an isotope ratio mass spectrometer.
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In their introduction to a special issue on stable isotope dendroclimatology in
Chemical Geology, Robertson et al. (2008) point out the contrast between the 30
isotope tree-ring papers presented at the recent Seventh International Conference
on Dendrochronology (Beijing; June 11–17, 2006) compared to the two delivered
at the Second International Workshop on Global Dendroclimatology in 1980. Of
the 30 papers presented, however, only six were reconstruction based. There are
numerous well-equipped laboratories around the world capable of rapidly producing
long stable isotope-based reconstructions. As a community we need to make the
correct procedural choices to enable this to happen rapidly and to ensure that the
supply of appropriately robust results for climatology begins in earnest.

We believe that the analysis of stable isotopes in tree rings does indeed have
something to offer to the field of climatology. However, there are also many circum-
stances where stable isotope dendroclimatology will produce information that can
be replicated more efficiently by using ring widths or densities. If we are truly to
understand past climate variability and address, as a scientific community, the chal-
lenges of future environmental change, then it is imperative that those working with
stable isotopes do not do so in isolation. To do so is to risk simply replicating exist-
ing tree-ring-based paleoclimate reconstructions by using a more expensive tech-
nique. On the contrary, isotope specialists need to take their place within the broader
discipline and explore the ways in which stable isotopes can add value to a field that
is already providing the best high-resolution reconstructions of past climate.
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Chapter 7
Dendroclimatology from Regional to
Continental Scales: Understanding Regional
Processes to Reconstruct Large-Scale Climatic
Variations Across the Western Americas
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Abstract Common patterns of climatic variability across the Western Americas
are modulated by tropical and extra-tropical oscillatory modes operating at different
temporal scales. Interannual climatic variations in the tropics and subtropics of the
Western Americas are largely regulated by El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
whereas decadal-scale variations are induced by long-term Pacific modes of cli-
mate variability such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). At higher latitudes,
climate variations are dominated by oscillations in the Annular Modes (the Arctic
and Antarctic Oscillations) which show both interannual and longer-scale temporal
oscillations. Here we use a recently-developed network of tree-ring chronologies
to document past climatic variations along the length of the Western Cordilleras.
The local and regional characterization of the relationships between climate and
tree-growth provide the basis to compare climatic variations in temperature- and
precipitation-sensitive records in the Western Americas over the past 3–4 centuries.
Upper-elevation records from tree-ring sites in the Gulf of Alaska and Patagonia
reveal the occurrence of concurrent decade-scale oscillations in temperature dur-
ing the last 400 years modulated by PDO. The most recent fluctuation from the
cold- to the warm-phase of the PDO in the mid 1970s induced marked changes in
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tree growth in most extratropical temperature-sensitive chronologies in the Western
Cordilleras of both Hemispheres. Common patterns of interannual variations in
tree-ring chronologies from the relatively-dry subtropics in western North and
South America are largely modulated by ENSO. We used an independent recon-
struction of Niño-3 sea surface temperature (SST) to document relationships to
tree growth in the southwestern US, the Bolivian Altiplano and Central Chile and
also to show strong correlations between these regions. These results further doc-
ument the strong influence of SSTs in the tropical Pacific as a common forcing
of precipitation variations in the subtropical Western America during the past 3–4
centuries. Common patterns of interdecadal or longer-scale variability in tree-ring
chronologies from the subarctic and subantarctic regions also suggest common forc-
ings for the annular modes of high-latitude climate variability. A clear separation
of the relative influence of tropical versus high-latitude modes of variability is
currently difficult to establish: discriminating between tropical and extra-tropical
influences on tree growth still remains elusive, particularly in subtropical and tem-
perate regions along our transect. We still need independent reconstructions of
tropical and polar modes of climate variability to gain insight into past forcing inter-
actions and the combined effect on climates of the Western Americas. Finally, we
also include a series of brief examples (as ‘boxes’) illustrating some of the major
regional developments in dendrochronology over this global transect in the last
10 years.

Keywords Dendrochronology · Regional scale · Continental scale · Climate
variations · Americas

7.1 Introduction

Instrumental records show that the climate system is characterized by low- and high-
latitude patterns or modes of variability such as the El Niño/Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) in the equatorial Pacific and the Arctic (AO) and Antarctic (AAO)
Oscillations in the extratropics. The Pacific and high-latitude atmospheric circu-
lation features associated with interannual to decadal variability of climate over
the Americas exhibit large spatial and temporal variance that remains poorly doc-
umented. The resulting regional climate variability has enormous socioeconomic
impacts, as was vividly demonstrated by the disastrous flooding in Paraguay and
eastern Argentina, and the extended drought and massive wildfires in the south-
western United States and Mexico during the 1997–1998 El Niño event. At decadal
scales, the prolonged shift in sea surface temperature (SST) patterns over the north
and south Pacific Ocean after 1976 (Graham 1994) has resulted in ocean and atmo-
spheric changes that have caused costly changes in commercial fish populations
in the eastern north Pacific (Mantua and Hare 2002; Chavez et al. 2003; Beamish
et al. 2004) and a greatly reduced carrying capacity for commercially important
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Patagonian grasslands. These coherent interhemispheric changes in annual and
decadal climate patterns associated with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
appear to have been driven by fundamental changes in the hydrologic cycle of the
tropical Pacific Ocean (Graham 1994; Evans et al. 2001a, b; Villalba et al. 2001).

Hemispheric-scale networks of instrumental and proxy climate data are needed
to document and help understand these changes in the ocean-atmosphere system and
their impact on the Americas.

Substantial recent effort has been devoted to the development of ocean-
atmospheric monitoring arrays in the tropical Pacific (e.g., TOGA/TAO,
TOPEX/POSEIDON; Wallace et al. 1998). The cost of these arrays has already
been justified by the economic benefits provided by the long-lead climate forecast-
ing associated with recent ENSO warm events. However, there is clear instrumental
and paleoclimatic evidence that, for example, the frequency of warm and cold ENSO
events has been subject to substantial changes over the past several centuries. The
available instrumental meteorological records are simply too short to clearly define
the important temporal and spatial modes inherent in the low-frequency dynamics
of the Pacific and high-latitude major circulation systems. As these decade-scale
changes in atmospheric circulation have strong impacts on regional climates and
society, understanding these phenomena will improve the skill of long-range cli-
mate forecasting. There is increasing evidence (e.g., Gershunov and Barnett 1998)
that they modulate the character of high-frequency ENSO teleconnections, produc-
ing more extreme and more predictable anomaly patterns when the two systems are
in phase.

The Western America Cordilleras provide a contiguous latitudinal transect of
mountainous terrain flanking the world’s largest ocean that invites comparative stud-
ies of climate variations along the Americas. The American Cordilleras can provide
high-quality proxy climate records over most of their lengths. Tree rings provide the
most broadly distributed, annually resolved source of proxy climate data through-
out the Cordillera and thereby supply the comprehensive baseline data necessary to
evaluate natural climate variability on different temporal and spatial scales.

Progress in dendroclimatology across the Americas has been concerned with the
geographical expansion of the research from the local to regional and continen-
tal scales. The work of Harold Fritts (1976, 1991) and co-workers in the 1970s
represented the first attempt to reconstruct the patterns of spatial variation in tem-
perature, precipitation, and atmospheric pressure across North America and the
Pacific Ocean, based on 65 ring width chronologies from the western United States.
Collaborative work between several research groups during the past 10 years (Meko
et al. 1993; Cook et al. 1999, 2004) have extended this methodology by compiling
835 chronologies from Canada, the United States, and Mexico to reconstruct a grid-
ded network of 297 summer Palmer Drought Severity Indices (PDSIs) across North
America that spans the past 500–600 years (or longer) over much of the grid (Cook
et al. 2004). Following these initiatives, new projects have continued to develop
databases of tree-ring chronologies that cover large areas in the Western Americas
(Fig. 7.1).
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Fig. 7.1 Cross-section from the South to North Pole across the Western American Cordilleras
showing changes in elevation with latitude, the approximate location of the mean annual zero
degree (0◦C) line, and the distribution of upper-elevation tree-ring chronologies. Major tree taxa
used for developing the chronologies are also indicated

One of the Collaborative Research Networks supported by the Inter-American
Institute for Global Change Research (IAI) was focused around the develop-
ment of tree line chronologies from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego (Luckman and
Boninsegna 2001). Using this research as a framework, we discuss in this chapter
some of the most significant developments in tree-ring research across the western
Americas, reviewing local- and regional-scale studies and how they contribute to
our understanding of present and past variations in the circulation modes of climate
variability at continental and interhemispheric scales. The Western Cordilleras of
the Americas runs transverse to the generally latitudinal organization of the major
climate-ocean circulation systems, and therefore past variations in the major modes
of general circulation dynamics linked to El Niño/Southern Oscillation, Pacific
Decadal Oscillation, the Arctic and Antarctic Oscillations can be investigated by
using tree-ring records from this global-scale transect.

7.2 Oscillatory Modes of Climate Variability Across the Western
Cordilleras

Instrumental records show that the climate system is characterized by low- and
high-latitude patterns or modes of variability. These dominant modes of climate
variability fluctuate at many different temporal scales. The best known is the El
Niño-Southern Oscillation phenomenon in the tropical Pacific, which dominates
global climate variations on interannual timescales, mostly ranging from 3 to 6
years (Wallace et al. 1998). On longer than interannual timescales, the dominant
climate pattern in the Pacific Ocean has an ENSO-like spatial distribution of sur-
face temperature and atmospheric circulation and has been identified as the Pacific
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Decadal Oscillation in the extratropical north Pacific, the Pacific Interdecadal Mode
in the whole Pacific basin, and as the Global Residual (GR) index on a global scale
(Mantua et al. 1997; Garreaud and Battisti 1999; Enfield and Mestas-Nuñez 2000).
Decadal variability in the climate of the Atlantic basin has also been identified
(Deser and Blackmon 1993), but its interhemispheric climate effects on the Western
Cordilleras are less well known.

The Arctic and Antarctic Oscillations are the dominant modes of climate vari-
ability at the highest latitudes in both hemispheres. The positive state of these
annular modes is associated with intensified subtropical highs and strong polar lows,
which drive a strong extratropical circulation. They also exhibit short- and long-term
modes of variability.

7.2.1 El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

Modern interannual variations in the Pacific basin and their interhemispheric effects
on the Western Cordilleras have been extensively documented. The pattern of sea
surface temperature associated with ENSO, measured as the SST anomalies from
6◦N to 6◦S, 180◦ to 90◦W (the Cold Tongue [CT] index of Deser and Wallace
1990), are indicated by correlations mapped in Fig. 7.2. Positive correlations indi-
cate regions where the ocean is warmer when the index is positive. As can be
expected by the nature of the CT index, the strongest correlation with SST occurs in
the tropical Pacific. The subtropical north and south Pacific Oceans are dominated
by anomalies out of phase with the ones occurring in the tropical Pacific, forming a
symmetric pattern about the equator.

The continental effects of the ENSO-related climate variations in terms of sur-
face air temperature (SAT) and precipitation along the Western Cordilleras are
remarkably symmetric about the equator (Fig. 7.3a,b). Positive temperatures in
the tropical Pacific are associated with deeper than normal Aleutian lows, and
the resulting steep north-south gradient in the middle latitudes brings storms and
precipitation to the southwestern and southeastern parts of North America. In a
rough parallel to the circulation changes in the Northern Hemisphere, the steeper
gradient in pressure over the southeastern Pacific related to El Niño events, corre-
sponds to deflections of the low-pressure systems and the associated storms towards
the subtropical belt of South America, increasing precipitation in central Chile
(Fig. 7.3b). Positive CT indices are associated with warmer than normal surface
conditions all along the American Cordilleras (Fig. 7.3a). El Niño brings cool
temperatures to the southeastern United States and to the eastern Amazon basin
(Dettinger et al. 2001).

7.2.2 Pacific Interdecadal Mode

Using instrumental records, several studies have reported Pacific decadal-scale
oscillatory modes (Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Mantua et al. 1997; Zhang et al.
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Fig. 7.2 Correlation coefficients between annual-averaged sea surface temperatures and (upper)
Cold Tongue (CT) index (1903–1990) and (lower) Global Residual (GR) index (1903–1990). The
contour interval is 0.2, dashed where negative. Correlations greater than +0.2, or less than –0.2,
pass a two-tail Student’s t-test of being different from zero at 95% significance levels (modified
from Dettinger et al. 2001)

1997; Garreaud and Battisti 1999; Deser et al. 2004). The physical processes
responsible for the decadal variability across the Pacific remain uncertain, but are
connected to well-documented pan-Pacific changes in the atmosphere and ocean
in recent decades. For example, the 1976–1977 climatic shift influenced climatic
conditions all along the western Americas and is a remarkable manifestation of
this Pacific decade-scale climatic variability (Ebbesmeyer et al. 1991). Sea surface
temperatures along the equatorial belt and along the coast of the Americas become
warmer, while further west at temperate latitudes the sea surface becomes cooler
(Fig. 7.2). The array of atmospheric and oceanic changes that have been linked
to these basin-wide regime shifts is collectively referred to as the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation or the Pacific Interdecadal Mode (Mantua et al. 1997; Enfield and
Mestas-Nuñez 2000). Warm and wet decades in the equatorial Pacific tend to be
marked by extratropical circulation patterns that bring mild weather conditions to
coastal Alaska and northern Patagonia. In contrast to the interannual mode of ENSO
variability, the decadal mode is characterized by less pronounced anomalies in the
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Fig. 7.3 Regression coefficients (B) estimated during the interval 1904–1990, relating Cold
Tongue (CT) index to October–September (a) surface air temperatures, and (b) precipitation.
Figures (c) and (d) are same as (a) and (b) but for the Global Residual (GR) index. Radii of circles
are proportional to the magnitude of regression coefficients: red and light blue, respectively, for
positive and negative relations with surface air temperatures; green and light brown, respectively,
for positive and negative relations with precipitation. The circles, lower left in each diagram, indi-
cate the scale of influences. Temperatures from an updated version of the monthly, 5◦ × 5◦-gridded
temperature anomaly set of Jones et al. (1986a, b), and land precipitation anomalies on a similar
grid from Eischeid et al. (1991) were compared with CT and GR. Regression coefficients may be
affected by the magnitude of the variable used in the analysis. The lack of significant regression
coefficients between CT and precipitation in the central Andes along the South American Pacific
coastline is likely due to the reduced precipitation across this region (modified from Dettinger et al.
2001)
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eastern Pacific (the classic key ENSO region) and is not narrowly confined along the
equator. The documented decadal oscillatory mode of Pacific SST shows anomalies
in the western Pacific that extend to the northeast and southeast into the American
subtropics.

Overall, the atmospheric expressions of the ENSO-like climate variations on
both interannual and decadal timescales are remarkably symmetric about the equa-
tor, especially on the Pacific coast of western Americas (Fig. 7.3c,d). Positive
variations in the CT and GR are associated with equatorward diversions of the west-
erlies, enhancement of the low-pressure systems, and storms from the midlatitude
Pacific basin toward North and South America subtropical latitudes (Dettinger et al.
2001).

7.2.3 Annular Modes

The Northern Hemisphere (NAM) and Southern Hemisphere (SAM) Annular
Modes dominate extratropical climate variability throughout their respective hemi-
spheres (Thompson and Wallace 2000). The NAM is alternatively referred to
as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Hurrell and van Loon 1997) and the
Arctic Oscillation (Thompson and Wallace 2000); whereas the SAM is alternatively
referred to as the High-Latitude Mode (Karoly 1990) and the Antarctic Oscillation
(Gong and Wang 1999; Thompson and Wallace 2000).The structures of the Northern
Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere Annular Modes are shown to be remarkably
similar, not only in the zonally averaged geopotential height and zonal wind fields,
but in the mean meridional circulations as well. Both annular modes are associated
with equivalent barotropic vacillations in the strength of the zonal flow between cen-
ters of action located at ~35◦−40◦ and ~55◦−60◦ latitude. The SAM is moderately
symmetric about the pole, but due to the more complex distribution of the northern
continents, the NAM is more evident over the north Atlantic and the north Pacific
Oceans (Fig. 7.4).

Periods when the zonal flow along ~55◦−60◦ latitude is anomalously westerly
(the so-called high-index polarity of the annular modes) are characterized by lower
than normal geopotential heights and temperatures over the polar cap, and by higher
than normal geopotential heights and temperatures in the middle latitudes centered
at ~45◦. As atmospheric variability in the Northern Hemisphere is largest in winter,
the spatial pattern of the conventional NAM mostly reflects the winter variability
(Thompson and Wallace 2000). The positive polarity of the winter AO is associ-
ated with positive surface air temperature anomalies throughout the high latitudes
of Eurasia and much of North America, and negative anomalies over extreme eastern
Canada, North Africa, and the Middle East. This zonally asymmetric pattern of SAT
anomalies is evident throughout the year except during the Northern Hemisphere
summer months (Thompson and Wallace 2000). The leading mode of the Empirical
Orthogonal Function (EOF) in summer months has a smaller meridional scale than
the conventional NAM. Associated summertime low-level temperature anomalies
show more extended warm anomalies over the midlatitudes than the winter NAM
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Fig. 7.4 High-latitude annular modes. The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) or Antarctic
Oscillation (AAO) mode is moderately symmetric about the pole (left), but due to the more
complex distribution of the northern continents, the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) or Arctic
Oscillation (AO) is more evident over the North Atlantic and the north Pacific Oceans. Zonal-mean
geopotential height fields are represented with contour intervals of 5 m (modified from Thompson
and Wallace 2000)

counterpart, especially over Europe, the Sea of Okhotsk, and northern America. For
example, the summer NAM pattern accounts for many of the anomalous weather
features observed during the summer of 2003. Temperature anomalies over north-
western Eurasia, northeastern Siberia, and Canada during that period exceeded 3◦C
(Ogi et al. 2004).

The positive polarity of the Southern Hemisphere Annular Mode is associated
with cold anomalies over most of Antarctica. The one notable exception is the
Antarctic Peninsula and southern South America, where the enhanced westerlies
related to the high SAM polarity increase the advection of relatively warm oceanic
air over the lands (Thompson and Solomon 2002). The observed trend in the SAM
toward stronger circumpolar flow is in the same sense as the trends that have domi-
nated the Northern Hemisphere extratropical circulation over the past few decades.
The occurrence of positive trends in both the NAM and SAM suggests that the trends
reflect processes that transcend the high-latitude climate of a particular hemisphere.

7.3 Tree-Ring Records Across the Western Americas

A major result of the Collaborative Research Network has been the consolidation
and expansion of tree-ring collections across the traditional research regions of
North and South America, the focusing on key areas, and the start of many devel-
opments in new regions of Canada, Mexico, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina
(Boxes 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.6 and 7.8). Along the western coasts of North and South
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Box 7.1 Climate signals in Gulf of Alaska tree-ring records

A network of climatically sensitive tree-ring records has been compiled
for the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) region, and the records have been used to
develop time series of temperatures over the past one to two millennia (Box
Fig. 7.1). This region is strongly sensitive to the climatic effects of the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), and the GOA chronologies show evidence
for decadal-scale regime shifts, including the noteworthy 1976 transition in
Pacific climate. These records have been linked to sea surface temperature
(SST) variations in the Pacific and have been included in reconstructions of
the PDO (e.g., D’Arrigo et al. 2001). On longer timescales, century to mil-
lennial temperature variations are evident and are linked to glacial changes in
southern Alaska.

Box Fig. 7.1 Map of North Pacific region showing locations of tree-ring sites (yellow)
used as candidate predictors of the tropical Indo-Pacific climate index (NPI). Sites in red
are those included in the regression model used to reconstruct the NPI. Some dots represent
more than one site (D’Arrigo et al. 2005)

Analyses of instrumental data demonstrate robust linkages between
decadal-scale North Pacific and tropical Indo-Pacific climatic variability, yet
information on the tropical–high-latitude climate connection is limited prior
to the twentieth century. Gulf of Alaska and western Canadian tree-ring
records were used to reconstruct the December–May North Pacific index
(NPI—an index of the atmospheric circulation related to the Aleutian low-
pressure cell) from 1600 to 1983 (D’Arrigo et al. 2005; Box Fig. 7.2). This
NPI reconstruction shows evidence for the climatic regime shifts seen in the
instrumental NPI data, and for additional events in prior centuries. It correlates
significantly with both instrumental tropical climate indices and a coral-based
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reconstruction of an optimal tropical Indo-Pacific climate index (OTI), sup-
porting evidence for a tropical/North Pacific link extending as far west as the
western Indian Ocean. The coral-based reconstruction (1781–1993) shows the
twentieth-century regime shifts evident in the instrumental NPI and OTI, as
well as previous shifts. Changes in the strength of the correlation between
the NPI and OTI reconstructions over time, and the timing of regime shifts in
both series prior to the twentieth century, suggest a varying tropical influence
on North Pacific climate, with greater influence in the twentieth century. One
likely mechanism is the low-frequency variability of the El Niño/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) and its varying impact on Indo-Pacific climate.

—R. D’Arrigo, G. Wiles, and R. Wilson

Box Fig. 7.2 Tree-ring-based reconstruction of the tropical Indo-Pacific climate index
(NPI): (a) actual and estimated December–May NPI for the 1900–1983 calibration period,
adf = adjusted degrees of freedom; (b) reconstruction of the December–May NPI from AD
1600 through 1983 based on North Pacific tree-ring data. The highlighted phase shifts were
identified by using intervention analysis (significant at the 90% confidence level; D’Arrigo
et al. 2005)
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America, there is a gradual environmental gradient from the relatively dry-warm
subtropics to the wet-cold high latitudes. Tree-ring records from subtropical regions,
such as the southwestern United States and central Chile, are remarkably sensitive
to precipitation variations (Boninsegna 1988; Cook et al. 2004; LeQuesne et al.
2006). In the transitional zones to higher latitudes, tree-ring responses to climate
are largely determined by site conditions. Depending on elevation, aspect, slope,
and soil characteristics, tree growth can be influenced by temperature, precipita-
tion, or more commonly by a combination of both. In the extreme wet and cold
environments at high-elevation or high-latitude upper tree lines, temperature is the
major limiting factor controlling tree growth (Wiles et al. 1996; Luckman et al.
1997; Wiles et al. 1998; Aravena et al. 2002; Villalba et al. 2003; Lara et al.
2005). These changes in tree response with latitude were instrumental in setting the
strategies for selecting tree-ring records sensitive to temperature and precipitation
variations along the western Americas. Temperature reconstructions based on upper-
elevation chronologies on mountains near the coasts around the Gulf of Alaska and
northern Patagonia were selected as proxy records of temperature for North and
South America, respectively. Tree-ring records from mesic to dry environments in
the southern-central United States, the Bolivian Altiplano, and central Chile were
used for the interhemispheric comparison of precipitation-sensitive records across
the American Cordilleras (Fig. 7.1). The available data and maturity of dendrocli-
matological research differ considerably between regions, and therefore the kind
of comparison between regional records and forcings will be different across the
north-south transect.

7.3.1 Temperature-Sensitive Records

The strong cross-equatorial symmetries of SST, continental temperature, and con-
tinental precipitation patterns documented from instrumental records motivated
the search in high-resolution proxy records for common spatial patterns of cli-
mate variability across the western Americas during the past centuries. Have the
patterns of climate variability documented during the instrumental period been
recurrent in previous centuries? Were these patterns different during the domi-
nantly cooler conditions during the first half of the nineteenth century? Answers
to these questions can provide useful information on the stationary nature of cli-
mate variations and how they could change under different global atmospheric
conditions.
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Box 7.2 Studies from the Canadian Cordillera

During the last 5 years, significant progress has been made in dendrochrono-
logical and dendroclimatic studies in the Canadian Cordillera (49◦−65◦N),
building on limited earlier collections. Sampling has targeted temperature-
sensitive sites at altitudinal tree line (Picea engelmanni, P. glauca, Larix
lyallii, Pinus albicaulis, and Abies lasiocarpa) and moisture-sensitive sites
at the lower forest border (Pseudotsuga menziesii and Pinus ponderosa),
mainly using a network approach to isolate regional rather than local signals.
Although initially focused on the southern Cordillera (ca. 125 chronologies),
over 100 new sites have been sampled in the Yukon over the last 5 years.
Studies at tree line in the Coast Ranges of British Columbia and Vancouver
Island have developed several single- and multiple-species chronology net-
works (Tsuga mertensiana, T. heterophylla, and Chamaecyparis nootkatensis)
that include sites with the potential for millennial-length reconstructions
(see http://geog.uvic.ca/dept/uvtrl/uvtrl.htm). In the southern Cordillera, the
network of low-elevation, moisture-sensitive sites has been used to recon-
struct spatial patterns of precipitation and drought over the last three to four
centuries (Watson and Luckman 2004a, 2005), and these data have been incor-
porated into the new gridded Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) network
developed by Cook et al. (2004).

New ring width and density data have been used to revise and extend a
millennial-length (950–1994) summer temperature record from the Canadian
Rockies (Box Fig. 7.3). Comparison with adjacent areas (e.g., Wiles et al.
2004) and global Northern Hemisphere curves suggests this is a regionally
representative record. The influence of Pacific-forced decadal-scale variabil-
ity in this record is more subtle, but the low-frequency signal suggests solar
forcing has been an important control of summer temperature patterns in this
region.

The use of multispecies networks allows the combination of temperature-
and/or precipitation-sensitive chronologies to investigate climate-related phe-
nomena that are influenced by the combined variation of temperature and
precipitation. Box Figure 7.4 shows a reconstruction of glacier mass balance
using independent tree-ring-derived summer and winter balances. Although
winter balance (precipitation input) is strongly controlled by atmospheric
circulation patterns from the Pacific, summer balance (mass loss through
melt) is driven primarily by solar radiation. The major periods of positive
net balance reflect a combination of higher winter inputs and cooler sum-
mers rather than summer temperatures alone. Future work can adopt similar
approaches to the reconstruction of streamflow and other climate-related
variables.

—B.H. Luckman, R.J.S. Wilson, and E. Watson
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Box Fig. 7.3 Maximum May–August temperatures at the Columbia Icefield, Canadian
Rockies. Temperatures are anomalies based on 1901–1980 means smoothed with a 30-year
filter. Vertical bars represent significant sunspot minima (Luckman and Wilson 2005)

Box Fig. 7.4 Reconstructed net mass balance for Peyto Glacier, Alberta 1673–1994
(Watson and Luckman 2004b)

7.3.1.1 Extratropical Pacific Ocean

We use temperature reconstructions from coastal Gulf of Alaska and northern
Patagonia to investigate past changes in the decadal oscillatory modes across the
Pacific domain (Boxes 7.1 and 7.3). Wiles et al. (1998) presented a well-verified
reconstruction of spring (MAM, March–May) temperature variations, based on
three ring-width chronologies from coastal sites along the Gulf of Alaska, dat-
ing from 1600 to 1988. This reconstruction explains 34% of the variance in the
instrumental temperature data. The decade-long variations in this reconstruction
are consistent with changes in the Aleutian low-pressure system, which in turn
is affected by ENSO (Dettinger et al. 2001). Spectral analysis of the temperature
reconstruction shows significant peaks consistent with the ENSO-like bandwidth
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(7, 8, 11, and 19 years). The reconstructed spring temperature series suggests that
the recent warming exceeds temperature levels of prior centuries, extending back
to AD 1600 (Wiles at al. 1998). The three coldest intervals in the spring series
occurred in the seventeenth century. This cooling is consistent with the glacial
record from coastal Alaska, which shows a strong advance during the late seven-
teenth to mid-eighteenth centuries (Wiles and Calkin 1994; Wiles 1997; Wiles et al.
2004).

A critical appraisal of surface air temperature from station records has recently
been presented for southern South America (Villalba et al. 2003). Two different
spatial temperature patterns were recognized in the southern Andes during the twen-
tieth century: (1) surface cooling from 1930 to 1976 at the stations located in the
northern sector of the southern Andes by the Pacific Coast (37◦−42◦S), and (2) a
remarkable surface warming in the southern stations (south of 46◦S), which inten-
sifies at higher latitudes. Changes in the Pacific Decadal Mode around 1976 were
seen in summer temperature records at most stations in the Pacific domain, start-
ing a period with increased temperature across the southern Andes and at higher
latitudes. Tree-ring records from upper tree line were used to reconstruct past tem-
perature fluctuations for the two dominant patterns over the southern Andes. The
resulting reconstructions for the northern and southern sectors of the southern Andes
explain 55% and 45%, respectively, of the temperature variance over the interval
1930–1989. Cross-spectral analysis of actual and reconstructed temperatures over
the common interval 1930–1989, indicates that most of the explained variance is
at periods >10 years in length. Consequently, these reconstructions are especially
useful for studying multidecadal temperature variations in the South American sec-
tor of the Southern Hemisphere over the past 360 years. These reconstructions show
that temperatures during the twentieth century have been anomalously warm across
the southern Andes. The mean annual temperatures for the northern and southern
sectors during the interval 1900–1990 are 0.53◦C and 0.86◦C above the 1640–1899
means, respectively (Villalba et al. 2003).

Box 7.3 Climate signals in Patagonian upper-elevation
tree-ring records

A great deal of progress has been made in increasing the number of upper-
elevation tree-ring chronologies across the southern Andes during the past
decade. This work has involved the development of more than 90 chronolo-
gies from collections of Nothofagus pumilio, the dominant subalpine tree in
the Andes of Chile and Argentina (Villalba et al. 1997; Lara et al. 2001;
Aravena et al. 2002; Villalba et al. 2003; Lara et al. 2005). These new col-
lections have increased both the spatial coverage (ca. 35◦35′ to 55◦S) and
the temporal span of upper-elevation records across the southern Andes (Box
Fig. 7.5). The broad latitudinal distribution of N. pumilio across 2000 km in
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a north-south direction provides the opportunity to examine the relationships
between N. pumilio growth and climate along a temperature gradient from the
subtropical central Andes to the sub-Antarctic Tierra del Fuego.

Box Fig. 7.5 Nothofagus pumilio chronologies in the Patagonian Andes

Nothofagus chronologies from upper tree line have been used to recon-
struct past temperature fluctuations for the northern and southern sectors of
the southern Andes. The reconstructions describe a well-defined cold interval
from ~1640 to 1850, which conforms with the consensus view of the ‘Little
Ice Age’ (LIA), a term commonly used to describe these cold episodes on a
global scale (Bradley and Jones 1992).

Relationships between temperature reconstructions in southern South
America and sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the South Pacific and South
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Atlantic Oceans clearly show that the temperature reconstructions contain
information about climate variability extending over much of the tropical-
subtropical Pacific and over the south Atlantic to Africa. The correlation
fields between the reconstructions and SST (Box Fig. 7.6) are reminiscent of
some of the global modes of SST recently derived from instrumental records.
The spatial amplitudes obtained by correlating the northern Patagonian recon-
struction with SSTs closely resemble the Southern Hemisphere counterpart of
the interdecadal mode of the Pacific SST variability identified by Garreaud
and Batistti (1999) and Enfield and Mestas-Nuñez (2000). Consistent with
the documented decadal oscillatory mode of Pacific SST, the spatial field
of correlations is characterized by anomalies in the western Pacific that
extent to the southeast into subtropical South America. The spatial pattern
that results from comparing the southern Andes reconstruction and SSTs
resembles the ‘global warming’ mode identified by Enfield and Mestas-
Nuñez (2000). According to these authors, the ‘global warming’ mode is
the ocean counterpart to the global warming seen in surface air temperatures
(SATs).

—R. Villalba, A. Lara, and M. Masiokas

Box Fig. 7.6 Spatial correlation patterns (1857–1989) between sea surface temperature
(SST) anomalies over the south Pacific and south Atlantic Oceans and the temperature
reconstructions for the northern and southern sectors of the southern Patagonian Andes
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The Gulf of Alaska and southern Andes reconstructions clearly show the well-
documented transition from cold to warm conditions over the tropical Pacific in
1976 and are consistent with regional temperature compilations. This result reflects
a comparable sensitivity of the temperature records to SST changes in the Pacific
Ocean during recent decades. If decadal timescale variations in climate forced by
the tropical Pacific had also affected temperature changes in the past, tree-ring-based
reconstructions of temperature along the coast of North and South America should
present similar oscillatory patterns. Indeed, for the common interval 1640–1989,
reconstructed temperature variations from the Gulf of Alaska are significantly cor-
related with those of northern (r = 0.42, p < 0.01; Fig. 7.5) and southern Patagonia
(r = 0.38, p < 0.01). Spatial patterns obtained by correlating the Alaska and north-
ern Patagonia temperature reconstructions with SSTs across the Pacific and Atlantic

Fig. 7.5 This figure compares temperature-sensitive tree-ring records (red triangles) from high-
latitude, western North and South America with a geochemical coral record (yellow triangle) from
Raratonga, in the tropical South Pacific during the past three to four centuries. The series shown
from top to bottom are: spring/summer Gulf of Alaska temperature reconstruction (1600–1994;
Wiles et al. 1998), Sr/Ca coral record from Rarotonga (1726–1996; Linsley et al. 2004), and annual
northern Patagonia temperature reconstruction (1641–1989; Villalba et al. 2003). Correlation coef-
ficients between records are indicated. To facilitate the comparison, the Sr/Ca coral record is shown
inverted
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Oceans (Villalba et al. 2001) closely resemble those observed for the decadal mode
of Pacific SST variability identified by Zhang et al. (1997) and Garreaud and Battisti
(1999). Temperature anomalies related to ENSO-like variations are larger and more
spatially consistent in northern than in southern Patagonia (Fig. 7.3c), reflecting the
decrease in correlation between Alaskan and Patagonian records with increasing
southern latitudes.

The Gulf of Alaska and northern Patagonia temperature reconstructions are dis-
played in Fig. 7.6, along with the waveforms of the two oscillatory modes that are

Fig. 7.6 Comparison of temperature reconstructions from northern Patagonia (blue line) and
coastal Alaska (red line) and their dominant oscillations isolated by using singular spectrum anal-
ysis (SSA; panel a; Vautard 1995). Common oscillatory modes in both records have periods of (b)
> 30 years, and (c) 9–10 years. Percentages of the original variance contributed by Patagonian and
Alaskan waveforms are indicated in the upper and lower left corners, respectively. The Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, r, between the series, is shown in the lower far right. Time series included
in (d) represent the sum of the oscillations shown in (b) and (c)
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the major contributors to the common variance between these records. Waveforms
were extracted from the original reconstructions by using singular spectrum anal-
ysis (SSA), basically a statistical technique related to EOF analysis, to determine
oscillatory modes in the time domain (Vautard and Ghil 1989). The reconstructed
waveforms, representing oscillations >30 years and approximately 10 years, reveal
interesting changes in amplitude during the past 350 years. As was previously noted
(Villalba et al. 2001), the temporal evolution of these components is more closely
related in amplitude and intensity from 1640 to approximately 1850. After 1850,
relationships between waveforms are weaker. The most remarkable feature in the
long-term oscillations is the positive amplitudes during the past 100 years, reflecting
the warming in the twentieth century.

7.3.1.2 Tropical Pacific Ocean

Although the temperature reconstructions from the Gulf of Alaska and northern
Patagonia provide insight into the temporal evolution of the relationships between
the tropical ocean and higher latitudes in the Americas, it is important to note that
the variability in the records is related to tropical teleconnections along the west-
ern coasts of the Americas and not to direct forcing from the equatorial Pacific.
In a first attempt to connect the extratropical tree-ring records from North and
South America with climate variability in the tropical Pacific, we compared the
temperature reconstructions with high-resolution coral records in the Pacific Ocean.

Long-lived corals provide continuous, high-resolution records of tropical Pacific
climate that supplement the instrumental record of climate from this key region.
Modern coral records from the central tropical Pacific are several centuries in length
and have yielded insights into the recent history of tropical Pacific climate variabil-
ity on a variety of timescales. The δ18O and Sr/Ca time series from corals in the
subtropical Pacific at Rarotonga (21◦14′S and 159◦49′W), have recently been com-
pared with indices of climate variability in the north Pacific, suggesting some degree
of cross-hemispheric symmetry of interdecadal oceanographic variability in the past
centuries (Linsley et al. 2004). A tree-ring reconstruction of the north Pacific index,
a measure of the intensity of the large-scale atmospheric circulation related to the
Aleutian low-pressure cell, correlates significantly during the twentieth century with
both instrumental tropical climate indices and a coral-based reconstruction of an
optimal tropical index for the Indian and Pacific Oceans, supporting evidence for
a tropical/north Pacific link that extends as far west as the western Indian Ocean
(D’Arrigo et al. 2005).

The coral skeletal Sr/Ca at Rarotonga appears to be related to SST variability on
annual through at least decadal timescales based on correlation with instrumental
SST (Linsley et al. 2004). The coral record, which covers the period 1726–1997,
is significantly correlated with both the Gulf of Alaska (r = −0.32, p < 0.01)
and northern Patagonia (r = −0.34, p < 0.01) temperature reconstructions
(Fig. 7.5). The low-pass fraction for each time series was isolated by using SSA
(Vautard 1995), and all reconstructed components with mean frequencies longer
than 20 years were summed. The results are shown in Fig. 7.7. The subtropical
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Fig. 7.7 Interdecadal to centennial variability in temperature-sensitive series from Gulf of Alaska
(red line), northern Patagonia (blue line), and Raratonga (brown line), isolated by using singular
spectrum analysis (SSA; Vautard 1995). For each record, all SSA-reconstructed components with
mean frequencies longer than 20 years were summed. Thin and thick arrows indicate coincidences
in oscillations between the Raratonga and one or two high-latitude records, respectively

Pacific records indicate that some of the interdecadal transitions in coral Sr/Ca
temporally align with comparable transitions in the Gulf of Alaska and north-
ern Patagonia temperature reconstructions. The remarkable shift in tropical Pacific
climate during the mid-1970s is clearly captured by all three records. However,
some differences are observed between interdecadal oscillations in the subtropical
coral and the North and South American tree-ring records. Interdecadal tempera-
ture oscillations in northern Patagonia closely align with transitions in the Pacific
coral Sr/Ca records from the 1850s to the beginning of the twentieth century,
whereas the Gulf of Alaska oscillations align better with Rarotonga Sr/Ca during
the second half of the twentieth century.

7.3.1.3 High-Latitude Oscillations

As was indicated in Section 7.2.3, temperature variations in high latitudes of
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are also related to changes in the NAM
and SAM, respectively (Thompson and Wallace 2000; Thompson and Solomon
2002). We search for common patterns in temperature variations in the sub-Artic
and sub-Antarctic regions, which in turn might provide insight on common forc-
ings of high-latitude past climates in both hemispheres. Boreal tree-ring records
from high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere were used to provide a long-term
perspective of Arctic annual temperatures (D’Arrigo and Jacoby 1993). The recon-
struction was based on 12 chronologies from North America: 3 in Alaska north
of 67◦N, 4 in northwestern-central Canada from the Yukon to Churchill, and 5
in eastern Canada. This sub-Arctic network was complemented with five boreal
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Fig. 7.8 Temperature reconstructions from Arctic and sub-Antarctic regions. The geographical
locations of tree-ring chronologies (red triangles) used for developing the temperature reconstruc-
tions for the Arctic (left) and sub-Antarctic (right) regions are shown. See text for reconstruction
details

tree-ring chronologies from Scandinavia (67◦−69◦N) and three from the northern
Ural Mountains (Fig. 7.8). The total variance in temperature variations explained
by the tree-ring chronologies during the 1880–1969 calibration period is 66%. The
major low-frequency trends in the reconstructed Arctic temperatures include a cool-
ing in the late 1600s to early 1700s, a relative warming in the 1700s, an abrupt
decline in temperature in the early 1800s, a gradual warming since the middle to
late 1800s, and unprecedented warming during the twentieth century. Recently, a
new reconstruction of temperature variability for the Arctic has been developed
with significantly improved geographical coverage and replication than previously
(Gordon Jacoby, in preparation). The new temperature record reproduces most
climatic events previously reconstructed, reinforcing the occurrence of major tem-
perature changes in the sub-Arctic during the past four centuries. For comparison
with the sub-Antarctic temperatures, the two reconstructions were averaged in a
single Arctic temperature record.

The northern latitude record was compared with the temperature reconstructions
for northern and southern Patagonia (Villalba et al. 2003, Fig. 8). For the common
interval 1670–1987, the correlation coefficient between the Arctic and sub-Antarctic
(average of the two southern reconstructions) is r = 0.55 (p < 0.001). For the
past 400 years, striking similarities in temperature fluctuations are observed in both
regions. The records exhibit their largest common variances at low frequencies
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Fig. 7.9 Comparison of the amplitudes from the first principal components of the temperature
reconstructions from Patagonia (blue line) and the Arctic (red line). The Patagonian and the Arctic
records were obtained by averaging the temperature reconstructions shown in Fig. 7.8. Common
oscillatory modes in both records have periods of (b) > 100 years, and (c) around 36 years. Time
series included in (d) represent the sum of the oscillations shown in (b) and (c) (for explanation of
the data in each panel of this figure see Fig. 7.6)

(Fig. 7.9). In both records, positive levels during twentieth-century periods exceed
values back to 1670. An abrupt decrease in temperature in both regions is recorded
in the 1810s, quite likely related to a series of large tropical volcanic eruptions,
including an unknown source in 1809, Soufriere in 1812, and Tambora in 1815,
among others (Zielinski 2000). A notable feature of temperature change revealed
by the high-latitude records is the continuous transition from anomalous cold
conditions in the mid-nineteenth century to anomalous warm conditions in the
mid-twentieth century. In contrast, the global and hemispheric mean instrumental
temperatures show almost no trend between the late 1850s and the 1910s (Jones and
Moberg 2003), suggesting that high latitudes in both hemispheres share common
patterns of temperature changes that are not seen at global scales.
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7.3.2 Precipitation-Sensitive Records

Tree-ring chronologies from precipitation-sensitive regions across the western
Americas, such as the southern United States, the Bolivian Altiplano, and central
Chile, reveal common interannual to decadal-scale oscillations in precipitation vari-
ations during the past centuries (Boxes 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8). Spatial correlation
patterns between precipitation-sensitive records and SST also show that variations
in these records are strongly connected with SST anomalies in the equatorial Pacific
and off the western coast of the subtropical Americas (Villalba et al. 2001).

Box 7.4 Spatial patterns of drought and wetness regimes
over western North America

The network of moisture-sensitive tree-ring chronologies now available for
North America has been used to reconstruct the summer (June–July–August,
JJA) Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) for 1200 years on 286 grid
points extending from southern Mexico across the United States into southern
Canada (Cook et al. 2004). These reconstructions have high temporal and spa-
tial fidelity when compared with instrumental PDSIs on annual and decadal
timescales. The average of all 286 grid points for North America indicates
that the driest single year in the past 500 years occurred in 1864, and the
wettest single year occurred in 1833 (Box Figs. 7.7 and 7.8). The reconstruc-
tions indicate that the twentieth century was relatively moist compared with
the past 500 years, the severe Dust Bowl and 1950s droughts notwithstanding
(Box Fig. 7.7).

The long-range climate influence of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) over western North America during the late nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries has been strongest in the Texas-Mexican sector of northern
Mexico and the southwestern United States, with drought during La Niña
events and wetness during El Niño events. The epicenter of reconstructed
decadal drought was often located in the ENSO teleconnection province over
the Southwest, implicating the tropical Pacific in these decadal dry regimes.
The pluvials of the past 500 years were spatially heterogeneous and did not
tend to recur in the ENSO teleconnection region. The notable exception was
the early twentieth-century pluvial (Box Fig. 7.7), one of most extremely
wet decades in 500 years, and which was concentrated in the drainage basin
of the Colorado River. This period of exceptional wetness inflated expec-
tations of surface water supplies in the Southwest, and provides a modern
demonstration of the significant environmental and socioeconomic impacts
associated with these decadal droughts and pluvials. The seventeenth-century
Pueblo Drought lasted at least six years over the same region impacted by
the twentieth-century pluvial (Box Fig. 7.7), and provides a compelling con-
trast to the pluvial and a strong analog for the recent multiyear drought
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that has severely impacted surface water supplies in the Southwest (1999–
2006). Socioeconomically, the seventeenth-century Pueblo Drought caused
starvation, death, and the permanent abandonment of five Pueblo communities
and other villages in New Mexico.

—D.W. Stahle and E.R. Cook

Box Fig. 7.7 North American summer Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), a time series
average of reconstructed PDSI from all 286 grid points over North America

Box Fig. 7.8 Reconstructed summer Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) for the wettest
(1833) and driest (1864) single years in the ‘North America summer PDSI’ series (Box
Fig. 7.7), showing the continental scale of these record moisture anomalies
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Box 7.5 Western United States droughts in medieval times
linked to changes over the Pacific basin

Box Fig. 7.9 Reconstructed Nevada division 3 July–June precipitation (smoothed with 50-
year Gaussian filter). Gray line marks the transition at ~AD 1400

Several multicentury shifts in precipitation over the central Great Basin
in the United States are seen in an ~8000-year reconstruction from the
bristlecone pine chronology at Methuselah Walk, and in an ~1800-year recon-
struction based on this and five other chronologies (Hughes and Funkhouser
1998). A remarkable, but not unique, transition from drier to wet conditions
is reconstructed between the periods AD 400–1400 and AD 1400–2000 (Box
Fig. 7.9). We set out to find an explanation for this transition (Graham et al.
2007). Proxy evidence from tree-ring and pollen-based reconstructions, and
ocean core isotopic data suggest that the circa 1400 transition was marked by
warming sea surface temperatures (SSTs) along the central California coast
(Kennett and Kennett 2000; Box Fig. 7.10, plot labeled Santa Barbara Basin
SST), and increasing winter precipitation with cooler summer temperatures
from southern and central California into the Great Basin (Box Fig. 7.10, top
plot). In today’s climate, such changes are associated with El Niño episodes,
suggesting the possibility that El Niño-like changes in tropical Pacific SSTs
may have played a causal role in producing the mid-latitude changes sug-
gested by the proxy records. A coral-based Niño-3.4 SST reconstruction from
Palmyra Atoll in the central tropical Pacific (Box Fig. 7.10, plot 5; Cobb et al.
2003 and a foram Mg/Ca based SST reconstruction from near Mindanao in
the northwest equatorial Pacific (Box Fig. 7.10, middle plot; Stott et al. 2004)
support the idea of a trend towards more El Niño–like conditions at the circa
1400 transition. Analysis of the proportion of terrestrial material in a marine
core taken off the coast of central Peru indicates a contemporaneous increase
in river discharge associated with high-flow events (Rein et al. 2004). This
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picture would be consistent with the Pacific-wide pattern proposed here.
Hence, it is suggested that the proxy-inferred warming of California coastal
SSTs and increasing western US precipitation around, roughly, AD 1400
resulted (at least in part) from increasing tropical Pacific SSTs and resulting
changes in tropical precipitation patterns. The question now arises whether
other transitions in the Nevada record (for example, around 400 BC, and in
the converse direction around AD 400) have similar causes.

—Nicholas E. Graham and Malcolm K. Hughes

Box Fig. 7.10 Proxy records from areas in the equatorial Pacific Ocean and its eastern mar-
gin (western North America) since 500 BC. Top Plot: extent of Mono Lake low stands (Stine
1994) green horizontal lines, and a long tree-ring chronology from the White Mountains of
California. Middle plot: Mg/Ca-based SST reconstruction from foraminifera near Mindanao
in the northwest equatorial Pacific. Scale inverted for comparison. Bottom Plot: yearly
values and period means (horizontal blue lines) of sea surface temperature (SST) (After
Graham et al. 2007)
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In 1999, a gridded network of 154 Palmer Drought Severity Index reconstruc-
tions for the continental United States was generated from a set of 388 tree-ring
chronologies (Cook et al. 1999). More recently, the spatial and temporal coverage
of the PDSI reconstructions was expanded, including 286 points in a 2.5◦ × 2.5◦
grid covering most of North America (Cook et al. 2004; Box 7.4). The new PDSI
reconstructions are based on an expanded network of 835 tree-ring chronolo-
gies. The temporal coverage was also expanded to the maximum permitted by
the available tree-ring data, extending back nearly 2000 years for some locations.
Finally, the process of variance restoration applied to the grid point reconstruc-
tions allows for updates of those records to AD 2003 with instrumental PDSI
data. In a previous work (Villalba et al. 2001), the temporal evolution of the
PDSI in four cells located in the midwestern-southwestern United States were
compared with precipitation-sensitive chronologies from central Chile. For the com-
mon interval 1700–1978, the correlation coefficient between the first Principal
Component (PC) from the four PDSI reconstructions and tree-ring variations at
El Asiento, central Chile, is r = 0.32 (p < 0.001), which was considered as
an indication of common modes of variations in these series. With the increas-
ing number of PDSI reconstructions across North America, the use of a spatial
approach to study large-scale atmospheric variations connecting mid- to high-
latitude precipitation changes in North and South America now appears to be
feasible.

A major advance in the effort to expand the spatial coverage of tree-ring
records across the Americas has been the recent development of Polylepis tara-
pacana chronologies in the Bolivian Altiplano (Argollo et al. 2004). These records,
located between 17◦ and 20◦S and above 4500 m elevation, represent the closest-to-
equator tree rings in the Andes and the highest-elevation chronologies worldwide
(Box 7.7). A careful examination of interannual variations in ring width and
climate in the Altiplano indicate that the growth of Polylepis is remarkably asso-
ciated with summer water balance. Most Polylepis records cover the past three
to four centuries, but some of them extend over seven centuries. Two of the
longest chronologies (Caquella and Soniquera) were merged in a single record and
used for comparison with precipitation-sensitive records in other regions of the
western Americas. For central Chile, a ring-width chronology from Austrocedrus
chilensis D. Don at El Asiento (32º40′S), which represents the northernmost
extent of this species in central Chile, was used for comparison with North
American records (Box 7.9). Recently, the site was revisited, and series from the
new cores were merged with the original data collected in 1974 by LaMarche
(1975).
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Box 7.6 A network of tree-ring chronologies for northern
and central Mexico

The mixed conifer forests and riparian areas of northern and central Mexico
contain some of the most climate-sensitive species in the North American
region (Box Fig. 7.11). Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) is one of these
species that has been widely recognized due to its sensitivity to climate (Fritts
1976). Douglas-fir has a native latitudinal range covering at least 38◦ in the
Northern Hemisphere and extending well into southern Mexico at latitudes
below 17◦N. In Mexico, Douglas-fir occurs in scattered insolated popula-
tions of mixed conifer forests located at high elevations, thriving in cool
microenvironments and scarped terrains of the Sierras Madre Occidental
and Oriental (Martínez 1963). The annual ring of this species is anatom-
ically divided into two distinct layers: the earlywood (EW) is composed
of low-density, light-colored cells, whereas the latewood (LW) has smaller,
darker cells with thicker walls. The development of separate EW and LW
chronologies provides more information on the influence of intra-annual cli-
mate variability than using total ring width data (Cleaveland 1986; Stahle et al.
1998).

Box Fig. 7.11 Tree-ring chronologies in Mexico
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Ahuehuete or Montezuma bald cypress (Taxodium mucronatum), a widely
distributed riparian species that is considered to be the national tree of Mexico,
has been used to develop the longest tree-ring chronologies in Mexico. In
recent years, over 30 new tree-ring chronologies have been developed or
are in process as part of the CRN03-IAI project. The Douglas-fir chronolo-
gies range between 129 and 604 years, bald cypress between 117 and 1550
years, and pinyon pine (Pinus cembroides) over 400 years. Some available
Douglas-fir and bald cypress chronologies are being extended with the use
of cross sections from subfossil wood or logged material. The EW growth
of Douglas-fir trees in Mexico is influenced by dominant climatic condi-
tions in the winter–spring period previous to growth (November to current
June; Box Fig. 7.12), explaining around 70% of the variance in growth. Cool
season precipitation in northern Mexico is increased by the warm phase of
El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO). On the other hand, the LW width is
affected by the summer precipitation and the monsoon system. Annual ring
width of bald cypress is influenced by the seasonal late spring to summer pre-
cipitation (June–September), explaining 52% of the variance in growth. The
regions of northern and central Mexico have highly limited water resources,
and paleoclimatic reconstructions are essential to understand the hydrocli-
matic variability that characterizes these regions. Determining past climatic
variability is essential to planning proper management strategies for water use,
and tree-ring studies offer the best opportunity to understand this variability
over the last 1000 years.

—J. Villanueva-Diaz, J. Cerano-Paredes, D. Stahle, M. Therrell, M.
Cleaveland, and B.H. Luckman

Box Fig. 7.12 The winter–spring precipitation series reconstructed from an earlywood
Douglas-fir chronology in Chihuahua, Mexico. The reconstruction covers the period
1472–2002
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Box 7.7 The Polylepis tarapacana chronologies: The highest
elevation tree-ring records worldwide

Polylepis, a genus from the Rosaceae family, includes several woody species
of small- to middle-sized trees that grow at very high altitudes in the tropi-
cal Andes of South America (Kessler 1995). Polylepis tarapacana, adapted
to drier and colder conditions than other species of the same genus, reaches
the highest elevation of tree growth in the world. On the slopes of the high
volcanoes in Bolivia and along the Bolivian-Chilean-Argentinean border, P.
tarapacana grows between 4100 and 5200 m elevation.

Box Fig. 7.13 Polylepis tarapacana chronologies in the Bolivian Altiplano and adja-
cent areas of Chile and Argentina. HUA: Huarinka; SER: Serke; NIC: Cerro Nicolás;
ANA: Analasjchi; NAS: Nasahuento; SAJ: Sajama; GUA: Guallatire; TUN: Tunupa; CAQ:
Caquella; TAP: Tapachilca; SON: Soniquera; UTU: Uturun-co; GRA: Cerro Granadas
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Polylepis stands are almost exclusively restricted to volcanic slopes, with a
strong preference for well-insolated north-facing slopes. Extensive collections
of P. tarapacana were conducted in Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina (16◦–
22◦S) as part of the IAI-CRN program to reconstruct climate variations from
upper-elevation tree rings along the Americas (Box Fig. 7.13). Presently, the
chronologies range between 98 and 705 years in length, and represent the
highest tree-ring records worldwide (Box Fig. 7.14). In order to determine the
climatic variables controlling P. tarapacana growth, interannual variations in
tree growth were compared with regional records of precipitation and temper-
ature. Correlation functions indicate that the radial growth of P. tarapacana is
influenced by water balance during the summer previous to the ring formation.
At the sampling sites, precipitation explains around 50% of the total vari-
ance in growth. Summer temperatures, which increase evapotranspiration and
reduce soil water supply, are negatively correlated with tree growth (Argollo
et al. 2004).
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Box Fig. 7.14 Composite chronology resulting from merging the Polylepis tarapacana
ring width series from Caquella and Soniquera in the Bolivian Altiplano

Traditionally, the wood of Polylepis tarapacana has been used by local
populations in the Bolivian Andes for construction, particularly for house and
church roofs. Wood from old buildings offers the possibility of extending the
upper-elevation records of P. tarapacana back in time for the past millennium.
These records offer the unique opportunity for reconstructing precipita-
tion variations across the altiplano during the past five to seven centuries
or more.

—Jaime Argollo, Claudia Soliz, Jorge Moya, Janette Pacajes, Mariano S.
Morales, and Ricardo Villalba
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7.3.2.1 Subtropical Precipitation and ENSO

Precipitation variations in the United States–Mexico, the Bolivian Altiplano, and
central Chile are related to climatic changes in the tropical Pacific. It is well
known that there is a strong teleconnection between SST changes in the tropi-
cal Pacific and precipitation anomalies in the southern United States and northern
Mexico (Ropelewski and Halpert 1986; Kiladis and Diaz 1989; Cole and Cook
1998). Warmer SSTs in the tropical Pacific typically result in increased precipi-
tation anomalies in this region. Spatial correlations between different indices of
tropical Pacific circulation and the grid point PDSI series over the conterminous
United States show that the geographic location of the highest correlation field is
the southwestern United States (Cook et al. 2000), a finding that is consistent with
the patterns identified by using instrumental records.

Interannual variability in precipitation over the altiplano is primarily related
to changes in the mean zonal flow, reflecting changes in meridional baroclinicity
between tropical and subtropical latitudes, which in turn is a response to sea surface
temperature changes in the tropical Pacific (Garreaud et al. 2003). There is a general
agreement that a significant fraction of interannual variability in summer precipita-
tion is related to ENSO (e.g., Aceituno 1988; Lenters and Cook 1999; Vuille 1999;
Vuille et al. 2000; Garreaud et al. 2003). All of these studies concluded that El Niño
years tend to be dry, whereas La Niña years are often associated with wet conditions
on the altiplano. However, dry La Niña years and wet El Niño years are not com-
pletely uncommon, which indicates that the relationship between SST anomalies in
the tropical Pacific and precipitation in the central Andes is not simple (Garreaud
et al. 2003). Finally, relationships between SSTs in the equatorial Pacific and precip-
itation anomalies in central Chile (30º−35ºS) have been reported by several authors
(Quinn and Neal 1983; Aceituno 1988; Rutlland and Fuenzalida 1991; Aceituno
and Montecinos 1996; Montecinos and Aceituno 2003). Positive rainfall anomalies
in central Chile are associated with warmer SSTs in the tropical Pacific. Conversely,
cold SSTs correspond quite closely to dry conditions in the area.

To gain insights into the long-term relationships between SST in the tropical
Pacific and precipitation in the southwestern United States, the Bolivian Altiplano,
and central Chile, we compared precipitation-sensitive records from these three
regions with a multiproxy-based reconstruction of SST for the El Niño-3 region
(Mann et al. 2000). Through exploiting the complementary information shared by
a wide network of different types of proxy climate indicators, the multiproxy El
Niño-3 reconstruction reduces the weaknesses in any individual type or location
of indicator and makes use of the mutual strength of the diversity in the records.
The reconstructed eastern equatorial Pacific Niño-3 areal-mean SST index has been
previously used as a direct indication of ENSO itself for the past 400 years (Mann
et al. 2000). A large proportion of the tree-ring chronologies from the southwestern
United States and Mexico have been used as predictors of both the Niño-3 index and
PDSI reconstructions, which make the reconstructions not statistically independent.
In contrast, neither the El Asiento nor the Bolivian Altiplano chronologies have been
included in the Niño-3 index reconstruction.
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Box 7.8 Tree-ring chronologies from Austrocedrus chilensis
in central Chile

Austrocedrus chilensis (D. Don, Serr et Bizz.) is the most northerly-distributed
conifer species of the Andean Patagonian forests. The species occurs within a
wide latitudinal range between 32º39′ and 43º40′S. The northernmost pop-
ulations of the species also occupy the tree line at high elevations in the
Andes of central Chile. These populations are growing on steep, rocky slopes
under severe water stress in low-density, scattered stands. The trees from
these marginal stands exceed 1200 years in age and exhibited typical fea-
tures of long-lived species, like strip bark growth, twisted branches, and crown
dieback. According to Edmund Schulman (1956), Austrocedrus ‘was the most
suitable dendrochronologic species in the southern Andes. Its ring record is as
well defined as any in the drought conifers of the Rocky Mountains, and it
possesses the type of cambial growth regime which leads to good crossdating
quality in the ring series.’

Box Fig. 7.15 Austrocedrus chilensis chronologies in central Chile. ELA: El Asiento;
SGB: San Gabriel; RCL: Río Clarillo; URO: Urriloa Oeste; URE: Urriola Este; ELB: El
Baule; AMU: Agua de la Muerte

Several tree-ring collections of Austrocedrus chilensis were taken in cen-
tral Chile during the early years of dendrochronological studies in South
America. The El Asiento site (ELA, Box Fig. 7.15) was first visited by
Valmore LaMarche in 1972. After that, several collections were conducted in
San Gabriel, Río Clarillo, Urriola Oeste, Urriola Este, El Baule, and Agua de
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la Muerte. In recent years, new collections have been carried out in these sites
to update and extend these chronologies, especially by collecting preserved
relict wood (Box Fig. 7.15). Correlation function analyses show a strong cli-
matic signal related to winter–spring precipitation during the previous and
current growing seasons. A composite record consisting of El Asiento and El
Baule chronologies has been used by LeQuesne et al. (2006) to develop new
estimates of June–December precipitation for central Chile extending from
AD 1200 to 2000 (Box Fig. 7.16).

The reconstruction suggests that the decadal variability of precipitation
in central Chile was greater before the twentieth century, with more intense
and prolonged dry and wet episodes. Multiyear drought episodes in the eigh-
teenth, seventeenth, sixteenth, and fourteenth centuries exceed the estimates
of decadal drought during the twentieth century. The reconstruction also indi-
cates an increase in interannual variability after 1850. In fact, the risk of
drought exceeding all thresholds increases dramatically in the reconstructed
precipitation series after 1850, consistent with the drying trends indicated by
selected long instrumental precipitation records.

—Carlos LeQuesne and David Stahle

Box Fig. 7.16 Tree-ring-reconstructed precipitation for central Chile from AD 1200 to
2000. A cubic smoothing spline highlighting multidecadal variability (ca. 25 years, fit for
the period 1205–1995) and the ±1.0 standard deviation thresholds are also plotted

It is important to note that based on instrumental records, the strongest telecon-
nections between precipitation in the southern United States–northern Mexico and
SST in the tropical Pacific have been identified for the winter months (Kiladis and
Diaz 1989; Stahle et al. 1998; Cleaveland et al. 2003), whereas the PSDI reconstruc-
tions are reflecting drought conditions during the summer months. On the other
hand, the Polylepis chronologies in the Bolivian highlands and the Austrocedrus
chronologies in central Chile are sensitive to summer and winter precipitation,
respectively. Despite the limitation imposed by the differences in seasonal-
window responses of trees from different regions to precipitation and the fact
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Fig. 7.10 Comparison of precipitation-sensitive tree-ring records across western America and El
Niño/Southern Oscillation. The reconstruction of Niño-3 region temperature (Mann et al. 2000)
was used as a proxy for tropical forcing of precipitation variations. The series used for comparison,
from top to bottom, are: Tree-ring-based Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) reconstructions
from the southwestern United States (SW US) from Cook et al. (2004); a composite Polylepis
record, including the Caquella and Soniquera chronologies from the Bolivian Altiplano (Argollo
et al. 2004); and the El Asiento chronology in central Chile (LeQuesne et al. 2006). Correlation
coefficients between records are indicated. The number of years for the comparisons is 331. The
PDSI and the Niño-3 region reconstructions are not statistically independent. Some Texas-Mexican
chronologies were used as predictors in both reconstructions

that we are making comparisons with an annual Niño-3 index reconstruction, the
precipitation-sensitive records from the three extratropical regions in North and
South America are significantly correlated with the Niño-3 index reconstruction
during the 1650–1980 interval used for comparison (Fig. 7.10). The correlation
coefficients between the PDSI reconstructions in the midwestern-southwestern
United States and the Niño-3 index oscillate between r = 0.20 and r = 0.65.
Although most correlation coefficients are remarkably high, the lack of inde-
pendence between these records makes it difficult to determine the statistical
significance of these relationships.
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For the common interval 1650–1980, the first PC of the El Asiento chronology in
year t and t+1 is significantly correlated with the Niño-3 index (r = 0.34, p < 0.01),
which may be considered as a first indication of persistence in the influence of trop-
ical SSTs on precipitation in central Chile. Long-term relationships between SST in
the tropical Pacific and precipitation in the Bolivian Altiplano are also inferred from
the statistically significant correlation between the two independent estimates (r =
−0.34, p < 0.01).

7.3.2.2 Dominant Oscillations in Precipitation Variations

Cross-spectral analysis was used to identify coherent oscillation modes in tropical
Pacific SST and precipitation variations in central Chile and the Bolivian Altiplano.
Coherent oscillations between Niño-3 index and precipitation in central Chile are
observed at 3.5 years, the classic El Niño frequency domain, but also at 20–28 years,
an oscillation likely related to the Pacific Interdecadal Mode (Fig. 7.11). Cross-
spectral analysis of the Niño-3 index and Polylepis records in Bolivia indicates
significant coherence at 2.9, 3.2, 3.8, 8.5–10, and 19 years, a cycle also identified in
the Gulf of Alaska temperature reconstructions (Fig. 7.11).

Following the previous cross-spectral analysis, we proceed to isolate the major
waveforms in the precipitation-sensitive records using singular spectrum analysis
(Vautard and Ghil 1989; Vautard 1995). Two dominant oscillations, representing
modes of common variance at 3.6 and 28 years, were isolated from the Niño-3 and

Fig. 7.11 Coherency spectra between the Niño-3 temperature reconstruction (Mann et al. 2000),
and precipitation-sensitive chronologies in central Chile (upper) and the Bolivian Altiplano (lower)
during the interval 1650–1981. Records are highly coherent at 3–4 years, the classic El Niño
oscillations, but also at decennial-scale wavelengths longer than 10 years. Horizontal broken lines
represent the 95% confidence level for the squared-coherency analyses. The periods are given in
years for each significant coherency peak
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Fig. 7.12 Comparison of sea surface temperature (SST) in the tropical Pacific, represented by
Niño-3 temperature reconstruction (Mann et al. 2000; red line), and precipitation variations in
central Chile, inferred from El Asiento chronology (blue line), and significant correlated oscillatory
modes extracted by singular spectrum analysis (SSA). Common oscillatory modes have periods
of (b) 27–28 years, and (c) 3.5–3.6 years. Percentages of the original variance contributed by
each of Niño-3 and El Asiento waveforms are indicated in parentheses at the upper and lower
left corners of the figures, respectively. In the lower right corners, r is the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient between Niño-3 and El Asiento series. Marked increases in the interannual oscillatory
modes centered at 3.6 years are observed in both series since about 1850 (c)

El Asiento chronology (Fig. 7.12). In general, the temporal evolution of the 28-
year component shows similar fluctuations in amplitude and intensity from 1650 to
1850. After that, relationships between the 28-year waveforms are weaker. Starting
around 1850, a marked increase in amplitude is observed in the 3.6-year waveforms
from both the Niño-3 index and El Asiento series. Contrasting patterns in El Niño–
related oscillations before and after 1850 have been noted previously by several
authors (Stahle et al. 1998; Villalba et al. 2001; D’Arrigo et al. 2005).

Singular spectrum analysis of the precipitation-sensitive records from the
Bolivian Altiplano also reveals common oscillatory modes with Niño-3 SST. Two
major temporal patterns, centered at 3 and 4 years, are coherent with similar oscilla-
tions in tropical SSTs during the past four centuries. Similar to previous waveform
comparisons, the common oscillation between the Bolivian and Niño-3 records, cen-
tered at 9.7 years, are more consistent in time and amplitude before 1850 (Fig. 7.13).
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Fig. 7.13 Comparison of sea surface temperature (SST) in the tropical Pacific, represented by the
Niño-3 temperature reconstruction (Mann et al. 2000; red line), and precipitation variations in the
Bolivian Altiplano, inferred from Caquella-Soniquera composite chronology (blue line) lagged 1
year (t + 1), and significant correlated oscillatory modes extracted by singular spectrum analysis
(SSA). Common oscillatory modes have periods of (b) 9–10 years, (c) 4 years, and (d) 3 years.
Percentages of the original variance contributed by each of Niño-3 and the Bolivian waveforms are
indicated in parentheses at the upper and lower left corners of the figures, respectively. In the lower
right corners, r is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between Niño-3 and the Bolivian composite
series

These spectral analyses basically reaffirm the existence of common oscillatory
modes in tropical Pacific SST and precipitation-sensitive chronologies in subtropical
North and South America, but also reveal changes in the stability of teleconnec-
tions over time. Indeed, moving correlations (using a 50-year window) between
the precipitation-sensitive chronologies from South America and the El Niño-3 SST
reconstruction revealed such changes in the temporal stability of the teleconnections
(Fig. 7.14). Significant correlations occur for most of the sub-periods compared;
however, correlation coefficients were not statistically significant during the second
part of the eighteenth century between the Niño-3 SST and both the Bolivian and
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Fig. 7.14 Relationships between reconstructed Niño-3 temperature variations and interannual pre-
cipitation variability in the Bolivian Altiplano and Central Chile since 1650. Tropical influences
on precipitation in both regions are evaluated by changes in the moving Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients (blue lines) between reconstructed Niño-3 temperatures and tree-ring width variations from
Polylepis (above) and Austrocedrus (below) plotted on centroids of 50-year intervals. Lines at the
95 and 99% confidence intervals are indicated

central Chile records. This interval is characterized by low amplitudes of the inter-
decadal (27–28 years) oscillations in the Niño-3 and central Chile, and out-of-phase
relationships in the 3- to 4-year oscillations between Niño-3 and both the central
Chile and Bolivian records (Figs. 7.12 and 7.13).

The El Asiento precipitation-sensitive record from central Chile is positively
correlated (r = 0.24 for the 350-year interval 1650–1998) with the first PC from
28 PDSI reconstructions in the midwestern-southwestern United States, the area
most consistently affected by variations in tropical Pacific SST. Warm ENSO events
are related to abundant precipitation in both regions. In contrast, droughts in the
Bolivian Altiplano occur in years of warm ENSO events. Overall, the upper-
elevation chronologies from Bolivia are consistently negatively correlated (r =
−0.16, for the 346-year interval 1650–1998) with the first PC from 28 PDSI
reconstructions from the southwestern United States and northern Mexico.

An additional indication of common ENSO influences on precipitation variations
across the western Americas is provided by similarities in spatial correlation pat-
terns between PDSI and Niño-3 index reconstructions and those resulting from the
comparison between the PDSI reconstructions and precipitation-sensitive records
in South America during the past 400 years. Figure 7.15 shows the teleconnec-
tion map for the Niño-3 index with reconstructed PDSI over the 1650–1980 time
period common to all series. The geographical location of the highest correlation
field is where one would expect based on instrumental and past proxy record anal-
yses (Ropelewski and Halpert 1986; Kiladis and Diaz 1989; Cole and Cook 1998).
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Fig. 7.15 Spatial correlation patterns between 297 Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) recon-
structions across North America (Cook et al. 2004) and (a) El Niño-3 region temperature
reconstruction (Mann et al. 2000); (b) tree-ring variations from the precipitation-sensitive El
Asiento Austrocedrus chronology, Central Chile; and (c) composite Polylepis chronology from
Caquella and Soniquera in the Bolivian Altiplano

As was mentioned above, the tree-ring records used in the Niño-3 reconstruc-
tion are not completely independent of those used in the PDSI reconstructions,
but the resulting spatial correlation pattern provides the basis for the search for
commonalities with spatial patterns from comparison with the central Chile and
the Bolivian Altiplano chronologies.

Figure 7.15b,c shows the spatial correlation patterns for the central Chile and
altiplano chronologies with reconstructed PDSI over the 1650–1980 time period
common to Niño-3 index reconstruction. Significant correlations are observed in the
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southwestern United States–northern Mexico for both patterns, with the sign being
positive for El Asiento and negative for the Polylepis records. Overall, the spatial
correlation patterns produced by Niño-3 index reconstructions and the precipitation-
sensitive records from South America are similar, indicating that the tree-ring
estimates are capturing the interhemispheric ENSO teleconnection pattern. The sig-
nificant correlations between El Asiento and PDSI are more extensive and penetrate
northeastward into the central and upper Midwest of the US. This extension in the
correlation pattern also has been observed by using instrumental records, particu-
larly during the first decades of the twentieth century (Cole and Cook 1998). In
contrast, the spatial pattern with the Bolivian chronologies is highly concentrated
to the southwestern United States–northern Mexico region, making it remarkably
similar to the pattern based on the Niño-3 index (Fig. 7.15).

7.4 Future Research

The previous results highlight the potentiality of tree rings as reliable sources
of information concerning past climate variations. However, dendroclimatological
studies are confronted by many challenges in the western Americas. New tree-
ring chronologies in subtropical Mexico (Pseudotsuga menziesii, Pinus hartwegii,
Taxodium mucronatum, Pinus cembroides, Pinus lumholtzii), in the high-elevation
tropics of Bolivia and adjacent areas of Chile and Argentina (Polylepis tarapacana),
and subtropical Argentina (Prosopis ferox) allow, for the first time, studies of
annual variability in the subtropics. However, these records are still sparse and
difficult to develop (Box 7.9). On the other hand, the development of climate-
sensitive chronologies from the seasonally dry areas of the high- and lowland
tropics remains a major task in the Americas and the world. It was only during
the first years of the twenty-first century that a number of exploratory studies,
mainly in coastal Peru, have established the basis for building reliable and calendar-
dated chronologies from Bursera graveolens. The chronology, which covers the
interval 1950–2002, shows an ENSO signal with an average recurrence period of
about 5 years (Rodriguez et al. 2005). The search for longer records from tropi-
cal species with clear, identifiable annual rings is still a major challenge in modern
dendroclimatology.

An alternative to the reliance on the presence of annual rings in tropical trees is
provided by isotopic studies. An improved mechanistic understanding of controls
on the oxygen isotope ratio (δ18O) of alpha cellulose (Roden et al. 2000) and rapid
processing techniques (Brendel et al. 2000) make possible the construction of high-
resolution isotope series from tropical trees that can be analyzed to provide both a
chronology and paleoclimatic information, even in trees lacking annual rings (Evans
and Schrag 2004). The seasonal cycle in δ18O of tropical montane precipitation,
primarily controlled by the difference in the amount of precipitation between wet
and dry seasons, is reflected in δ18O of the cellulose of trees. This seasonal rhythm
can then be used for chronological control. Pilot applications of these techniques in
Costa Rica, Peru, and the Amazon show annual isotope cycles as great as 4−6‰,
which permit high-resolution chronological control even in the absence of annual
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rings. Interannual variability up to 8‰ in δ18O cellulose is associated with year-to
year differences in precipitation amounts (Evans and Schrag 2004).

The seasonality in climate and tree growth is an important feature to be con-
sidered in the processes of interhemispheric comparisons. For example, ENSO
matures during the boreal winter (austral summer) when the climatic anomalies set
by the extratropical teleconnections are more marked. However, tree responses vary
according to their location and biology, leading to wide variability between species
in the total amount of the ENSO signal captured by trees during the growing season
concurrent or following the event. There is a need for further investigation of the
basic processes that bring about year-to-year variations in tree-ring properties, cell
dimensions, wood chemistry, wood density, or ring width (Hartsough and Biondi
2003; Roig et al. 2003; see Box 7.9). Long-term monitoring that employs a combi-
nation of weather stations and dendrometers will better characterize both the climate
to which the tree is responding and the season of wood formation, particularly in
tropical trees. A better understanding of the relationship between tree growth and
climate will facilitate the interpretation of the temporal climatic window recorded
by trees, which in turn will result in better, ecophysiologically sound reconstructions
of past climate variations.

Box 7.9 Monitoring of tree growth dynamics to improve
dendroclimatic models

Box Fig. 7.17 Seasonal course of climate related to variations in ring morphology and leaf
phenology of Nothofagus pumilio trees in Tierra del Fuego, as illustrated by the 2002–2003
observational period. Air temperatures are at 1.2 m above ground and soil temperatures are
at 0.25 m underground (the layer with major development of the Nothofagus root system)
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Fine-scale monitoring of tree growth dynamics is essential to improve our
understanding of the climatic controls that influence both tree-ring mor-
phology and size. Timing of the ring formation can bring clues to improve
interpretation of the tree-ring growth/climate models. In recent years, we set
up monitoring networks to follow tree growth and obtain in situ weather data
from forest ecosystems in Argentina and Mexico. At Cerro Krund, southern
Tierra del Fuego, Argentina, a network of permanent plots was established
along the altitudinal gradient of Nothofagus pumilio, from the valley bottom
to the tree line. At a given plot, the initial surge of earlywood occurs after
the first formed leaves are fully expanded; later, the cambium becomes most
active and then finally ceases by producing latewood cells toward the end of
summer. The influence of altitude is expressed in a delay of the onset of the
initial growth stages (up to 2 weeks between lower and higher plots) and in
the shortening of the vegetative growth period. At lower elevations the cam-
bium remains active for 3–4 months, compared to only 2–3 months at the
tree line. Rapid changes in temperature act as the environmental catalyst to
force the changes of the leaf phenological phases and the wood morphologi-
cal changes through the ring. Box Figure 7.17 shows a synchrony between a
sustained increase of the maximum air temperatures to values above a thresh-
old of 10◦C and the beginning of the growth phases. Toward the end of austral
summer, trees slowly end their growth cycle as maximum temperatures fall
below this threshold line.

Box Fig. 7.18 Two seasons of growth are shown in the monitored Pinus hartwegii
stand in southwestern Mexico. Onset of growth is coincident with the increase of spring
temperatures above 3.6ºC. Continuation of growth is dependent on monsoon moisture
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In Nevado de Colima, a 3900 m elevation site in central western México,
we have been co-monitoring stem growth and weather on two plots of Pinus
hartwegii. The monitoring network consists of a meteorological station and
two sets of dendrometers installed on pure stands of P. hartwegii located
~100 m below tree line. This species has previously shown promise for pale-
oclimate analysis because of sensitivity to the North American Monsoon.
Co-measuring tree growth and climate over a 3-year period has allowed a
better understanding of the complex response of this species to changing envi-
ronmental conditions. Box Figure 7.18 shows that the onset of spring growth
is coincident with soil temperatures higher than a threshold of around 3.6ºC.
Summer growth, however, is dependent on monsoon precipitation, with high
correlations to precipitation and relative humidity. The pattern of growth mir-
rors the lull in the monsoon in late summer. We also have confirmed the
cessation of growth and shutdown of cambial activity in the winter months at
this high-elevation tropical site. Long-term ecological monitoring has allowed
direct correlation at daily and monthly timescales between tree growth and
weather. It is desirable that the monitoring previously described be continued
over long time periods to better understand the radial growth behaviors.

—F. Roig, P. Hartsough, G Massacchesi, F. Biondi, and G. Martinez Pastur

In South America, the only chronologies that presently extend into the mid-
Holocene are for Fitzroya cupressoides from southern Chile. The Volcan Apagado
(41º35′S, 72º30′W) chronology is now the longest continuous chronology in the
Southern Hemisphere, with a total of 5666 years (Wolodarsky-Franke et al. 2005).
However, much more work is needed to develop multimillennial length chronolo-
gies encompassing most of the Holocene and employing other species in more arid
regions of South America.

As in other areas of the world, it is also possible that anthropogenic activities
may be subtly changing climate-growth relationships in these trees, compounding
the difficulties of isolating a clear climate signal in these records. The recent high
growth rates of Nothofagus at the upper tree line across Patagonia provide a major
piece of evidence to assemble a case for anomalous regional warming in response
to anthropogenic activities (Villalba et al. 2003). While this conclusion may prove
to be a valid interpretation of the data, changes in the efficiency with which water is
used in relation to increased atmospheric CO2 content (fertilization), may also exert
some influences on tree growth.

7.5 Discussion and Conclusions

Precisely dated, annually resolved tree-ring records from numerous sites through-
out the Americas provide the basis to evaluate the changing signatures of tropical
and high-latitude modes of climate variability, their time-evolving patterns, and their
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interactions in the past. Based on our present knowledge of climate variations during
the twentieth century, we intended this contribution to provide an interhemispheric
view of interactions between large-scale modes of variability and climate along
the American Cordilleras over several centuries prior to the period of instrumen-
tal observations. The striking symmetries in SSTs across the equatorial Pacific and
in sea level pressure (SLP) patterns at high latitudes in both hemispheres induce
similar patterns of climate variability in widely separated regions of the western
Americas (Dettinger et al. 2001).

Comparisons of fire histories between the southwestern United States and
northern Patagonia over the past several centuries provide additional evidence for
similarities in past climate variations across the extratropical Americas (Kitzberger
et al. 2001). The synchrony of fire regimes in these two distant regions has tenta-
tively been interpreted as a response to decadal-scale changes in ENSO and PDO
activities. For example, a period of decreased fire occurrence in both regions from
about 1780 to 1830 was attributed to decreased amplitude and/or frequency of
ENSO events.

Strong interhemispheric symmetries of ENSO and ENSO-like variations of
Pacific climate on decadal timescales produce similar patterns of temperature vari-
ations in Patagonia and the Gulf of Alaska. However, the comparison of these
extratropical temperature reconstructions with the Raratonga temperature-sensitive
coral record from the tropical Pacific indicates that over the last 200 years,
interdecadal SST variations in the Pacific alternated between times of more geo-
graphically widespread interdecadal changes—such as the shift in the mid-1970s
that was recorded across the entire Pacific basin—and times of less geographically
organized interdecadal changes shared by the tropics and the north or south Pacific
Ocean. Our observations that interdecadal variations in SST in the tropical Pacific
were more strongly connected to the north Pacific in the twentieth century than in
the mid-1800s agree with previous studies by Evans et al. (2001a) and Labeyrie
et al. (2003).

In addition to tropical forcings, similarities in decadal- to century-scale climate
variations also result from changes in high-latitude modes of climate variability
that simultaneously affect the extratropical regions of North and South America.
Instrumental records show a simultaneous intensification of the AO and AAO during
recent decades (Thompson and Solomon 2002).

As was shown in Section 7.3.3, the annular modes are strongly coupled with
surface air temperatures over high latitudes in both hemispheres (Thompson and
Wallace 2000). Sustained positive trends in both modes in recent decades may
be linked to large-scale warming, particularly in Eurasia and northern Canada
in the Northern Hemisphere and across Patagonia in the Southern Hemisphere
(Thompson and Wallace 2000; Thompson and Solomon 2002; Ogi et al. 2004).
D’Arrigo et al. (2003) presented a first reconstruction of a warm season AO tem-
perature index during the interval 1650–1975. Values during the middle twentieth
century, overlapping with the anthropogenic increase in trace gases, equal or exceed
those in the prior record. Lower values are reconstructed for several colder periods,
including the early nineteenth-century interval. Trends in the AO temperature index
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resemble those of the tree-ring reconstructions of Arctic mean annual temperatures
(r = 0.47, n = 305). According to D’Arrigo et al. (2003), the similarities between
these records reflect some data overlap, but also the strong linkage between the AO
and Arctic temperatures. Similarly, instrumental observations support a strong rela-
tionship between AAO and temperature in southern South America during the past
50 years, suggesting that long-term trends in temperature across Patagonia during
the past centuries have also been influenced by changes in the AAO (Thompson and
Solomon 2002).

As the reconstructions from high latitudes in both hemispheres indicate large
similarities in temperature changes for at least the past 300 years, we could infer
some common forcings of annular modes of climate variability in both hemispheres
during the past centuries. Presumably, any climate change mechanism that projects
onto the meridional temperature gradient between the middle and high latitudes
may affect the polarity of the annular modes. Recent trends in tropical sea surface
temperatures have been shown to affect the NAM (Hoerling et al. 2001), and it has
been hypothesized (but not yet demonstrated) that a similar link may exist for the
SAM (Hurrell and van Loon 1994).

Interactions between low- and high-latitude circulation modes are difficult to
document based on the current array of climate-sensitive chronologies and forcing
reconstructions. For example, interannual and decadal modes of tropical climatic
variability such as ENSO and PDO strongly affect weather conditions in low lati-
tudes of the western Americas, but their influences on the climate of the extratropics
have been noted here and widely documented elsewhere. On the other hand, the
annular modes have large amplitudes at extratropical latitudes, but several studies
reveal that they have a substantial signature at lower latitudes as well (Thompson
and Lorenz 2004).

Reflection symmetries about the equator in interdecadal ocean temperature dur-
ing the past four centuries suggest that the tropical Pacific has played a pivotal
role in linking westerly winds in both hemispheres through meridional telecon-
nections (Zhang et al. 1997; White and Cayan 1998). As has been indicated here,
temperature-sensitive records from the Gulf of Alaska and northern Patagonian
are coherent on long-term (>10 years) oscillatory modes, largely in response to
ENSO-like decadal to interdecadal modes of variability in the Pacific Ocean.
However, instrumental records show that high-latitude forcings of climate variabil-
ity also affect both regions. For example, recent trends in Alaskan climate are better
explained by the juxtaposition of ENSO-like and AO-related SLP variability over
the north Pacific.

The ‘ENSO-like’ interdecadal variability, as documented in Trenberth and
Hurrell (1994) and Zhang et al. (1997), has contributed to SLP declines over the
north Pacific in conjunction with warming over western Canada and Alaska. Apart
from that feature, SLP over the north Pacific has risen slightly during the past 30
year, consistent with the trend toward the ‘high-index’ state of the AO during this
period. That the trend in the SAM accounts for approximately 50% of the warm-
ing over the Antarctic Peninsula and southern Patagonia attests to the importance
of climate mechanisms other than ENSO over this region. In consequence, the
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additive effects of low- and high-latitude forcings on climates along the American
Cordilleras hamper a current estimation of past interactions between tropical and
high-latitude forcings. Independent reconstructions of tropical and polar modes of
variability are needed to gain insight on past forcing interactions and the combined
effect on climates of the western Americas.

Teleconnections between precipitation estimates and climatic forcings evolve
over time, suggesting a changing global signature of ENSO and other forcings.
Our results indicate that the timing of interdecadal transitions in temperature- and
precipitation-sensitive records has not always been consistent across the region. In
addition, the degree of correlation between records has varied over time. Over the
last 400 years, interdecadal climate variations in the Pacific alternated between times
of larger amplitude and more geographically widespread interdecadal changes and
times of lower amplitude and less geographically organized interdecadal changes.

Most tree-ring records suggest that the interdecadal variability in the Pacific
region was particularly more organized before the mid-1800s, whereas interannual
variability increased after that period. These observations point to a major reorgani-
zation of the climate modes of variability in the Pacific around 1850, the generally
accepted time of the end of a particularly cool period in the 1800s, identified in some
regions as the end of the Little Ice Age (LIA; Grove 1988; Bradley and Jones 1992;
Luckman and Villalba 2001).

Detailed analysis of the influences of tropical and high-latitude modes of cli-
mate variability across the American Cordilleras is somewhat constrained by the
current length of the proxy records. Additional insight can be gained by extend-
ing the records to cover different climatic intervals, such as the ‘warmer’ medieval
period. Jones et al. (2001), Mann and Jones (2003), and many other authors have
stressed the critical need for developing longer proxy records of both regional cli-
mate variations and hemispheric climatic forcings. Longer proxy series can be used
to evaluate the long-term natural behavior of these modes of variation and their
regional impacts more comprehensively. In so doing, these extended series can pro-
vide a long-term context for variability during the period of increasing trace gases,
and for testing climate prediction models. Proxy climate records stand as our only
means of assessing the long-term variability associated with large-scale modes of
climate variability and their global influences.
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Chapter 8
Application of Streamflow Reconstruction
to Water Resources Management

David M. Meko and Connie A. Woodhouse

Abstract Streamflow reconstruction—the statistical augmentation of streamflow
time series using tree-ring data—has been increasingly applied as a planning and
research tool in water resources studies over the past few decades. Streamflow
reconstruction in North America has evolved from a largely qualitative science in
the first half of the twentieth century into a highly quantitative science that draws
heavily on probabilistic theory. The historical development of streamflow recon-
struction from a western United States perspective is reviewed, with an emphasis on
developments of the last 30 years. Contributions to the study of water resources are
discussed. Temporal extension of gauge flow records is the central contribution of
the paleo record, but the statistical summary of those records and their manner of
presentation are important factors in determining the value to water resources man-
agement. Probabilistic interpretations of flow reconstructions are needed because of
uncertainty stemming both from limitations of the basic data and from the recon-
struction process itself. Case studies are presented for the Colorado River, at the
large spatial scale, and for the water-supply region of a metropolitan area—Denver,
Colorado—at the smaller scale. Interaction of the tree-ring scientists with water
managers and the public is a hallmark of modern applied reconstruction studies.
Aspects receiving increased attention are the extent to which seasonal flows can
be resolved, and how water managers and planners concerned with future condi-
tions can overlay impacts of expected climate change on the natural hydroclimatic
variability of the past as reflected in the tree-ring record.
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8.1 Introduction

With the narrowing gap between water supply and demand in many of the world’s
river basins has come an increased interest in the susceptibility of agriculture, indus-
try, hydropower, and municipal development to climatic fluctuations. Paleoclimatic
data have played a major role in convincing hydrologists and water resources plan-
ners that the snapshot of climatic variation provided by the short instrumental record
may not be sufficient to capture all modes of variability important to the planning
horizon. An obvious contribution of dendroclimatology is augmentation of hydro-
logic records—precipitation and streamflow—on which water resources planning
relies. Tree-ring data are ideally suited for this purpose. Tree growth and natural
runoff respond similarly to changes in net precipitation, or the residual of precip-
itation and evapotranspiration. Moisture-sensitive trees are widely distributed over
large portions of watersheds, especially in the temperate latitudes, and frequently are
most plentiful in mountainous areas, which contribute most of the runoff in semiarid
watersheds.

Dendrohydrology has been defined as ‘a subfield of dendroecology which utilizes
dated tree rings to study and date hydrologic phenomena, such as river flow, lake
level changes, and flooding history’ (Kaennel and Schweingruber 1995). Because
some applications of tree rings to hydrology address ecology only peripherally,
it is perhaps also reasonable to regard dendrohydrology as a subfield of den-
drochronology on equal footing with dendroecology. We restrict our treatment in
this chapter mainly to streamflow reconstruction, a particular subfield of dendrohy-
drology relevant to water resources planning on the river-basin scale. Streamflow
reconstruction—the statistical augmentation of streamflow time series using tree-
ring data—has had a particularly rich history of application in the semiarid western
United States. In keeping with the ‘sharpening the focus’ theme of this book,
we confine the presentation to selected aspects of streamflow reconstruction we
consider novel in the time frame of the last 30 years.

It is perhaps useful at the outset to distinguish streamflow reconstruction from
other types of dendroclimatic reconstruction, which are thoroughly covered in other
chapters. The distinction is indeed blurred, as climatic variability is a central issue in
streamflow reconstruction. Droughts are commonly the focus of streamflow recon-
structions and of dendroclimatic reconstructions of precipitation, drought indices,
and atmospheric circulation patterns. Streamflow reconstruction is most often con-
cerned with hydrologic drought, as manifested by unusually low streamflow over
some time interval. A hydrologic drought would be mirrored by a meteorological
drought, perhaps manifested in anomalous precipitation or patterns of atmospheric
circulation responsible for moisture delivery. The relative severity of a particular
drought by hydrologic and meteorological measures would likely differ, however,
depending on many factors, including the exact drought metrics used, the watershed
initial conditions, and the spatial scale of the basin.

A streamflow reconstruction study also usually includes the tailoring of analy-
sis to some specific interest of water users, and considerable feedback from water
resources planners or the agency or entity requiring the long-term information.
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In this chapter we place emphasis on the interactive aspect of streamflow recon-
struction with the water user or stakeholder. The statistical methodology of
reconstruction is addressed only peripherally, as that has been thoroughly reviewed
by Loaiciga et al. (1993). Examples of recent modeling approaches adopted can be
found in recent papers (e.g., Hidalgo et al. 2000; Gedalof et al. 2004; Woodhouse
et al. 2006).

This chapter begins with a brief historical background of streamflow reconstruc-
tion, followed by a section describing contributions of streamflow reconstruction
to the study of water resources. Case studies on a probabilistic approach to inter-
pretation of reconstructions (Colorado River, western United States) and on the
application of reconstructions to water resource management (Denver Water Board)
are then described. We close with a discussion of current challenges to streamflow
reconstruction and to the adoption of reconstructions by water managers.

8.2 Historical Background of Streamflow Reconstructions

In North America, dendrohydrological studies in the 1930s began to explore the
relationships between tree growth and streamflow, and the possible uses of tree-
ring records for extending gauge records (Hardman and Reil 1936; Hawley 1937;
Keen 1937). Hardman and Reil’s (1936) work concerning the flow of the Truckee
River, California–Nevada, was the first to examine these relationships in view of
possible applications to water resource management, particularly in the agricultural
regions of the Truckee River basin. In the 1940s, Schulman’s (1945a, b, 1947, 1951,
1956) interest in dendrohydrology led him to compare variations in ring widths and
annual runoff along the Pacific coast, in the Colorado River basin, the Missouri
River, and for several southern California rivers. Schulman’s work in the Colorado
River basin was in part driven by the need to assess the long-term reliability of
power generation at Hoover Dam, and the record provided by a regional tree-ring
index allowed such an assessment (Schulman 1945a; Stockton and Jacoby 1976).
In work for the Denver Water Board, Potts (1962) collected and analyzed tree-ring
data to examine relationships with South Platte River, Colorado, annual flow and
to document recurrence of droughts. The Denver Water Board was interested in
estimating future storage requirements for the City of Denver’s water supply and
hoped to use the record of past hydroclimatic variability from tree-ring data to sup-
port these estimates. Tree-ring-based analyses to this point consisted of comparisons
of ring widths and annual runoff, quantified by using correlation coefficients, and
frequently smoothed to account for persistence in annual runoff and tree growth
(Stockton and Jacoby 1976 and references within).

Stockton’s dendrohyrolologic work in the 1970s was the first to take advantage
of a suite of new quantitative methods whose routine use was made possible by the
development of high-speed computers. The methods included multivariate statistical
analysis for evaluating the climatic signal in tree-ring records and for reconstructing
climate (Fritts et al. 1971), and standardized protocol for field sampling and tree-ring
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chronology development (Stokes and Smiley 1968; Fritts 1976). Stockton (1975)
incorporated these techniques in his tree growth/runoff analysis and reconstructions
for sub-basins of the Gila and Colorado Rivers, demonstrating the usefulness of
dendrochronological methods for reconstructing records of past runoff in the south-
western United States. Building on this work, Stockton and Jacoby (1976) went on
to develop a suite of annual runoff reconstructions for upper Colorado River gauges
with new tree-ring chronology collections and improved estimates of natural flow
for calibration. Stockton and Jacoby’s 1976 report directly addressed the implica-
tion of the resulting reconstructions for water management in the Colorado River
basin. Specifically, the report identified the early decades of the twentieth century,
the portion of the gauge record upon which the 1922 Colorado River Compact was
based, as the wettest period in the past 450 years. Stockton and Jacoby (1976) con-
cluded that the apparent overallocation of water resources, based on this wet period,
could soon lead to water demands that exceeded water supplies.

The work of Stockton and Jacoby (1976) clearly demonstrated the value of
extended records of streamflow for water resource planning and management,
particularly for evaluating twentieth-century hydrology in a long-term context.
In the early 1980s, due largely to the efforts of Charles Stockton and W.R.
Boggess, inroads were made on communication of the potential value of stream-
flow record augmentation by tree rings to river-basin management (Stockton and
Boggess 1980a, 1980b, 1982). A number of studies followed, many focusing on the
assessment of droughts and the potential applications to water resources manage-
ment. These studies included reconstructions of streamflow for the Potomac River,
Maryland (Cook and Jacoby 1983); the Occoquan River, Virginia (Phipps 1983);
and the White River, Arkansas (Cleaveland and Stahle 1989; Cleaveland 2000).
In the western United States, streamflow reconstructions of the Sacramento River,
California, were made for the California Department of Water Resources (Earle and
Fritts 1986), and reconstructions of the Salt and Verde Rivers, Arizona, were made
for the US Army Corps of Engineers (Smith and Stockton 1981).

More recently, reconstructions have been generated for an array of rivers in
western North America, ranging from the Canadian prairie region (Saskatchewan
River; Case and MacDonald 2003) and the Pacific Northwest of the United
States (Columbia River; Gedalof et al. 2004) to the northern and central Rockies
(Yellowstone River in Montana, Graumlich et al. 2003; Boulder Creek in Colorado,
Woodhouse 2001; Jain et al. 2002), the southwestern United States (Gila River in
Arizona; Meko and Graybill 1995), and Gulf of California continental watersheds in
Mexico (Brito-Castillo et al. 2003). Several efforts have recalculated upper Colorado
River flows (Michaelsen et al. 1990; Hidalgo et al. 2000) using the same or similar
data used by Stockton and Jacoby (1976) but different calibration approaches. Most
recently, a number of Stockton and Jacoby’s (1976) Colorado River basin recon-
structions for gauges on the Green, Colorado, and San Juan Rivers, including Lees
Ferry, have been updated by using a new set of tree-ring chronologies and a longer
calibration period (Woodhouse et al. 2006).

Several studies have more specifically addressed management and
decision-making issues with streamflow reconstructions. The first of these was
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a multidisciplinary study of the potential impact of severe sustained drought on the
Colorado River; the worst-case scenarios were framed around tree-ring estimates of
annual flow at Lees Ferry (Young 1995). Partly in response to the severe 1987–1992
drought in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California, the California Department of
Water Resources commissioned an updated tree-ring study of the Sacramento River,
California, with a key objective being the estimation of long-term probabilities
of low flows (Meko et al. 2001; Meko 2001). The Salt River Project (SRP),
the third largest public power utility in the United States, and the largest water
supplier for the Phoenix Arizona region, commissioned a tree-ring study of the
synchroneity of drought in two important source runoff-producing areas—the
upper Colorado River basin and the Salt-Verde River basins, Arizona (Hirschboeck
et al. 2005). To facilitate use of the results by the water resources professionals and
public, the final report, as well as basic data, were included in a Web site using
a simple ‘question and answer’ format (http://fp.arizona.edu/kkh/srp.htm). An
ongoing project, ‘Enhancing Water Supply Reliability through Improved Predictive
Capacity and Response,’ sponsored by the US Bureau of Reclamation, has as one
of its goals the identification of strategies for incorporating tree-ring information
in river-flow modeling for the lower Colorado River basin (Jacobs et al. 2005).
Public outreach and communication, in the form of meetings and a quarterly
newsletter, are important elements of the project. Motivated by the 2002 drought in
Colorado and in response to the needs of two major Colorado Front Range water
providers, Woodhouse and Lukas (2006) tailored a network of reconstructions
based on gauges in the Colorado headwaters region and the South Platte basin.
These reconstructions were used as input into the providers’ water system models to
test the ability of the system to meet demands under a broader range of hydrologic
conditions than in the gauge records alone.

Although the focus of a large number of streamflow reconstructions has been on
arid and semiarid regions or areas dependent on snow-fed water supplies in western
North America, there have been several recent efforts in other parts of the world.
These include reconstructions for Mongolia (Pederson et al. 2001), and exploratory
work on the potential for hydrologic reconstructions in the Southern Hemisphere in
Argentina, Chile, and New Zealand (Boninsegna 1992; Norton and Palmer 1992).
Streamflow reconstruction may be especially valuable in the Middle East, where
increasing population and scarce water supplies make efficient water management
essential. Application in this region is feasible, as precipitation has already been
successfully reconstructed in Jordan and Turkey (Touchan et al. 1999; D’Arrigo and
Cullen 2001; Touchan et al. 2003).

Many other hydrologic metrics besides streamflow have been reconstructed. In
western North America alone, these include changes in lake levels, flood magni-
tude and occurrence, and glacier mass balance. Changes in lake level have been
inferred or reconstructed for several lakes, including Lake Athabasca, Crater Lake,
and the Great Salt Lake (Stockton and Fritts 1973; Meko and Stockton 1988;
Peterson et al. 1999; Meko 2002, 2006). Tree growth responses to floods have been
found to document both the frequency and magnitude of flood events. This work
was pioneered by Sigafoos (1964) along the Potomac River in the eastern United
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States, and since then numerous studies have used dendrochronological techniques
to record flood events in many regions, including northern California, the southwest-
ern United States, Colorado, South Dakota, British Columbia, and Manitoba (see
review in Yanosky and Jarrett 2002). Tree-ring-based mass-balance estimates have
been generated for Peyto Glacier, Alberta, Canada (Watson and Luckman 2004),
and tree-ring proxies for winter glacial accumulation and summer ablation at Glacier
National Park have been used to assess recent glacier retreat in a 300-year context
(Pederson et al. 2004).

8.3 Contributions to the Study of Water Resources

8.3.1 Extensions of Gauge Flow Records

Observed streamflow records in the western United States are seldom as long as a
century, and so cannot represent multicentury fluctuations due to climate variability,
should such fluctuations exist. Moreover, the gauge records in a sense are a snap-
shot in time of one particular part of the long-term hydroclimatic history, and the
snapshot may well be unrepresentative of extreme conditions (e.g., low-flow years)
that may have occurred. It should also be recognized that gauged flow records are
themselves imperfect measures of the volume of water passing the stream gauge,
and that the accuracy of the gauged record can change over time depending on the
type of gauge installed and the location of the gauge in the stream channel (Rantz
1982).

The immediate aim of streamflow reconstruction is the temporal extension of
a time series of streamflow beyond the instrumented gauge record. Specifically,
reconstruction targets streamflow unaffected by works of humans, which include
artificial diversions, storage, modifications of the drainage network, and other fac-
tors. Streamflow defined in this way is sometimes also called ‘natural flow,’ ‘virgin
flow,’ or ‘runoff’ (Chow 1964). The initial requirement in a streamflow reconstruc-
tion study is a time series of natural flow for statistical calibration with tree-ring
records. For basins with little impact of humans, the gauged flows may provide a
suitable calibration time series. For example, gauged flows for the Salt River near
Roosevelt, Arizona, were judged sufficiently free of anthropogenic effects for direct
use in a reconstruction model (Smith and Stockton 1981). If human influence cannot
be dismissed as negligible, a modified time series of streamflow, adjusted to natural
conditions by restoring reservoir evaporation losses, artificial diversions, etc., must
be used in the reconstruction. Adjusted flow series were used; for example, in recon-
structions for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona (Woodhouse et al. 2006),
and the Sacramento River, California (Meko et al. 2001).

The extended streamflow series provided by tree-ring analysis have contributed
in many ways to a greater appreciation of the natural variability of streamflow
and the susceptibility of water resources to climatic fluctuations (Table 8.1). Direct
input of time series of reconstructed flows into river management models to test
robustness of the system to extreme climatic variation is one natural application. An
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early example is the routing of Stockton and Jacoby’s (1976) reconstructed flows
through the Colorado River simulation model (Harding et al. 1995; Tarboton 1995).
The model simulates operations specific to the Colorado River, including water
allocation, reservoir operations, evaporation, hydropower generation, salinity, flood
control releases, and legal and institutional constraints tied to the Law of the River
(Harding et al. 1995). For a worst-case scenario in that study, the reconstructed flows
for the most severe multiyear drought (1579–1600) were rearranged in decreasing
order (lowest-flow year last) and input into the simulation model. Results indicated
that such a drought has an estimated return period of perhaps 2000–10,000 years,
and would result in Lake Powell being drawn down to dead level storage.

Two recent applications of tree-ring data in river models have utilized the time
persistence properties of the tree-ring data in combination with magnitudes of flow
from the observed flows. Prairie (2006), citing reconstructions of Colorado River
flow illustrated in Woodhouse et al. (2006), judged that the tree-ring information on
the hydrologic state (wet or dry) is very reliable, but that the magnitudes of recon-
structed flows are too uncertain to justify their use in water management modeling.
He applied a two-stage process to come up with realistic simulations of flow that
took advantage of the perceived strengths of the observed and reconstructed data.
First, the reconstructed annual flows were used in a Markov chain model to generate
the hydrologic state. Second, sequences of annual flows were generated by non-
parametric bootstrapping of the observed flows conditioned on the hydrologic state.
The simulations of annual flow were then spatially and temporally disaggregated
into monthly inputs to a basin-wide decision model. He applied this method using
as input the Colorado River reconstructions of flow at Lees Ferry, Arizona, from
Woodhouse et al. (2006). The example effectively demonstrated how annual stream-
flow reconstructions can help determine risk and reliability of various components
of a water resources system.

In the second application drawing on the persistence properties of tree-ring data,
Shamir et al. (2007) demonstrated how tree-ring information can be incorporated
into a system of hydrologic modeling modules for water-supply risk assessment
in an arid region where the water supply comes primarily from relatively shallow
aquifers (micro-basins) along an ephemeral stream. The method was developed for
the Santa Cruz River, just north of the US-Mexico border in Arizona. The hydrologic
modules included (1) stochastic generation of hourly precipitation, (2) transfor-
mation of the precipitation into daily streamflow, and (3) surface-groundwater
interaction to account for alluvial groundwater recharge. Winter wetness categories
(wet, medium, and dry) were used in the precipitation module. One scenario utilized
a 319-year tree-ring reconstruction of winter precipitation to establish wetness cat-
egories to guide the Monte Carlo precipitation sampling and the generation of daily
flows. Results of the exercise suggested the risk of low water levels in the alluvial
aquifers is greater than indicated by the relatively short instrumental precipitation
and streamflow record.

The more typical direct application of streamflow reconstructions has been to
place statistics of the gauged flow record in a long-term context. Most papers on
streamflow reconstructions include tables summarizing the most extreme conditions
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in terms of single-year flows or flows averaged over several years (e.g., Cleaveland
and Stahle 1989; Meko et al. 2001; Woodhouse et al. 2006). The length of selected
averaging periods may include some consideration of the multiyear storage capac-
ity of reservoirs on the river (e.g., Woodhouse et al. 2006). The mean, variance, and
first-order autocorrelation of reconstructed flows generally receive much scrutiny
because those statistics are widely used by hydrologists to summarize and simu-
late streamflow series (Salas et al. 1980). Considerable attention has therefore been
given in streamflow reconstruction models to minimizing any distortion of these
statistics by the biological system of tree growth and by the reconstruction modeling
process.

The long-term mean annual flow is a commonly used statistic for describing the
volume of water available ‘on average’ from a watershed. The mean is highly sus-
ceptible to sampling error, and can be severely misleading when the length of a
streamflow series is short or the climatic epoch sampled by the series is especially
wet or dry. Tree-ring data have, for example, consistently indicated that the long-
term mean of the Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona, is considerably less than
suggested by the gauged flow records that start in the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries (e.g., Stockton and Jacoby 1976; Hidalgo et al. 2000; Woodhouse
et al. 2006). In applying tree-ring data to study long-term means of streamflow, it
is important to recognize the limitations imposed by size-related or age-related ring
width trend, which must be removed before hydrologic interpretation (Fritts 1976).
Stringent quality control in the detrending of ring widths (e.g., Cook and Briffa
1990) and other tree-ring variables is required before changes in the long-term mean
can be examined.

Variance, or the size of departures from the mean, is important in estimates
of severity of low flows and other statistics related to water supply. Streamflow
reconstructions derived by regression necessarily are compressed in variance, and
so tend to underestimate the severity of dry and wet periods. Rescaling the vari-
ance such that the variances of observed and reconstructed time series are equal
for the calibration period is one possible approach to circumventing the variance
bias in reconstructions (e.g., Cook et al. 2004). This approach essentially treats
noise (unexplained variance in regression) as signal, and so runs the risk of overem-
phasizing the importance of tree-ring variations unrelated to climate, but can be
useful as long as it is accompanied by clear information about the reconstruction
uncertainty. Noise-added reconstructions (described in a later section) are another
possible approach to dealing with the unexplained variance and its effect on inferred
severity of hydrologic droughts and frequency of hydrologically significant events
in the reconstruction (Meko et al. 2001).

Autocorrelation is especially important in streamflow series because autocorre-
lation directly affects the likelihood of a negative departure following a negative
departure (dry year following a dry year), and vice versa. Autocorrelation is also
important to the amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations that are often of great
interest in water resources planning. Comparison of autocorrelation of long-term
reconstructed flows with that of the reconstructed flows for the period of the gauged
record can give at least qualitative information on possible bias of the instrumental
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record as a long-term estimator of autocorrelation of streamflow (Meko and Graybill
1995). In reconstruction methods, much attention has been paid to minimizing the
distortion of autocorrelation in streamflow reconstructions. For example, in a recon-
struction of annual flows of the Sacramento River, California, Meko et al. (2001)
filtered standard tree-ring indices in a preliminary step with a first-order autore-
gressive model, iteratively fit such that the flow series and filtered tree-ring series
had approximately the same first-order autocorrelation coefficient for their overlap
period.

Another approach to dealing with autocorrelation of tree-ring data was taken by
Cleaveland and Stahle (1989) in their reconstruction of the White River, Arkansas.
Autoregressive (AR) modeling was applied separately to tree-ring series and flow
to produce AR residual time series. The AR residual flows were then regressed on
the AR residual tree-ring series, the residual flows were reconstructed, and the AR
flow model was applied to reintroduce persistence into the reconstruction. A third
method of dealing with autocorrelation in flow reconstruction, applied to the Gila
River, Arizona, was to use residual tree-ring chronologies as predictors of flow in a
distributed-lag regression model (Meko and Graybill 1995). It is important to note
that streamflow reconstruction models employing residual tree-ring chronologies as
predictors without lags in the model are prone to underestimation of the persistence
in reconstructed flows when gauged values do contain significant persistence. This
point is emphasized in a sensitivity analysis in reconstruction of the Colorado River
at Lees Ferry (Woodhouse et al. 2006).

Tree-ring information on streamflow has been extended in some studies to
include the complete empirical distribution function of annual flow. For example,
Jain et al. (2002) identified differences in the probability density function (PDF)
signatures of two prominent 31-year reconstructed low-streamflow periods for mid-
dle Boulder Creek, Colorado. One period showed a general shift of the PDF to the
left, reflecting generally lower mean flows. Another period showed a focused shift
toward an increase in more severe low flows, but with only slightly lower average
flows than the full record. The differences were presented as an example of infor-
mation that could be important to water resources system management on typical
planning horizons (30–50 years).

The technique of ‘runs analysis’ has gained popularity in recent decades as a
tool for summarizing drought properties of reconstructions of streamflow and other
hydroclimatic variables. In the terminology of runs analysis, a run is a series of
consecutive values below some threshold; the run length is the number of consec-
utive years in the run; the severity, or run sum, is the sum of departures from the
threshold; and the average intensity is the quotient of the run sum and run length
(Dracup et al. 1980; Salas et al. 1980). Runs analysis was first applied descriptively
in dendrohydrology to summarize the co-occurrence of drought in different parts of
the western United States (Meko et al. 1995). A shortcoming of the method is the
somewhat artificial delimitation of the temporal extent of a drought, which can be
‘ended’ with a single year of normal moisture conditions. The drought tally is also
sensitive to the subjective choice of a drought threshold. The theory of runs analysis
has recently been extended in a tree-ring context to develop a method to place any
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climatic episode in a temporal perspective (Biondi et al. 2005). In this method, a
stochastic model is used to describe the joint distribution of run sum and run length
(severity and duration).

Streamflow series have been observed to have long-term persistence, which
increases the overall variability of the series and compounds the problem of predic-
tion from a short record (Dunne and Leopold 1978). Long-term persistence cannot
be effectively summarized by simple low-order autoregressive models, as described
above, and requires different analysis approaches. The Hurst coefficient, or rescaled
adjusted range, has long been used by hydrologists to describe long-term persis-
tence (Hosking 1985). A tree-ring reconstruction of the Gila River, Arizona, was
analyzed to place the Hurst coefficient of the gauged record in a long-term context
(Meko and Graybill 1995). The empirical distribution of sample Hurst coefficients
for 254 overlapping 70-year segments of the reconstruction indicated that the most
recent 70-year segment provides a slightly biased (high) estimate of the long-term
persistence of annual flow.

The continued development of networks of tree-ring chronologies over the past
several decades has expanded the possibilities for studying multi-basin aspects
of streamflow and runoff. In semiarid regions, such studies are especially rele-
vant to water resources planning because of inter-basin transfers of water. The
starting data for such studies might be existing streamflow reconstructions. For
example, co-occurrence of drought episodes in the Sierra Nevada of California
and the Rocky Mountains of Colorado was summarized in an analysis of recon-
structions for the Sacramento River, California, and Blue River, Colorado (Meko
and Woodhouse 2005). An evolutive cross-spectral analysis was used in that study
to point out subperiods of enhanced coherence in runoff in the two regions. The
extended records provided by the reconstructions strengthened the statistical evi-
dence for a greater-than-chance joint occurrence of extreme low flows. Joint drought
was also the subject of the previously mentioned study for the Salt River Project
(SRP) (Hirschboeck et al. 2005). The focus in that study was the potential for
drastically reduced runoff simultaneously in the upper Colorado River basin and
Salt-Verde River system of Arizona. The motivation was SRP’s dependence on
imported Colorado River water from the Central Arizona Project (CAP) to buffer
against reduced runoff on the Salt and Verde Rivers in times of drought. Results
emphasized that severe drought years and clusters of drought years are strongly
coherent across the two river systems, and suggest that drought-induced shortages
in local Arizona water supply are unlikely to be offset by excessive runoff in the
upper Colorado.

8.3.2 Probabilistic Interpretation of Streamflow Reconstructions:
Example for the Colorado River

Streamflow reconstructions are statistical estimates of what the flow might have
been in any given year, and the uncertainty associated with these estimates is usually
displayed in the form of error bars. The user of the reconstruction can directly refer
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to the error bars to judge how much importance to attach to any particular recon-
structed flow, and can use the error variance of the reconstructed annual flows to
derive appropriate error bars for relatively simple statistical summary statistics of
annual flows, such as the n-year mean flow (e.g., Meko et al. 2001; Woodhouse
et al. 2006).

For more complicated statistical summary statistics, mathematical derivation
of the error bars may not be straightforward. An alternative approach is to dis-
pense with interpretation of the reconstruction itself and resort to probabilistic
analysis of a large number of plausible realizations of true flow derived from the
annual reconstructed values and their uncertainty. Such realizations have been called
‘noise-added’ reconstructions (Meko et al. 2001), referring to their generation by the
equation:

ûi = ŷ + ei (8.1)

where ŷ is a vector time series of reconstructed flows and ei is a sample of random
noise of the same length drawn from a normal distribution with appropriate variance.

A large number (e.g., 1000) of such noise-added reconstructions constitutes a
plausible ensemble of ‘true’ flows, which can be analyzed probabilistically for
streamflow statistics. Noise-added reconstructions can be used to estimate prob-
abilities of past occurrence of any hydrologic ‘event’ that can be quantitatively
defined. For example, in the fourth year of a drought, we might be interested in the
probability that 4 consecutive low-flow years are followed by a fifth low-flow year.

The following example utilizes the updated reconstruction Lees-B of annual
streamflow for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona (Woodhouse et al. 2006),
to place the recent severe 5-year drought (2000–2004) in a long-term perspective.
The reconstruction was derived by multiple linear regression from a network of stan-
dard tree-ring chronologies, extends over the period 1490–1998, and is based on a
1906–1995 calibration period. The regression model explained 84% of the variance
of flows for the calibration period, verified well, and had residuals that conformed
reasonably well to the regression assumptions (Woodhouse et al. 2006). The Lees
Ferry observed flow for the period 1906–2004 has a mean of 18,540 million cubic
meters (mcm) and standard deviation of 5368.6 mcm.

Two essential steps in the analysis of the 2000–2004 drought are the definition
of the ‘event’ and the statement of a null hypothesis:

1. Event: flow less than a specified drought threshold for at least 5 consecutive years
2. H0: at least one event occurred in the period 1490–1988

The ‘event’ defined for this example is the occurrence of 5 or more consecu-
tive years of flow below a drought threshold, which is arbitrarily specified as the
0.25 quantile of observed annual flows for 1906–2004. The 0.25 quantile adopted
as the drought threshold is equal to 14,365 mcm, or roughly 77% of the mean
annual flow. The event is of interest because five consecutive extremely low flows
indeed did occur on the Colorado River in water years 2000–2004, resulting in
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steeply dropping reservoir levels and concerns among water resources professionals
about the resilience of the Colorado River system to severe drought. The question
rephrased in nonstatistical terms then, is how unusual was the low-flow period 2000–
2004 in the context of the 509-year tree-ring record that extends over the years
1490–1998?

The severity of the recent drought is clearly evident in the time series plots of
annual observed flows (Fig. 8.1, top). The period 2000–2004 is the longest run, or
consecutive sequence, of years below the drought threshold. If the reconstructed
flow series (Fig. 8.1, bottom) is taken at face value, it must also be concluded
that the 2000–2004 drought is unprecedented in the tree-ring record, as the longest
sequence of years below the threshold is 4 years. Considering the uncertainty in
the tree-ring reconstruction, however, it is impossible to say categorically that there
has not been another 5-year sequence of such low flows in the period 1490–1998.
A more valid interpretation considers the probabilistic nature of the reconstruction.
By this interpretation, the true flow in any year has some nonzero probability of
being higher or lower than the reconstructed value. Depending on the reconstruction
errors, which are unknown, the sequence of true flows will be somewhat different
than the reconstruction itself.
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Fig. 8.1 Time series plots of observed (top) and reconstructed (bottom) annual flow of Colorado
River at Lees Ferry. The mean and 0.25 quantile of the 1906–2004 observed flows are marked
on both plots, along with an observed 2000–2004 ‘event’ of 5 consecutive years below the 0.25
quantile. The maximum number of consecutive reconstructed flows below the 0.25 quantile of the
observed flows is 4 years. Sources of data: observed flows are natural flow series from US Bureau
of Reclamation, and reconstructed series is reconstruction Lees-B from Woodhouse et al. (2006)
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To proceed with the noise-added reconstruction of Lees-B, 1000 random
sequences of length 509 years were drawn from a normal distribution with mean
zero and standard deviation equal to the cross-validation root-mean-square error
(RMSEv) of the reconstruction model. Note that in using RMSEv instead of the
standard error of the estimate or the standard error of prediction to compute the
error variances, we are imposing a larger error component than might be suggested
by calibration statistics. The validation error is RMSEv = 2337.1 mcm, or about
44% of the standard deviation of the observed flows.

The 1000 noise sequences were each added to Lees-B to get 1000 separate noise-
added reconstructions of length 509 years. Each noise-added reconstruction was
then checked for occurrences of 5 or more consecutive years below the drought
threshold. A count of the number of noise-added reconstructions with a drought
event yields an estimated probability for rejection of the null hypothesis. For exam-
ple, if just one noise-added sequence out of the 1000 generated series has a drought
of at least 5 consecutive years, we can conclude the there is only a 1/1000, or 0.001,
probability that the tree-ring record contains at least one event. In that case we would
clearly reject H0 at the 0.01 α-level.

Results revealed that 510 of the noise-added series contained at least one drought
event. The empirical probability that another sequence of 5 or more consecutive
years of low flow occurred before the most recent drought is therefore p = 0.51,
indicating that the recent 5-year drought is likely not unprecedented in the long-term
record. Two examples of the noise-added reconstructions are shown in Fig. 8.2. As
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Fig. 8.2 Sample of 2 out of 1000 noise-added reconstructions illustrating occurrence of low-flow
events. A low-flow event is defined as 5 or more consecutive years of flow below the 0.25 quantile
drought threshold of the observed flows, 1906–2004 (horizontal line). The simulation at the top
contains a single 5-year run below the threshold and the simulation at the bottom contains two
5-year runs and one 6-year run. A total of 510 of the 1000 simulations had such events
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is indicated, some simulations may have drought events longer than 5 years, and
some may have more than one event. The null hypothesis is phrased to treat all
such series equally, in that each series with at least one event contributes equally
to the probability. It may seem surprising that the noise-added reconstructions give
such a high probability when the reconstruction itself has no events. The reason
is that in years of reconstructed flow above but near the threshold, the chance is
not negligible that the true flow was actually below the threshold. The noise-added
series incorporate this uncertainty.

Probability estimates of hydrologic events from tree-ring reconstructions are
unlikely to be used by water resources professionals without some context of com-
parable information from the better-understood observed flow record. The Colorado
River example is extended here to illustrate how this may be done. The observed
flows are limited to the period 1906–2004, but the statistics of the observed flows
can be used to simulate flows as long as the tree-ring reconstruction. Differences
in probabilities based on the simulated flows and the noise-added reconstruction
may highlight the ‘new’ information provided by the tree-ring record. Conversely,
similarities may attest to longer-term relevance of the short observed record.

Because the most recent years of the Colorado River observed flows have been
among the lowest on record, flow statistics for designing simulation are sensitive to
the truncation year for analysis. Histograms of observed flows for subperiods 1906–
1999 and 1906–2004 show barely noticeable differences solely due to the low flows
of the 2000–2004 drought event (Fig. 8.3). The sample mean is about 2% higher

Fig. 8.3 Histograms and gamma-fit probability density functions (PDFs) of Colorado River at
Lees Ferry annual flows for different analysis periods. Dropping the years of the most recent
drought (2000–2004) results in a barely noticeable rightward shift in the fitted density function
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for the shorter subperiod. The histograms differ only on the left side, as expected,
from the addition of the 4 low-flow years to the longer sample. Probability density
functions for fitted gamma distributions to the two samples look quite similar, but
differences in basic statistics are large enough to be important to the simulation
results, as described below.

For comparison with the probabilities from the noise-added reconstructions, the
observed flows were simulated in two ways. First was bootstrapping, in which
the observed flows were sampled, with replacement, to generate 1000 time series
of length 509 years, corresponding to the length of the tree-ring reconstruc-
tion. Bootstrapping in this way destroys the time dependence in observations,
which may indeed be important in creating persistent droughts like the 2000–2004
drought. The observed flows are significantly autocorrelated at a lag of 1 year
(r1 = 0.28, p < 0.05, N = 99, one-tailed). The second method used for simulation
was autoregressive modeling (Salas et al. 1980). A first-order, or AR(1), model was
found reasonable for this modeling. The bootstrapping and AR modeling were each
repeated for the two sample periods 1906–1999 and 1906–2004 to test the sensitiv-
ity of results to including the most recent drought in the sample for designing the
simulation model.

The sets of 1000 simulated flow series by bootstrapping and AR modeling
were analyzed for occurrence of drought events, as described previously for the
noise-added reconstructions. The empirical probability of at least one event in a
509-year series is graphed in Fig. 8.4, with results from the noise-added recon-
structions included for comparison. The importance of base period for the modeling
of observed flows is obvious: roughly a doubling of the probability is created by
choosing the base period that includes the most recent drought. The tree-ring results
are most consistent with probabilities from the drier (longer) series of observed
flows, and the drought probability from the tree-ring record is higher than from
simulated observed flows. The results imply that the observed flow record may
be slightly biased toward underestimating the probability of drought events such
as occurred in 2000–2004, and that the observed record including those drought
years is more representative of long-term conditions than the observed record
before 2000.

8.3.3 Applications to Water Resource Management: A Case Study
Using the Denver Water Board

The Denver Water Board is the oldest and largest water provider in Colorado, serv-
ing over 1 million people across the Denver metropolitan region. Denver Water
holds water rights to water supplies both in the South Platte River basin, east of
the Continental Divide, and in the upper Colorado River basin, west of the Divide.
A complex network of diversions, tunnels, reservoirs, and treatment plants make up
the Denver Water system and is used to provide water services to their customers.

One of Denver Water’s key concerns with regard to water supply is whether the
instrumental gauge records (for which natural flows have been estimated back to
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Fig. 8.4 Histograms illustrating differences in probability of drought event estimated from
observed and reconstructed flows. Y-axis is probability (p) of at least one event in a 509-year
period, where an event is five or more consecutive flows below the drought threshold (see text).
Leftmost two bars are based on analysis of the observed flows. Rightmost bar is from noise-added
reconstructions. Analysis periods for bootstrapping and autoregressive modeling of observed flows
are 1906–2004 (top) and 1906–1999 (bottom)

1916) are an adequate frame of reference for future water resource planning and
decision making. Denver Water planners have used the 1950s drought (1953–1956)
as the ‘worst-case scenario,’ but the recent drought (2000–2004) called into ques-
tion the appropriateness of this drought as a baseline. Are more severe droughts
possible, and how would Denver Water’s system perform under those conditions?
Motivated by this drought, Denver Water’s planning division began to consider tak-
ing another look at tree-ring-based streamflow reconstructions (after Potts’ 1962
work) and their usefulness in addressing these concerns. The reconstructions would
indicate if more severe droughts occurred in past centuries, and the range of their
characteristics (intensity, duration, magnitude). Although the reconstructions are not
used as a predictive tool, it is reasonable to assume that if extreme drought events
occurred in past centuries, events of similar magnitude could occur in the future.

A meeting between a team of paleoscientists from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the University of Colorado, and Denver
Water planning division personnel in the summer of 2002 (the peak of the 2000–
2004 drought) began a collaborative process, which evolved over the next 3 years.
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In the initial meeting, paleoscientists learned of the key questions Denver Water
hoped to address with tree-ring reconstructions and their concerns regarding the use
of proxy streamflow data from tree rings. In turn, they endeavored to convey the sci-
ence behind the reconstructions and the limitations of the proxy data. In subsequent
meetings, a number of issues surfaced. These included: the availability and reliabil-
ity of estimated natural flows, which would be used to calibrate models; the problem
of disaggregating reconstructed annual values into the daily values needed for water
system model input; and the ability of the tree-ring reconstructions to match the
extreme low flows, critical for drought assessment and planning.

Some specific challenges emerged. To begin with, Denver Water wanted to know
precisely how well the drought years of 2000–2002, and 2002 in particular, could be
reconstructed with tree rings. The extreme low-flow year of 2002 was treated as a
test case for assessing the skill of the tree-ring reconstructions. A related challenge
was to evaluate the replication of other droughts in the twentieth century by the tree-
ring reconstructions, and to explore techniques to better match these extremes. With
regard to the uncertainty in the estimated flows, although it is known that recon-
structed values more closely match the gauge values in very dry years compared to
very wet years (growth is more uniformly limited in dry years; Fritts 1976), Denver
Water wanted a demonstration of this in order to more closely assess the accuracy
of the dry year reconstructed values. Finally, besides estimates of past water supply,
Denver Water was interested in the possibility of estimating demand, using an index
based on water usage, primarily in summer.

After preliminary proof-of-concept reconstructions were generated, work was
begun to update western Colorado tree-ring chronologies to include the 2002 ring,
and then to develop updated water year streamflow reconstructions through 2002
for Denver Water’s three upper Colorado River basin gauges. Results indicated that
tree growth in 2002 very well reflected 2002 low flows, and subsequent recon-
structions provided estimates that closely matched the values of the 2000–2002
flows. After updating and expanding tree-ring collections for the South Platte River
basin and generating streamflow reconstructions for those gauges through 2002,
reconstructions resulted that were of similar high quality, especially in the replica-
tion of the 1950s and recent droughts. Along with the reconstructions, work was
begun to explore approaches to refine estimates of low flow and to better describe
the uncertainty related to the tree-ring-based estimates of flow. One approach was
the development of an ‘ensemble’ reconstruction, in which reconstruction models
were calibrated on numerous subsets of calibration years (Webb and Woodhouse
2003). When the ensemble members were plotted (30–40 members for the South
Platte River), it was possible to see years in which all solutions converged (typ-
ically the driest years) and years in which the estimates were more variable. In
several cases early in the gauge record, tree-ring estimates for a particular year all
indicated dry conditions while the gauge value indicated an average or wet year.
Denver Water personnel suggested errors in the estimation of the natural flows
could be the cause of the mismatch in those years, something the paleoscientists
had not considered. The range of scenarios presented by this ensemble approach
provided a means to explore uncertainties related to statistical modeling and the
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sensitivity of the reconstruction to different calibration years and the quality of
gauge data.

Denver Water engineers are still in the process of incorporating these results
into their water system model, a major undertaking. The general approach used is
to pair pre-gauge reconstructed estimates with the closest analog year in the set
of 45 years (1947–1991) with known daily hydrology for the model’s 450 loca-
tions to obtain the input needed for their model. In cases where reconstructed years
have no analog, values for the closest year are scaled accordingly. In this way,
the extended records from the streamflow reconstructions are being incorporated
into the Denver Water’s water system model, ultimately allowing the system to be
tested by using a longer record of hydroclimatic variability than is afforded by the
gauge record. A companion reconstruction of water demand, which largely reflects
maximum summer temperatures and the occurrence of rainfall events at two thresh-
olds, was also generated, allowing a comparison of long-term records of supply and
demand, and the frequency of a joint concurrence of high demand and low flow to be
assessed.

8.3.4 Informing the Public

Dendrohydrologic reconstructions of streamflow have played an important role in
raising awareness among water managers, policy makers, and the general public
that the range of variability in gauge records is just a subset of the long-term natu-
ral variability over multiple centuries. The late 1990s through early 2000s drought
in the western United States caught the attention of many, and because it was the
worst drought on record in many areas (depending on variable and length of time
considered), it led to questions such as, ‘How often do we have a drought this severe
and have there been worse droughts in the past?’ The public interest level was high,
especially where outdoor water use was restricted, and was further heightened by
media attention to the drought. Water managers had a practical interest in getting
answers to these questions, while policy makers were made acutely aware that water
resource and drought planning needed to consider more than the worst drought in
the twentieth century.

This situation created a rare window of opportunity for dendrohydrologists to
assist in addressing these questions. It also presented an excellent opportunity
to inform the general public about the usefulness of tree-ring reconstructions of
hydroclimatic variability. Many groups—from the Audubon Society to the local
soil conservation district to continuing education law students—were interested in
hearing about droughts of the past. The challenge was to present information on
the tree-ring-based reconstructions regarding the current drought and droughts of
the past in a way that was readily understandable by a range of audiences. New
approaches to data display and visualization were considered to improve ways
to convey information about hydrological reconstructions. For example, the time
series of reconstructed streamflow typically shown are not readily understood by
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all audiences. Alternative ways to describe the long-term records of flow may be
more meaningful. In particular, graphics that showed how often a year like 2002
or a sequence of dry years has occurred were of primary interest. Two examples of
different ways to graphically depict streamflow reconstructions that have been well
received by general public audiences are show in Figs. 8.5 and 8.6.

Fig. 8.5 Droughts are not evenly distributed through time. This graph shows periods of drought
in the reconstructed Rio Grande River (Del Norte gauge) annual streamflow, 1536–1999. Only the
years in which 2 or more consecutive years are below the mean are shown, as departures in hundred
thousand acre-feet from the long-term mean

Fig. 8.6 Reconstructed Colorado headwaters streamflow (Blue, Fraser, and Williams Fork Rivers,
averaged). Values are shading-coded according to percentiles of flow. The years with dots are the
driest 10% of flows. 2002 was in this category, as were 6 years in the twentieth century. In contrast,
12 extremely dry years occurred in the nineteenth century
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8.4 Challenges

8.4.1 High Flows

Attempts to reconstruct annual streamflow totals from tree-ring indices by regres-
sion methods often run up against the obstacle of heteroscedastic errors, in which
the variance of the regression errors increases with the magnitude of the estimated
flows (e.g., Meko and Graybill 1995; Meko et al. 2001). This is especially true
the smaller the basin and the more arid the climate. To satisfy regression assump-
tions, one solution is log transformation of the flows before regression analysis.
The reconstruction is then in log units of flow, and in such units the residuals
may not be heteroscedastic. But water resources planners do not compute their
water budgets in log flow units, and when reconstructions are back-transformed
to original units, the heteroscedasticity returns. The problem essentially is that for
basins with ‘flashy’ flow regimes (e.g., rapid runoff from heavy storms in arid
regions), tree-ring data are unlikely to accurately distinguish magnitudes of high
flows (Meko et al. 1995). The runoff events may simply occur too rapidly to
leave a strong signature in soil moisture in the root zone of the trees, and in tree
growth. At the same time, high flows are of great importance in water resources
planning because they often contribute the pulses of runoff that refill storage
reservoirs.

8.4.2 Seasonality

Cool season precipitation and snowmelt contribute proportionally more water to
streamflow than warm season precipitation, especially for large watersheds. Reasons
include the higher evapotranspiration losses and requirements for soil moisture
recharge in the summer season, as well as the generally spotty nature of summer
convective storms. Improvement of the seasonal resolution of precipitation or soil
moisture signal from tree rings is therefore likely to yield more accurate streamflow
reconstructions. Separate measurements of earlywood width and latewood width
have proved useful in various regions for seasonal resolution of precipitation vari-
ations (e.g., Lodewick 1930; Meko and Baisan 2001; Cleaveland et al. 2003). A
different issue related to seasonality concerns streamflow reconstructions in areas
where the climate signal in tree growth and the main climatic contribution to annual
flow do not correspond as well as they do across most of the western United
States. In the Pacific Northwest, the main source of runoff is winter precipitation,
while low-elevation moisture-sensitive trees are more tuned to summer precipitation
(Gedalof et al. 2004). In the eastern United States, species such as bald cypress also
tend to be more sensitive to summer conditions, making reconstructions of summer
low flows a more appropriate hydrologic variable for reconstruction than annual
flows (Cleaveland 2000).
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8.4.3 Uncertainty

Uncertainty is inherent to tree-ring reconstructions of streamflow. Tree-ring data
are imperfect recorders of climate, and so even a dense tree-ring network of
moisture-sensitive chronologies distributed ideally over the important runoff-
producing parts of a watershed will not result in an error-free reconstruction.
Noise-added reconstructions, described earlier, are one possible approach to sum-
marizing uncertainty, assuming the model is correct. The ensemble reconstructions
described in the case study for Denver Water address that part of the uncertainty due
to model selection given different years in the calibration set. Concisely and clearly
communicating the uncertainty in reconstructions to water resources professionals is
a continuing challenge to dendrohydrologists. This task is further complicated when
multiple tree-ring reconstructions appear to yield widely disparate estimates for the
magnitude of multiyear low-flow events and other features in the long-term record
(Hidalgo et al. 2000; Woodhouse et al. 2006). Important differences in reconstruc-
tions can always be traced to differences in basic tree-ring data, hydrologic data, and
modeling choices. The importance of the ‘observed’ flow record used for calibrat-
ing the reconstruction model is illustrated in the Colorado River reconstruction of
Stockton and Jacoby (1976). These researchers reported estimated long-term mean
annual flows ranging from 13.06 million acre-feet (maf) to 14.15 maf, depending
on which of two existing virgin flow records were used and whether the earliest,
least reliable, years of the flow record were included in the calibration. A ‘best’ esti-
mate of 13.5 maf was finally adopted as a compromise based on the two versions of
the reconstruction deemed most reliable. (Note: 1 maf is approximately 1.23 billion
cubic meters.)

Statistical reconstruction methods, such as multiple linear regression, yield an
estimate of the reconstruction uncertainty in terms of the error variance. The error
variance reflects the goodness of fit of the reconstruction model, and is critical to
the interpretation of the reconstructed streamflow statistics. The biases and standard
errors of reconstructed streamflow drought statistics have been found to depend
in degree on the goodness of fit, calibration sample length, reconstruction sam-
ple length, and autocorrelation of the reconstructed flows (Brockway and Bradley
1995). Monte Carlo studies have shown that a drought statistic derived from an
observed flow record is more stable (lower standard error) than the same statistic
estimated from a much longer reconstructed flow (Brockway and Bradley 1995).
Reduction of the error variance of streamflow reconstructions is a major challenge
in getting reconstructions to be accepted and utilized in water resources planning.

The reconstruction error variance, as useful as it is in assessing reconstruc-
tion uncertainty, summarizes only part of this uncertainty for most streamflow
reconstructions. Additional uncertainty arises from the time-varying makeup of
tree-ring chronologies, which can lead to reconstructed flow values based on pre-
dictors (tree-ring variables) that are essentially different from those used to calibrate
the reconstruction model. An extreme example would be chronologies formed by
splicing time series of indices from living trees with those of remnant wood or
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archaeological samples. Methods for quality-controlling and adjusting chronolo-
gies for time-varying sample size are available (Wigley et al. 1984; Osborn et al.
1997), and should be more routinely adopted in streamflow reconstruction. Another
possible strategy is to tailor reconstruction models so that the equation yielding
a reconstructed flow in any given year is based on a calibration model using the
identical (or similar) tree-ring cores (e.g., Meko 1997).

As tree-ring chronologies are updated and additional chronologies are developed,
reconstructions for the same flow record can be expected to change: the revised
flow estimates will be a different linear combination of tree-ring indices from the
estimates in previous reconstructions. Illustrations of such changes for reconstruc-
tions of streamflow for the Colorado River can be found in Woodhouse et al. (2006).
Moreover, choices of tree-ring processing (e.g., residual or standard indices, lags or
no lags, indices or principal components) can lead to different reconstructions from
the same basic tree-ring measurements. Because the ‘true’ model relating flow to
tree-ring indices is an abstraction and is unknown, it is important that more research
address the sensitivity of reconstructed streamflow features to modeling choices.

Uncertainty in the low-frequency component of streamflow variability is another
aspect of streamflow reconstruction that cannot be satisfactorily addressed with cal-
ibration and validation statistics of reconstruction models. First, the flow record for
the period used to calibrate and validate the model simply may not be represen-
tative of the low-frequency behavior of the long-term record. In that case, we do
not know how well the tree rings might track the low-frequency flow variations,
and we must assume that low-frequency features—such as broad swings above
and below the mean in tree growth—reflect similar variations in flow. Second,
the detrending operation in conventional standardization places a lower limit on
the frequency of climatic variation resolvable with the tree-ring index. That limit
depends on the length of the tree-ring series and choices of detrending curve by
the researcher developing the chronology (Cook et al. 1990, 1995). Regional curve
standardization (RCS), which depends on identification of a generally applicable
function of expected ring width with tree age, has been applied in dendrohydrology
in an attempt to circumvent the frequency-response limitation (e.g., St. George and
Nielsen 2002). Unfortunately, RCS requires intensive sampling, with trees of vari-
ous ages represented throughout the period of record (Briffa et al. 1996). Few river
basins may afford such a luxury of moisture-sensitive trees.

Uncertainty can never be completely eliminated from streamflow reconstruc-
tions. A streamflow reconstruction relies on a statistical relationship between
streamflow (observed or adjusted to natural flows) and tree-ring chronologies dis-
tributed over the basin. Increased tree-ring site coverage and improved statistical
methodology may increase the strength of the relationship. Uncertainty may eventu-
ally be reduced by incorporating information from tree-ring variables other than ring
width index in the reconstruction model. Variables might include wood density (e.g.,
Briffa et al. 1988), stable isotope ratios in tree rings (e.g., Leavitt and Wright 2002)
and the anatomical features of cambial cells (e.g., Vaganov 1990; Vaganov et al.
2006). Such efforts can never arrive at a perfect reconstruction, but improvements
in accuracy may enhance the usefulness of the reconstruction for water resource
management.
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Possible changes in basin characteristics over the period covered by the tree-
ring record impose on streamflow reconstructions a layer of uncertainty not
amenable to assessment with statistics on calibration accuracy or validation accu-
racy. Reconstruction models assume that the statistical relationships derived for the
calibration period are stable over the long term, and this assumption may be vio-
lated if basin conditions have changed. For example, if the vegetative cover of the
basin was drastically reduced (e.g., by fire) during some intervals, the runoff from
the basin at those times would be greater than expected from a statistical model cal-
ibrated under modern conditions. On the other hand, an error of this kind may be
unimportant to water managers who are interested in the possible effects of climate
variability on runoff given existing vegetation coverage.

8.4.4 Communication

The extended records of hydroclimatic variability provide valuable information
about the range of natural variability beyond that provided by gauge records alone.
This information has important implications for water resource planning and policy
making. The challenge is to move from these implications to determine the ways
these data can actually be applied to water resource management. Collaborative
work between water management agencies and paleoscientists, as described in the
example above with Denver Water, has demonstrated the potential usefulness of
these data in planning and management. In the spring of 2002, a workshop was held
in Tucson, Arizona (Garrick and Jacobs 2005), that brought together paleoscien-
tists and water management agency personnel with interests in the Colorado River
basin. Group discussions during the workshop brought to the forefront some of the
challenges in applying paleodata to water resource planning and management. First
and foremost was the need for better communication between paleoscientists and
water management personnel to improve scientists’ understanding of management
decision-making concerns, as well as water managers’ understanding of the science
behind the data. Part of that challenge is finding water managers willing to look
beyond traditional management tools, and dendrohydrologists willing to think about
alternative approaches to standard dendrohydrological methods. Forming success-
ful partnerships is a time-consuming process for all parties involved. However, due
to the impact of recent droughts, coupled with increased demands on water supplies
and the potential for anthropogenic climate change, the water resource community
has begun to recognize the value of these extended records. Our challenge is to
improve communications with water management personnel so that we can find
better ways to provide the data and information needed for planning and decision
making.

8.4.5 Climate Change

The regional impacts of climate change on water resources are becoming evident
in the declining snowpack in the mountains of the western United States, and
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particularly in the Pacific Northwest (Mote et al. 2005). The decline is mostly
attributed to warming winter temperatures, even with periodic and regional increases
in precipitation (Mote et al. 2005). Effects of this reduction of snowpack on hydrol-
ogy include earlier runoff dates and changes in the distribution of runoff over
the course of the water year, with more runoff earlier in the water year (Stewart
et al. 2004). These changes could result in greater losses due to evaporation and an
overall reduction in water year flows, if not compensated for elsewhere in the hydro-
logic cycle. Future climate projections suggest large-scale warming on the order of
1−2◦C across the western United States over the next half century (Barnett et al.
2004).

These trends and projections bring up the question, is the record of past hydro-
climatic variability an appropriate analog to future conditions? In some respects,
the climate of the future will be unlike the climate of the past; however, natural
hydroclimatic variability is likely to continue, superimposed on changes in climate
due to anthropogenic activities. An understanding of natural hydroclimatic vari-
ability on decadal and longer timescales can be obtained only from centuries-long
reconstructed records, and is critical for understanding the large-scale, slowly vary-
ing oceanic/atmospheric drivers of climate. These large-scale controls are likely
to continue to operate in the future, and a baseline knowledge of the role of
oceanic/atmospheric conditions in long-term regional hydroclimatic variability is
necessary to understand how the climate system operates now and how it will under
warmer conditions. The challenge will be to blend the knowledge gleaned from
the past with projections for climate under climate change scenarios to get a bet-
ter indication of the range of hydroclimatic conditions and events to expect in the
future.

8.5 Conclusion

A.E. Douglass, in the foreword to Edmund Schulman’s (1945a) landmark report on
tree-ring hydrology of the Colorado River basin, wrote that he believes Schulman
‘offers something of novel importance and value to the hydrologists of the West,’
and that the report will ‘carry over to the managers of hydroelectric and reclamation
projects about the world a good idea of the type of information that may be secured
from properly selected and analysed [sic] trees.’ Some 50 years later, we see that
much has been accomplished but that the potential of tree-ring analysis in hydrol-
ogy has only begun to be tapped. Early studies were most intensive in the western
United States, with groundwork for quantitative streamflow reconstructions laid by
H.C. Fritts and C.W. Stockton. The geographic scope has expanded with the growth
of dendrochronology as a science, the development of tree-ring laboratories in var-
ious countries, and the spatial extension of tree-ring networks. The contributions
of dendrohydrology continue at an accelerating pace as human demands on lim-
ited water resources increase and the need for efficient long-term planning in water
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management becomes more urgent worldwide. In the western United States, severe
and widespread drought conditions in recent years have only served to increase the
demand for streamflow reconstructions by water management personnel who have
recognized the value of the extended records.

New methods are constantly under development to better synthesize the infor-
mation from streamflow reconstructions for use by water resources professionals.
An overriding goal is the adoption of quantitative reconstructions in water resources
planning and operations. To this end, perhaps as important as the scientific advances
is a proactive approach to communication that includes much direct interaction of
tree-ring researchers with water resources professionals and the public to emphasize
the potential value of augmented time series of streamflow.
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Chapter 9
Climatic Inferences from Dendroecological
Reconstructions

Thomas W. Swetnam and Peter M. Brown

Abstract Tree rings have long been employed by ecologists to study the local-
scale dynamics of forest stands and woodlands, but only recently have network
approaches been applied to evaluate regional and broader-scale processes. As
with dendroclimatic data (e.g., ring-width and ring-density chronologies), cli-
matic drivers become much more evident in dendroecological data aggregated at
broad spatial scales (relative to local-scale data). Study of dendroecology net-
works has led to new insights on climatic variability and change and their impacts
on ecosystems. In addition to the power of network approaches, dendroecology
has advanced in recent decades because of the ready availability of, and com-
parison with, high quality, independent dendroclimatic reconstructions of various
hydro-climatic parameters (e.g., drought indices, precipitation and temperature) and
ocean-atmosphere indices (e.g., ENSO, PDO, and AMO). Dendroecological recon-
structions that have been most commonly employed in climate-related analyses are
disturbance histories (e.g., fire and insect outbreaks). We review examples of these
applications from our studies in the Southwestern United States. We also compile
and describe here, for the first time, a regional network of ponderosa pine (Pinus
ponderosa) establishment dates from the Southwest, and we show that episodic
natality patterns are probably associated with decadal wet periods. Using another
example of decadal variability in forest fire histories—specifically a hiatus in fire
occurrence in the circa 1780–1840 time period—we make a case that regional
to continental-scale dendroecological reconstructions can provide useful insights
about ‘ecologically-effective climate change’. We define this type of climatic vari-
ability as the patterns of climate at interannual, decadal and centennial scales that
are most distinctly reflected in synchronous ecological responses at regional and
broader scales. In the context of dendroclimatology, primary values of the investiga-
tion of specific climatic patterns that elicit regional and broader ecological responses
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is that these studies provide insights about climate variability that is relevant to
ecosystems, and in turn, human concerns about future climate change impacts on
ecosystems.

Keywords Dendroecology · Forest fires · Insect outbreaks · Tree demography

9.1 Introduction

Dendroecology—the application of tree-ring analysis to ecological questions—is
a rapidly expanding subfield of dendrochronology with increasing relevance to
the study of past and present ecosystems and climatic variations. Ecologists have
typically focused on short-term studies (<10 years) at fine spatial scales (<1000
m2), but the importance of long-term and broadscale processes is increasingly
appreciated (Ricklefs 1987; Levin 1992; Turner et al. 1993; Brown 1995). Many
ecosystem processes, especially those affected by climate changes, manifest them-
selves only over longer time periods and broader spatial scales than encompassed
in typical ecological studies. Understanding the dynamics of long-lived organisms
and ecosystems—and the role of climate in controlling these dynamics—requires
decadal to centennial and landscape- to regional-scale perspectives. Various types
of tree-ring data can provide the depth of temporal and spatial information needed
for multiscale, comparative analyses to fully evaluate climatic effects on ecosystems
(Fritts and Swetnam 1989; Schweingruber 1996; Swetnam et al. 1999).

The most common types of dendroecological datasets with relevance to studies of
climate effects are disturbance histories (e.g., chronologies of forest fires and insect
outbreaks) and demographic histories of tree populations (chronologies of tree natal-
ity and/or mortality). For both of these types of datasets, there are—or there is the
potential for development of—broad networks of data from multiple sites that allow
for regional-scale analyses. Disturbance and demographic processes are driven by
both internal system dynamics (e.g., species life histories and community dynamics,
such as competition) as well as by external factors such as climate. Generally, evi-
dence for climate effects emerges only at larger spatial and longer temporal scales
because of the ‘noise’ introduced by local, internal ecological processes. There have
been a variety of dendroecological studies that primarily focused on internal stand
or community ecological dynamics (e.g., Spencer 1964; Clark et al. 1975; Lorimer
1985; Frelich and Graumlich 1994; Kneeshaw and Bergeron 1998; Morneau and
Payette 2000). These studies were carried out at the stand or watershed scales and
climatic analyses were not included, or they were limited because of the fine spa-
tial scale of the datasets. In contrast, broader studies examining climate effects on
ecosystem dynamics have used network-based approaches involving many sites dis-
tributed across mountain ranges or regions (i.e., 104 to >106 km2; e.g., Kitzberger
et al. 1997; Villalba and Veblen 1997a; Kitzberger and Veblen 1998; Swetnam and
Betancourt 1998; Veblen et al. 1999, 2000; Brown and Shepperd 2001; Brown 2006;
Sibold and Veblen 2006; Kitzberger et al. 2007).
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Networks of well-dated disturbance and demographic chronologies can be aggre-
gated at multiple spatial scales to enhance common patterns, just as is done in
regional networks of ring-width or ring-density chronologies. Climatic influence
emerges as patterns of synchrony (or asynchrony) of events, oscillations, or trends.
Very broadscale synchrony (at >104 km2 scales) is typically related to climate vari-
ability affecting the co-occurrence of ecological events in many places, because
most ecological disturbances or processes are not capable of physically spreading
over such large areas. For example, fires generally can not burn across the enormous
desert valleys and canyons that separate forested mountain ranges in the American
Southwest. Therefore, synchrony of annual fire events (or absence of fire events)
among these widely dispersed mountain ranges has to be related to regional-scale,
fire-inducing (or -suppressing) climatic conditions, such as regional drought (wet)
events (Swetnam and Baisan 1996).

In general, synchrony of disturbance events and demographic processes at
regional or broader scales can be inferred to reflect climatic influences. An apt anal-
ogy is crossdating of tree-ring measurements among trees and sites. In the case
of tree-ring widths or densities, it is understood that numerous unique or local
factors (e.g., soils, competition, genetics, human land uses, etc.) at the scales of
trees and forest stands may affect cambial growth and thereby introduce nonsyn-
chronous, non-climatic signals in tree-ring time series (Cook 1990). However, when
sites and trees are carefully selected to maximize climatic sensitivity and ring series
from many locations are combined, the existence of broadscale crossdating (i.e.,
synchrony) of ring patterns across regions is logically and demonstrably related—
both statistically and mechanistically—to climatic variations (e.g., Fritts 1976).
Likewise, disturbance and demographic events are affected by numerous local fac-
tors, but if common, synchronous patterns emerge across broadscale networks, those
ecological patterns are most probably climatic in origin. Interpretations of these
causal relations are most robust when coupled with mechanistic understanding of
climatic/ecological processes, such as the effects of water balance on fuel productiv-
ity, fuel moisture content and fire occurrence (e.g., Swetnam and Betancourt 1998;
Westerling et al. 2006).

Assembly of regional- to continental-scale networks of disturbance and tree
demographic histories is just beginning (see the International Multiproxy Paleofire
Database at: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/impd/). Analogous development of
tree-ring width networks in North America and South America began in the
1950s with Edmund Schulman’s work (Schulman 1956), and continued through
the 1970s and 1980s with Harold Fritts’ efforts (Fritts 1976, 1991). Many other
dendrochronologists have assembled tree-ring data networks and contributed these
to publicly accessible databases (see the International Tree-Ring Data Bank
at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html). These datasets have now been
applied in continental to global-scale dendroclimatic reconstructions (e.g., Fritts
1991; Briffa et al. 1994; Mann et al. 1998, 1999; Cook et al. 1999, 2004). In
addition to providing an example for dendroecology of the power of the network
approach, dendroclimatic networks provide a tremendous source of comparative
data. Replicated time series of reconstructed hydroclimate variables or global
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circulation indices are often used to evaluate the effects of annual to multicentennial
climate variability and change on ecosystems. The easy availability of these cli-
mate reconstructions is now stimulating a surge of dendroecological research with
a climatic focus.

The fact that synchronous ecological processes occur at very broad spatial scales
(e.g., Hawkins and Holyoak 1998; Koenig and Knops 1998), and that this synchrony
is driven in part by climatic variability (e.g., Swetnam 1993; Villalba and Veblen
1997a; Swetnam and Betancourt 1998; Brown and Wu 2005), raises important
questions for both ecology and climatology:

• How can chronologies and networks of ecological patterns be used to study past
climate variability and change?

• How does climate entrain ecological disturbance events and population dynamics
(natality and mortality) at regional and broader scales?

• When and in what manner do climate-forced effects override internal or local
factors (e.g., competition, predation, random variations) in determining the
dynamics of ecosystems?

• How can we use our understanding of past climate influences on ecosystems
at long-term and broad scales to predict impacts of future climate change on
ecosystem structure, function, and disturbance dynamics?

In this chapter we describe several examples of ecological disturbances and popu-
lation dynamics that are influenced by climatic variations. In particular, we illustrate
how spatial networks are useful for evaluating climatic and ecological relationships
by drawing upon our own fire history, insect outbreak, and tree population studies
in the western United States. In addition to describing and discussing the ecological
insights and implications of these tree-ring studies, we also focus on their relevance
for climatological investigations. We compile both regional tree recruitment and fire
occurrence data to highlight an unusual hiatus of forest fire occurrence in the west-
ern United States and southern South America during the early 1800s as an example
of what we term here as an ‘ecologically effective climate change.’

9.2 Examples of Dendroecological-Climate Reconstructions

9.2.1 Fire History and Fire Climatology

Fire history studies using crossdated fire-scarred trees are the most common type
of dendroecological analysis involving assessments of climatic effects. There are
numerous examples of subregional to continental (and even intercontinental) studies
of fire climatology using fire-scar chronologies and various hydroclimatic recon-
structions (e.g., see summaries in Veblen et al. 2003). Fire-scarred trees are a
fortuitous ecological and physical phenomenon, whereby past fire events (primar-
ily low-intensity surface fires) create very distinctive lesions within tree-ring series
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Fig. 9.1 Photograph of a cross section of a fire-scarred ponderosa pine (left), and map of locations
of 120 fire-scar collection sites in the southwestern United States (right). The arrows on the cross
section point to fire scars created when surface fires burned near the base of this tree. After each
fire left a scar, subsequent tree rings grew over the dead tissue. The last fire scar in 1899, and
subsequent century of growth with no fire scars, reflects the effects of fire suppression and the
exclusion of widespread surface fires

(Fig. 9.1). The ubiquitous presence of fire-scarred trees in many forests worldwide
has provided evidence to reconstruct detailed chronologies of fire history in hun-
dreds of forest stands (e.g., Kitzberger et al. 2007). Fire history networks are now
the most developed among dendroecological data networks, with more than 400
fire-scar time series included in the International Multiproxy Paleofire Database
(http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/impd/).

The power of a dendroecological network for assessing fire/climate relationships
is illustrated here with an example from the southwestern United States. At present,
there are a total of 120 crossdated fire-scar chronologies that have been compiled
from sites in Arizona and New Mexico (Fig. 9.1). Site chronologies typically are
composed of sets of 20 or more fire-scarred trees sampled in forest stands of about
10–100 hectares in size (see Swetnam and Baisan 1996, 2003, and references therein
for details of site selection and other details). Compilation of fire dates recorded
among multiple sites results in a regional fire chronology, which documents years
when both highly synchronous fires were burning in many sites across the region as
well as years when few fires occurred (Fig. 9.2).

The Southwestern regional fire chronology documents strong relationships both
with hydroclimatic variables and with ocean-atmosphere indices, such as the El
Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Figs. 9.3 and 9.4). Regional fire years—defined
as years when fire scars were recorded on trees at more than 20 sites—mainly
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Fig. 9.2 The number of sites recording fire scars in the southwestern United States from 1600
to 2000. This chronology of regional fire occurrence is based on the 120-site network shown in
Fig. 9.1. The largest regional fires are labeled in the upper plot, and the dashed lines show the
threshold of >20 sites and <4 sites used to identify ‘large’ and ‘small’ regional fire years, respec-
tively. The lower plot shows the smallest fire years. Note that the values in the upper plot are
shown as black vertical bars on a white background, and in the lower plot the values are white
vertical bars on a black background. Because these were mainly surface fires burning through
grass and herbaceous fuels, the widespread introduction of livestock grazing that accompanied
Euro-American settlement in the late 1800s led to the decline of fires in virtually all sites

occurred during relatively dry years of a set of gridded, independently derived recon-
structions of summer Palmer Drought Severity Indices (PDSIs; Cook et al. 2004;
Fig. 9.3, top panel). In contrast, years during which almost no fires were recorded
around the region tended to occur during relatively wet years. Regional fire years
also tended to occur during years of cool sea surface temperature (SST) conditions
(low Niño-3, an index of ENSO, which are La Niña years), while all but one of the
small fire years occurred during warm sea surface temperature conditions (Fig. 9.3,
bottom panel; El Niño years).

These patterns are supported by superposed epoch analysis (SEAs; Fig. 9.4).
Superposed epoch analysis is used to compare average annual climate anomalies for
the set of regional fire years to climate for the entire period of the climate reconstruc-
tions (Swetnam 1993). Superposed epoch analysis also is used to compare climate
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Fig. 9.3 (Upper plot) Tree-ring-reconstructed summer (July–August) Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI; solid line) (from Cook et al. 2004), shown with the largest and smallest regional fire
years identified from the 120-site fire-scar network from the southwestern United States (lower
plot). Tree-ring reconstructed Niño-3 index of sea surface temperatures (SSTs; Cook 2000), shown
with the same set of largest and smallest regional fire years

during years prior to fire years to assess antecedent conditions that may have been
important for fire occurrence. Significant climate anomalies are assessed by using
bootstrapped confidence intervals based on distributions of annual climate values.
Results of SEA from the Southwest regional data confirm that, on average, the larger
fire years occurred during drought years and La Niña events, and that the small fire
years occurred during the opposite patterns of pluvial years and El Niño events
(Fig. 9.4). Interestingly, SEA also often shows that there were significant lagging
relationships in climate/ecosystem dynamics, with fire years typically following
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Fig. 9.4 Superposed epoch analysis (SEA) of large and small regional fire years in relation to
summer Palmer Drought Severity Indices (PDSIs) in the southwestern United States and Niño-3
sea surface temperature (SST). Plots A and B show results for largest (38) and smallest (36) fire
years during the period 1600–1900, using tree-ring width reconstructions of southwestern PDSI
(Cook et al. 2004). Plots C and D show results from SEA using the same sets of fire years against
a reconstruction of Niño-3, an index of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Cook 2000).
Plots E and F show SEA results using modern PDSI based on instrumental data and the largest
(19) and smallest (23) fire years from area burned records from all federal, state, and private lands
in Arizona and New Mexico during the period 1905–2004. Lines in each plot represent the 0.05,
0.01, and 0.001 confidence intervals based on Monte Carlo simulations of random distributions of
annual climate conditions for PDSI and Niño-3

1–3 years of wet conditions. These fires were mainly surface fires, burning in grasses
and herbaceous fuels, and wet conditions would have resulted in more continuous
and denser fuels that would have burned more readily and have been widespread
during subsequent drought years (e.g., Brown and Wu 2005).
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Overall, the Southwest climate and fire comparisons (Figs. 9.3 and 9.4) not only
illustrate the close coupling between wet/dry patterns and fire in this region, but
they also provide a strong confirmation of the high fidelity of these two types
of dendrochronological reconstructions. The regional reconstructed climate and
fire time series are based on independently collected and quite different types of
tree-ring data. The climate-sensitive trees used to develop the drought and Niño-3
reconstructions generally come from dry, rocky sites where fire spread is unlikely,
and ring widths are the measured variable. The fire-scar records generally come
from ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forests in the same region, but typically
in sites where grass and pine needle understories could carry widespread fires.
Fire scars are the primary observed variable in these time series. Despite these
differences, the remarkable coincidence of extreme regional dry (wet) years and
high (low) fire occurrence suggests that the two kinds of network-based reconstruc-
tions are accurately identifying ecologically effective climatic conditions at annual
resolutions.

9.2.2 Western Spruce Budworm Outbreaks and Climatic
Entrainment

One of the most widespread forest defoliators in the western United States is
the western spruce budworm (Choristoneura occidentalis). During its larval stage,
this Lepidopteran moth is a voracious feeder on the buds and needles of true firs
(Abies species) and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) trees. The name ‘spruce’
budworm is a bit of a misnomer, because although spruce trees (Picea spp.) are
minor hosts, the true firs and Douglas-fir typically suffer much heavier defoli-
ation and higher mortality rates than spruces. Another closely related budworm
species (Choristoneura fumiferana) occurs throughout eastern Canada and parts of
the northeastern United States, where it is the most widespread and important defo-
liator of conifers. Numerous tree-ring studies have reconstructed outbreak histories
of eastern and western spruce budworm (e.g., Blais 1981; Hadley and Veblen 1993;
Morin et al. 1993; Swetnam and Lynch 1993; Krause 1997; Jardon 2001; Ryerson
et al. 2003), making this an excellent candidate for development of regional (and
perhaps continental) networks of outbreak chronologies.

The tree-ring basis for developing outbreak chronologies is the observation
of very sharply reduced ring growth in the host species during the defoliation
episode, which typically lasts for a decade or longer (Fig. 9.5). The methods involve
multiple steps for confidently identifying reduced growth periods as outbreaks
(including distinguishing the outbreak signals from potentially confounding climate
effects; e.g., droughts), and compiling the observations into stand-level chronolo-
gies of outbreak events and subregional composites (see Swetnam et al. 1985;
Swetnam and Lynch 1993; and Ryerson et al. 2003). Specifically, the process we
have followed includes: (1) the separate development of ‘host’ and ‘non-host’ tree
species ring-width chronologies from nearby sites, (2) detailed graphical and sta-
tistical comparisons of these chronologies against each other and with independent
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Fig. 9.5 Photograph of reduced tree-ring growth in a Douglas-fir tree due to a defoliation event by
western spruce budworm. This type of rapid and sustained growth reduction over a distinct period
of time, often followed by a growth surge, is characteristic of defoliation events, and generally is
not typical of drought responses

instrumental climate data, (3) the use of the non-host chronologies (if comparison
tests are satisfactory) to ‘correct’ the host chronologies (i.e., to remove most or all
of the climate effects from the host chronologies), and (4) validation of the cor-
rected chronologies with independent forest entomology records (e.g., maps and
observations of defoliation and/or insect population measurements). The correc-
tion procedure involves subtraction of a variance rescaled version of the non-host
chronology (index values) from the host chronology.

Resulting ‘corrected’ budworm-affected chronologies from individual trees or
stand averages can then be combined into network composites for subregions. Our
original work on this focused primarily on stand-level averages of corrected host
ring-width chronologies, and the subregional composites were expressed as ‘num-
ber of chronologies (stands) recording outbreaks’ each year (Fig. 9.6). In subsequent
work we found that an ‘epidemiological approach,’ focusing more on the responses
of individual trees and their collective responses, rather than solely on stand aver-
ages, was more effective in revealing outbreak timing and magnitudes. Composites
of these data are expressed as numbers or percentages of trees (by site or in the
whole network) recording an outbreak each year (Fig. 9.6).

One of the consistent findings of our western spruce budworm studies in four sub-
regions of the western United States is a general correspondence between budworm
outbreaks and wet periods, coupled with reduced budworm outbreaks (endemic peri-
ods) during drought episodes (Fig. 9.6). In detailed analysis of precipitation and
temperature variables in the southern Rocky Mountains of New Mexico, Swetnam
and Lynch (1993) found that a wetter spring through early summer season (March to
June) was best correlated with the regional budworm composite record. In addition
to concurrence of wet periods and outbreaks, in cross-correlation and cross-spectral
analyses we found that increased wet conditions usually preceded the outbreaks by
several years up to a decade. These findings suggest that wet conditions predispose
trees and forests to budworm outbreaks.
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Fig. 9.6 Composite western spruce budworm histories from four subregions in the western United
States, compared with smoothed (13-year symmetrical weighted low pass filter) summer (July–
August) Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) reconstructions from independent tree-ring width
chronologies (Cook et al. 1999). The smoothed PDSI line in the upper graph is tree-ring recon-
structed and the smoothed dotted line is based on twentieth century instrumental data. Vertical lines
connect the PDSI and budworm axes at the minimum (1 standard deviation) years of the smoothed
PDSI. The Blue Mountains, Oregon, budworm data are partly described in Swetnam et al. (1995).
The other budworm datasets are described in Swetnam and Lynch (1993; southern Rockies, New
Mexico); Ryerson et al. (2003; San Juan Mountains, Colorado); and Swetnam, Archambault, and
Lynch (unpublished; Sacramento Mountains, New Mexico)
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The subject of potential climate entrainment of insect outbreaks—and on animal
population dynamics in general—has been debated in the ecological literature for
decades (e.g., White 1976; Royama 1984; Martinat 1987; Mattson and Haack 1987).
A variety of theories have emerged, including the famous ‘Moran effect,’ based
on Moran’s theorizing about the oscillatory behavior and regionally synchronized
lynx-hare populations of Canada (Moran 1953). In the case of the western spruce
budworm, it seems likely that favorable moisture conditions may act through an
increase in the quantity and improvement in the quality of tree foliage, the food base
for these defoliators (Swetnam and Lynch 1993). Although the exact mechanisms
remain unidentified, we think the consistent, coincident patterns in the tree-ring data
of wet periods/outbreaks, and droughts/endemic phases over multiple centuries and
large regions are quite compelling evidence that decadal moisture variability is an
important driver of budworm populations.

Notable features of forest insect outbreak reconstructions from tree rings are
the remarkable cycles or quasi-cycles that are evident in these time series (e.g.,
see Speer et al. 2001). The famous larch budmoth (Zeiraphera diniana) of central
Europe is the clearest example of relatively strong cyclicity in forest insect popula-
tions. These outbreaks produce a distinct tree-ring signature of defoliation events,
evident as sharply reduced ring widths and densities that have allowed for recon-
structions of up to 1200 years in length (Weber 1997; Esper et al. 2007). The recent
work of Esper et al. (2007) demonstrates a remarkable regularity and stability of
larch budmoth cycles in the European Alps over the past millennium, with an aver-
age period of 9.3 years between outbreaks. The most notable finding in this paper
is that the larch budmoth reconstruction (832–2004 CE) reveals the recent period
(since 1981) is the most unusual in the entire reconstruction, with an unprecedented
absence of outbreaks. Esper et al. (2007) show that this period corresponds to an
unprecedented increase in temperatures in this region (from an independent tree-ring
reconstruction), and conclude that nutrient cycling and other ecosystem processes
operating in the Alps may be undergoing a drastic alteration. Although the exact
mechanisms of this change are not known, they speculate that warming winter tem-
peratures may have led to earlier emergence of larvae from their eggs in the late
winter or spring before larch tree needles have emerged, leading to starvation and
failure of the larch budmoth populations to enter an outbreak phase.

Our regional time series of western spruce budworm typically show more vari-
able oscillatory behaviors than is the case with larch budmoth, with considerable
variability in the periods between budworm outbreaks. Hence, budworm population
fluctuations appear not to be very strongly cyclic. Nevertheless, as much as 50% to
60% of the variance of the regional composite time series is explained by cycles of
about 25–35 years (Swetnam and Lynch 1993; Ryerson et al. 2003). Considering
that these data are derived from tree rings, where cycles of this strength are vir-
tually never observed in raw ring-width series from non-host trees, this in itself is
a remarkable characteristic of defoliated host trees. Moreover, in cross-correlation
and cross-spectral analyses there appears to be some coherence of these moderate-
strength outbreak periodicities, and much weaker but similar periodicities in climate
reconstructions (Swetnam and Lynch 1993).
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A notable example of the use of tree rings in evaluations of animal popula-
tion dynamics and cyclic environmental variables are the studies of Sinclair et al.
(1993; Sinclair and Gosline 1997) of hare populations, climate, and sunspot cycles
in Canada. Unfortunately, the physical tree-ring basis of the hare population recon-
structions (feeding scars on aspen stems) seems obscure and is not well illustrated or
described in these papers. Some of the quantitative time series analyses are also dif-
ficult to evaluate. More research in this area, particularly with employment of more
rigorous dendrochronological sampling and analysis procedures, may be fruitful in
evaluating previous findings, and shedding light on the role of climate and animal
population dynamics. New and powerful statistical-analytical tools that are increas-
ingly employed by dendrochronologists and paleoclimatologists might be usefully
employed in this endeavor (e.g., univariate and bivariate singular spectrum analysis
(SSA), or wavelet analysis; e.g., Speer et al. 2001; Esper et al. 2007).

The periodic and aperiodic behaviors evident in tree-ring-based insect outbreak
reconstructions, and their potential coherence with climate, deserve much more
study. Most insect population dynamics studies have relied on much shorter obser-
vational datasets, which in some cases include only one to a few insect outbreaks
(e.g., Royama 1984; Myers 1998) or population ‘eruptions’ (e.g., Ranta et al. 1997).
Tree-ring-based insect outbreak and climate reconstructions for population dynam-
ics research are of potentially great value because numerous population oscillations
over periods of centuries can be identified at numerous locations over regions, and
even continents. We think there are opportunities here for breakthroughs in our
understanding of how climatic variations and oscillations act as potential synchro-
nizing (e.g., the Moran effect) or disrupting factors in plant and animal population
dynamics. Given recent enormous outbreaks of bark beetles in concert with climatic
changes in North America (e.g., Logan et al. 2003; Breshears et al. 2005), and Esper
et al.’s (2007) findings about changes in larch budmoth and temperature in the Alps,
the importance of this topic is likely to increase in coming years.

9.2.2.1 Confounding of Dendroclimatic Signals by Insect Outbreaks

One final point regarding insect outbreaks is important in the context of this chapter
and book; i.e., the potential confounding influence of insect outbreaks/defoliation on
dendroclimatic interpretations from host trees. Dendroclimatologists have long been
aware of this as a potential problem (e.g., Morrow and LaMarche 1978), and as a
general practice they seek to avoid sampling sites and trees that have a known history
of past outbreaks (Fritts 1976). A recent paper by Trotter et al. (2002) evaluated this
issue in some detail in pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) stands near Flagstaff, Arizona,
defoliated by pinyon pine needle scale (Matsucoccus acalyptus). They concluded
that, indeed, chronic or episodic effects of this insect could alter the dendroclimatic
estimates of drought if one were to use tree-ring width series from affected trees.

It is our opinion that the large majority of tree-ring width series that have been
sampled and measured for dendroclimatic studies in the western United States do
not have a great risk of being confounded with insect outbreak (or chronic insect
feeding) signals. This is because most of the major episodic defoliators of conifers
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(e.g., western spruce budworm and Douglas-fir tussock moth) generally tend to feed
in stands that have relatively closed-canopy conditions, in moderate to highly mesic
sites, and at mid-elevations. Stands with Abies as a dominant or codominant species,
for example, are more vulnerable than pure Douglas-fir stands. In general, these
kinds of stands are infrequently sampled for dendroclimatic purposes. The classic
western United States drought-sensitive site is an open-canopy conifer stand, in a
xeric site, at the lower forest border, with steep slopes and shallow soils (Schulman
1956; Fritts 1976). These are typically the least likely stands to be attacked by west-
ern spruce budworm. High-elevation, near-tree-line stands that are often sampled
for temperature reconstructions also are generally not affected by budworm or other
major defoliators. Although some insect defoliators and stem feeders (e.g., bark bee-
tles) can affect large areas, to the best of our knowledge, past outbreaks have tended
to occur in a relatively small proportion of the range of host species.

In addition to the reasons listed above, episodic or chronic defoliation, or past
insect-induced mortality within stands is usually visually obvious on trees within
the stands, or in the sampled ring-width series (e.g., Fig. 9.6; but see Ryerson et al.
2003 for a case study where outbreak signals were not often visually obvious in the
‘uncorrected’ ring width series). Within stands, past defoliation events are usually
apparent in the presence of trees with old dead tops (spikes), and new dominant
crown leaders, and many dead branches that are not simply the result of great age.
Also, dead trees from past killing events may be present, and in the case of bark
beetles, telltale feeding and egg-laying galleries may be visible on the stems of dead
trees for many years after the event (e.g., Perkins and Swetnam 1996).

In summary, the potential confounding effects on tree-ring series of past insect
attacks—and other disturbances such as fires—are an important consideration that
dendroclimatologists should be more keenly aware of than they generally are.
Precautions should be taken to investigate what is known from documentary sources
and local experts about the potential occurrence of past outbreaks in areas to be
sampled. Dendroclimatologists should have some field and laboratory training and
experience in identifying signs of past outbreaks within stands and on tree-ring
specimens. We encourage greater awareness of this issue by dendroclimatologists.
We also recommend further study of the potential ‘contamination’ of dendrocli-
matic databases with insect and other disturbance signals. Perhaps a screening of
existing dendroclimatic databases is warranted for potentially unknown insect out-
break signals that may exist in some chronologies from host species in areas with
known outbreaks. However, it is our expectation that if there are any such problem
chronologies, they are likely to be few.

9.2.3 Regional Tree Demography and Climate Effects

Ecologists have long recognized that time series of tree births and deaths are of fun-
damental value for understanding forest and woodland dynamics (Blackburn and
Tueller 1970; Henry and Swan 1974; Harper 1977). Estimating the age of a tree by
counting its annual rings is probably the best-known tree-ring application in history,
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extending at least back to the writings of Aristotle. However, from a dendroecologi-
cal perspective, the determination of tree ages is more complex than simply counting
rings, and understanding forest demographic patterns requires much more than
merely sampling what one suspects are the oldest trees in a forest. Because rigorous
dendroecological analyses of tree demography are somewhat less well described in
the literature than disturbance history methods (e.g., fire-scar and fire-history meth-
ods), we briefly describe here some key aspects of this tree-ring application in the
context of studies that are relevant to climatic influences on forests and woodlands.

There are several important considerations in determining ages of individual
trees and hence the age distribution of a forest stand or landscape. First, obtain-
ing accurate dates for tree-ring sequences is of primary importance for ecological
and climatic studies, since identification of synchrony of events and processes
requires high temporal resolution (Baumgartner et al. 1989; Fritts and Swetnam
1989). Dendrochronological crossdating of ring sequences (Stokes and Smiley
1968; Swetnam et al. 1985) should always be used (or at least attempted) to derive
absolute dates for tree-ring sequences. Even in studies where temporal precision
of recruitment dates is on the order of 10–20 years, it is usually impossible to
know how much error is involved in ring-counted data without first crossdating at
least some of the tree-ring sequences. Crossdating is particularly critical for demo-
graphic studies in forests that have been selectively harvested (Brown and Cook
2006). Sampling of only living trees in harvested stands may give a biased perspec-
tive on the age distribution of the historical forest, as larger (and, hence, generally
older) trees are often removed in selective harvest procedures.

In practice it is difficult to determine the exact germination dates of trees. This
is due both to limitations in the ability to obtain ring series at the exact point of
seedling germination (the ‘root-shoot’ boundary) and typically indistinct growth
patterns in the very earliest years of seedling growth that make identification of
annual ring boundaries difficult. Using the most intensive techniques and under the
best circumstances, obtaining annual or nearly annual resolution tree germination
dates is possible by destructively sampling and re-sectioning trees at multiple lev-
els across the root/shoot boundary (Savage et al. 1996; League and Veblen 2006).
However, most studies are limited to pith dates on ring sequences taken from some
height above the original germination point; i.e., above the root-shoot boundary
(e.g., Villalba and Veblen 1997b; Brown and Wu 2005; Brown 2006). These studies
have generally used the terms ‘tree establishment’ or ‘tree recruitment’ to refer to
the date or period when a tree became successfully rooted as a seedling, rather than
the exact date of germination. Often establishment periods of 5–20 years’ resolution
are used to reflect the relatively low precision in estimates of tree ages.

It is also often difficult to obtain exact death dates of remnant trees. Reasons
include difficulties in obtaining usable tree-ring samples from often highly decayed
wood, and irregular ring characteristics near the outside, especially in very old trees
that were stressed at the time of death. Death dates on remnant trees are also often
difficult to determine because sapwood typically decays rapidly after tree death
(especially in logs on the ground), which removes an unknown number of rings
from the outside of the stem. Again, however, using the most intensive techniques
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and with careful consideration of available evidence, annual or near-annual reso-
lution of death dates can be obtained for examination of stand- to landscape-scale
mortality events (e.g., Margolis et al. 2007).

Another requirement of tree demographic studies is an adequate sample size.
However, no studies to our knowledge have addressed how many trees may be
needed to adequately characterize population age structure in varying forests, and
more work is needed in this regard. In old, uneven-aged forests, sometimes hun-
dreds of trees must be sampled to obtain adequate characterization of age structure
distributions. This requirement is mainly due to the decline in survivorship of trees
as they age (often following an inverse J-shaped curve). This decline in quantity or
quality of evidence with increasing time before the present is what has been referred
to as the ‘fading-record’ problem, and it is common to paleoecological studies. The
oldest trees that represent germination pulses, or ‘cohorts,’ in the earliest periods
may not be detected unless numerous trees are sampled, but again, few studies have
addressed this question in any type of systematic manner (but see Johnson et al.
1994). Furthermore, many studies have found relatively poor relationships between
tree size and age. Therefore, some sort of systematic sampling procedure should
be used to select trees for aging rather than merely selecting the largest trees in a
stand.

Similar to tree recruitment dates, preservation of dead trees is a declining func-
tion with time before present, and obtaining estimates of past mortality events
depends both on persistence of woody material and the ability to adequately sample
the material to obtain death dates. Old forests usually contain complex recruitment
and mortality patterns, and to temporally resolve the different pulses and hiatus peri-
ods of establishment and mortality events often requires very large sample sizes and
careful sample techniques, particularly with sampling difficulties of obtaining the
bark rings on dead trees.

However, despite these and other difficulties in obtaining high-resolution tree
demographic data, concentrated efforts have resulted in very useful time series for
evaluating population dynamics related to climatic influences. One of the most
successful of these studies to date is the work of Villalba and Veblen (1997a)
on Austrocedrus chilensis woodlands in Argentina. They demonstrated a clear set
of linkages between favorable moisture conditions promoting regional tree cohort
establishment, and unfavorable (drought) conditions promoting reduced tree estab-
lishment and mortality (Fig. 9.7). Another successful example is a recent study by
Brown and Wu (2005) that illustrated the contingent effects of climate and fire
occurrence on tree establishment in a ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) forest in
southwestern Colorado (Fig. 9.8).

Examples of regional- to landscape-scale tree natality, mortality, and climate
associations found by Villalba and Veblen (1997a), Brown and Wu (2005), and
Brown (2006) inspired us to undertake a ‘meta-analysis’ of regional tree establish-
ment data in ponderosa pine forests from the southwestern United States. For this
analysis, we compiled data from 12 studies that sampled hundreds of ponderosa
pine trees distributed around the Southwest (Fig. 9.9). Some of these studies esti-
mated stand densities (number of stems or trees per hectare) from a sampling of
trees, while others reported total counts of trees establishing by date or period over
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Fig. 9.7 Tree establishment and mortality dates from Austrocedrus chilensis woodlands in north-
ern Argentina driven by fluctuations in effective moisture (Villalba and Veblen 1997a). (Reprinted
from Villalba and Veblen, with permission from Journal of Ecology, Wiley-Blackwell)

a certain size class within fixed plots or belt transects. There were also differences
in the establishment date (period) resolution in the datasets, including 5-, 10-, and
20-year periods.

Regional patterns of synchrony emerge in an overall compilation of the 12
time series in a ponderosa pine ‘establishment index’ (Fig. 9.10). This time series
was derived from the logarithms of the time series values (tree numbers and tree
densities; 1.0 was added to all values so that logarithms could be computed for
years/decades with zero values) and the ratio of each log-transformed value to the
mean of the entire log-transformed series. The regional time series is the average
of all the establishment indices computed for each series (site). Logarithmic trans-
formations are useful here because there is a strong tendency for recent periods
(especially after 1900) to have one to several orders of magnitude more trees estab-
lishing (or surviving) than before this period. Hence, to evaluate relative patterns, the
log transform and ratio index help to standardize all datasets for visual comparisons
and combination in the regional index time series.

Overall, the regional composite (Fig. 9.10) shows that ponderosa pine forests
are typically uneven-aged and the age structures are often dominated by episodes
of tree establishment (cohorts) that alternated with multi-decade periods when rel-
atively fewer trees established in the stands. Moreover, the composite suggests that
there was substantial regional synchrony of these episodes of establishment (and
lack of trees establishing), indicating the likely influence of broadscale climate forc-
ing. In general, the largest cohorts correspond with wetter conditions, as is shown
in the comparison with dendroclimatic reconstructions of drought indices (Cook
et al. 2004) from the region (Fig. 9.10). In particular, the 1810s–1860s and 1890s–
1930s cohorts coincide with exceptionally wet periods. Decreases in establishment
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Fig. 9.8 Fire history, age structure, and climate variations in a ponderosa pine forest in south-
western Colorado, United States (Brown and Wu 2005). (a) ENSO time series (thin solid line is
Niño-3 sea surface temperature (SST) index [D’Arrigo et al. 2005]; thin dashed line is Southern
Oscillation Index [SOI, Stahle et al. 1998]). SOI is reversed to be consistent with other moisture
indices. Years of significant triennial wet/dry oscillations identified by superposed epoch analyses
(SEA) are shown by up arrowheads centered on the drought years. Biennial oscillations also were
tested and found to be largely absent during the fire-quiescent periods of 1684–1724 and 1818–
1851. Thick solid and dashed lines show reconstructed hydroclimate time series, smoothed with
20-year cubic splines. The solid line shows the annual precipitation in northeastern New Mexico
(Grissino-Mayer 1996), and the dashed line shows the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) for
the Four Corners area (Cook et al. 2004). (b) Fire-year chronology for Archuleta Mesa. Horizontal
lines mark time spans of individual trees, with fire scars designated by inverted triangles. Fire
years at bottom are those recorded on more than two trees. (c, d) Tree recruitment dates by 5-year
periods for (c) ponderosa pine and (d) other tree species. The shaded vertical bars connecting
graphs in (a)–(d) mark relatively quiescent ENSO variability, wet periods, reduced fire occurrence
and pulses of recruitment in ponderosa pine (modified from Brown and Wu 2005, reprinted with
permission of Ecology, Ecological Society of America)
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Fig. 9.9 Map of the Southwest and southern Rocky Mountains showing locations of the 12 sites
where ponderosa pine age structure data have been collected and composted for analysis in this
chapter. The gray shaded area is the approximate range of ponderosa pine in this region

of trees also appear to approximately coincide with drier periods in the 1750s–
1760s, 1850s–1860s, and 1950s–1960s. Note also that a most recent cohort in the
1980s–1990s also coincides with a wet period in the Southwest that occurred from
approximately 1977 to 1992 (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998), although many of the
datasets used here lack counts of tree seedlings and saplings in these recent decades.
Earlier wet periods (1610s–1640s and 1690s–1710s) may coincide with very slight
establishment episodes, but these cohorts are not well resolved, probably because
fewer trees overall are included in this earlier part of the record.

Although this is a relatively coarse-scale spatial and temporal analysis of pon-
derosa pine age structure patterns in the Southwest, the results (Fig. 9.10) suggest
that there are several key features of local to regional recruitment dynamics that
were responsive to climatic variability. It is well known that ponderosa pine pro-
duces large cone crops only erratically, and that successful germination of the seeds
is enhanced by warm, wet summers (Pearson 1950; Savage et al. 1996). Successful
establishment and survival of seedlings into saplings is dependent on (1) favorable
moisture conditions (i.e., lack of drought), (2) the absence of surface fires for a suffi-
cient length of time to allow the saplings to develop thicker, more heat-resistant bark
(e.g., Fig 9.8), and (3) sufficient time for meristems to be elevated above grasses and
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Fig. 9.10 Composite age structure data from a network of 12 ponderosa pine stands and recon-
structed summer Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) from corresponding grid points in the
southwestern United States (Cook et al. 1999, 2004)

other surface fuels. Hence, it seems quite likely that historically, the favorable germi-
nation and establishment periods of ponderosa pine in the Southwest corresponded
with wetter conditions for the reasons described above; i.e., more successful ger-
mination and survival during these periods, and relatively longer intervals between
fires during these wet periods (see also Fig. 9.8). It is likely that climate affected
recruitment in many of these forests both through direct effects on demographic
processes (seed production, germination, and seedling growth) as well as by mod-
ifying fire frequency and timing (and perhaps other disturbances, such as insect
outbreaks; e.g., Fig. 9.6). In a later section of this chapter, we will discuss timing
of longer fire-free intervals, and their relationships to both climate and patterns of
regional tree recruitment shown in Fig. 9.10.

As in most dendrochronological studies involving networks of chronologies,
regional-scale emergent patterns of ecological synchrony may be reasonably inter-
preted to reflect, at least in part, the important role of climatic variability. This
is not to discount the important role of local factors in causing unique distur-
bances or demographic peculiarities at the tree or stand level. Interactions between
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disturbances and demography (e.g., fire, insect outbreaks, and tree mortality and
subsequent natality) can add multiple layers of complexity and non-climatic signals
in composite, ecological time series. Nevertheless, depending on the extent and
degree of spatial coherence and synchrony of disturbances or demographic pat-
terns, the relative role of climate can be assessed by the nature of the aggregated
time series, and their relations to independent climate reconstructions. The moder-
ate degree of regional synchrony in southwestern US ponderosa pine establishment
over the past several centuries, and approximate correspondence with reconstructed
drought indices (Fig. 9.10), suggests that climate is at least partly controlling. We
recognize, however, that multiple other environment factors probably also determine
the nonsynchronous variations, especially at finer spatial scales of individual stands.

9.3 The Late Eighteenth-Century, Early Nineteenth-Century
Fire Gap

We close our discussion of dendroecological and climate reconstructions with a spe-
cific example of an interesting climatic episode that has been identified in multiple
fire chronologies. Fire historians in North and South America have long recognized
a very interesting ‘gap,’ or hiatus, in fire events during the period from about 1780 to
1840. The gap appears as an unusually long interval (relative to average intervals in
the rest of the chronologies) between fire events. This gap is evident in many forest
stands from the Southwest (e.g., Swetnam and Dieterich 1985; Fig. 9.11; see also
Fig. 9.8), Baja California (Stephens et al. 2003; Fig. 9.12), and northeastern Oregon
(Heyerdahl et al. 2002). The gap seems to be detectable primarily in the intermediate
fire frequency fire regimes (i.e., mean fire return intervals between about 7 and 15
years). The timing and length of the gap varies somewhat from area to area, starting
or ending some years earlier or later, but generally within the period from the late
1700s through the middle1800s.

Kitzberger et al. (2001) noted that a similar gap of reduced fire frequency was
present during approximately the same time period (i.e., 1780s–1840s) in fire his-
tories from Austrocedrus chilensis woodlands in northern Patagonia, Argentina
(Fig. 9.13). Perhaps most remarkably, the regional fire-scar time series from the
Southwest and Patagonia were statistically coherent (i.e., synchronous), especially
in the frequency range of about 2–7 years (determined in a bivariate spectral analy-
sis). Kitzberger et al. (2001) hypothesized that the common response of fire regimes
in the Southwest and Patagonia to the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (Swetnam and
Betancourt 1990; Kitzberger et al. 1997; Veblen et al. 1999, 2000; Veblen and
Kitzberger 2002) was likely the reason for coherence of the two fire occurrence time
series from different hemispheres. Moreover, they proposed that the hiatus during
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries could be due to a combination
of (1) reduced amplitude and/or frequency of ENSO events (especially La Niña
events) during this period (Fig. 9.14; see also Fig. 9.8), and (2) a coincidence of
this period with a major global cooling phase in the early 1800s (i.e., 1810s–1820s),
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Fig. 9.11 Fire-scar chronologies from ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests in the Gila
Wilderness, New Mexico (Swetnam and Dieterich 1985; Abolt 1997). Horizontal lines are tree-
ring records from individual fire-scarred trees along an elevational gradient, and the vertical tick
marks are the fire-scar dates recorded on the trees. Note the ‘gap’ in fire occurrence in the period
1811–1837. The lack of fire scars after 1904 was due to livestock grazing and fire exclusion by
government firefighters, and is a common feature of many surface fire chronologies in the western
United States

which might have been associated with volcanic eruptions, and is clearly indicated
in Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstructions (e.g., Mann et al. 1998, 1999).

Additional detailed analysis of the Southwest regional fire-scar series (Fig. 9.2),
and a subset of this series, offers further insight on the nature and possible causes of
the gap. Swetnam and Baisan (1996) found that an index of regional fire occurrence
in the Southwest based on 63 fire-scar sites was highly correlated with tree-ring-
width-based Palmer Drought Severity Index reconstructions from the region during
the early to mid-1700s and after the mid-1800s (Pearson’s r > 0.8). However, this
correlation declined precipitously during the late 1700s and early 1800s (r < 0.3)
before rising again after about 1850. This finding seems to support the interpre-
tation that interannual climate variations were reduced, perhaps associated with a
quiescent ENSO, and this may have caused an uncoupling from the fire occurrence
pattern in the Southwest (see also Fig. 9.8, and Brown and Wu [2005] findings of
reduced ‘biennial’ oscillations during this period).

Other dendroecological evidence also points to possible shifts in fire regimes
during the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century period. An analysis of a sub-
set of fire-scar chronologies from the El Malpais area of west-central New Mexico
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Fig. 9.12 Fire-scar chronology from Sierra San Pedro Mártir, Baja California (Stephens et al.
2003). Note the gap in fire occurrence from about 1790 to 1830. Stephens et al. suggest the gap
may be related to climate, or potentially land-use history (i.e., early livestock grazing by Spanish
missionaries). Note that in contrast with the Gila Wilderness chronologies (Fig. 9.11), fires gener-
ally continue to burn in this area during the twentieth century, probably indicating that livestock
grazing and/or fire suppression were minimal in this area of northern Mexico until after about 1950
(modified from Fig. 1 in Stephens et al. [2003], reprinted with permission from Canadian Journal
of Forest Research, NRC Research Press)

indicated that the seasonal timing of fires also shifted during the late eighteenth
century (Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000). This analysis of the distribution of
fire-scar seasonality found that late season scars were more prevalent in the period
before the late 1700s than after. In this remote and rugged area (with impassable lava
flows in places), human-set fires were unlikely. It is probable that climate shifts were
responsible for a change in seasonal timing of fires. Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam
(2000) hypothesized that the arid fore-summer/monsoon pattern may have strength-
ened after the late 1700s, resulting in more fires during the early to middle growing
season (i.e., the arid fore-summer, May and June), but fewer fires during and after
the late summer monsoon (July to August). Prior to this time, a weaker monsoon
may have persisted for some decades (early to mid-1700s), allowing more fires to
occur later in the growing season (i.e., July to August).

Other synoptic climate patterns also may have played a role in the fire gap. In
recent multivariate and contingency analyses of 238 fire-scar chronologies from
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Fig. 9.13 Fire frequency changes in Patagonia, Argentina, and the southwestern United States.
Both regional composites from fire-scar networks show reduced fire frequency during the 1780s–
1840s period (vertical shaded bar) (Kitzberger et al. 2001). The dashed and solid lines show
‘moving’ fire frequencies, computed as the sum of fire events that were synchronously recorded
by the indicated numbers or percentage of sites within the networks during 49-year windows, plot-
ted on the central (25th) year of the window (reprinted from Global Ecology and Biogeography,
permission granted from Wiley-Blackwell)

across western North America, extending from southern British Columbia to north-
ern Mexico, Kitzberger et al. (2007) showed that the most coherent regional signal
in the fire-scar dataset was well correlated with ENSO (Pearson r = −0.47, p <

0.001, between the first principal component of the 238 series and the D’Arrigo et al.
[2005] reconstruction of the Niño-3 sea surface temperature index). An independent
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Fig. 9.14 Multiple reconstructions of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) show a reduced
occurrence or amplitude during the 1780s–1840s period (vertical shaded bar) (Kitzberger et al.
2001). (a) La Niña and El Niño events reconstructed from tree-ring chronologies in Patagonia and
central Chile (Villalba 1994). (b) Recurrence of moderate to very strong El Niño events recon-
structed from archival documents (Quinn and Neal 1992). (c) El Niño recurrence based on years
when d18O was > –16‰ (i.e., warm events) in the Quelccaya summit ice core record (Michaelsen
and Thompson 1992). Plots are mean number of events per year based on moving 49-year sums
of all indices. (d) Record of ENSO-related central Pacific upwelling based on d18O (‰) coral
from Urvina Bay, Galapagos Islands (Dunbar et al. 1994; 49-year running mean). In all cases
the horizontal dotted line represents long-term mean values (reprinted from Global Ecology and
Biogeography, permission granted from Wiley-Blackwell)

tree-ring reconstruction of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; D’Arrigo et al.
2001) was weakly correlated with the second principal component (r = 0.17, p <

0.01). Moreover, an independent tree-ring width reconstruction of the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO; Gray et al. 2004) appeared to be associated with
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periods of maximum coherence (cross correlations) among the fire-scar chronolo-
gies during warm phases of the AMO, and minimum coherence during cool phases.
The longest and coldest AMO phase occurred during the period 1750–1849, encom-
passing the fire-scar gap observed in many of the sites in the network. These findings
corroborate and expand a growing list of tree-ring studies demonstrating fire-climate
teleconnections at mountain range to subregional scales in the western United States
involving ENSO (e.g., Swetnam and Betancourt 1990; Veblen et al. 1999, 2000;
Donnegan et al. 2001; Heyerdahl et al. 2002; Norman and Taylor 2003; Schoennagel
et al. 2005), PDO (e.g., Norman and Taylor 2003; Westerling and Swetnam 2003;
Hessl et al. 2004; Taylor and Beaty 2005; Schoennagel et al. 2005), and AMO
(Brown 2006; Sibold and Veblen 2006).

9.4 Ecologically Effective Climate Change

It appears likely that changes in both fire regimes and increases in tree recruitment
during the early nineteenth century in western North America and South America
are related to changes in timing and strength of ENSO events (Brown and Wu 2005),
with further possible modulation of the effects of ENSO (at least in North America)
by the AMO (Kitzberger et al. 2007). The early 1800s regional cohort synchrony
(Fig. 9.10) may be the best example of the contingency of favorable regional cli-
mate and fire conditions occurring together to promote successful establishment;
i.e., wetter conditions and longer fire intervals (e.g., Figs. 9.8, 9.11, and 9.12). We
suggest that overall, these findings and the widespread occurrence of the ‘gap’ in
fire-scar chronologies in North and South America are compelling examples of an
‘ecologically effective climate change’ deserving of more focused analysis by pale-
oclimatologists and others. In particular, we posit that these ecological responses
that occurred at the turn of the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries reflect one of the
most important and ecologically effective climatic changes in the past three cen-
turies in western North America and southern South America, causing changes in
forest structure that persist to the present.

Most dendroecological studies involving climatic analysis, and most of the pre-
ceding examples in this chapter, focus primarily on the ecological implications of
the responses of disturbances or demographic processes to climate variations and
changes. This is natural and appropriate as a focus of dendroecological research.
However, now that numerous case studies have been conducted demonstrating and
evaluating ecological responses to climate, and broadscale network approaches
using dendroecological data are increasingly feasible (and with regional datasets
starting to become available), we propose that such dendroecological datasets and
analyses be used more broadly for identifying important climatological events
and processes. Glacier- and lake-level fluctuations are commonly used by den-
droclimatologists and paleoclimatologists as corroborating lines of evidence for
identifying climate events and changes. Fire and other dendroecological evidence
are used less frequently for such validation (but see Cook et al. 2004 for an example
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where both fire-scar and lake-level data were compared with tree-ring climate
reconstructions). In some cases, regional ecological time series may be less noisy
and/or higher-resolution indicators of climate variability than glacier- and lake-level
fluctuations.

It is clear that dendroecological data, especially networks of such data, can
be very useful for clarifying and identifying climatic variations and changes that
are important to ecosystems. We refer to this as ‘ecologically effective climate
change,’ and we think that this category of climatic variability deserves special
attention by ecologists and other researchers. As climate change due to greenhouse
gas–induced warming continues and perhaps accelerates, it will be increasingly
important that climatologists, ecologists, managers, policy makers, and the pub-
lic focus their attention on understanding and anticipating the impacts of climatic
change on ecosystems. This will require more effective integration and compara-
tive analyses of dendroclimatic and dendroecological studies. It may well be that
the ecologically effective climatic changes that dendroecology can address will pro-
vide some of the most sensitive and insightful information about climate change
impacts. The great potential for ecological indicators is exemplified by time series
of plant phenology, such as the timing of plant flowering (Cayan et al. 2001). These
records (especially in networks) are now widely recognized and embraced as a key
and valuable ecological indicator of climate change.

The final example we offer of the potential of using dendroecological responses
to identify ecologically effective climate changes for guiding future research, and
for applications, is the finding of the importance of wet/dry oscillations in fire
occurrence in the western United States (e.g., Fig. 9.4). It was tree-ring analysis
that first identified a strong statistical association between the wet/dry sequence
of 1–3 wet years, followed by a dry year, and widespread fire occurrence during
the dry year (Baisan and Swetnam 1990; Swetnam and Betancourt 1992; Swetnam
and Baisan 1996). This finding has been replicated by numerous dendroecology
studies, particularly in relatively dry ponderosa pine ecosystems where grass and
other fine fuel production was important for historical fire ignition and spread (e.g.,
Veblen et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2001; Donnegan et al. 2001; Stephens et al. 2003;
Brown and Wu 2005). Subsequently, analysis of modern fire and climate records
(i.e., twentieth- and twenty-first-century data) confirmed that this pattern was impor-
tant over large portions of the western United States during recent times (Knapp
1995; Westerling et al. 2002, 2003; Crimmins and Comrie 2004). Now, this wet/dry
pattern, in combination with ENSO-based climate forecasts (and ENSO-fire associa-
tions), is used to develop seasonal ‘outlook’ (forecasting) products for fire managers
(see Predictive Services at National Interagency Coordination Center, Boise, Idaho:
http://www.nifc.gov/nicc/predictive/outlooks/outlooks.htm).

In conclusion, we are optimistic that dendroecological contributions to den-
doclimatological research, and vice versa, will greatly expand in coming years.
The interest in ecological responses to climatic variability and change is already
very large and will certainly increase as global warming continues and its impacts
increase. The signs of this scientific interest are already evident in increasing
numbers of dendroclimatic and dendroecological papers with a climate focus in
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leading forest science, ecology, and climatology journals. A challenge to dendroe-
cologists is to work collaboratively and to promptly contribute datasets to publicly
accessible archives, in the same generous, ethical, and forward-looking spirit as the
hundreds of dendrochronologists around the world who have contributed ring width
and ring density chronologies to the International Tree-Ring Data Bank. A challenge
to dendroclimatologists is to focus their studies on parameters and questions with
relevance to ecologists, and in turn to utilize the climatically relevant findings and
datasets that dendroecologists are developing to address new questions in historical
climatology.
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Chapter 10
North American Tree Rings, Climatic Extremes,
and Social Disasters

David W. Stahle and Jeffrey S. Dean

Abstract Tree-ring reconstructed climatic extremes contemporaneous with severe
socioeconomic impacts can be identified in the modern, colonial, and precolonial
eras. These events include the 1950s, Dust Bowl, mid- and late-nineteenth cen-
tury Great Plains droughts, El Año del Hambre, and the seventeenth and sixteenth
century droughts among the English and Spanish colonies. The new tree-ring recon-
structions confirm the severe, sustained Great Drought over the Colorado Plateau
in the late thirteenth century identified by A.E. Douglass and document its spatial
impact across the cultural heartland of the Anasazi. The available tree-ring data
also indicate a succession of severe droughts over the western United States dur-
ing the Terminal Classic Period in Mesoamerica, but these droughts are located far
from the centers of Mesoamerican culture and their extension into central Mexico
needs to be confirmed with the new suite of millennium-long tree-ring chronologies
now under development in the region. The only clear connections between climate
extremes and human impacts are found during the period of written history, includ-
ing the prehispanic Aztec era where codices describe the drought of One Rabbit
in Mexico and other precolonial droughts. The link between reconstructed climate
and societies in the prehistoric era may never be made irrefutably, but testing these
hypotheses with improved climate reconstructions, better archaeological data, and
modeling experiments to explore the range of potential social response have to be
central goals of archaeology and high-resolution paleoclimatology.
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10.1 Introduction

The impact of climate on society has been a controversial research focus from
the early days of dendrochronology. A.E. Douglass (1935) noted the coincidence
between tree-ring-dated climate extremes and prehistoric Anasazi activities on the
Colorado Plateau, including an increase in tree-ring-dated building activity during
wet years and decreased activity or complete village abandonment in dry years.
‘The great drouth from 1276 to 1299 was the most severe of all those represented in
this 1200-year record and undoubtedly was connected with extensive disturbances
in the welfare of the Pueblo people’ (Douglass 1935, p. 49). ‘Pueblo III, the golden
age of southwestern prehistory, took its early form in Chaco Canyon about 919 AD,
reached its local climax in the late eleventh century, and probably closed with the
great drouth of 1276–1299’ (Douglass 1935, p. 41). The first long tree-ring chronol-
ogy developed by Douglass for the American Southwest has been replicated by more
than 850 tree-ring chronologies now available for North America (Cook et al. 2004),
and Douglass’ ‘great drouth’ of the late thirteenth century has been verified as one of
the most severe and protracted of the past 1000 years (Grissino-Mayer et al. 1997).
However, the precise role of prolonged drought in the welfare of the Anasazi and
their ancient migrations remains an interesting and provocative research question.

There have been a number of more recent attempts to link paleoclimatic extremes
to famine, disease, and the collapse of human societies (Keys 1999; Diamond
2005). These catastrophe scenarios have been fiercely controversial among anthro-
pologists, historians, and social theorists, and include viewpoints involving climate
determinism, Malthusian demographics, a famine-prone peasantry, and Marxist and
entitlement economic theory (Arnold 1988). Elements of each viewpoint are evident
in many recent famines, and a loose consensus on the causes of modern hunger now
includes environmental hazards, food system breakdowns, and entitlement failure.
The impact of climatic hazards may have been greater among simple premodern
societies, but under some circumstances even modern, more complex societies can
suffer extreme climatic disruption. However, the impacts of climate and other geo-
physical hazards do tend to be greatest among impoverished segments of societies
(Ingram et al. 1981; Mutter 2005), as has been demonstrated by the effects of the
southeastern Asia tsunami and hurricanes Katrina and Rita. It is anticipated that the
consequences of future anthropogenic climate change will continue to be greatest
among the poor (Houghton 1997).

Two of the worst famines in world history illustrate the complex environmental,
socioeconomic, and political dimensions of these catastrophes. The so-called ‘late
Victorian famines’ of 1876–1879 across India, northern China, and Brazil—when
an estimated 16–31 million people perished—were initiated by a strong El Niño
event and extreme drought across the Indo-Pacific realm; the human tragedy, how-
ever, appears to have been aggravated by poverty, unrestrained market forces, and
incompetent government (Davis 2001). Likewise, the catastrophic Chinese famines
of 1958–1961 that attended the ‘Great Leap Forward’—when 16–30 million ‘excess
deaths’ occurred—began with drought but seem to have been magnified by Mao
Zedong’s social experiments and failed centralization of Chinese agriculture (Davis
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2001). Analyses of these and other nineteenth- and twentieth-century famines indi-
cate that the role of climatic extremes in economic system collapse and starvation
has been complex, nonlinear, and strongly subject to prevailing social and tech-
nological conditions. The climatic sensitivity of premodern agrarian societies was
likely increased by simpler trade and transportation systems, smaller-scale water
control systems, and the absence of immunization against disease.

The variable social impacts of climatic extremes also were evident during the
major decadal moisture regimes witnessed over North America during the mod-
ern era. The Dust Bowl drought of the 1930s (Figs. 10.1 and 10.2a) included the
most extreme annual to decadal moisture shortfalls measured in the United States
or Canada during the instrumental period (Fye et al. 2003). The Dust Bowl drought
interacted with poor land use practices to produce massive dust storms and the most
famous environmentally mediated migration in American history. The social costs
of environmental change in the 1930s have not been fully separated from the techno-
logical and economic changes in Great Plains agriculture during the Depression, but
the drought and dust storms certainly contributed to the heavy depopulation of the
hard-hit areas on the southern High Plains (Worster 1979). The impact of the Dust
Bowl was also mediated by a massive federal relief effort, and President Roosevelt’s
New Deal Policies ‘ensured that the “catastrophe” of the 1930s was a large ripple

Fig. 10.1 A ‘Dust Bowl farm’ north of Dalhart, Texas, photographed during the June growing
season of 1938 by Dorothea Lange (Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, repro-
duction number LC-DIG-fsa-8b32396). The decadal drought of the 1930s contributed to one of
the greatest environmental and social disasters in American history. The house illustrated here was
still occupied, but most in the district had been abandoned by 1938
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Fig. 10.2 Instrumental
summer (June–July–August,
JJA) Palmer Drought Severity
Index averaged at each of the
286 grid points for North
America (the 2.5◦ × 2.5◦
latitude/longitude grid from
Cook et al. 2004, 2007) and
then mapped for the Dust
Bowl (a, 1931–1940) and
1950s (b, 1950–1957)
droughts. The PDSI is an
integration of monthly
precipitation and temperature
effects on available soil
moisture, and it has proved to
be a good model for the
effects of climate on tree
growth at moisture-limited
sites. The 10-year average
summer PDSI fell to −2.5
over the central Great Plains
and reached above +2.5 over
Mexico during the 1930s (a;
contour interval is 0.5 PDSI
units; dashed lines = negative
PDSI and dry; solid lines =
positive PDSI and wet). Note
the changing geographical
focus of decadal drought from
the 1930s through the 1950s

through the national economy, rather than the tidal wave of system collapse on the
entire western front of the Plains as in the 1890s’ (Bowden et al. 1981).

By contrast, the severe drought of the 1950s, which impacted the southern Plains,
Southwest, and Mexico (Fig. 10.2b), lasted nearly as long and impacted a region
nearly as large as the Dust Bowl drought (Fig. 10.2a), but did not produce a frac-
tion of the social consequences associated with the Dust Bowl in the United States
(e.g., Warrick and Bowden 1981). Out migration from the hard-hit southern Plains
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was less than 10% for the 1950s, comparable to emigration during wet decades
(Bowden et al. 1981). The ranching (Kelton 1984) and dry farming (Rautman 1994)
economies of the Southwest were hard-hit, but the postwar economy of the United
States was booming and the drought had little economic impact at the national level.
The ‘Sun Belt miracle’ of Southwestern population growth and intensive water and
energy demand had yet to occur. However, Mexico experienced ‘national drought’
during the 1950s that had severe impacts on rural farming and ranching, highlighting
international differences in the economic environments in which this severe regional
drought developed (Florescano 1980).

The first major drought of the twenty-first century (Seager 2007), which began in
1999 and currently afflicts much of the western United States and northern Mexico,
already has had major environmental and human consequences. Severe precipitation
shortfalls have caused crop failures and cutbacks in both small- and large-scale dry-
land farming. Irrigation agriculture, municipal water supplies, and the generation of
electricity have been threatened by unprecedented low water levels in Southwestern
reservoirs. All this has occurred at a time when skyrocketing human population is
vastly increasing demand for water and electricity and driving fierce competition
among the affected groups, cities, and states. Massive fires have consumed more
than a million acres of desiccated forests, fueled by living trees with moisture lev-
els below that of kiln-dried lumber. These catastrophic fires have been linked with
drought and regional climate change (Westerling and Swetnam 2003; Westerling
et al. 2006) and have displaced burned-out communities, destroyed watersheds, and
ravaged the tourist and lumber industries. Millions of moisture-stressed conifers
(especially pinyon) have succumbed to the drought, or insect infestations, or the
lethal combination of both, leaving barren landscapes exceptionally vulnerable to
fire and erosion. The current forest dieback appears to exceed the mortality asso-
ciated with the 1950s drought (Breshears et al. 2005), which had major ecological
consequences across the Southwest (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998). Tree-ring data
suggest that other major forest mortality events may have occurred during the
droughts of the late thirteenth and sixteenth centuries (Swetnam and Betancourt
1998, Fig. 15), but the extent to which the current dieback is related simply to
drought or may also reflect other human impacts on Western woodlands has not
been determined.

Wet climate extremes may also have significant long-term socioeconomic con-
sequences, as was illustrated from 1905 through 1917 during the early twentieth-
century pluvial (Fye et al. 2003). The most recent assessment of the available
tree-ring data for the western United States indicates that the first two decades of the
twentieth century was the wettest multiyear episode in the past 1200 years (Cook
et al. 2004). The tree-ring-reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Indices (PDSIs;
defined in Fig. 10.2) during the wettest decade of the twentieth-century pluvial
(1907–1916) indicate prolonged wetness from Baja California across the Rockies
to the Canadian border (Fig. 10.3). In fact, Stockton (1975) reconstructed Colorado
River streamflow at Lees Ferry, Arizona, to arrive at perhaps the most famous
number ever calculated with tree-ring data, a long-term mean annual flow of only
13 × 106 acre feet/year compared with 16.4 × 106 acre feet/year estimated by
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Fig. 10.3
Tree-ring-reconstructed
summer PDSI averaged at
each of the 286 grid points
and mapped for the 10 most
extreme consecutive years of
the early twentieth-century
pluvial (1907–1916; same
mapping conventions as in
Fig. 10.2). Note the two cells
of reconstructed wetness over
the central Rocky Mountains
and Mexico

the Bureau of Reclamation from discharge data compiled during the twentieth-
century pluvial (Hundley 1975; Fye et al. 2003; see Woodhouse et al. 2006 for a
recent reanalysis). Streamflow reconstructions for the Salt, Verde, and Gila Rivers
(Graybill 1989; Graybill et al. 2006) show a similar positive anomaly for the
Colorado River drainage below Lees Ferry. The early twentieth-century period of
elevated flow was certainly not sustained, but it coincided with the negotiations that
led to the Colorado River Compact, which over-allocated the flow of the Colorado
River among the basin states and later included Mexico (Brown 1988). This wet
period also coincided with massive ecological changes on the forest and range-
lands of the West, and even in the absence of human activities would have favored
reduced fire and a pulse of forest regeneration (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998;
Westerling and Swetnam 2003). These favorably wet conditions may have con-
tributed to the ‘unhealthy’ overstocked forests with elevated fire risks in the West
that also have been encouraged by overgrazing, deliberate fire exclusion, and anthro-
pogenic warming associated with warmer spring temperatures and earlier snowmelt
(Westerling et al. 2006).

This chapter cites a selection of tree-ring studies of climate extremes with
demonstrated or suspected societal impacts, including both moisture and temper-
ature extremes. We then use the gridded tree-ring reconstructions of the summer
PDSI for North America (Cook et al. 1999, 2004; Cook and Krusic 2004) and
other regional climate reconstructions to estimate the intensity and spatial extent
of selected drought and wetness extremes that are related at least chronologically, if
not causally, to major societal changes in parts of North America. This retrospective
discussion begins with the data-rich modern era, for which we know much more
about the impacts of climatic extremes on society; it then extends back in time to
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consider examples from the historic, colonial, and prehispanic eras. The climate and
social associations witnessed during the modern and historic eras provide a proof of
concept for the possible role of climatic extremes in selected social changes in pre-
history. Further documentary and archaeological research will be needed to help
test these climatic hypotheses of social change during the historic, colonial, and
prehispanic eras.

10.2 Tree-Ring Analyses of Climate Extremes
and Human Impacts

A.E. Douglass pioneered the use of proxy climate data from tree rings to study
cultural change. Douglass documented severe multiyear drought over the Colorado
Plateau dating from AD 1276 to 1299 and speculated on the hardships such an
extended dry spell must have had on the Anasazi ancestors of the modern Pueblo
Indians (Fig. 10.4; Douglass 1929). In fact, the first absolute tree-ring dating
chronology for the Southwest was based on living trees and wood and charcoal
recovered from historic and prehistoric sites (Douglass 1929). The exact chrono-
logical link between the living tree record and the archaeological time series
was complicated by the prehistoric migration of people and the abandonment of

Fig. 10.4 Rooms 44, 45, and
74 (rear right, rear left, and
foreground, respectively) at
Keet Seel in northeastern
Arizona, one of many
Southwestern sites abandoned
during Douglass’ Great
Drought (AD 1276–1299).
Room 74 is an annex to the
adjacent kiva (a ceremonial
structure). Grooved door
jambs identify Rooms 44 and
45 as granaries built in 1275
to store food against future
shortages (Dean 1969)
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village sites during the Great Drought of the late thirteenth century (Douglass 1935).
Datable timbers from the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries were scarce
in the region. Douglass and his collaborators finally found charcoal samples bridg-
ing the gap between the modern and archaeological chronologies south of the classic
Anasazi heartland near Jeddito Wash and along the Mogollon Rim, in fourteenth-
and fifteenth-century archaeological sites believed to have grown in part by immi-
grants from sites abandoned in the Four Corners area (Haury and Hargrave 1931;
Haury 1962; Adams 2002).

The causes of regional abandonment on the Colorado Plateau are still debated,
but experiments have shown that the tree-ring record is well correlated with dryland
crop yields in the Four Corners region (Burns 1983; Van West 1994), suggesting a
drought sensitivity of the Anasazi practicing dryland agriculture. Burns (1983) used
tree-ring-reconstructed crop yields to simulate food storage shortfalls and surpluses
that identified probable famine among the Mesa Verde Anasazi during droughts, and
expanded construction activity during periods of surplus crops, just as Douglass had
suggested in 1935.

A number of other provocative studies describing tree-ring evidence for climate
impacts on society in Europe and elsewhere have been published. Le Roy Ladurie
(1971), for example, linked the period of exceptional growth from 1312 to 1319 in
oak chronologies from southern Germany developed by Bruno Huber with flooding,
harvest failure, and famine across France and England during one of the most severe
periods of famine of the Middle Ages. Lamb (1995) discussed a number of climate
inferences based on tree-ring data from Europe and North America, including a shift
to colder conditions in the fifth century AD contemporaneous with Roman decline
in western Europe.

Perhaps the most unambiguous link between tree-ring data, climate effects, and
societal impacts has been demonstrated with frost-damaged rings. LaMarche and
Hirschboeck (1984) and Salzer (2000) linked bristlecone pine records of frost rings
in the western United States to large-magnitude volcanic eruptions through dust
veil effects on the global climate system. The bristlecone pine records include frost
rings in 1817 and 1884, following the eruptions of Tambora in 1815 and Krakatau
in 1883. These were two of the largest volcanic eruptions in the past 500 years, and
both had global-scale climatic and societal impacts. LaMarche and Hirschboeck
(1984) tentatively linked the severe frost-ring event dated to 1626 BC in the White
Mountain region of California to archaeological and radiocarbon evidence for the
destruction of the late Bronze Age site of Akrotiri by the cataclysmic eruption of
Thera (Santorini), an assignment that still generates heated debate (Manning 1999).

Baillie (1994, 1999) compiled evidence for profoundly suppressed growth in
temperature-sensitive tree-ring chronologies from Europe, North America, and
South America during the period AD 536–545. This evidence for anomalous cold
was supported by early documentary references to severe cold, crop failure, and
dry fogs, suggesting the global climatic effects of a cataclysmic volcanic erup-
tion or the impact of an extraterrestrial object. The societal impacts of the cold
climate conditions in the mid-sixth century appear to have been severe and included
famine, pandemics (e.g., the Justinian Plague occurred in the 540s), and widespread
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Fig. 10.5 A scanning electron micrograph by Dee Breger (2003), illustrating the annual growth
rings from a Siberian pine (Pinus sibirica Du Tour) from AD 535 to 539, including the corrupted
latewood during the extraordinary growing season freeze event of 536 (i.e., frost ring; D’Arrigo
et al. 2001). The 536 event has been linked to an atmospheric dust veil arising from a massive
volcanic eruption or extraterrestrial impact event and had global-scale climatic and societal effects
(Baillie 1999)

mortality (Baillie 1999; Keys 1999). D’Arrigo et al. (2001) found severe frost dam-
age in the rings of Siberian pine from Mongolia for AD 536 (Fig. 10.5), which
was associated with documentary references to the attenuation of starlight, summer
frost, crop failure, and famine in northern China from AD 536 to 537. The causes of
the extraordinarily cold conditions during the mid-sixth century remain unclear, but
they do appear to have occurred at the global scale and had severe societal impacts.

Brunstein (1995, 1996) significantly expanded the bristlecone pine frost-ring
record for the Rocky Mountains and described the ‘near extinction’ of large animals
on the High Plains of Colorado and Wyoming during the catastrophic winters of
AD 1842–1845, which caused hunger and sickness among the southern Cheyenne.
Stahle (1990) described the synoptic climatology and social impacts of the spring
freeze events recorded by post oak frost rings from the southern Great Plains, includ-
ing the epic spring cold wave of 1828: record-setting winter warmth was followed
by an arctic outbreak of subfreezing temperatures in April that damaged fruit trees
and crops across much of the eastern United States (Ludlum 1968; Mock et al.
2007). St George and Nielsen (2000) used the frequency of ‘flood rings’ in bur oak
to estimate high-magnitude floods on the Red River in Manitoba. The most extreme
flood ring in the 500-year record occurred in 1826, when the largest known flood in
the history of the region nearly wiped out the Red River Settlement. The recurrence
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of a flood of this magnitude would exceed the design capacity of the flood protec-
tion system for Winnipeg, force extensive evacuations, and cause extensive property
damage (St George and Neilsen 2000).

Other interesting tree-ring studies of climatic extremes and social impacts
include Jacoby et al. (1999), who used white spruce ring density data to reconstruct
extremely cold conditions following the Laki eruption of 1783, when hundreds of
Inuit people perished of famine in northwestern Alaska. Gil Montero and Villalba
(2005) used moisture-sensitive tree-ring chronologies of Juglans australis and
Polylepis tarapacana as proxies of drought and rural socioeconomic stress in north-
western Argentina. They note a relationship between severe, sustained, and spatially
extensive drought beginning in the 1860s and heavy human mortality. The effects
of prolonged drought on human mortality appear to have been leveraged by the
decreasing availability of water, which concentrated humans and livestock around
the few remnant water sources. This concentration favored the spread of epidemic
diphtheria, which in the absence of an effective response by governmental author-
ities, contributed to the mortality and depopulation of the region (Gil Montero and
Villalba 2005).

Severe nineteenth-century droughts have been identified in the documentary
record for Africa (e.g., Nicholson 1994; Endfield and Nash 2002), including a
decadal drought from 1857 to 1865. Food was very scarce and from ‘the sea coast to
the Zambesi, fountains, streams, and pools have dried up. . .cattle of all descriptions
died everywhere from sheer poverty, and the losses of draught oxen to travelers,
hunters and traders have been very severe’ (London Missionary Society, quoted
by Nash and Endfield 2002). A new tree-ring reconstruction of rainfall based on
African bloodwood (Pterocarpus angolensis) identifies the period from 1859 to
1868 as the driest decade in the past 200 years in western Zimbabwe (Therrell
et al. 2006); the reconstruction also highlights the potential for using tree-ring
chronologies from deciduous hardwoods in seasonally dry tropical woodlands to
help document the historical impacts of climate extremes.

Extreme climate has been implicated in many other important historical events,
and the developing network of climate-sensitive tree-ring chronologies worldwide
may allow new insight into these debates. For example, the decline of the Ming
Dynasty in China has been linked in part to severe drought extending from AD 1637
to 1644 (Davis 2001). This drought and the associated socioeconomic impacts have
been identified with documentary sources, but the new moisture-sensitive chronolo-
gies from Asia (e.g., Buckley et al. 1995; Pederson et al. 2001; Liu et al. 2004) will
help researchers determine the intensity and spatial impact of this drought and of
other climatic extremes over the past several centuries.

Kiracofe and Marr (2002) suggest that the devastating epidemic of ca. 1524
among the Inca of Peru, which killed a reported 200,000 people just prior to the
Spanish conquest, was probably caused by bartonellosis (Bartonella bacilliformis)
transmitted by infected sand flies (Lutzomyia sp.). Climate anomalies associated
with El Niño events have been linked with a huge increase in the numbers of
infected sand flies in the areas of Peru affected by bartonellosis. The co-occurrence
of El Niño–related climate extremes during the suspected outbreak of 1524 might be
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tested with the expanding network of tree-ring chronologies for South America. The
discovery of the dendroclimatic value of Polylepis tarapacana, a small arid-site tree
of the Andes, which grows at the highest elevations of any tree species on earth, is
one of the most interesting recent developments in dendrochronology (Argollo et al.
2006). These Polylepis chronologies may help test the 1524 climate-bartonellosis
hypothesis if time series of sufficient length can be developed.

10.3 Social Impacts of Climate Extremes During the Historic Era

The gridded tree-ring reconstructions of the summer Palmer Drought Severity
Index for North America recently produced by E.R. Cook and colleagues pro-
vide an exactly dated, spatially detailed record of the hydroclimatic conditions
attending many tumultuous events in American history and prehistory (Cook et al.
2007). To highlight the selected climatic extremes, we used the time series of
tree-ring-reconstructed summer PDSIs (e.g., Cook et al. 2004) averaged from all
286 individual grid point reconstructions across North America for the past 500
years (Fig. 10.6). This reconstruction highlights the most important continent-
wide annual to decadal dry and wet regimes and is highly correlated with the
continent-wide average of summer PDSIs based on the instrumental data (r = 0.84
for 1900–1978). We then mapped the patterns of reconstructed PDSIs during the
specific time periods of interest to estimate the intensity and spatial distribution
of these climate extremes. Multiyear droughts with severe social impacts in the
new North American PDSI reconstructions include, or are suspected of includ-
ing, the late nineteenth-century drought over the central and northern Great Plains,
the mid-nineteenth-century drought focused over the central Great Plains, the late

Fig. 10.6 The time series of tree-ring-reconstructed summer PDSI averaged each year for all 286
North American grid points (from Cook et al. 2004), illustrating continent-wide wet and dry spells
from AD 1500 through 1990. Selected severe droughts of the past 500 years are highlighted and
discussed in the text
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eighteenth-century drought over the southern Plains and Mexico (including ‘El
Año de Hambre’), the seventeenth-century Pueblo drought over the Southwest, the
early seventeenth-century Jamestown drought in Virginia, and the sixteenth-century
megadrought across North America. We also discuss the Aztec drought of ‘One
Rabbit’ in the mid-fifteenth century, the late thirteenth-century Great Drought first
documented and discussed by Douglass, and the prolonged droughts contemporane-
ous with the Classic Period decline in Mesoamerica late in the first millennium AD.
Many of the wettest years now evident in the North American PDSI reconstructions
also had significant social consequences, including the early nineteenth-century plu-
vial, one of the wettest episodes in the tree-ring record for western North America
in 500 years (Fig. 10.6).

In the dendroclimatic perspective of the past 500 years, the twentieth century
was unusually wet, in spite of the Dust Bowl and 1950s droughts. The nineteenth
century was drier, punctuated by several prolonged droughts that we know had sig-
nificant socioeconomic and environmental impacts, magnified in part by human
activities (Fig. 10.6). The so-called ‘Great Die-Up’ during the blizzards of 1886–
1887 occurred during widespread drought in the central and northern Great Plains
from 1886 through 1890 (Fig. 10.7). The drought appears to have been most severe
over the Dakotas and Canadian prairies; it is reported to have degraded the forage
value of the grasslands and contributed to the poor condition and subsequent mortal-
ity of cattle and to the ultimate collapse of the speculative, overstocked High Plains
cattle empire in the late nineteenth century (Stegner 1954). The heavy mortality
of cattle during the drought and blizzards of 1886–1887, which extended into the
southern Great Plains (e.g., Wheeler 1991), was made famous by Charley Russell’s

Fig. 10.7
Tree-ring-reconstructed
summer PDSI averaged and
mapped for the 5-year period
from 1886 to 1890, and
indicating prolonged drought
over the northern Plains and
Pacific Northwest (see
Fig. 10.2 for mapping
details). The impacts of this
dry period were magnified by
the extreme blizzards of
1886, which resulted in the
‘Great Die-Up’ of range
cattle across the Great Plains
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painting ‘Waiting for a Chinook,’ a grim portrait of a starving steer confronting a
pack of wolves in a bleak winter landscape.

The Great Plains homesteaders also suffered in the blizzard and drought, as
described by Wallace Stegner (1954): ‘In some of the shacks, after five days, a
week, two weeks, a month of inhuman weather, homesteaders would be burning
their benches and tables and weighing the chances of a desperate dash to town—
lonely, half-crazed Swedes, Norwegians, Russians, Americans, pioneers of the sod
house frontier. Sometimes they owned a team, a cow, a few chickens; just as often
they had nothing but a pair of hands, a willingness to borrow and lend, a tentative
equity in 160 acres of Uncle Sam’s free soil, a shelf full or partly full or almost
empty of dried apples, prunes, sardines, crackers, coffee, flour, potatoes, with occa-
sionally a hoarded can of Copenhagen snus or a bag of sunflower seeds. More than
one of them slept with his spuds to keep them from freezing. More than one, come
spring, was found under his dirty blankets with his bearded grin pointed at the ceil-
ing, or halfway between house and cowshed where the blizzard had caught him’
(Stegner 1954, p. 294). The drought, which began in 1886, ‘was a slow starva-
tion for water, and it lasted through 1887, 1888, 1889, into the eighteen-nineties.
Homesteader hopes survived the first year; in fact, the speculative prices of land
in eastern Dakota continued to spiral upward, and the rush to Indian Territory took
place in the very heart of the dry years. By the second year the marginal settlers had
begun to suffer and fall away; by the third year the casualties were considerable. By
the fourth it was clear to everybody that this was a disaster, a continuing disaster.
What began in 1886 was a full decade of drouth, the cyclic drying-out that [John
Wesley] Powell had warned of in 1878’ (Stegner 1954, p. 296).

The drought of the 1880s and 1890s was part of a recurring pattern of surplus and
deficit moisture on the Great Plains that contributed to the waxing and waning of
nonirrigated farms in the uplands. To describe the social impacts of these recurrent
Great Plains droughts, Walter Prescott Webb (1931, p. 343) quoted A.M. Simons:
‘following the times of occasional rainy season, this line of social advance rose and
fell with rain and drought, like a mighty tide beating against the tremendous wall
of the Rockies. And every such wave left behind it a mass of human wreckage in
the shape of broken fortunes, deserted farms, and ruined homes.’ The population
losses in the dry-farming margins of the Great Plains were extreme in the 1890s
(integrating the impacts of both the late 1880s through early 1890s and subsequent
dry years in the 1890s), when some regions lost 50–75% of their citizens (Bowden
et al. 1981). As Stegner noted, Cyrus Thomas coined the phrase ‘rain follows the
plow’ in 1868, but ‘by 1888 he knew better’ (Stegner 1954, p. 298).

The most severe and long-lasting tree-ring-reconstructed drought of the nine-
teenth century occurred with little relief from 1841 through 1865, closely following
the early nineteenth-century pluvial, one of the wettest periods in the past 500
years (Figs. 10.6 and 10.8). The center and intensity of the mid-nineteenth-century
drought shifted over time and was interrupted by a few wet years (e.g., Woodhouse
et al. 2002), but the western United States, Canada, and the borderlands of
northern Mexico are estimated to have averaged incipient drought or worse for the
entire 25-year period. This multidecadal drought appears to have been most extreme
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Fig. 10.8
Tree-ring-reconstructed
summer PDSI averaged and
mapped for the
‘environmental crisis’ of the
mid-nineteenth century, when
a pluvial (a, 1825–1840) was
followed by a 25-year-long
dry period (b, 1841–1865),
which West (1995) argues
interacted with overgrazing of
vital riparian corridors by
Native American ponies and
Euroamerican stock animals
to contribute to the
extirpation of bison from the
central High Plains

over the central Great Plains (Fig. 10.8), where an ‘environmental crisis’ described
by West (1995) afflicted the Arapaho and Cheyenne Indians and interacted with their
newly adopted horse culture and with the stock animals of Euroamerican overlan-
ders to degrade critical riparian habitat and lead to the extirpation of the bison from
the central High Plains.
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The Arapaho and Cheyenne adopted the horse culture and bison hunting in the
eighteenth century and migrated from the Great Lakes region into the central High
Plains by 1800. They participated in trade with Spanish outposts at Santa Fe and
Taos during a time of generally favorable climate, including the early nineteenth-
century pluvial. Vivid descriptions by Henry Dodge and other explorers describe
scenes of incredible abundance on the central High Plains, including vast herds of
bison (West 1995). However, West argues that the Arapaho and Cheyenne became
victims of their own technological innovation and ultimately came into competition
with the very animal upon which they depended, the bison. The riparian corridors
of the Platte, Republican, Smoky Hill, Arkansas, and Cimarron Rivers were key
to the High Plains adaptation of the bison, providing water, nutritious winter for-
age, and shelter from winter storms. But the Native Americans and their ponies
required these same resources, as did the stock animals of the Euroamerican overlan-
ders. West (1995) chronicles the increasing use of the riparian resources during the
1840s and 1850s, the same period when the prolonged wet conditions of the early
nineteenth-century pluvial were shifting into the persistent drought regime of the
mid-nineteenth century. He argues that it was the convergence of Native American
bison hunting, human utilization and degradation of the riparian ‘habitat islands’ of
the High Plains, and the onset of multidecadal drought that led to the extirpation of
the bison from the central High Plains by 1860, long before the rapacious market
hunting of bison following the Civil War. The catastrophic winters of 1842–1845
must have contributed to the bison decline as well (Brunstein 1996).

El Año del Hambre, the year of hunger, described by Gibson (1964) as the ‘most
disastrous single event in colonial maize agriculture’ in Mexico, occurred in 1786
after the August frost of 1785 in highland Mexico and during the severe 3-year
drought of 1785–1787 (Therrell 2005). The gridded PDSI reconstructions indicate
moderate drought (or worse) for this 3-year average extending from central Mexico
into Texas (Fig. 10.9). Some 300,000 people are reported to have perished in the
famine and epidemic disease that followed the frost, drought, and crop failures
(Florescano 1980; Garcia Acosta 1995). The value of tithes paid to the Church
inflated during the drought and frost of 1785–1787 due to the crop failures and
increased cost of grain (Therrell 2005). Before El Año del Hambre, substantial
droughts in Sonora were accompanied by crop failures, famine, disease outbreaks,
and insurrections among the Yaqui, Pimas Bajos, and Seri Indians in 1740, 1737,
and 1729, respectively (Brenneman 2004).

A severe 6-year drought occurred across the Southwest and into the central Plains
from 1666 through 1671 (Fig. 10.10). A series of disasters among the Pueblo soci-
eties of New Mexico in the seventeenth century—including Apache raids, drought,
famine, and disease—led to great population loss and submission to Spanish mis-
sionary control (Sauer 1980; Barrett 2002). As the drought progressed to 1670,
the Pueblos and Spaniards were both reduced to eating ‘hides and straps boiled
with herbs and roots,’ and 950 inhabitants of the Jumanos Pueblos died of starva-
tion (Sauer 1980, p. 66). A great pestilence broke out in 1671 among the Pueblos
and their cattle, and more than 400 people perished in one village. Documentary
information on crop production during the Spanish occupation of the region is cor-
related with regional tree-ring estimates of precipitation (Barrett 2002; Parks et al.
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Fig. 10.9
Tree-ring-reconstructed
summer PDSI mapped for the
3-year period (1785–1787)
coinciding with El Año del
Hambre (1786–1787) in
Mexico, one of the most
famous famines in Mexican
history, resulting from a
drought- and frost-induced
crop failure

Fig. 10.10
Tree-ring-reconstructed
summer PDSI mapped for the
severe seventeenth-century
drought, which lasted 6 years
(1666–1671) and contributed
to famine, disease, death, and
village abandonment among
the Pueblo societies of New
Mexico
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2006) illustrating the apparent sensitivity of the seventeenth-century economy in
New Mexico to severe drought. Indeed, the hardship associated with this dry spell
may have helped trigger the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, which drove the Spaniards out
of New Mexico for more than a decade. This seventeenth-century ‘Pueblo’ drought,
named for the region where the socioeconomic impacts have been documented in
greatest detail, may serve as a useful model for the environmental and agricultural
impacts of protracted drought among prehispanic Puebloan societies. These impacts
may include the controversial effects of the Great Drought on the Anasazi soci-
eties of the Colorado Plateau, although the Anasazi did not suffer Apache raids or
Spanish colonization in the late thirteenth century. The seventeenth-century Pueblo
drought also offers a vivid spatial contrast to the geographical distribution of the
early twentieth-century pluvial (Fig. 10.3), but it reproduces reasonably well the
intensity, duration, and spatial impact of the recent drought over the Southwest that
began in 1999 (Drought Monitor 2004).

Bald cypress tree-ring data from the Tidewater region of Virginia provide an
interesting perspective on the human impact of drought extremes during the early
English settlement of North America. Jamestown was founded in April 1607, the
second year of a 7-year regional drought more severe and long-lasting than any
other such event in more than 700 years (Stahle et al. 1998). The tree-ring data
were calibrated with the Palmer Hydrological Drought Index (PHDI; Stahle et al.
1998) and, along with archival information on mortality among the colonists, pro-
vide statistical evidence for the sensitivity of this early English colony to drought.
Mortality and the reconstructed PHDI for the Tidewater region of Virginia and North
Carolina are significantly correlated for the first 18 years of English occupation,
with most deaths arising from starvation and disease in drought years (Fig. 10.11;
r = 0.71; P < 0.001, for 1608–1624 at Jamestown and including 1586, the one
year with mortality data from the Roanoke Colony [Stahle et al. 1998]). In fact, just
38 of the initial 104 colonists survived the first year at Jamestown, and only 1200
out of the 6000 settlers sent to Jamestown in the first 18 years of settlement were
still living by 1624.

The drought sensitivity of the early English settlers at Jamestown seems to have
been heightened by their dependence on the trade and tribute of food supplies from
the native Algonquin. The Spanish sphere of influence in North America during
the sixteenth century extended from Mexico and Florida northward up the Atlantic
coastline into the Chesapeake Bay, and it included missionary settlements in modern
South Carolina (Paar 1999) and Virginia (Lewis and Loomis 1953). Father Juan
Bautista de Segura at the Chesapeake Bay and authorities at the Santa Elena colony
in South Carolina both referred to extended drought, parched soil, food shortages,
famine, and death in the 1560s (Lewis and Loomis 1953; Anderson et al. 1995).
These accounts refer to the hardships and food shortages suffered by the native
people during drought well before the settlement of Jamestown, but this drought
sensitivity would presumably have been shared by Spanish or English colonists who
depended on the natives for their food supply.

The drought sensitivity of the early English settlers at Jamestown also arose
from the specific location of the colony on the lower James River estuary near the
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Fig. 10.11 This tree-ring reconstruction of the Palmer Hydrological Drought Index for the
Tidewater region of Virginia and North Carolina extends from AD 1200 to 1985 and illustrates
record drought during the initial English attempts to colonize America (Stahle et al. 1998). The
Lost Colony of Roanoke Island disappeared during the most extreme reconstructed drought in 800
years (1587–1589), and the first successful settlement at Jamestown suffered prolonged drought
from 1606 to 1612. Thousands of settlers died during the first two decades of English colonization,
and the percent mortality was correlated with growing season moisture conditions (June PHDI,
inset left)

brackish water/freshwater front. The location of this salinity gradient in the James
River is sensitive to precipitation and streamflow (Prugh et al. 1992). In dry years,
brackish water extends well upstream from Jamestown, and we know from firsthand
accounts that the settlers suffered poor water quality and ill health during these dry
years (Stahle et al. 1998). The Jamestown colony ultimately survived the drought
and suffering during the first two decades of settlement to become the first success-
ful English settlement in America. The drought sensitivity of the colony appears
to have been lessened by increased support from England, expanded agricultural
production, an improved water supply, and the development of the tobacco trade.

The drought of the 1560s in the Carolinas and Virginia was part of a severe, long-
lasting drought that impacted much of the North American continent during the
sixteenth century. This multidecadal sixteenth-century megadrought was focused
over Mexico and the Southwest and persisted with little relief in some areas for
nearly 30 years (Fig. 10.12). The drought appears to have developed over the far
West in the 1540s, moved into the Great Plains during the 1550s, was most intense
over Mexico and the eastern United States in the 1560s, expanded into the south-
western United States during the 1570s, and culminated in the 1580s over the Rocky
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Fig. 10.12
Tree-ring-reconstructed
summer PDSI during the
sixteenth-century
megadrought (see Fig. 10.2
for map details), the most
severe sustained North
American drought evident in
the tree-ring record for the
past 500 years (Stahle et al.
2000, 2007). Dry conditions
prevailed for 30 years
(1560–1589), but the
epicenter of decadal drought
shifted across the continent
during the late sixteenth
century (not shown)

Mountains (Stahle et al. 2007). During its most intense phase, the sixteenth-century
megadrought appears to have exceeded the severity and geographical coverage of
the Dust Bowl drought and may have been the worst drought over North America
in the past 500 years (Stahle et al. 2000).

Significant environmental and socioeconomic impacts of the sixteenth-century
megadrought have been reported for Mexico, the southwestern United States, and
the Spanish and English colonies in the southeastern United States. Sir Walter
Raleigh’s colony on Roanoke Island (North Carolina) disappeared in 1587, which
tree-ring data suggest was the driest single year in 800 years for the Tidewater region
of Virginia and North Carolina (Stahle et al. 1998). The Spanish colony at Santa
Elena, South Carolina, occupied during 1565–1587, endured many hardships asso-
ciated with drought during the 1560s. The Juan Pardo expedition into the interior of
the Carolinas and Tennessee during 1567–1568 was organized in part to seek food
supplies for the colony (Anderson et al. 1995). In northern New Mexico, some pueb-
los were abandoned during the sixteenth-century drought (Schroeder 1968, 1992).
Many of these settlements relied on rainfall agriculture and evidently could not be
sustained during the extended drought.

The most severe impacts of the sixteenth-century drought appear to have
occurred in Mexico, where extreme drought interacted with conquest, colonization,
harsh treatment of the native people under the encomienda system of New Spain,
poor crop yields, and epidemic disease to result in one of the worst demographic
catastrophes in world history. The size of the native population of Mexico at the
time of European contact is controversial, with the low count of ‘minimalists’ such
as Angel Rosenblatt estimating some 8 million inhabitants, and the high count of
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Fig. 10.13 The demographic
collapse in Mexico following
conquest in the sixteenth
century is illustrated with
population estimates from
Cook and Simpson (1948)
and Gerhard (1993). The
heavy mortality in the 1540s
and 1570s has been linked to
indigenous hemorrhagic
fevers (i.e., ‘cocoliztli’) and
climate extremes by
Acuna-Soto et al. (2002). The
population of Mexico did not
return to pre-conquest levels
until the twentieth century

‘maximalists’ such as Sherburne Cook and Woodrow Borah estimating 15–20 mil-
lion (Cook and Simpson 1948). The weight of opinion seems to favor the high count,
and the population estimates for Mexico shown in Fig. 10.13 are based on the work
of Cook and Borah (Gerhard 1993).

The epidemic of 1519–1520 was certainly caused by smallpox and killed an
estimated 8 million native Mexicans during the war of conquest with Cortez
(Acuna-Soto et al. 2002; Fig. 10.13). The conventional wisdom has been that
the catastrophic epidemics of 1545–1548 and 1576–1580, which killed an esti-
mated 12–15 million and 2–2.5 million people, respectively, were also the result
of introduced European or African diseases such as measles, smallpox, and typhus
(Acuna-Soto et al. 2000; Marr and Kiracofe 2000). The epidemic of 1545–1548
killed an estimated 80% of the native population of Mexico, which in absolute and
percentage terms approaches the severity of the Black Death of bubonic plague from
1347 to 1351, when, conservatively, 25 million people perished in western Europe,
or about 50% of the population. But the devastating Mexican epidemics of 1545
and 1576 are now believed by some epidemiologists to have been indigenous hem-
orrhagic fevers called ‘cocoliztli’ and later ‘matlazahuatl’ (Nahuatl terms for ‘pest’).
These epidemics may have been misdiagnosed as smallpox and typhus due in part to
mistranslations of contemporary descriptions and the repetition of historical error.
Two recent articles in the epidemiological literature cite new translations from the
original Latin texts to make the convincing argument that the catastrophes of 1545
and 1576 were hemorrhagic fevers—probably caused by an indigenous agent, pos-
sibly with a rodent vector—that was leveraged by a sequence of climatic extremes
and aggravated by the appalling living conditions of the native people under the
encomienda system of New Spain.

Acuna-Soto et al. (2000) and Marr and Kiracofe (2000) cite descriptions of
cocoliztli by Dr. Francisco Hernandez, the proto-medico of New Spain and former
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personal physician of King Phillip II. Dr. Hernandez, who was in Mexico during
the epidemic of 1576, described the symptoms of cocoliztli with clinical accuracy
and detail. The symptoms included acute fever; intense headache; vertigo; and great
effusions of blood from all body openings, especially the nose, ears, eyes, etc. Also
reported were black tongue, green urine and skin, a net-like rash, abscesses behind
the ears that invaded the neck and face, acute neurological disorder, insanity, and
frequently death in 3 or 4 days (Acuna-Soto et al. 2000). Upon autopsy, the heart
was found to be black and drained yellow and black blood, the liver was enlarged,
and the lungs and spleen were semi-putrefied (Acuna-Soto et al. 2000). These symp-
toms do not describe smallpox, typhus, or any other European disease known to Dr.
Hernandez, but more resemble a hemorrhagic fever such as Ebola or hemorrhagic
forms of hantavirus. The mortality during these cocoliztli epidemics reflected the
social order of sixteenth-century Mexico; deaths were highest among the native peo-
ple, then the Indian-African mestizos, the Indian-European mestizos, the Africans,
and finally even some Europeans died of this disease (Acuna-Soto et al. 2000). The
severity of the epidemic may have been magnified among the native people by their
poor living conditions, poor diet, and their overwork incumbent on providing trib-
ute under the encomienda system. The geography of the 1545 and 1576 epidemics
is also interesting, indicating a preference for the highland areas of Mexico and an
absence from the warm low-lying coastal plains (Acuna-Soto et al. 2000, 2004).

Tree-ring data for Mexico during and after the sixteenth century support the
hypothesis that unusual climatic conditions may have aggravated the four worst
epidemics of cocoliztli, which began in the years 1545, 1576, 1736, and 1813. The
epidemics in 1545 and 1576 occurred during the sixteenth-century megadrought, but
all four of these most extreme cocoliztli epidemics actually occurred in wet years
following intense droughts (Figs. 10.13 and 10.14; Acuna-Soto, personal communi-
cation). This sequence of climatic extremes, particularly the drought years followed

Fig. 10.14 The four most
severe epidemics of cocoliztli
(hemorrhagic fever) in
Mexican history occurred in
1545, 1576, 1736, and 1813.
In each case, these epidemics
occurred in
tree-ring-estimated wet years
following severe drought.
This superposed epoch
analysis indicates that tree
growth (mean = 1.0) in
Mexico was significantly
depressed 2 years prior to the
outbreak and elevated during
the year of outbreak during
these four epidemics (∗= P <

0.05; ∗∗ = P < 0.01)
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by unusual wetness, has been witnessed during other infectious disease events
(Epstein 2002), including the hantavirus outbreaks on the Colorado Plateau in 1993
and 1998 (Hjelle and Glass 2000). In the case of hantavirus, the incidence of infec-
tion in the rodent host is believed to have been magnified by a population bottleneck
during drought. During the subsequent wet conditions, rodent populations expanded
and infection was spread to human populations through rodent excreta. The agent
responsible for the cocoliztli epidemics of sixteenth-century Mexico has not been
identified. However, the tree-ring data suggest that extreme climate conditions may
have magnified the impact of these disease catastrophes.

10.4 Suspected Social Impacts of Drought Extremes During
the Precolonial Era

The native populations of Mesoamerica developed calendrical and hieroglyphic
writing systems centuries before the arrival of Cortez. The Aztec calendar was based
on the combination of a 260-day religious calendar and a 360-day solar calendar.
The Aztec year was divided into 18 ‘months,’ each 20 days long, leaving 5 days
each year that were not included in the formal calendar and were considered bad
luck by the superstitious Aztecs (Caso 1971; Keber 1995). The religious and solar
calendars rotated through all 18,980 unique daily combinations, resulting in one
complete cycle of the two counting systems every 52 years. Each year of the 52-year
cycle was identified by one of four possible iconic symbols, which were rabbit,
reed, flint knife, and house (Keber 1995). The individual years were then numbered
consecutively as follows: the year One Rabbit, Two Reed, Three Flint Knife, Four
House, Five Rabbit, Six Reed, Seven Flint Knife, Eight House, Nine Rabbit, etc.,
until the 52-year cycle was completed with the year Thirteen House. The sequential
order of each unique 52-year cycle is not obvious from the Aztec calendar alone,
but the sequence of cycles was specified by the Aztec scribes according to royal
succession and major political events. Each cycle was then related to the Julian cal-
endar by Jesuits and surviving Aztec scribes during the mid-sixteenth century, so
that every year of Aztec traditional history can be tentatively linked to a specific
year in the Western calendar, especially during the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries
preceding Conquest.

The Aztecs recorded notable political, celestial, and environmental events with
pictorial images linked to specific calendar year signs in ancient diaries known as
codices. Codices were prepared by scribes for each city-state of the Aztec empire,
but they were considered blasphemous by the Spaniards, and most were destroyed
soon after the conquest (Keber 1995). Nevertheless, a few important codices survive
and with them fragments of recorded Aztec history. Therrell et al. (2004) noted
13 events specifically identified in the codices as dry years and used independent
tree-ring data from Mexico to substantiate most of these Aztec droughts.

Perhaps the most extreme drought of the prehispanic Aztec era occurred in the
year of One Rabbit in 1454, for which the codices indicate parched fields, wilted
crops, and human corpses littering the ground (Therrell et al. 2004). The tree-ring
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data from Durango, Mexico, indicate intense drought spanning the period 1453–
1455, being most intense in 1454. The ‘Drought of One Rabbit’ in 1454 seems to
have contributed to the Aztec superstition regarding all One Rabbit years, which
were feared for their association with famine and calamity. The available tree-ring
data from Mexico supply some substance to this superstition, indicating that drought
occurred in most of the Thirteen House years immediately prior to the One Rabbit
years of the Aztec traditional history (10 of 13 cases from AD 882 to 1558), which
would have reduced crop yields and could have contributed to hunger and hardship
during the subsequent One Rabbit years (Therrell et al. 2004).

The network of 850 climate-sensitive tree-ring chronologies developed across
North America by the dendrochronological community, and used by Cook et al.
(2004) to reconstruct the summer PDSI, fulfills the potential demonstrated by
Douglass (1929, 1935) when he compiled the first master tree-ring chronology based
on living trees and archaeological timbers. The new network and the derived recon-
structions confirm the Great Drought in the late thirteenth century, which was most
intense over the Anasazi cultural area on the Colorado Plateau and persisted for
at least 21 years (Fig. 10.15). However, the precise role of climate in the devel-
opment and decline of the Anasazi on the Colorado Plateau remains controversial.
Paleoenvironmental information, including tree-rings, indicates that environmen-
tal conditions of the period 950–1130 were relatively favorable (Dean 1988, 1996;
Dean and Funkhouser 1995). During this interval, Anasazi populations expanded to
their maximum geographical extent and achieved their greatest sociocultural com-
plexity in the regional interaction system focused on Chaco Canyon, New Mexico

Fig. 10.15
Tree-ring-reconstructed
summer PDSI is mapped
from 1276 to 1297 (see
Fig. 10.2) and illustrates
moderate drought or worse
for the entire 21-year episode
centered over the Anasazi
cultural area, as first
documented by A.E.
Douglass (1929, 1935). This
drought has been implicated
in environmental degradation
and Anasazi abandonment
across much of the Four
Corners region
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(Vivian 1990; Noble 2004). At the same time, Hohokam populations developed
immense irrigation systems and a complex social organization in the Sonoran Desert
(Reid and Whittlesey 1997, pp. 69–110).

A prolonged bimodal drought from about 1130 to 1180 was associated chrono-
logically with a series of human behavioral and organizational changes throughout
the Southwest: Anasazi groups withdrew from the peripheries of their maximum
range and from upland areas as previously scattered groups aggregated into larger
settlements in better watered lowland localities, the Chacoan regional system ended
with the depopulation of its Chaco Canyon core to be succeeded by more local-
ized polities, the Hohokam Sedentary Period pattern gave way to that of the Classic
Period, and many others. The late thirteenth century saw widespread environmental
degradation, including massive arroyo cutting, falling alluvial groundwater levels,
decreased effective moisture, and Douglass’ Great Drought (Fig. 10.15). Anasazi
emigration from the Four Corners area began before the environmental crisis of
the late 1200s, and by the close of the thirteenth century much of the Anasazi cul-
tural area on the Colorado Plateau was abandoned. Although highly unfavorable
environmental conditions can certainly be documented for that time, agent-based
modeling of environmental and social interactions among Anasazi households in
Long House Valley, Arizona (Dean et al. 2000; Gumerman et al. 2003), indicates
that the carrying capacity of the environment was not entirely depleted by the end of
the thirteenth century. This outcome suggests that the Anasazi abandonment of the
Four Corners area must have involved social or cultural considerations in addition
to the environmental crisis of the time.

One of the most challenging problems in American archaeology concerns the
decline of Classic Period city-states in Mesoamerica during the late first millennium
AD, including the abandonment of Teotihuacan in central Mexico (ca. AD 750) and
the large urban centers in the Mayan lowlands (ca. AD 770–950). The Terminal
Classic Period (AD 750–950) has been recognized in the archaeological record by a
decline in the production of fine manufactured goods, the end of large construction
projects, the collapse of large-scale trade networks, the abandonment of large urban
centers, and the general depopulation of the region. The cause of Classic Period
decline is unclear, but drought, human degradation of the environment, disease,
warfare, and collapse of the social order needed to sustain the complex exchange
networks and urban infrastructure have been implicated (e.g., Millon 1970; Sharer
1994; Gill 2000).

The North American tree-ring network for the first millennium is extremely
sparse and limited largely to the American West. No tree-ring chronologies more
than 1000 years long have yet been developed for Mesoamerica near the cen-
ter of the cultural changes during the Terminal Classic Period. Many of the
longest Western chronologies have been developed for high-elevation conifers
such as bristlecone pine and limber pine, some of which exhibit ambiguous
growth responses to climate. However, Grissino-Mayer (1996) developed a long,
precipitation-sensitive tree-ring chronology at El Malpais, New Mexico, arguably
one of the most important tree-ring chronologies ever produced. The El Malpais
chronology is based on long-lived Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine trees and
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subfossil logs of both species, which allowed Grissino-Mayer to develop an exactly
dated chronology extending continuously from 136 BC to AD 1992, for a total
length of 2129 years.

El Malpais is an extreme moisture-limited site, and the derived chronology has
been used to estimate annual rainfall totals over west-central New Mexico for the
past two millennia (Grissino-Mayer 1996). The El Malpais reconstruction sug-
gests that the multidecadal droughts in the eighth and sixteenth centuries may
have been the most severe and sustained droughts to impact the Southwest in
the past 1500 years. The eighth-century megadrought extended from AD 735 to
765 at El Malpais, coincidental with the approximate timing of the abandonment of
Teotihuacan, 600 km to the southeast on the Mesa Central of Mexico. We do not
know that the eighth-century drought extended into central Mexico (Fig. 10.16), but
the 1950s drought in the instrumental record (Fig. 10.2) and a few other tree-ring-
reconstructed droughts (e.g. Figs. 10.9, 10.10, and 10.12) indicate that annual and
decadal droughts can simultaneously impact the entire region from New Mexico and
Texas down into central Mexico (Acuna-Soto et al. 2005).

Fig. 10.16 Tree-ring-reconstructed summer PDSI is mapped across the available grid points for
the severe sustained drought during the mid-eighth century (AD 734–760; see Fig. 10.2 for map-
ping details). The predictor tree-ring chronologies are restricted to the western United States, North
Carolina, and West Virginia during this time period, and the eastern and southern margins of this
drought are not well defined by the available data. The sharp decline in reconstructed summer
PDSI in northern Mexico is entirely an artifact of the mapping software and the absence of tree-
ring chronologies. Other proxies indicate drought conditions over Mesoamerica from AD 750 to
950 and have implicated climate in the decline of Classic Period cultures (e.g., Hodell et al. 1995,
2005; Gill 2000; Haug et al. 2003)
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Evidence for the geographical impact of the eighth-century drought is limited,
but tree-ring and lake sediment data indicate that multidecadal drought centered
near AD 750 extended from the northern Great Plains, across the southwestern
United States, and into central Mexico (e.g., Fig. 10.16). Haug et al. (2003) and
Peterson and Haug (2005) documented multidecadal pulses of drought over northern
Venezuela and the Caribbean Sea in the sediment record of the Cariaco Basin, begin-
ning in the eighth century and extending into the mid-tenth century. They argued that
the anomalies in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) implied by this record
would have impacted rainfall over the Mayan lowlands. Intense drought during the
Terminal Classic Period has been reconstructed by Hodell et al. (1995, 2005) in
lake sediment records from the Yucatan, and it has been implicated in the Mayan
collapse (Hodell et al. 1995; Gill 2000). Hunt and Elliott (2005) have simulated
severe multidecadal drought over the Mesoamerican sector in a 10,000-year run of
the CSIRO Mark 2 global coupled climatic model based only on naturally occurring
global climatic variability, demonstrating the plausibility of the prolonged drought
identified in the proxy records from the Yucatan Peninsula and elsewhere.

These are interesting potential associations between the Classic Period decline
and drought. The only certainty is that the eighth-century megadrought—and sub-
sequent droughts in the ninth and tenth centuries evident in the North American,
Yucatan, and Cariaco records—may have interacted with anthropogenic environ-
mental degradation, epidemic disease, and social upheaval to contribute to the
collapse of the Classic Period in Mesoamerica. More paleoclimatic and archaeo-
logical information will be required to constrain these hypotheses, including the
development of long, climate-sensitive tree-ring chronologies for Mesoamerica and
realistic agent-based modeling of Classic Period societies.

10.5 Summary

Tree-ring-reconstructed climatic extremes contemporaneous with severe socioeco-
nomic impacts can be identified for the modern, colonial, and precolonial eras.
These events include the drought of the 1950s, the 1930s Dust Bowl, mid- and late
nineteenth-century Great Plains droughts, El Año del Hambre, and the seventeenth-
and sixteenth-century droughts in the English and Spanish colonies. The new tree-
ring reconstructions confirm the severe, sustained Great Drought over the Colorado
Plateau in the late thirteenth century identified by Douglass (1935), and they doc-
ument its spatial impact. The available tree-ring data indicate a succession of
severe droughts over the western United States during the Mesoamerican Terminal
Classic Period, but these are located far from the cultural heartland of Mesoamerica.
Recently, Montezuma bald cypress (Taxodium mucronatum) more than 1000 years
old have been discovered in central Mexico (Villanueva et al. 2004), and if they can
be exactly dated may provide tree-ring reconstructions of precipitation useful for
testing the role of drought in cultural decline during the Classic Period.

The only clear connections between climate extremes and impacts on humans
are found during the period of written history—including the prehispanic Aztec
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era codices, which describe the drought of One Rabbit in Mexico and other pre-
colonial droughts. The links between reconstructed climate and societies in the
prehistoric era may never be made irrefutably, but testing these hypotheses with
improved climate reconstructions, better archaeological data, and modeling experi-
ments to explore the range of potential social responses have to be central goals of
archaeology and high-resolution paleoclimatology.
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Chapter 11
Tree Rings and Climate: Sharpening the Focus

Malcolm K. Hughes, Henry F. Diaz, and Thomas W. Swetnam

Abstract A brief overview is given of the major contributions of dendroclima-
tology to current knowledge and understanding of climate variability and change.
Particular attention is given to: (1) greatly enhanced information on the spectrum of
climate variability, especially on interannual, decadal, and multidecadal timescales;
(2) the history of regional to hemispheric temperatures over recent centuries; (3)
the probable causes of the variability seen in tree-ring and other records over the
past millennium; (4) attempts to determine the quantity ‘climate sensitivity’ of the
Earth’s climate system; and (5) reconstructions of the behavior of circulation fea-
tures and of regional climates, notably drought. Emphasis is given to the importance
of regional, continental, and broader-scale networks, as well as to a wide array
of technical advances, in making these achievements possible. Then an impres-
sive array of applications is discussed, ranging from ecology and hydrology to
anthropology and archaeology. Finally, attention is given to the prospects for den-
droclimatology, and in particular to suggestions for making best use of its strengths
and for overcoming its weaknesses.

Keywords Dendroclimatology · Tree rings · Climate reconstruction · Climate
variability · Climate change

11.1 Introduction

In the past four decades, dendroclimatology has made valuable contributions to a
greatly improved understanding of climate variability over recent centuries. In the
early 1970s, there was little systematic knowledge of the nature and causes of cli-
mate variability on multiannual to multicentennial timescales, and little more than
speculation existed concerning the course of hemispheric-scale temperatures over
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the past few hundred years. Knowledge of the variability of circulation features and
its impact on regional climates depended almost entirely on the century or less of
direct meteorological observations available for most locations. Great progress has
been made on all three of these issues, and this progress will be briefly discussed
here with particular emphasis on the role of dendroclimatology. Then we will con-
sider the growth in recent decades of applications of dendroclimatology to other
fields, including ecology, hydrology, and the study of interactions between human
societies and climate. Finally, we will look to the future of dendroclimatology—
in particular, we will call for a reframing of the way we use tree rings as archives
of past climate. This recommendation arises from a maturing understanding of the
strengths and limitations of dendroclimatology as it is currently practiced.

11.2 Spectrum of Climate Variability

In the mid-twentieth century, a notional spectrum of climate variability would have
had no robust features between the annual cycle and those related to celestial
mechanics on millennial and multimillennial timescales. For example, Kutzbach and
Bryson (1974) pointed out the lack of information on Holocene climatic variabil-
ity at what they called intermediate frequencies or timescales—the interval of the
variance spectrum ranging in periods from about 100 to 1000 years. Furthermore,
because of the relative shortness of the instrumental record, estimates of periodici-
ties greater than about 30 years were deemed to have large uncertainties. The authors
expressed an expectation that tree rings and other high-resolution proxy climate
records would play an important role in defining details of the climatic spectrum
at these intermediate timescales (see also Mitchell 1976). Indeed, that expectation
has proven justified, as multiple authors, using both instrumental and proxy records,
including tree rings, have documented the existence of robust features of variabil-
ity on multidecadal (e.g., Schlesinger and Ramankutty 1994; Mann and Park 1994;
Cayan et al. 1998; Allan 2000; Delworth and Mann 2000; Briffa et al. 2001; Gray
et al. 2003; Villalba et al. 2003) and longer timescales (e.g., Mann et al. 1995, 1998,
2000, 2008; Cobb et al. 2003; Cook et al. 2004b; Graham et al. 2007).

Following the very strong El Niño event of 1982–1983 (Kiladis and Diaz
1986), the connection between the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and
climate anomalies worldwide (Kiladis and Diaz 1989) had been demonstrated.
Reconstructions of a number of ENSO indices have been published, using networks
of tree-ring chronologies and in some cases, other proxies such as coral annual band
properties (Lough and Fritts 1985; Stahle and Cleaveland 1993; Stahle et al. 1998;
Cook 2000; Mann et al. 2000, 2009; D’Arrigo et al. 2005a). These reconstructions
were based on the strength of the large-scale associations between ENSO and local
climate patterns. They extended the available record of El Niño events with annual
resolution back several hundred years. Tree rings have also been used to reconstruct
other aspects of climate variability on these timescales (see, for example, Cayan
et al. 1998; Dettinger et al. 1998).
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In the 1990s, scientific interest in the nature of decadal-scale climate variability
rose with analyses that highlighted the lower-frequency (decadal and longer) aspects
of climatic variability (e.g., Graham 1994; Mantua et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 1997;
Gershunov and Barnett 1998; Enfield and Mestas-Nuñez 2000; Enfield et al. 2001).
This interest, in turn, led to efforts to extend the records of indices such as the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO),
and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) using networks of tree-ring chronologies
(for example, Cook et al. 1998; Biondi et al. 2001; D’Arrigo et al. 2001, 2005b;
Gedalof et al. 2002; Villalba et al. 2001; Gray et al. 2004).

Villalba et al. (2001; Chapter 7, this volume) demonstrate the existence of
substantial synchrony on multiyear to multidecadal timescales in the spatial and
temporal patterns of temperature variability along the American Cordillera in con-
nection with sea surface temperature (SST) variability throughout the Pacific Ocean
(see also Dettinger et al. 2001). This finding has been possible as a result of the con-
tinued development of dendroclimatic networks. The association, or teleconnection,
between SST variability in the Pacific and temperature and precipitation changes
along the entire American Cordillera has been related to forced large-scale modes
of the atmospheric circulation, such as the northern and southern annular modes
(Thompson and Wallace 2000; Thompson et al. 2000) and to planetary wave struc-
tures due to changes in diabatic heating of the atmosphere associated with the SST
changes (Horel and Wallace 1981; Karoly 1989; Hoerling and Kumar 2000; Diaz
et al. 2001).

11.3 Reconstruction of Regional to Hemispheric Temperature
for Recent Centuries

Early efforts to constrain the range of natural variability from regional to global
scales are discussed in the volume Global Changes of the Past (Bradley 1991). Webb
(1991) and Wigley (1991) estimated the natural variability of global temperatures
to be in the range of 1.0–1.5◦C in the past 1000 years. With regard to regional
spatial scales, Overpeck (1991) estimated that Little Ice Age (LIA) temperatures
were within about 2◦C of mid-twentieth-century levels, but he also noted that ‘the
exact geographic and temporal character of the LIA has not yet been established. . .’

Attention was focused on the so-called medieval period in a workshop reported
as a series of papers in the journal Climatic Change in 1994. This workshop
represented a continuing effort to evaluate the amplitude and extent of episodes
of multidecadal to century-scale climatic variations in the historical and high-
resolution paleoclimate record. Hughes and Diaz (1994) evaluated the following
statement found in a US Department of Energy (1989) report: ‘A thousand years ago,
climate in the North Atlantic regions was perhaps 1◦C warmer than now. . .’ Based
on an extensive review of the literature, together with the findings of the other papers
published in this special issue of Climatic Change, Hughes and Diaz concluded,
‘[T]he available evidence does not support a global Medieval Warm Period. . .’
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However, the review did indicate that for some areas of the globe, ‘temperatures
appeared to have been warmer than mid-twentieth century values, although these
warmer regional episodes were not strongly synchronous.’ Even so, the authors
pointed out that ‘far more high-quality records of the climate of recent millennia
would be needed to provide a definitive answer to the question: was there a Medieval
Warm Period and if so, where and when?’

More than a decade after the Climatic Change volume, the report of Working
Group I of the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) came to a broadly similar conclusion regarding the
question addressed by Hughes and Diaz (1994) (Jansen et al. 2007, Box 6.4),
even though considerably more data (including many tree-ring data) were by then
available, and major progress had been made in improving methods. AR4 stated
that, ‘In medieval times, as now, climate was unlikely to have changed in the
same direction, or by the same magnitude, everywhere . . . At some times, some
regions may have experienced even warmer conditions than those that prevailed
throughout the twentieth century . . .’ AR4 then went on to make the important
point that, ‘Regionally restricted evidence by itself, . . . is of little practical rele-
vance to the question of whether climate in medieval times was globally as warm
or warmer than today. Local climate variations can be dominated by internal cli-
mate variability, often the result of the redistribution of heat by regional climate
processes.’

The AR4 continues, ‘Only very large-scale climate averages can be expected to
reflect global forcings over recent millennia . . . To define medieval warmth in a way
that has more relevance for exploring the magnitude and causes of recent large-scale
warming, widespread and continuous palaeoclimatic evidence must be assimilated
in a homogeneous way and scaled against recent measured temperatures to allow a
meaningful quantitative comparison against twentieth-century warmth . . . A number
of studies that have attempted to produce very large spatial-scale reconstructions
have come to the same conclusion: that medieval warmth was heterogeneous in
terms of its precise timing and regional expression . . .’

It is noteworthy that most of these climate reconstructions have used tree-ring
records. Several have been based solely on tree-ring evidence (for example, Briffa
et al. 2001; Esper et al. 2002; Cook et al. 2004a; D’Arrigo et al. 2006), and others
have combined tree rings with other annual- or decadal-resolution proxy climate
records, such as varved sediments, ice cores, coral growth bands, and historical doc-
uments (for example, Kaufman et al. 2009; Mann et al. 1998, 1999, 2000, 2008,
2009; Mann and Jones, 2003; Moberg et al. 2005). A few have used no tree rings
(Huang et al. 2000; Oerlemans 2005). Most of the tree-ring data used have been
derived from ring widths, but an important body of work has been based on maxi-
mum latewood density (MXD; see Briffa et al. 2001). In general, tree rings provide
the largest number of proxy records available for these reconstructions, and they
have the widest geographical distribution.

While commenting that, ‘The uncertainty associated with present palaeoclimate
estimates of NH mean temperatures is significant, especially for the period prior to
1600 when data are scarce . . .’ AR4 (Jansen et al. 2007) noted that the warmest
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period at the hemispheric level ‘prior to the twentieth century very likely occurred
between 950 and 1100, but temperatures were probably between 0.1 and 0.2◦C
below the 1961–1990 mean and significantly below the level shown by instrumen-
tal data after 1980.’ Further, ‘The evidence currently available indicates that NH
mean temperatures during medieval times (950–1100) were indeed warm in a 2-
kyr context and even warmer in relation to the less sparse but still limited evidence
of widespread average cool conditions in the 17th century . . . However, the evi-
dence is not sufficient to support a conclusion that hemispheric mean temperatures
were as warm, or the extent of warm regions as expansive, as those in the twenti-
eth century as a whole, during any period in medieval times . . .’. In summarizing
all the reconstructions they considered (see their Fig. 6.10c), AR4 concluded that
for the Northern Hemisphere there were ‘relatively cool conditions in the 17th and
early nineteenth centuries and warmth in the 11th and early 15th centuries, but the
warmest conditions are apparent in the twentieth century.’ These features are con-
sistently represented in most of the published reconstructions (see AR4 Fig. 6.10c),
and their scale in the last 3 or 4 centuries seems to be remarkably consistent, even
when quite different types of records have been used; for example, documentary
evidence, early instrumental measurements, or glacier dynamics (e.g., Luterbacher
et al. 2004; Oerlemans 2005). As will be discussed below, the global climate of the
period between roughly AD 500 and AD 1500 turns out to be much more interesting
than a simple ‘Warm Period,’ and that finding owes much to dendroclimatology.

11.4 Causes of Climate Variability in the Past Millennium

Using statistical comparisons, Mann et al. (1998) attributed much of the
hemispheric-scale patterns of temperatures of the last 400 years to solar and vol-
canic forcing, with greenhouse gas concentrations ‘emerging as the dominant factor
in the twentieth century.’ By the time of the writing of the AR4 report (Jansen
et al. 2007), a number of climate model runs had been performed forced by esti-
mates of natural and anthropogenic forcing factors and building on earlier modeling
work by, for example, Crowley (2000). The forcing factors included solar radi-
ation, volcanic gases and ash, and greenhouse gases in every case, and some
combination of tropospheric sulfate aerosols, tropical and/or stratospheric ozone
changes, and/or halocarbons, and land use changes. A variety of models were used,
including coupled global climate models (GCMs), energy balance models (EBMs),
and earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMICS). Remarkably, a
fairly consistent picture of simulated temperature over the past 1000 years or so
emerges. ‘Despite differences in the detail and implementation of the different forc-
ing histories, there is generally good qualitative agreement between the simulations
regarding the major features’ (Jansen et al. 2007). Further, most of the common
major features of the simulations are seen in the ‘ensemble view’ of the then avail-
able reconstructions, and the simulations largely fall within the envelope of the
various reconstructions and their uncertainties (AR4, Fig. 6.13d). These results
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support the proposition that hemispheric- or larger-scale temperature fluctuations
on timescales from multiyear to centuries are largely determined by changes in
radiative forcing.

In fact, the AR4 comparisons between the reconstructions (largely tree-ring
based) and climate model runs yielded a result that supported and extended the con-
clusion of Mann et al.’s (1998) statistical comparison of the Northern Hemisphere
temperature reconstruction with estimates of solar, volcanic, and greenhouse gas
forcing. Simulations were run on EBM and EMIC models, using differing histo-
ries of forcing. One set was run using all available forcing, whereas another had
the anthropogenic forcings rendered flat from 1765 on. Each set included runs with
different strengths of solar irradiance forcing. All were rather similar for the period
before 1765, but only the simulations in which the observed history of variation
in the anthropogenic factors was applied after 1765 tracked the reconstructed and
observed Northern Hemisphere temperature out to the late twentieth century (AR4,
Fig. 6.14d). As in Mann et al. (1998), natural forcings, primarily solar and vol-
canic, account for the reconstructed hemispheric temperature history for most of the
past millennium, but it is not possible to account for late-nineteenth- and twentieth-
century values without the anthropogenic forcings. This is a particularly compelling
finding because it is based on current knowledge of the mechanisms of the climate
system as incorporated in the models rather than a solely statistical analysis.

11.5 Climate Sensitivity

There is a challenge that high-resolution paleoclimatology has yet to meet. Bradley
(Chapter 1, this volume) expressed the expectation that meaningful estimates of cli-
mate sensitivity in pre-industrial times will be made in the next decade. Climate
sensitivity is the global surface temperature change associated with a doubling in
the atmospheric carbon dioxide equivalent. Specifically, Jansen et al. (2007) wrote
in AR4 (Section 6.6.4) that, ‘It is difficult to constrain the climate sensitivity from
the proxy records of the past millennium.’ As they stand, reconstructions of global
temperature and estimates of forcings are too uncertain to permit this. In partic-
ular, Jansen et al. (2007) note that the magnitudes of low-frequency variations in
hemispheric temperature reconstructions differ by ‘up to about a factor of two for
different reconstructions’ and that the reconstructions of natural forcings (solar and
volcanic) are uncertain for this period. As Bradley points out, dendroclimatology
can play a role in reducing the uncertainty of these temperature reconstructions by
increasing the number, quality, temporal extent, and geographic coverage of the
global network of tree-ring chronologies useful in dendroclimatology research. It
should be added that dendrochronology in the broader sense plays a role in improv-
ing estimates of forcing; for example, by improving the chronology of climatically
effective volcanic eruptions (e.g., Larsen et al. 2008; Salzer and Hughes 2007) and
as a source of information on cosmogenic isotopes as proxies for solar activity (e.g.,
Bond et al. 2001).
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It is important to note that most of the reconstructions referred to above were
based either completely or substantially on tree-ring data and on the work of den-
droclimatologists. Even so, the major conclusions are robust to the exclusion of
tree-ring data. Mann et al. (2008) brought together the largest dataset of tree-ring and
other annual- and decadal-resolution proxy data so far used for a hemispheric recon-
struction, and they compared alternative algorithms for extracting a reconstruction
of Northern Hemisphere temperature since the mid-first millennium AD. They con-
clude that, ‘Recent warmth [the past decade] appears anomalous for at least the
past 1300 years whether or not tree-ring data are used. If tree-ring data are used,
the conclusion can be extended to at least the past 1700 years, but with additional
strong caveats. The reconstructed amplitude of change over past centuries is greater
than hitherto reported, with somewhat greater medieval warmth in the Northern
Hemisphere, albeit still not reaching recent levels.’ The strong caveats referred to
concern decreasing numbers of records for earlier times, the effects of the ‘seg-
ment length curse’ on the capacity of tree-ring chronologies to conserve century- to
multicentury-scale variability, and time-dependent biases introduced by standard-
ization procedures (see Hughes, Chapter 2, this volume, and Briffa and Melvin,
Chapter 5, this volume).

The Mann et al. (2008) results suggest that, at least for the past 1300 years, these
effects do not produce a different general pattern of hemispheric temperature vari-
ability than is found with the other proxies used (namely, marine and lacustrine
sediments, speleothems, ice cores, corals, and historical documentary series). This
fact, combined with the general agreement between climate model results and the
existing, largely tree-ring-based, literature of hemispheric temperature reconstruc-
tions, suggests not only that tree rings, appropriately handled, are no worse than
other proxies, but also that it will be worth the effort to extend and expand the global
dendroclimatic network back in time, out to the present, and to presently uncovered
regions.

11.6 Circulation Features and Regional Climates

Although hemispheric or global mean temperature reconstructions have special
value for studying the effects of changing radiative forcings—such as solar irradi-
ance, volcanic gases and ash, and greenhouse gases—and eventually for estimating
climate sensitivity, they conceal a rich history of regional variations. It is this that we
referred to at the end of Section 11.3. At very large scales, it has recently emerged
that, far from conditions being uniformly warm in so-called ‘medieval’ times, some
large regions of the globe experienced relatively cool sea surface temperatures,
as recorded in coral skeletons, compared to modern values (Cobb et al. 2003).
Stine (1994), using geomorphic data, identified century-long extreme low stands
in Mono Lake, California, and other midlatitude locations in both North and South
America for the tenth through fourteenth centuries. He believed these low stands to
be so unusual as to merit the designation of this period as the ‘Medieval Climate
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Anomaly’ (MCA), and he proposed a mechanism of changed atmospheric circula-
tion. These lake low stands corresponded with sustained periods of dryness recorded
in rings of lower forest border bristlecone pine in the nearby Great Basin (LaMarche
1974; Hughes and Graumlich 1996; Hughes and Funkhouser 1998, 2003). Graham
and Hughes (2007) used tree rings to achieve a more direct confirmation of Stine’s
Mono Lake low stands by driving a hydrographic model of Mono Lake with recon-
structed inflow rates derived from tree-ring chronologies. Cook et al. (2004b), also
using tree rings and comparisons with other proxy records (e.g., lake level and wild-
fire reconstructions from fire scars in tree rings and charcoal in sediments), showed
that this period was indeed anomalous across much of western North America,
such that a markedly greater portion of the area tended to be experiencing drought
conditions in the centuries before the mid-second millennium AD than since then.
Recent Colorado River flow tree-ring-based reconstructions with good sample depth
through the past millennium identify extraordinary, multidecadal drought during the
mid-twelfth century (Meko et al. 2007).

Taken together, these findings support Stine’s (1994) designation of this period
as being anomalous in western North America. The question then arises, what
caused this? Graham et al. (2007) found that climate between approximately AD
500 and 1350 was marked by generally arid conditions on land in much of western
North America and cool sea surface temperatures along the California coast. They
were able to link this Medieval Climate Anomaly to large-scale circulation features
revealed by tree rings and by other proxy climate records such as coral bands and
ocean sediments. This was in part achieved by reference to analogous patterns seen
in transient climate model runs. According to Graham et al. (2007), the Medieval
Climate Anomaly was followed by wetter conditions in western North America and
warming coastal SSTs during the transition into the Little Ice Age. In concert with
these midlatitude changes, they reported that proxy records from the tropical Pacific
Ocean show contemporaneous changes indicating cool central and eastern tropi-
cal Pacific SSTs during the MCA, with warmer than modern temperatures in the
western equatorial Pacific.

This pattern of midlatitude and tropical climate conditions is consistent with
the hypothesis that a dry MCA in the western United States resulted (at least in
part) from tropically forced changes in Northern Hemisphere circulation patterns
like those associated with modern La Niña episodes (Cook et al. 2007). Building
on results reported by Graham et al. (2007) concerning the MCA/LIA transition
in the north Atlantic region, Trouet et al. (2009) combined tree-ring records from
north Africa with speleothems from northern Europe to reconstruct a major shift
in the North Atlantic Oscillation at the time of this transition. The Graham et al.
and Trouet et al. studies used relatively small numbers of proxy climate records,
including long tree-ring chronologies, along with climate models, to infer shifts
of climate regimes on very large spatial scales. Their results are largely consistent
with those obtained in a very different manner by Mann et al. (2009). In this case,
the methods of statistical climate field reconstruction (CFR) were used to exam-
ine the differences between two reconstructed global temperature fields, one for the
MCA (here AD 950–1250), the other for the LIA (here AD 1400–1700). This was
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done by using the very large dataset of tree-ring and other annual- to bidecadal-
resolution proxy records already used by Mann et al. (2008) to reconstruct mean
Northern Hemisphere temperature (see above). Their MCA showed a tendency for
La Niña–like conditions in the tropical Pacific. The reconstructed spatial patterns
of temperature change implied particular dynamical responses of climate to natural
radiative forcing changes that would involve the El Niño/Southern Oscillation and
the North Atlantic Oscillation/Arctic Oscillation. The work of Cook et al. (2007),
Goosse et al. (2008), Graham et al. (2007), and Mann et al. (2009) represents a new
stage in the development of high-resolution paleoclimatology, including dendrocli-
matology, in which reconstructions of past climate are interpreted in the light of
climate model simulations, and simulations may be constrained by proxy records or
reconstructions based on them. The results of this work are likely to have consid-
erable implications for the understanding of future climate changes; in particular,
the consequences of anthropogenic climate change for regional climatic phenomena
such as drought.

11.7 The Current State of Play

It is clear that dendroclimatology has made major and unique contributions on all
three fronts mentioned: the spectrum of climate variability, hemispheric mean tem-
perature over recent centuries and millennia, and the relationships between global or
hemispheric features, circulation patterns, and regional to local climate variability
and change. As a result, a new paradigm of climate variability and change in recent
centuries and millennia is emerging, which is distinct in a number of respects from
the paleoclimatology of longer timescales and more dramatic shifts in the bound-
ary conditions of the climate system. It is a paradigm in which the spatial and
temporal specificity of high-resolution archives such as tree rings permit a seam-
less approach to the linking of the effects of radiative forcing at global scale with
regional and local climate patterns combining forced and natural internal variabil-
ity (Hughes and Ammann 2009). On the one hand, reconstructions of decadal to
multicentennial changes at hemispheric or global scales provide a test for models of
radiatively forced climate variability and change, whereas spatiotemporal patterns
at these and shorter timescales and smaller, regional spatial scales represent the
combined effects of forced and internal variability. Such regional reconstructions,
however, also constitute a rich resource from which it is possible ‘to isolate system-
atic regional climate responses to repeated forcing events’ (Hughes and Ammann,
2009); for example, climatically effective volcanic eruptions. Such analyses have
the potential to contribute to the untangling of the effects of forced and unforced
climate variability at regional scales. The approach is increasingly integrated into
climate science, contributing otherwise unavailable insights, and in turn benefiting
from new challenges.

These contributions, and the many other achievements discussed in this volume,
have been possible because of decades of conceptual and technical development,
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as well as the building of networks of chronologies according to largely consistent
protocols. A number of the basic concepts are discussed by Hughes (Chapter 2, this
volume), and the development of the networks was described by Hughes (2002). An
apparent tension has emerged between the empirical-statistical approach, on which
most of the achievements of dendroclimatology have been based, and process-based
modeling. Vaganov et al. (2006, p. 308) suggest that process-based modeling (see
Vaganov et al. Chapter 3, this volume) should be viewed as a complement to
empirical-statistical techniques (see Cook and Pederson, Chapter 4, this volume),
not as a substitute. Following Harte (2002), they assert that, ‘Empirical-statistical
tools are of great value in dealing with particularity and contingency, just as
process-based modeling may be a way of approaching generality and simplicity.’

So it is that the building and analysis of networks of dendroclimatic records have
brought to light emergent phenomena (see Cook and Pederson, Chapter 4, this vol-
ume) that would likely not have been anticipated based only on the available state of
knowledge of mechanisms; for example, elements of synchrony in drought between
the midlatitudes of North and South America over several centuries (see Villalba
et al. Chapter 7, this volume), or the possible existence of two continental-scale
modes of drought in North America (Woodhouse et al. 2009). The solutions to some
of the most pressing problems in dendroclimatology, however, must lie in better
understanding of mechanisms; for example, of possible changing of climate control
of ring growth (as in the ‘divergence’ problem; see Vaganov et al. Chapter 3, this
volume; Briffa et al. 1998; D’Arrigo et al. 2008), in the effects of stand dynamics,
or in the mechanics and geometry of tree development. It is, of course, also nec-
essary to identify and deal with artifacts produced by combinations of chronology
composition and standardization techniques (see Briffa and Melvin, Chapter 5, this
volume).

11.8 The Importance of Networks

Modern dendroclimatology has only been possible because of the development of
networks of chronologies at local, regional, continental, and hemispheric scale (see
Hughes, Chapter 2, this volume, for a discussion of the centrality of networks to
dendroclimatology). Schulman (1956) systematically built networks of tree-ring
chronologies collected as records of hydroclimate, demonstrating a strong common
signal across hundreds of kilometers. This development was expanded further by
Fritts and colleagues (Fritts 1965, 1976; Fritts et al. 1971, 1976; LaMarche and Fritts
1971; Blasing and Fritts 1976), who used a distributed network of tree-ring sites
to reconstruct spatiotemporal patterns of regional climatic variability prior to the
beginning of instrumental observations. They developed methods for mapping tem-
poral and spatial variations of tree-ring growth for a network of western US conifers
that they linked to changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns (sea level
pressure [SLP], cyclone frequency) in the north Pacific. Fritts (1991) summarizes
the basic approach and provides examples of the application of these techniques to
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enhance understanding of secular variability in large-scale climate patterns prior to
the start of instrumental records.

The North American network of moisture-sensitive trees is now much more
widespread and heavily replicated than that used by Fritts (Meko et al. 1993; Cook
et al. 2004b; Kipfmueller and Salzer, 2010). It extends well into Canada and to
central Mexico (St. George et al. 2009; Stahle et al. 1999, 2007; Villanueva-Diaz
et al. 2007). Major tree-ring networks have been established in South America (see
Villalba et al. Chapter 7, this volume); Siberia (for example, Vaganov et al. 1996;
Esper et al. 2009); the eastern Mediterranean and North Africa (Touchan et al. 2005,
2008); many regions of Europe (for example, Büntgen et al. 2006; Helama et al.
2005); Australasia, especially New Zealand (for example, Fowler et al. 2008) and
Tasmania (Cook et al. 2006); central Asia and China (for example, Jacoby et al.
2003; Garfin et al. 2005; Yin et al. 2008) and the Himalayan region (for example,
Hughes 1992, 2001; Borgaonkar et al. 1996; Yadav and Singh 2002); as well as
the lands around the north Pacific (for example, D’Arrigo et al. 2001). In addition
to these networks, which are based mainly on ring widths, Schweingruber and his
colleagues have established a network of maximum latewood density chronologies
that covers most of the boreal forest and much of the alpine forest of the Northern
Hemisphere, with significant collections outside those regions, too (Schweingruber
and Briffa 1996).

There is still great potential for dendroclimatological network building and for
the intensification and updating of existing networks. Numerous regions are still
radically under sampled; for example, the tropics, including most of Africa; much
of central Asia; and other, smaller pockets, such as European Russia. Data on some
of the major networks were collected in the 1970s and 1980s, and they should be
updated. Given the unusual climate changes in many parts of the globe in recent
decades, tree-ring chronology updating would be particularly valuable in evaluating
potential changes in climate–tree growth responses during this period. It could well
be the case that sample numbers should be greater than has been the case in the
past. It is clearly the case that greatly improved metadata on collection sites and
their topographic, geologic, and ecological context may now be collected by using
modern geospatial technology, and that the interpretation of the ring record would
be greatly improved as a result.

11.9 Growth in the Applications of Dendroclimatology: the 1990s
to Present

Here we consider some exciting new climatic applications of dendrochronology
in the fields of water resources management, wildfire history and risks in western
North America forests, ecological impacts of climatic changes, and the application
of new tools in connection with traditional uses of dendrochronology in archaeolog-
ical work. Similar applications are being made in other regions, and our account is
meant to be indicative, not exhaustive.
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Dendroclimatology has experienced explosive growth since the late 1980s, with
a great number of published papers documenting regional- to hemispheric-scale cli-
matic variability over the past several centuries. Its results and insights have been
applied to scientific and practical problems in ecology and hydrology; for example,
issues with important policy and management implications.

Swetnam and Brown (Chapter 9, this volume) review the parallel strategy of net-
work development that ecological tree-ring studies have pursued in recent decades,
building from local scales to networks of ecological histories at regional to con-
tinental scales. At these broader scales, chronology networks reveal emergent
patterns of spatial and temporal synchrony of forest fires, insect outbreaks, and
tree demography (natality and mortality) reflecting climatic drivers (e.g., Swetnam
and Betancourt 1990, 1998; Kitzberger et al. 2007). The existence of independently
derived climatic proxies from ring-width and density chronologies has greatly facil-
itated this new development in ‘macroecology.’ Moreover, the remarkably strong
association between extreme years in the regional fire history networks and the
drought and ENSO reconstructions, for example, provide significant assurance that
both types of networks have captured the most extensive and highest magnitude cli-
mate and fire events (e.g., Fig. 9.3 in Swetnam and Brown, Chapter 9, this volume;
Swetnam and Betancourt 1990, 1998).

Although tree-ring ecological and climate networks have, so far, been assem-
bled and used jointly primarily at regional scales, hemispheric and global scales
are feasible. Following the work of Villalba and colleagues regarding evidence
for synchronicity of dendroclimatic responses to Pacific Ocean SST changes on
multiple timescales, Kitzberger et al. (2001) showed that forest fire histories in
North and South America shared similar histories and relationships to ENSO. The
newest and perhaps most promising approach for reconstructing regional to conti-
nental (and perhaps global) forest fire histories involves an adaptation of the classic
dendroclimatic regression methods of calibration and verification. Combinations
of modern-area-burned time series (from forest fire records and atlases), indepen-
dent networks of tree-ring width chronologies, and tree-ring dated fire-scar based
fire chronologies are used to reconstruct and test multicentury histories of wildfire
at regional and continental scales (Westerling and Swetnam 2003; Girardin 2007;
Girardin and Sauchyn 2008).

The Girardin (2007) and Girardin and Sauchyn (2008) studies have been particu-
larly valuable in evaluating the rise in area burned in Canada in recent decades in the
context of multiple centuries, and in association with warming trends, as observed in
twentieth-century data for both Canada and the western United States (Gillett et al.
2004; Westerling et al. 2006). The values and uses of these ecological disturbance
and climate studies from tree rings have expanded from improved basic understand-
ing of large-scale processes to new insights with applications in management. For
example, applications have included the development of predictive models of sea-
sonal fire activity based on the state of the ENSO and prior season rainfall and
drought conditions (Corringham et al. 2008).

During past few decades, a significant amount of work regarding hydrologic
aspects of climatic variability throughout the world on interannual to century
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timescales has used tree-ring networks (for example, Stockton and Meko 1975,
1983; Stahle and Cleaveland 1992; Hughes and Brown 1992; Graumlich 1993;
Villalba et al. 1998; Hughes and Funkhouser 1998; Cook et al. 1999, 2004b; Stahle
et al. 2000, 2007; Meko and Woodhouse 2005; Ni et al. 2002; Touchan et al. 2005,
2008; Woodhouse et al. 2006; Davi et al. 2006; Meko et al. 2007; Christie et al.
2009; Le Quesne et al. 2009). For obvious reasons, drought has been a major
focus of most of these studies; however, more recently, streamflow reconstruc-
tion has received greater attention (Stockton and Jacoby 1976; Cook and Jacoby
1983; Cleaveland and Stahle 1989; Andreev et al. 1999; Case and Macdonald
2003; Meko et al. 2001, 2007; Meko and Woodhouse 2005; Graham and Hughes
2007; Gou et al. 2007; Lara et al. 2008), as warming trends in various parts of
the world, coupled with persistent drought conditions, have sparked the interest of
water resources managers and policy makers (Meko and Woodhouse, Chapter 8, this
volume).

Severe and persistent drought has been commonplace in the western United
States throughout much of the first decade of the twenty-first century, and this has
led to concerns about declining snow packs (Mote et al. 2005), diminished stream-
flow (Stewart et al. 2005), and lowering reservoirs (Pulwarty et al. 2005). In the
face of climate change analyses (Barnett et al. 2008), these concerns have spurred
water resources managers to evaluate longer hydrological baselines that are possi-
ble through tree-ring reconstructions. Studies such as those of Woodhouse (2003);
Woodhouse et al. (2006), and Meko et al. (2007) have helped reservoir managers
across the western United States gain a better understanding of the historical range
of climate variability in the region—which has exhibited larger fluctuations than
anything experienced in historical times (Stine 1994; Cook et al. 2004b; Graham
and Hughes 2007; Graham et al. 2007).

In parallel to these tree-ring-based studies focused on developing longer base-
lines for assessing current and future hydroclimatic changes in the western United
States, some innovative studies using tree rings and other paleoenvironmental proxy
records suggest that abandonment of the Four Corners Pueblo cultures in the south-
west United States may have resulted from reductions in both cool and warm season
precipitation, leading to low maize yields and the collapse of settlements (Benson
et al. 2007). Likewise, Stahle et al. (2007) show that megadroughts occurred several
times in the prehistoric tree-ring-based record in the western United States, with
enormous consequences for the indigenous peoples in the region. In the sixteenth
century, drought affected large portions of North America (including Mexico). Other
notable works are those of Stahle et al. (2000), Acuña Soto et al. (2002), and Therrell
et al. (2004), who establish a plausible link between severe pre- and post-Columbian
droughts in Mexico and pandemic outbreaks of diseases that likely led to the deaths
of millions of people. Of historical interest in the United States is the study by Stahle
et al. (1998), which documents the occurrence (using tree-ring reconstructions) of
a historically extreme drought in the middle Atlantic region coincident with the
attempted establishment of English settlements in the New World. Stahle and Dean
(Chapter 10, this volume) further discuss the nexus between climate extremes and
social disasters.
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Thus, tree-ring, historical-documentary, and archeological lines of evidence can
be combined in the evaluation of past human societal and behavioral responses to
climate variability and change (e.g., see Stahle and Dean, Chapter 10, this vol-
ume). Potential exists to further develop such interdisciplinary studies in various
areas of the world having rich human histories and tree-ring resources. These nar-
ratives are of great interest to the public and have potential to offer new insights
into human history and our role in both causing and responding to environmental
change.

11.10 Prospects for Dendroclimatology

In a review of the ‘state of the art’ of dendrochronology in climatology, Hughes
(2002), referring to tree rings as natural archives of climate variability, stated:

The greatest strengths are: the capability to date tree rings to the calendar year, with a very
high degree of confidence; the existence of large geographic-scale patterns of common year-
to-year tree-ring variability; the development of very extensive, shared networks of tree-ring
chronologies meeting common standards; the surprising effectiveness of very simple linear
models of tree-ring/climate relationships; and the growing understanding of the mechanisms
leading to variability in tree ring features.

During the past 1–2 decades, these strengths have been put to good use by many
researchers to provide relatively robust climate reconstructions on large regional to
hemispheric spatial scales for the past several centuries to millennia.

Improvement of such reconstructions is limited by the relative lack of high-
quality records in important regions, especially in the tropics, and for times before
the past five or six centuries. Without adequate networks, knowledge of such regions
and times cannot benefit from the robust spatiotemporal patterns tree rings can
provide for climate reconstruction. With them, the prospects for climate reconstruc-
tion are greatly improved. The accelerating pace of network building and temporal
extension of chronologies exemplified in Villalba et al. (Chapter 7, this volume)
augurs well for the continued contribution of dendroclimatology to knowledge of
Late Holocene and recent climate. Moreover, new kinds of records based on ratios
of stable isotopes are emerging that provide information not available from ring-
width and density records, in boreal, temperate, and tropical regions (see Gagen
et al. Chapter 6, this volume). The experience of recent decades also suggests that
there are many other new tree-ring archives of past climate to be discovered and
developed, even in regions where dendrochronologists have been active for some
decades.

Hughes (2002) also summarized the major weaknesses of dendrochronology in
the study of climate:

[T]ree-ring chronologies only capture a fraction of climate variability; their response may
be limited to specific seasonal ‘windows’; some do not respond directly to a single monthly
or even seasonal climate variable. . .their use to reconstruct past climate is based on the
assumption that the same factors, acting in the same way, controlled the formation of tree
rings in the past as in the twentieth century and, the techniques used to remove non-climatic
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variability, such as that caused by tree age/size trend and interactions with neighbors, limit
the faithful representation of climate variations on centennial and longer timescales in many
cases.

Overcoming the weaknesses of dendroclimatology may require more creativity
than making best use of its strengths. It is time to reframe the way tree rings are
used as natural archives. Specifically, this reframing would involve:

1. Thinking of the tree ring as a natural archive that contains several potential proxy
records of climate, whose mutual relations contain information about multiple
environmental factors; these would include total and partial ring widths, density
variables, microanatomical measurements, ratios of stable isotopes (see Gagen
et al. Chapter 6, this volume), and potentially trace chemistry.

2. Using a combination of improved process-based modeling and empirical-
statistical approaches to produce an integrated understanding of why the various
proxy records in a ring vary through time and within the tree; this would include
consideration not only of the mechanisms producing interannual variations in
the various proxies (see Cook and Pederson, Chapter 4, this volume; Vaganov
et al. Chapter 3, this volume), but also how and why this interannual variabil-
ity changes according to cambial age and tree geometry (see Briffa and Melvin,
Chapter 5, this volume).

3. Placing these processes in a spatially explicit context of the forest and the land-
scape; events in neighboring trees, and in the forest and landscape more broadly,
clearly influence ring formation, and the character of each tree-ring record (see
Swetnam and Brown, Chapter 9, this volume). Given recent developments in
the modeling of forest dynamics, remote sensing, and geospatial analytical tech-
niques, it should be possible to put the treatment of these influences on a more
quantitative basis than hitherto.

4. Using ecological information based on dendrochronology as a source of climate
information with relevance to forests and woodlands (see Swetnam and Brown,
Chapter 9, this volume); there is particular promise in developing understand-
ing of fire climatology and expanding dendroecological fire history networks to
continental and global scales.

5. Reconciling the multiple proxies available from a tree-ring record internally
in terms of mechanisms and known relationships, and then reconciling them
with independent proxies from other natural archives; in the best case, this
will involve tree-ring proxies and independent proxies providing estimates of
processes linked by known, measurable mechanisms—for example, linking a
tree-ring-based precipitation reconstruction through streamflow to the variation
of lake levels recorded by geomorphic or sediment isotope records (for example,
Andreev et al. 1999; Graham et al. 2007; Graham and Hughes, 2007; Luckman
and Wilson 2005; Solomina et al. 2005). By linking independent reconstructions
of different components of a system, such as precipitation in the headwaters
and the level of a receiving lake, it is possible to test the mutual consistency of
the reconstructions quantitatively, and not merely to track covariation. Did, for
example, the precipitation as reconstructed vary enough and at the right time to
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produce the lake level changes as independently reconstructed, given the present
state of knowledge of the watershed and the lake? Given the impossibility of cal-
ibrating multidecadal- and century-scale variability, such reconciliations offer a
way of checking the magnitudes of these changes.

6. Reaching beyond the present paradigm, in which tree rings are seen as imperfect
thermometers or rain gauges, to one in which fields of proxy data (for example,
annual maps of maximum latewood density, ring width, or an isotopic ratio) are
used ‘as is’ to constrain models of climate, or to enhance sparse instrumental
records through data assimilation schemes (Hughes and Ammann 2009). This
approach has the potential to provide resolution to some problems of nonsta-
tionary response, and of changing environment, as well as acknowledging the
potential for nonlinear responses.

In his 2002 review, Hughes concluded: ‘[T]he overall assessment [of the role
of dendrochronology in climatology] is that it is vibrant, with much robust debate
and innovative work.’ The chapters in this book represent a cross section of the
exciting dendroclimatology work being carried out throughout the world. It also
points to some of the key areas for future inquiry. As was the case with Tree Rings,
Environment and Humanity (Dean et al. 1996), this volume points to the future
as much as it takes a look back at some of the notable accomplishments of our
discipline. B. Luckman pointed out in his contribution to the 1996 volume, that
dendrochronology had a great opportunity to make significant contributions within
global change research. The record of the past 15 years bears that prediction out.
The expansion of research and the development of practical applications using tree
rings as proxies of past climatic variability is pointing to exciting new developments
for dendroclimatology—which likely will continue to grow. As human pressures on
the environment and the emerging signals of global climate change begin to impact
societies more heavily, there is a need for a greater understanding of the historic
nature and range of climatic variability on regional scales. Dendrochronology will
continue to be one of the best tools available for providing a comparative context
for future changes in climate.
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